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PREFACE

I was delighted at the response to the Second International Conference on CANDU
Fuel held in Pembroke, Ontario 1989 October 1-5. Those who attended will attest
to the high quality of the presentations and the vigorous discussion that ensued.
These proceedings contain the full texts of all papers presented and will be the
required reference for the current status of CANDU fuel.

As in 1986, the Conference was organized and hosted by the Chalk River Branch
of the Canadian Nuclear Society. The Conference itself was sponsored by the
Canadian Nuclear Society and the American Nuclear Society. The Organizing
Committee was gratified by the strong international representation. The first
Conference session, "International Experience and Programs" provides an excellent
overview of CANDU worldwide. Other important current CANDU initiatives on Safety
Studies and Waste Management are also well covered. The final session on Fuel
Cycles shows the direction for future CANDUs.

1 thank the Organizing Committee for their outstanding efforts in making the
Conference a success. The third in the series of CANDU Fuel Conferences is
scheduled for 1992.

ry
T--' T 'Hastings
C/nference Chairma,
lalk River

1989 December 18
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OPERATING FUEL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM fOFTP)

Fuel Development for Normal Operating Conditions:
A Historical Perspective of

Canadian Utility/AECL Joint Programs
1975 through 1989

by

P. T. TRUANT

Chairman: Operating Fuel Technology Program
Ontario Hydro

presented at

Second International Conference on CANDU Fuel
October 1989, Chalk River, Canada

ABSTRACT

At the present time there are 18 CANDU-PHW* power reactors in commercial
operation in Canada, with a total generating capacity of greater than
12,700 MWe. Four more units are under construction. Fuel is a key
component of the CANDU nuclear system. Over the past 15 years, CANDU
fuel has demonstrated: overall excellent performance, low cost and good
design adaptability to evolving operating requirements.

The key factor in the success of CANDU fuel has been the constant close
and effective cooperation of the Canadian fuel industry in the areas of:
research, design, manufacture and operation. This paper illustrates one
aspect of this cooperation - Utility/AECL* jointly supported fuel
programs, from 1975 to today's Operating Fuel Technology Program (OFTP).

*
CANDU-PHW: CANadian Deuterium Uranium -

Pressurized Heavy Water

AECL: Atomic Energy of Canada Limited



1.0)INTRODUCTION

Today there are 18 CANDU-PHW power reactors in operation in Canada:
Pickering NGS* (8-reactors), Bruce A NGS (4-reactors), Bruce B NGS
(4-reactors), Gentilly II NGS (1-reactor) and Point Lepreau NGS
(1-reactor). The total nuclear generating capacity is 12,700 MWe. Four
more reactors are under construction at Darlington NGS. By 1992, all 22
reactors are scheduled to be in-service with a total nuclear output of
greater than 16,250 MWe.

These reactors use natural uranium fuel in two configurations:
28-element bundles for Pickering NGS and 37-element bundles for the
other stations. The current total Canadian nuclear fuel usage is 1,500
MgU/year. This will increase to 1,800 MgU/year by 1992 when all reactors
will be in-service.

A nuclear operating system of this magnitude provides large and
continuing challenges for the fuel industry:

- maintain and improve good fuel performance,
- enhance operating flexibility,
- reduce fueling costs, and
- provide the technical capability to respond to future
problems and opportunities.

The Canadian Operating Fuel Technology Program (OFTP) addresses these
challenges. This integrated CANDU Ownervs Group (COG) program is focused
on fuel projects of mutual interest to all members: Ontario Hydro (OH),
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), Hydro Quebec (HQ) and New
Brunswick Electric Power Commission (NBEPC). This paper gives the
history of joint utility/AECL fuel development programs, and highlights
results in:

- fuel performance
- cost reduction
- fuel/pressure tube interactions, and
- technical response,

for the current 28 and 37-element fuel configurations.

2.0) HISTORY

The CANDU program has been a partnership between AECL research and
development (R&D), and Ontario Hydro construction and operation
expertise. The AECL mandate to provide a commercial nuclear power system
was largely realized with Pickering units starting operation in 1971.

The early 1970's were exciting and challenging for the CANDU fuel
industry. At Ontario Hydro, the early Pickering fueling power ramp
failures led to the introduction of more versatile fuel management
schemes and CANLUB fuel, while the more strenuous fuel duty cycles
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planned for Bruce NGS-A units required development of the 37-element
bundle. For AECL, CANLUB 37-element fuel was a stepping stone to high
burnup advanced cycles, with a large export market on the horizon.

2.1) 1975: Fuel Common Development Program ("Common Program")

In 1975, Ontario Hydro and AECL committed a five-year program to cover
generic fuel development projects of common interest. Projects covered
fuel under normal operating conditions (NOC), and high temperature
transient (HTT) effects under postulated accident conditions. The
emphasis was performance demonstration and cost reduction. The magnitude
of the program was approximately 0.6 M$/year, with the costs shared
equally by both parties. It was recognized that R&D which relied on
specific projects would fluctuate significantly with time and "perceived
problems". Thus, the Common Program provided funding stability to
facilitate long-term planning for the fuel industry.

2.2) 1980: CANDU Development Program ("CANDEV Program")

By 1980, the exceptional performance of CANDU fuel and fuel handling
systems had been proven. The R&D focus shifted to consolidation of
performance gains by identifying and maintaining the important design
and production parameters. Fuel reflected the overall nuclear attitude -
success but consolidation.

Due to the success of the fuel Common Program, this concept was expanded
for the next five-years to cover generic nuclear development programs of
interest to AECL and Ontario Hydro. The increased scope was reflected in
the new title, CANDU Development Program (CANDEV). Within this much
larger program, fuel NOC and fuel HTT became two separate programs.
Initial CANDEV funding for fuel NOC was approximately 0.7 M$/year.
However, funding decreased significantly in the final years of the
agreement.

2.3) 1985: Operating Fuel Technology Program (OFTP)

It is ironic that, the funding decreases in 1982 - 1985 were due to past
fuel successes. Previous program direction had come mainly from the
design requirements of future or recently in-service stations. Average
measures of fuel performance were excellent. Therefore, fuel could be
considered a proven and static component of our nuclear system with
little need for R&D support. "Fuel people" disagreed with with this
conventional position.

However, while the R&D "requirements for future plants" were becoming
less significant, the need for technical expertise and improved fuel
technology in support of operating plant became apparent through:
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- Fuel problems at established plants

- Douglas Point defect excursion (1982),
- fuel inspection/shipping/examination support for Pickering
G16 pressure tube failure technical response (1983),

- observation of fuel/pressure tube "swarf" (1983), and
- Bruce Unit 3 fuel defect excursion (1984).

- Increased fuel costs strengthened the incentive to achieve burnup
savings.

- Experience at Bruce NGS-A showed that greater fuel heat transfer
margins would improve reliability of operation at 100% power.

An OH assessment of the technical resources available to support their
in-service station fuel performance requirements demonstrated a dramatic
decrease over the previous five years. As a result, in 1985 OH initiated
the Operating Fuel Jechnology Program (OFTP), which focused on the needs
of operating stations. The basic objectives were:

1) provide higher performance fuel to maintain and improve operating
margins and flexibility,

2) reduce nuclear fueling cost,
3) maintain essential fuel industry technical response capability,
4) provide continuity with a long-term directed program, and
5) accomplish the above with "zero" net cost (cumulative fueling

savings greater than cumulative costs over the 10-year program).

The OFTP strategy is shown in Figure 1. To accomplish the original
objectives, program funding was recommended at 2.5 M$/year; but in the
first year funding was only available for about half this amount.

2.4) 1986: Operating Fuel Technology Program (OFTP-COG)

In 1984, it was appropriate to expand the role of the successful two
partner CANDEV Program to include other CANDU owners/operators. The
CANDU Owners Group (COG) was established with four founding members: OH,
AECL, NBEPC and HQ. The objective of COG is to provide "a framework for
cooperation, mutual assistance and exchange of information as may be
found necessary or desirable from time to time for the successful
operation and maintenance of CANDU nuclear electric generating
stations".

By 1986, the COG R&D program had incorporated all CANDEV components,
including the fuel NOC projects. As a separate entity, the OFTP had
received approval and had released funding for its key projects. Fuel
NOC and OFTP personnel worked closely to maintain technical integration
of the two programs. At this point it was decided to merge the two
programs into one to take advantage of the organizational and
administrative structure set up for COG. The result was the Operating
Fuel Technology Program OFTP - COG, as it exists today.
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2.5) Utilitv/AECL Joint Program Funding Summary

Total actual annual expenditures for formal joint utility/AtCL fuel
programs are given in Figure 2 for the period 1975 to 1989. A better
physical measure of the industry effort allocated to support of fuel for
normal operating conditions is also shown in Figure 2 by expressing
these funds in constant dollars. In both cases the decreasing CANDEV
support in 1982-1985 is apparent. The "recovery and stabilization" from
1985 onward is due to the OFTP. It should be noted that over the 15 year
period illustrated, the number of in-service MWe supported by these
projects has increased by more than a factor of five.

Figure 3 shows the 1975 to 1989 funding dist ^bution by program area
(discussed in Section 3).

2.6) "Completing the Circle"

Since 1975 the formally approved joint fuel programs have provided tha
framework for CANPU fuel NOC technology advancement. However, there are
two other classes of fuel projects which are interwoven with this
framework to provide the complete structure of the Canadian program for
current fuel. These are:

i."Application projects" conducted for specific facilities or needs,
and therefore funded solely by the one affected organization.
Although these projects may have involved significant costs, they
were generally of narrow focus and applied existing technology.
Therefore, they are not included in the funding support values.

ii. "Informal Agreements" which are cooperative efforts with each
partner contributing: expertise, resources or facilities as the most
effective contribution to achieving a common objective. The partners
absorb the individually incurred costs within their areas of
responsibility, and share equally in the results. In general, these
projects are of short duration and relatively inexpensive. However,
because they are understandings between working level individuals
committed to doing their jobs, they are highly effective in producing
usable results on time. The smooth and efficient functioning of the
larger formal joint projects is strongly dependent on this informal
one-on-one interaction. Because of the difficulty in quantifying the
cost of these projects, or indeed even identifying them, they are not
explicitly included in any of the above funding discussions.

Even though the "application" and "informal agreement" projects costs
have not been considered in this paper, their achievements and those of
the formal jointly supported programs are so interconnected that any of
the fuel technology accomplishments must be considered a credit to the
whole CANDU fuel industry.
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3.0) ACCOMPLISHMENTS

CANDU fuel has a long history of shared fuel development efforts, which
include AECL, the utilities and the manufacturers. The OFTP is now in
the fortunate position of harvesting results and benefits obtained from
investments over the last 15 years. The following Sections highlight
some of the accomplishments of Canada's joint fuel programs.

3.1) Fuel Performance Improvement

The OFTP contains projects which focus on maintaining current fuel
performance. The risks to this performance are: more severe duty cycles
on the fuel due to new station operating demands (e.g. power
maneuvering, system chemistry changes), the materials and components
making up our fuel bundles "change or evolve" with time (e.g. U02 powder
characteristics, Zircaloy process history), and manufacturing processes
change as technology advances. Therefore, even "staying where we are"
implies: an improved understanding of what are the important fuel
physical characteristics; as well as implementing improved technology to
maintain performance margins.

The first step in maintaining performance is to identify root causes of
current fuel defects. OFTP fuel hot-cell examinations have identified:
failures due to an unbonded "cold weld" region in tha sheath to end-cap
resistance weld; and stress-corrosion-cracking failures in Bruce fuel
elements subjected to high burnups of 700 MWh/kgU, while experiencing a
relatively benign decreasing power history.

The second step is to understand the bases for our fuel performance. In
1984, Bruce Unit 3 experienced a defect excursion with fuel supplied by
one manufacturer. The failure mode was circumferential cracking near the
sheath end-cap weld. Metallography showed a weld characteristics with
high potential for stress concentration and deuterium pickup. This
problem led to the OFTP fuel failure thresholds determination project
which has shown that the most significant parameters are material
texture and hydride alignment in the weld area, and not the actual weld
geometry. A companion project, CANLUB development has used X-ray
diffraction techniques to show the formation of zirconium-iodine-carbon
compounds. This is the first evidence that CANLUB acts as a chemical
fission product getter, instead of being a physical barrier to fission
products or a pellet sheath lubricant. The heat transfer improvement
project iias developed and demonstrated a short two-bundle water CHF test
facility for scoping tests on fuel design variations. Recent results
have shown good correlation with full length freon and water tests.

The third and fourth steps are improvement, and implementation in
operating reactors. These will come as part of the future OFTP work.
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3.2) Fueling Cost Reduction

The most significant project in this area is what we have loosely called
37-element "thin-wall" fuel development. The best way to view this
project is to start from the successful performance of Pickering
28-element fuel. The Pickering sheath thickness/diameter ratio was
chosen to satisfy a number of fuel structural requirements, including:
absence of longitudinal ridging and absence of collapse into
as-fabricated axial voids. Bruce 37-element fuel has smaller diameter
elements, while being subjected to almost the same coolant conditions.
For overall fuel production considerations, the sheath thickness was
maintained the same as Pickering fuel - instead of going with a thinner
sheath allowed by thickness/diameter requirements. Thus, the current
37-element sheath is "over designed", and what is now called "thin-wall"
fuel is actually the same thickness/diameter ratio as 28-element fuel.

All "thin-wall" experimental reactor irradiations and all out-reactor
strength, vibration and endurance tests for Bruce A have have been
successfully completed. Twenty bundles for the reactor demonstration
irradiation have been fabricated, with loading planned for 1990. When
full production implementation is complete, fuel burnup savings will be
of the order of millions of dollars per year at each of: Bruce A,
Bruce B and Darlington Nuclear Generating Stations. Savings at each 600
MWe unit will be comparable on a unit size basis (hundreds of thousands
of dollars per year).

3.3) Fuel/System Interactions

The term "fuel/system interactions" is used to recognize that fuel has
significant interactions with other system components, such as: fuel
channels, fuel handling system and the coolant system. These
interactions may be: neutral - as designed, negative - causing possible
deterioration of other components, or positive - enhancing our
understanding of other aspects of the system through a monitoring role.
I will give one OFTP example of the negative and its engineered solution
(T-bearinq pads), and one example of the positive and its current
application ("carrier" bundle).

T-Bearing pads: In 1975, pressure tubes were removed from Pickering Unit
3 because of leaks through the tube near the rolled joint. Removed tubes
were examined in the AECL hot-cells. Surface marking was observed at
some fuel bearing pad locations on the inside surface of pressure tubes.
This marking was not related to the cause of the pressure tube leaks,
and it was benign because of the: localized nature, shallow depth and
smooth shape. "Good engineering practice" dictated that the phenomena
should be understood, and a solution developed which would eliminate the
marking.
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A project was initiated under the Common Fuel Program. It was determined
that the marking was due to crevice corrosion between the fuel bearing
pads and pressure tube. This occurred at positions along the fuel
channel where the heat flux was high and the coolant was near
saturation. These conditions combined to give high lithium
concentrations in the low-flow interface between bearing pad and
pressure tube, resulting in accelerated corrosion. The challenge was to
develop a new bearing pad design which: retained the accepted
pad/pressure tube interface geometry, had adequate mechanical strength,
for fuel handling, and did not raise a new risk of crevice corrosion
between the sheath and bearing pad. Scoping tests were performed on a
number of promising concepts. The "T-pad" was chosen. The basis for this
design is restricting heat flow to the pad/pressure tube interface by
means of a narrow throat at the sheath/pad interface. All out-reactor
testing and experimental reactor irradiations have been completed.
Twenty T-pad bundles have been fabricated, and loading for the power
reactor performance demonstration in Bruce A is scheduled before the end
of 1989.

Carrier bundle: Fuel is the only mechanical component which is exposed
to the primary he?'; transport system irradiation and chemical
environment, and is routinely loaded and unloaded on-power. This makes a
fuel bundle a unique "carrier" vehicle for material test samples, which
will then be exposed to actual CANOU conditions.

Following the Pickering Unit 1 G16 pressure tube failure, an AECL and OH
project was set up to irradiate pre-oxidized pressure tube samples in
Pickering using "normal" fuel bundles - with the centre element U02
replaced by the test coupons. The successful irradiation and hot cell
examination of this initial phase lead to a further extension. To
expose the test coupons to conditions as similar as possible to those
seen by the pressure tube, it was desirable to place them in outer
element locations. Out-reactor tests of carrier bundles with test
coupons in some of the outer elements were "piggy-backed" on the
thin-wall vibration and endurance tests. This resulted in a substantial
savings in development costs and more critically, time. Outer element
carrier bundles have been irradiated in Bruce A, and shipped for
hot-cell examination.

3.4) Fuel Technical Response Capability

The above projects can be considered as developing and supplying
technology "hardware". The following technical response capability
projects are aimed at better defining how fuel behaves. These projects
give significant benefits through better design and analysis tools which
avoid costly conservatism in: fuel design, system specifications, or
operating procedures. These projects are often less focussed than the
development programs and may require expensive research facilities.
However, OFTP successes in large measure reflect the quality and
timeliness of response capability efforts.
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Fission Product release from defected fuel: A project to irradiate and
monitor defective fuel to study the release of fission products and
sheath degradation under closely controlled conditions, using the AECL
experimental reactor NRX. This project has lead to the formulation of
analysis techniques and models to define the dependence of fission
product release on operational parameters. Thereby, allowing realistic
estimates of the number and status of fuel defects in power reactor
cores.

Fuel in air: A project to quantify the damage to fuel elements and the
release of fission products caused by air oxidation of defected fuel
elements, using hot-cell testing. Another test series is underway to
define factors affecting fuel bundle heat up in air or steam. These
results enable the specification of realistic time-temperature limits
for shipping fuel and non-routine fuel handling procedures.

Fuel code development: A project to develop verified fuel performance
codes. Such codes are used in two ways: to predict the consequences of
design changes, or to detect the abnormal performance of fuel. These
codes require the continuing development of the physical understanding
of fuel performance, and the comparison of the models against new data.
Without such applied knowledge, design and operation become increasingly
empirical, conservative and expensive.

Documentation: A project to formally document the data, analysis and
experience that are the foundations of future design and operations
improvements. There is an on-going effort to ensure that these
foundations are documented, and that the appropriate lessons are learned
and applied.

4.0) THE FUTURE CHALLENGE

CANDU fuel has a long and successful history of cooperative efforts
involving AECL and Canadian utilities. The OFTP is the most recent and
largest joint fuel program. The OFTP is following the direction
originally set in 1985, when it was first initiated.

Canada has one other major fuel development effort - the independent
AECL CANFLEX bundle project. This project was started in 1986 and is not
part of any joint agreement. The 43-element CANFLEX bundle is being
developed to provide: higher bundle power and/or lower element ratings,
increased thermal hydraulic margins, and enhanced burnup capability.

The technology improvements generated by the OFTP and the new knowledge
generated by the CANFLEX project are vital to each other and are in fact
inseparable. For either effort to meet its objectives, the challenge
which must be faced and solved now is to bring together the OFTP and the
separate AECL CANFLEX project into one strong integrated program for all
CANDU fuel.
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ABSTRACT

Since the commercial operation on April 22nd, 1983 Wolsong Nuclear Power
Plant has achieved significantly improved fuel performance and burnup exten-
sion annually. Expecially Korean-built fuels by Korea Advanced Energy
Research Institute have been loaded from September 1987 which are reaching
about 4,000 bundles as of the end of last year. The progressive efforts on
burnup extension and fuel performance technology improvements have been
carried and have led to the successful performance of Wolsong fuels.

This paper presents briefly the summary of fuel performance records such as
the number of bundles discharged a year, discharged fuel burnup, refuelling
rate, defect fuel rate, failed fuel history, fuelling machine visit rate per
100 full power days interval, cumulative discharged burnup per 100 FPD
interval, average excess reactivity in core, fuelling machine visit per
channel during reactor lifetime to Last year, the number of channels visited
in each zone and direction, the number of discharged fuel bundies per 500
MWD/MTU interval, and Korean-built fuel performance from commercial operation
to the end of 1988.

INTRODUCTION

Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) is the national utility with
installed capacity of 20,047 MW. KEPCO has 8 nuclear units in commercial
operation, 1 in commissioning, and 2 units under construction. Generation
portion by nuclear power plants was about 50 percent last two years.

KEPCO has only one CANDU plant but another copy plant construction is
planned to finish by 1997. Since the commercial operation, Woisong Nuclear
Power Plant has been operated for about 1,700 effective full power days by the
end of last year. Through 6 year's short operation period, Wolsong Nuclear
Power Plant has achieved high reliability in operation. Wolsong had recorded
the top capacity factor with 98.4 percent from April 1985 to March 1986. As
of the end of last year the lifetime capacity factor was about 80 percent.

Also fuel performance and burnup extension were ameliorated annually by the
progressive efforts. Especially Korean-built mass production fuels of about
4,000 bundles by Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has been
loaded into the core from September 1987 to last year. So far there has been
no indication of fuel defect.

FUEL MANAGEMENT

There are a few factors to affect directly refuelling rate. Excess
reactivity in core, channels selected for refuelling, refuelling experience,
moderator purity, power distribution, defective fuel, and fuelling machine
availability are the factors.
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Table 1 shows the number of discharged bundles, refuelling rate, and
discharged fuel burnup a year respectively since in-servi.ce. As you see the
table, the refuelling rate was decreased from 17. 12 bundles per FPD to 15.87
by the extension of discharged burnup. Last year Wolsong saved about 8% fuel
bundles compared with the refuelling rate of 1983.

Table II and HI show the number of channels visited in each coolant
direction and zone respectively. The number ot ohanneLs visited for
directional refuelling are nearly same over lifetime which means flattened
flux distribution. The number of channels visited for upper and lower region
are also nearly same. But the number of channels refuelled for top and bottom
zones are higher than those of other zones.

Fuelling machine visit rate per 10U FFD interval is given in the figure 1.
Onset of the first refuelling was commenced on July 13th, 1983 after 9V» FHI) as
predicted. Figure 2 shows the number of discharged fuel bundles per burnup
interval.

Figure 3 and 4 are average and cumulative discharge burnups since
in-service. Fuel cycle in each channel over lifetime is given in figure a.
The most outer channels have low cycle numbers due to low burnup. During
initial operation period we maintained somewhat high excess reactivity as
shown in figure 6. After evaluation of fuelling machine capability, the
excess reactivity was decreased from 1.4 mK to 0.4 mK for the purpose of fuel
saving. The excess reactivity was calculated based on 40% level of Liquid
Zone Control Unit but the reference level is changed to 23% to prevent boron
addition into the moderator. ^Iso heavy water upgrader plant was used to
increase the moderator purify from June 17, 1987. The moderator purity was
upgraded from 99.7 9 W/0 to 99.83 W/0 last year. We plan to increase the
purity to 99.87 W/0 by next year.

FUEL PERFORMANCE

A total of 26,398 fuel bundles have been discharged from the core by the
end of last year. Discharged fuel burnup is given in table 1 . Burnup was
increased annually from 5,071 MWD/MTU in 1983 TO 7,208 MWD/MTU last year. The
average discharged fuel burnup of 26,398 bundles is t>,825 MWD/MTU. The annual
defect fuels are also shown in table 1 . Total 35 fuel bundles had been
confirmed fuel defects, but 21 bundles were the initial loading fuels in 1982
and 9 bundles were loaded into the core in 1984. The number of channels
contained 35 failed fuel bundles are 22 and the identified channel recurred in
the same channel position is only channel N-4 among 22 failed channels.

As shown in the table, the defect fuel rate was significantly reduced from
0.17% in 1984 to 0.04% in 1987. Note that there was no fuel defect last year.
During lifetime, the defect fuel rate is 0.11%.
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About half fuels among these 3a fuels were discharged, at their design
burnup even though they were confirmed defect fuels. Distribution ot tailed
fuel location shows that inner zone has higher probability tor fuel defects
than outer zone. To improve fuel performance we selected carefully fuel
channels to be refuelled; especially in consideration of fuel channel
temperature, flattened flux distribution, channel power peak, and severe ramp
power rate of 5% per hour at high power.

Table IV shows tailed fuel history over lifetime including channel number,
loading and discharged date, operation period, discharged burnup, and bundle
position in the channel. The average discharged burnup of 35 failed fuel
bundles is 5,013 MWD/MTU. The maximum and the minimum discharged burnup are
9,232 and 1,050 MWD/MTU respectively.

KOREAN-BUILT FUEL PERFORMANCE

From late of 19/0's the Korea Advanced Energy Research Institute (KAER1)
started to do K & D on fuel localization program. It was necessary to
establish a localization program in korea tor achieving sell-reliance in
technology and fuel manufacturing of Woisong Nuclear Power Plant.

In 1983 two Korean-huiit fuel bundLes were shipped to CANADA for m-pile
test. Based on this; demonstration test results, the first. 24 fuel bundles
were loaded into the core in September ly84. The second 24 fuel bundles were
inserted in November 19H5. The irradiation results including dwelling time,
discharged burnup, maximum burnup, and maximum bundle power showed that tuel
localization program was successful without any delect, fuels. Lastly the
third 362 test fuels were loaded in February 1987. because these fuels
performance showed good condition, mass product fuels of 3,563 bundles began
to use in Woisong.

Table V shows Korean-buiLt fuel, performance as of the end of last year.
Until last year, total 2,200 Korean fuels were discharged with the average
burnup of 7,182 MWD/MTU and no defect fuel. The maximum discharged burnup and
dwelling time were 9,358 MWD/MTU and 567 FPD respectively. So far there has
been no indication of fuel defect.
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CONCLUSION

Since refuelling rate depends on various factors such as flux distribution,
excess reactivity, moderator purity, defect fuel occurrence, and in-core
management skill, it is desirable to make effort for technical development.

The moderator purity of Wolsong Nuclear Power Plant is much lower than
those of the other CANDU 60U's. Considering this situation, recently we
decided to increase the moderator purity and reduce the level of Liquid Zone
Control Unit.

It is also suggested that utility improve his technical capability for the
improvement of the better fuel performance along with economic concern.
Information exchange of fuel performance would be helpful for this purpose.

In my conclusion 1 am sure Wolsong will have the best fuel performance and
fuel burnup in the future.
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TABLE 1 . FUELLING DATA AND DEFECT FUEL

Year

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

Total

F.P.D

207.5

248.2

342.9

289.6

336.6

289.3

1741.1

Bundles

Fuelled

1,840

4,152

5,624

4,780

5,410

4,592

26,398

Refuelling Bate

(Bundies/EFPD)

17.12

16.73

16.40

16.51

16.07

15.87

Burnup
(MWD/
MTU)

5,071

6,580

6,994

7,054

7,093

7,208

6,825

Detect

Fuels

9

lb

5

2

4

-

35

Fuel

Rate

0.14

0.17

0.05

0.02

0.04

0

0.11

Capacity
Factor

(%)

61.9

66.8

94.4

79.7

92.9

79.4

80.1

TABLE II . NUMBER OF CHANNELS VISITED IN EACH COOLANT DIRECTION

DIREC.

A -* C

C -• A

1983

108

122

1984

269

253

1985

346

357

1986

305

293

1987

346

331

1988

286

288

Total

1,660

1,644

TABLE ill . NUMBER OF CHANNELS VISITED IN EACH ZONE

ZONE

1, 8
2, 9

3, 10

4, 11

5, 12

6, 13

7, 14

Total

1983

27

28

41

26

37

30

31

230

1984

71

67

92

73

87

68

64

522

1985

89

93

124

95

117

90

95

703

19B6

80

76

101

83

99

80

79

598

1987

89

86

114

94

115

87

92

677

1988

77

75

97

77

98

74

76

574

Total

433

41*5

569

458

553

429

437

3,304
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TABLE IV . FAILED FUEL HISTORY

1

No

1

2

3

4

5

a
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

CH

I.D

E-8
ft

G-16

K-9

N-4

T-6

"

M-10

L-5

"

N-9

H-8
»f

11

F-15
II

K-12

L-10
M

M-19

G-6

Q-5

K-8
If

K-15

0-6

G-2

N-ll

K-14

Q-2

N-4

Date

Loading

82.12.31
II

11

II

ti

ii

ii

••

"

••

it

84.01.13

82.12.31
it

tt

"

M

II

84.03.12

84.08.20

84.07.11

83.11.25

84.08.09

84.02.09

84.07.06

84.08.07

85.04.18

85.12.07

86.03.24

86.07.25

87.01.16

1 Discharged

83.07.26

83.09.12

83.09.29

83.11.04

83.12.15

83.12.16

1 84.01.05

84.01.27

84.02.21
II

11

84-03.03
tl

84.03.20
II

84.05.27
it

84.07.12

84.1J.08

85.01.11
••

it

85.02.02

85.06.12

86.02.13

86.03.20

87.01.10

87.02.26

87.07.27
If

Operation

Day

208
II

255

273

309

350
H

II

351

371
It

393
(I

418
II

39

439
II

446
li

513

122

80

185

413

J53

360

342

556

336 |

400

340

364

192

F.P.D

110
11

122

128

153

192
it

••

193

212
••

233

"

258
II

38.2

268
II

285
II

292
it

44.3

78

135

283

107

231

283

495

326

321

263

329

166

Discharged
Burn up
(MWD/MTU).

4,008
II

4,258

4,738

5,538

5,179

••

ri

6,1 38

3,704

••

7,633

••

3,446
II

1,290

2,854
II

3,788
11

9,232

8,035

1,050

3,058

5,792

5,667

4,357

4,417

5,542

4,879

8,343

8,420

5,086

6,751

6,444

Bundle
Position in
Channel

6

4

2

9

5

5

7

3

3

9

10

3

4

9

12

5

2

1

1

2

3

4

9

8

8

4

5

9

9

4

10

10

12

1

5
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TABLE V . KOREAN-BUILT FUEL PERFORMANCE

A. Dwelling Tine

l'st
Test Fuels

2'nd
Test Fuels

3'rd
Test Fuels

Mass Pro-
duct Fuels

Loading

Date

84.9.8 -
84.9.11

85.11.15

87.2.3 -
87.2.26

87.9.4 -
88.8.9

Fuels

24

24

362

3,563

Discharge

Date

85.3.18-
85.9.30

86.7.24-
87.2.5

87.8.3 -
88.12.31

88.1.25-
88.12.31

Fuels

24

24

338

1,814

Dwelling Time(FPD)

Min.

143

184

149

137

Max.

331

370

567

362

Avg.

237

271

267

225

B. Discharge Fuel Burnup

l'st
Test Fuels

2,nd
Test Fuels

3'rd
Test Fuels

Mass Pro-
duct Fuels

Discharged

Fuel Bundles

24

24

338

1,814

Average Dis-
charge Burnup

(MWD/MTU)

6,831

7,687

6,973

7,219

Maximum
Burnup
(MWD/MTU)

8,875

7,958

9,358

9,125

Maximum
Power
(KW)

820

823

855

895
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INDIAN PROGRAHME FOR FHUR FUEL PRODUCTION

K.BALARAMAMOORTHY, GVSRK.SOHAYAJULU, N.SUAMINATHAN
DR.T.S.KRISHNAN, R.RAJENDRAN, B.P.VERHA

Nuclear Fuel Complex, Dept. of Atomic Energy, Govt. of India
Hyderabad -500762

ABSTRACT

Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC), Department of Atomic
Energy,Hyderabad, manufactures fuel for Boiling Uater and
Pressurised Heavy Uater Reactors and Zircaloy fuel cladding,
Zircaloy calandria and Coolant tubes; and Zircaloy rods, wires,
sheets etc.

Established in 1973, NFC meets the fuel requirements of all
power reactors in operation. Expansion plans had been drawn up
to augment the production facilities and also to set-up new Fuel
Fabrication Plants to meet the requirements of power reactors
under construction and those at planning stage. The fuel
requirements by the turn of the century are estimated at around
1800 tonnes/year.

The manufacturing aspects of PHWR fuel and the expansion
programme on hand to meet the fuel requirements of power reactors
is covered in this presentation.

I.INTRODUCTION:

The Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), Government of India,
has embarked on the fuel fabrication activities almost
simultaneous to the signing of the Canada-India Agreement for
setting up of the Research Reactor, CIR, (now called CIRUS) in
the late 1950s. As per the Agreement, at that time, India was to
make half the initial core fuel and the other half to be supplied
by Canada. The fuel was natural uranium metal rod clad with
Aluminium. The facilities for production of reactor grade
uranium metal and fabrication into metallic fuel element-
Aluminium clad natural uranium metal fuel elements, have been
established, the fuel delivered in time for making the CIR
critical. This Project, in fact, has instilled confidence in
Indian Scientists and Engineers to undertake the activities on
fuel fabrication as per the laid-down stringent specifications.
Soon followed the decision to set up the first PHUR at Ranapratap
Sagar, Kota, Rajasthan. For this reactor, the fuel is natural
uranium dioxide fuel pellets clad with zircaloy. The Department
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of Atomic Energy decided to create facilities of our own for fuel
manufacture. However, the initial core load for the first PHUE
was to be shared equally from both Canada and India. Based on
the development work that was carried out at Trombay in the then
existing Uranium Metal Plant and the Atomic Fuels Division, the
technology for producing the ceramic grade U02 powder and
production of U02 sintered pellets,zircaloy welding techniques
had been standardised. The fuel for the first half core of the
Rajasthan reactor, RAPP-I, has been made and delivered in time
for the criticality of the first PHUR.

For producing fuel towards the half core of the first PHUR,
the zircaloy tubes and rod material were imported.

II. PRODUCTION FACILITIES AT NUCLEAR FUEL COMPLEX:

Planning was taken up at this juncture to establish
facilities for uranium dioxide fuel fabrication and for
production of zircaloy fuel tube and other structural tubes. The
Detailed Engineering Reports were completed, the Projects
executed and by 1973, the large scale fuel fabrication facilities
with the following plants were made operational at NFC,
Hyderabad.

i. Zirconium Plants;

a) Zirconium Oxide Plant (ZOP)
b) Zirconium Sponge Plant(ZSP)
c) Zircaloy Fabrication Plant(ZFP)

to produce fuel tubes, cladding calandria & coolant tubes
and other zircaloy shapes - rods, wires, and sheets.

ii. Fuel Plants:

a) Natural uranium oxide fuel fabrication for PHURs

Uranium Oxide Plant
Ceramic Fuel Fabrication Plant

b) Enriched Uranium Fuel Fabrication for BHRs

Enriched Uranium Oxide Plant
Enriched Fuel Fabrication Plant

iii. Supporting Facilities:

a) Control Laboratory for analysis, testing and inspection

b) Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Services and
Maintenance support facilities.
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NFC is an integrated facility for producing fuel for PHURs
and BURs starting from zircon beach sands, natural uranium
concentrates from Uranium Corporation of India Ltd.,(UCIL),
Jaduguda and imported Uranium Hexafluoride, has thus come into
existence. India, thus, has joined few countries at that time to
make their own fuel starting from the raw material for both PHURS
and BURs. This experience of setting up of a commercial scale
fuel fabrication facility is a rewarding experience both from
fuel development and fuel production for power reactors and also
from establishing the analytical testing and inspection
capability for various components that form part of the reactor
systems and fuel assemblies.

III. MANUFACTURE OF PHUR FUEL:

1. For PHUR fuel, the sintered Uranium Dioxide (natural)
pellets clad with zircaloy are used. Ceramic grade uranium
dioxide powder is produced starting from the Magnesium DiUranate
concentrates. The concentrates are dissolved in nitric acid,
purified by solvent extraction techniques and the pure uranyl
nitrate solution precipitated with Ammonium hydroxide following
the ADU process. Slurry extractors are used for extraction of
Uranium and mixer settlers for stripping. The precipitate is
filtered in Rotary Drum Filters and dried. The dried precipitate
is calcined to U308 and reduced to U02, stabilised, hammer-milled
(as per needs) and blended into bigger batches using the orbital
cone blenders.

2. The uranium dioxide powders are pre-compacted and granulated
through 10 mesh sieve. The granulated powder is compacted in
automatic hydraulic presses and the lubrication during the
compaction is provided through the bottom plunger. The green
pellets with about 55% theoritical density are sintered at 1700 C
in Molybdenum Resistance Heated Continuous Sintering Furnaces
under controlled atmosphere of cracked ammonia. The temperature
profile of sintering and the residence time of boats are so
arrived at to result in dense uranium dioxide pellets with
homogeneous microstructure. The sintered pellets are ground to
size to suit the I.D. of the zircaloy tubes ensuring the
specified clearances between the pellet and the clad. The
zircaloy tubes prior to loading are chamferred to the specific
profile at both ends, cleaned and dried pellets are then loaded
into zircaloy tubes. The tube ends are sealed with zircaloy end
plugs employing the resistance welding techniques. Helium is
filled into the tubes before second plug welding is done. The
welded elements are machined to the designated profile on the end
plugs and helium leak tested to check the integrity of the welds.
Then the spacer pads and bearing pads are welded on to it at
designated locations. These elements are assembled into 19-
element cluster. The 19 element fuel bundle thus produced is
subjected to autoclave test, at about 400 C and 50 Kg/Cm2 steam
condition on a sample basis. This autoclave sample check is
designed to ensure environmental cleanliness and the handling
procedures followed are consistent with the desired quality of
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the bundles. The flow-sheet for the fabrication of 19-element
bundles is given in Figure-1.

When the production of PHWR fuel bundle is first taken up at
NFC, 19-element wire-wrap bundles were made as per the Canadian
design. About 500 fuel bund let, of 2 2-element design were also
fabricated vith two different sizes of elements, with the outer
14 elements of smaller diameter. From 1985 onwards, 19-element
split spacer bundles only are produced.

3. For PHUR fuel, brazing technology has been adopted by some
fuel fabricators. Ue have specifically developed the resistance
spot welding process for attaching spacers and bearing pads on
zircaloy tubes, in view of the health hazards associated with
Beryllium handling.

4. The Department of Atomic Energy has also decided to install
500 MWe PHURs. The designated fuel for this reactor is 37-
element split-spacer type fuel bundles. A few bundles of this
type had been made for out-of-pile tests. Before finalising the
fuel design for these reactors, a few 28-element bundles had also
been made and evaluated.

IV. PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS:

1. For the PHUR fuel, the ceramic grade U02 powders are
produced following the ADU continuous process mode. The vertical
solvent extraction columns which were used in the earlier years
have been replaced with slurry extractors wherein uranium
containing solution is contacted with Tributyl phosphate diluted
with kerosene counter currently. This is a 7-stage unit. This
slurry extraction system designed at NFC is introduced into the
system about 5 years back and is giving excellent product with
almost no downtime due to maintenance.

2. For calcination of dried ADU, Rotary tubular furnaces have
been introduced to replace the long multi-zone tunnel furnaces in
use. The homogenity of the powder produced in rotary tubular
furnaces is superior to those produced in tunnel furnaces with
reference to the surface area and particle size of U308 powders.

3. High capacity orbital cone-blenders of 'NAUTA' type had been
introduced for homogenisation of powders of various batches
replacing the ribbon blenders of smaller capacity used on-line
earlier. The precompacting and granulating equipment has been
provided with an intermediate sieve separator to remove the fines
from the granulated powder. The low capacity hydraulic presses
have been replaced with a multi-hole high capacity hydraulic
presses.

4. A new graphite coating equipment, developed by NFC has been
put into operation to provide a uniform adhesive graphite coating
of about 6-9 microns thick on the inside surface of zircaloy fuel
tubes.
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5. While the above gives an idea of the developmental works and
improvements taken up concurrent to the production activities on
the fuel fabrication, a lot of Research & Development efforts had
been put in to develop an alternate powder production process.
ADU batch precipitation process has been attempted in a bigger
scale. Basically it is a slow precipitate technique under good
agitation in the precipitation vessel. Here the precipitation is
accomplished at close to equilibrium condition. The precipitate
produced by this process is found to be amenable for faster
filtration rates and also ensures low moisture content in the
filtered cake. This provides benefits in the subsequent drying
and calcination operations where the material transport in
between operations is done with ease compared to the AOU derived
precipitate in continuous process. Equipment design is on hand to
introduce self resistance-heated tube driers to reduce the drying
time and increase the output at the same time ensuring a more
homogeneous product with attendant benefits of easy material
transport in between the process steps. The down-stream
operations are being studied in detail with a view to introduce
the AOU batch precipitation process on a bigger scale with
promising benefits of more uniform product and also the
possibility of eliminating the hammer-milling operation in view
of the general soft nature of the powders produced.

6. Precipitation of uranium with ammonium and carbon dioxide to
produce powders, the so called AUC process, has also been taken
up on a bigger scale. The various process parameters and the
equipment needs for translating the small scale production
operations to bigger scale production operations are being worked
out with a view to produce powders through AUC route. This
process has potential advantages of elimination of certain
process steps and ensuring higher throughputs specially at the
sintering stage where such powders are amenable for low time
temperature sintering cycles.

7. During the fabrication of different types of fuels vis.
19-element wire wrap, 19-element split spacer, 22-element split-
spacer and 37-element split spacer, lot of developmental efforts
were put in both with reference to streamlining of manufacturing
operations and also in designing and putting into production the
new equipment along with the necessary tools and fixtures to
produce the fuels of different designs. This experience has taken
us one step farther in defining the specifications for the high
capacity equipments required for fuel fabrication as per our
needs.

V. QUALITY CONTROL:

Inspection is carried out at various stages of production,
component fabrication and after final assembly of fuel. In
addition, quality control checks are exercised at various stages
of production. The critical areas are the quality control at
welding - spacer pad, bearing pad, end cap welding - helium leak
testing of the fuel element and the finished fuel bundle.
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The spot welds are tested for the strength by providing
shear force till the weld gives way. After the test, the clad
surface at the spot is critically examined for arc gouging and
for presence of micro cracks. The projection at the spot on the
inside surface of the tube is also measured and is controlled.

End cap welds are subjected to destructive examination by
observing the cut polished and etched sections of the weld under
microscope. The set up welds, the process welds and the random
sample welds are subjected to metallography testing and the
fusion values measured. In the set up and process welds, a
fusion value of 130% wall thickness is specified and on random
samples 90% of wall thickness is specified for the purpose of
quality control. On-line measurement of weld quality is found to
be difficult since the profile at the weld joint is not amenable
for giving accurate measurement. However, efforts are being put
in to develop an on-line NDT method for evaluating the weld
quality.

Helium leak testing is carried out on welded elements after
machining and on spacer/bearing pad welded elements and also on
the finished fuel bundle. The specified helium leak rate is
10 to the power minus 7.Helium leak testing of spacer/bearing pad
welded elements and fuel bundles has been introduced as an
additional quality control check on the integrity of the welds
about three years back, ever since the 19 element split spacer
fuel bundles are taken up for manufacture.

VI. FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMHE:

The Department of Atomic Energy has embarked on installation
of nuclear power reactors with an ultimate capacity of 10,000 MUe
by the turn of the century. Studies on the fuel requirements for
this power reactors programme, indicated the need of setting up
of large scale fuel production plant, with an ultimate PHUR fuel
production capacity of 1800 Te of fuel per year. The optimum
size of fuel fabrication plants is arrived at 600 Te per year and
detailed plans are being drawn to establish three fuel
fabrication facilities each with an annual capacity of 600 Te
finished fuel per year.

Automation of process operations and use of mechanised
conveying systems coupled with high capacity production equipment
form the main basis of process and equipment selection for the
large scale production plants now being taken up for
installation. Ue had designed and made a prototype automatic
spacer welding machine and put into regular production. An
automatic bearing pad welding machine is in an advanced stage of
fabrication. The first series of powder production and fuel
fabrication plants follow broadly the same manufacturing route-
ADU process for ceramic grade U02 powder production and 19-
element split spacer fuel bundle production. The next series of
plants are expected to follow a new powder production process
based on the success of the development work that is on hand at
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this stage for producing the ceramic grade U02 powders. 37-
element fuel bundles as per the requirements of 500 MUe reactors
would be taken up in this series of plants.

VII. CONCLUSIONS:

Through the above technical presentation an attempt has been
made to provide an insight into the Indian manufacturing
programme of PHUR fuel - present and future. The zircaloy
requirements for the above fuel fabrication programme has also
been planned with the targetted outputs of zircaloy tubes and
products to suit the finished fuel requirements from the New
Zircaloy Fabrication Plant now in planning stage. Our fuel
fabrication programme is at the cress roads of change-over from
the small capacity near - manual mode of operations to large
scale fully mechanised and automated mode of operations. The
experience that has been gained in the process and the equipment
will be gainfully deployed to meet the ten-fold requirement of
fuel in the coming years. Fuel fabricators are now put to an
acid test during the period where the capabilities of the
facilities established within the department and the equipment
manufacturing expertise developed within the country for
achieving the goals of fuel supplies are to be demonstrated
practically and successfully. Nuclear power has come to stay to
meet the ever increasing power requirements of the expanding
technological society and the world-wide experience that has been
accumulated in the area of fuel fabrication will be gainfully
utilised to produce the fuel at a competitive cost ensuring the
availability of nuclear power to the needy at a reasonably
assured minimum cost.
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ADVANCES IN CANDU FUEL MANUFACTURING IN ARGENTINA
1966-1969

H.L. OLEZZA

Comision Nacional de Energia Atdmica - Argentina

ABSTRACT

This paper, wi th special emphasis in fuel production aspects, follows
the paper presented a t the f i r s t conference, held in 1986. The main task in
these las t three years , was to reach and assure industr ia l production level
for the domestic supply. The resu l t s of the a c t i v i t i e s carried on for detec-
t ing the causes of the epidemic fa i lures , which preliminary resu l t s were
informed in the previous presentat ion are reported brief ly as well as a com-
ment on the e f fec t iveness of the correc t ive actions t h a t were taken. A des-
cr ip t ion of the character i s t i c s and evolution of the irradiat ion program
t h a t preceded the massive loading of fuel into the reactor are also made.
The paper includes a summary of the in core performance of t h e bundles loaded
from the fa i lure period up to now. Finally, a reference on our present capa-
bi l i ty on Candu fuel manufacturing and engineering is included.

INTRODUCTION

Argent ine development in t h e f ie ld of Pressure Tube Reactor Fuel Techno-
logy was presented in two o t h e r meetings; in t h e Seminar on Heavy Water Reac-
tor Kuel Technology held in Argentine in 1963 (i), and at the First
International Conference on Candu Fuel in Canada in 1986 (2). This
presentation updates the work done in the subject from 1986 up to now.

The activities were orientated towards fuel production, production equip-
ment manufacturing, product engineering and other related aspects.

in 1988, the commercial operation of the production line began, and on
the second half of that year the massive domestic supply to the Embalse Power
Station started.

Zircaloy incoming materials, tubes and bars, are being provided by local
production.

Dry storage studies for the irradiated fuel has been initiated.
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PRODUCTION

Some in-reactor failures occurred during the initial local fuel irradia-
tion program in 1985, led us to carry out a set of action to face the situa-
tion.

As i t was reported in our presentation to the First Conference, such
actions implied from the execution of a post irradiation program in order to
confirm as cause of the failures the malfunction of the end cap welding equip-
ment, to perform a deep corrective maintenance on the equipment, to introduce
modifications on the end cap welding routine operation and to restart the
irradiation program on new bases.

In 198b, the irradiation program was going on. At the end of the year
a new automatic end cap welding machine and other production equipment had
been installed in the fuel manufacturing line. Then, the line reached a
capacity of 100 uranium tons per year in one shift operation.

The domestic provision of Zry tubing manufactured from imported TKEX
began in the course of that year, too. It is expected that local TKEX will
be used in 1990.

A certain amount of bundles assembled with national cladding, as part
of the irradiation program, were introduced in the reactor.

At the beginning of 1988, i t was considered that the s tate of the tech-
nology and manufacturing capability were appropriate for starting the commer-
cial operation of the Candu fuel production.

Consistently, CNEA transferred the managing and responsibility of the
production line to CONUAR S.A.. a CNEA's mixed company, which shares belong
to CNEA and to a private industrial group. This company produces the fuel
for our FHWR power station, Atucha I, since 1981.

CNEA and CONUAR S.A. together with private capitals conform another
company controlled by CNEA; KAE S.A.. It is dedicated to the production of
speciil alloys, mainly zircaloy tubing and semifinished materials.

All the engineering support and other technical assistance for the manu-
facturing of fuel and zircaloy materials is effected by CNEA exclusively.

During 1988, fuel imports for Embalse Power Station were stopped.

Fig. 1 shows the local fuel production histogram from 1985 up to 1989.

The committed production for 1990 amounts blOO bundles.
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Our next step will be oriented to increase the efficiency of the manufac-
turing through improvements in the line productivity and in the product itself.

Reducing the zircaloy-uranium rate of the fuel is planned to be accompli-
shed through the cladding geometry and by increasing pellet density.

Additionally, a system of incentives for the zircaloy and uranium content
in the fuel will be agreed with the manufacturer.

PERFORMANCE

The characteristics of the irradiation program restarted on 1986, are
shown in fig 2.

The program had two principal objectives: to demonstrate that the
corrective actions taken on the end cap welding process had been effective
and to verify the behavior of local tubing.

The program was developed in three phases.

in the first phase 32 bundles were, loaded in 4 channels. These bundles
were manufactured using imported tubing. The phase started on January 1986,
and the last fuels were unloaded on September 1987. An average burn up of

of the mean discharge value was reached with a satisfactory performance.

Two series of bundles were included in the second phase. A serie of 32
local tube bundles (4 channels) and a second one of 128 bundles (16 channels)
with imported cladding. The irradiation began early in 1987, when the first
reshuffling of the bundles belonging to the first phase were made.

In august 1988, the fuels of the second phase had been unloaded at core
average extraction burn up with no -failures.

The last phase was initiated on march 1988, after 75% of the bundles of
the second phase had been already removed from the reactor. This phase con-
sisted of 240 bundles (30 channels) using imported cladding and 128 bundles
(16 channels) manufactured with local tubing.

Ho defected nor suspicious fuel had been detected up to the last quar-
ter of 1988. So the irradiation program was finished and massive local fuel
loading in the reactor was started.

On may 1989, activity levels increased in a few channels partial or
totally occupied by domestic fuel.
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Reshuffling operations in these channels allowed to carried on a visual
post irradiation examination of the unloaded bundles in the pool.

This examination snowed two defected local bundles. One in channel
D-l't and another in channel DO9. The fuels registered burn ups of about

Fuel of channel D-17 presents a hole in one rod with removal of pellet
material, the other has a longitudinal cracK on the cladding between the end
cap and the bearing pad.

It was not found any evidence of defect on three other bundles dischar-
ged, from three different channels, that had been pointed out as suspicious
by the detection systems.

It was not possible to establish the cause of the failures from the
preliminary analysis of the available information.

A balance performed on domestic fuels for the period between Ib76 and
701 full power days (august 31, 89-august 31, 1966), shows the following
results:

. loaded during the irradiation program (three phases) b68

. loaded after massive introduction 4580

. loaded during the period b632

. defected bundles <L

. suspicious defected bundles 3

A fuel balance for t h e core, a t 1S76 ful l power days (august 31, 1969),
gives the following figures:

. imported bundles 772 17X

. domestic bundles 3776 83 X
- total bundles 4560 100*

The average extraction burn up is 7600 MWd/tu

FUEL ENGINEERING

As i t was already mentioned, we are now dealing with some improvements
oi the product.

in a f i r s t approach, we have in i t ia ted engineering a c t i v i t i e s ass isted
by codes and other design tools to increase the uranium inventory and t o
decrease the zircaloy mass.
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WorK is now being done on the pellet geometry and density, axial and
diametral clearance of the element, inside end cap geometry and other rod
parameters.

A pool s tat ion for fuel inspection is under construction in the Embalse
Nuclear Power Plant t h a t will allow the dismantling of i r radia ted fuels and
to perform complete visual examinations on individual rods.

This facility together with fuel reactor performance surveillance t h a t
is being carried on an increasing number of domestic bundles will supply
relevant information for the fusl engineering groups.

A program for low uranium enrichment on our PHWR fuel for Atucha i Power
Station is now taking place, and we expect to s t a r t a similar program for
our Candu fuel soon.

STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL

The dry storage of spent fuel is another of our working subjects.

A proyect considers to assign an area in the L'mbalse Power Station
surroundings for th is purpose.

Design a l ternat ives for the canisters and the auxiliary systems a re
being studied. This evaluations will be finished with the basic engineering
in a few months.

CONCLUSIONS

We have achieved domestic supply of Candu fuel and t h e commercial opera-
t i on of t h e manufac tu r ing l ine on sound economical bases.

In t h e n e x t two y e a r s i t is expected t o complete t h e local provision of
all necessary zircaloy incoming m a t e r i a l s from zirconium sponge t o our p r o -
duction cycle.

Also, it is forseen for the near future to start advanced fuel design
programs.

KKKttttKKKKKKKK
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THE MANUFACTURE, QUALITY CONTROL
AND PERFORMANCE OF KANUPP FUEL

M. Ikram Butt
Muhammad Salim
Iqbal Ahmad

Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission
P.O. Box Mo. 1114, Islamabad, Pakistan

ABSTRACT

KANUPP is a 137 MWe CANDU reactor. The fuel
material is high density sintered pellets (95 to 97% T.D.) of
natural U02 cladded in Zr-4 sheaths.

The reactor grade U02 powder is precompacted,
granulated and blended with 0.2% Zinc-Stearate and compacted
into green pellets of about 50% of theoratical density. The
green pe11ets are s i ntered at about 1650 degree cent i grade i n
a reducing atmosphere of cracked ammonia. Sintered pellets
are finished by centre I ess grinding, culled, and loaded into
Zr-4 tubes for end closures. The welded elements are
assembled into a fuel bundle. Quality Control and Quality
Assurance procedures are stringently adopted during aM
stages of manufacturing.

The entire core of KANUPP now consists of locally
manufactured fuel. Several bundles have already achieved the
designed burnup (i.e. 8650 MWD/TU) of KANUPP. There has
never been any failure during irradiation of our manufactured
fuel .

1. INTRODUCTION

KANUPP fuel bundle is a typical CANDU fuel. The
bundle, which is a mechanical assembly of fuel elements,
demands stringent dimensional, physical, chemical and
integrity requirements. The fuel bundle is essentially
composed of two materials, zircaloy-4 as cladding,
structural components and sintered natural U02 ceramic fuel
pellets. The bundle consists of 19 elements arranged in the
geomatrical pattern of 1, 6 and 12 in three planes assembled
together with two zircaloy plates by specially designed
resistance spot welding technique (FIG. 1). These elements
are normally spaced 0.047" from each other by end plates and
vacuum brazed spacers attached to the outer surface of
sheath in a cris-cross fashon. There are two planes of
spacers located at approximately the 1/3 positions. To
enable the bundle achieve, a minimum spacing of 0.051" from
the coo lent tube, wear pads are brazed on to the outer
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elements. Each outer element has three wear pads in such a
manner which generates five planes of wear pads over the
bundle length. The nominal bundle dia, over the wear pads,
is 3.212" and total weight 16.665 Kg.

The fuel comprises of approximately 425 Nos., high
density (10.4 - 10.7 g/c.c.) sintered pellets of Natural U02.
Nominal fuel weight in a bundle is 15.200 kg. Each pellet is
dished on one end. This fuel is designed to be operated at
normal heat rating per outer element upto KdO = 41.27 W/Cm
<I>. with intermittent peaking of KdO = 45 W/Cm and at
an equilibrium average burnup of 8,650 MWd/Teu-1. There are
208 channels in the reactor, each housing eleven fuel
bundles. The fuel bundle sees its 1ife of approximately 2.8
years average residence time.

2. MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY CONTROL

2.1 DOCUMENTATIONS

Before starting R & D and then production activities
of the proven design of fuel, essentially required
documentation/procedures such as: equipment
specification, manufacturing drawings, material and
product specifications, manufacturing and quality control
procedures/methods, non-conforming material / product
disposition and safety procedures which were designed and
implemented. These were later on reviewed during all
stages of procurement, in-house inspection/testing and
final production of fuel.

2.2 MANUFACTURING PROCESS

The manufacturing and quality control aspects, as per
flow sheet-I can be subdivided as follows:

2.2.1 COMPONENT MANUFACTURINGs

This includes End plates, wear pads, spacers
and end caps. The first three are punched from
strips while end caps are machined from barstock.

The incoming strip, after necessary in-house
inspection and testing, is released for production.
High precision, fully automatic, fine blanking
hydraulic presses are used for the punching of these
appendages. Our experience shows that the quality of
components punched from these presses are much better
than conventional mechanical or hydraulic presses.
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The quality of these components Is achieved by
strict intermittent inspections during punching and
finally on sampling basis for the punched lots.

The rod material used for the manufacture of
end caps is 100% ultrason)cally inspected and also
subjected to other inspections and testing as per
specifications/documents which include dye penetrent,
mechanical/corrosion testing and metallography.

These end caps are machined over a high
prec i s i on, fu11y automat i c, turrent 1athe and the
quality is ensured through intermittent patrol
inspections followed by lot sampling.

2.2.2 MANUFACTURE OF FUEL PELLETS

Reactor grade U02 powder, processed from
indigenous uranium ore through ADU route of Ammonium
Diuranate, (2) is received in lots from the U-
refining Plant of PAEC.

The powder is seived and subjected to various
inspections/testing, mainly related to determining
the physical characteristics of the powder (Table-I).

A sample batch is taken and subjected to
"advance process check" (A.P.C.) as per production
parameters. Normally sintering check is carried out
at a temperature of 1625 ± 25 C for 1-2 hours i n an
atmosphere of cracked ammonia. No lubricant/ binder
is used for this A.P.C.

The incoming lot of U02, only when qualified on
A.P.C. basis, is released for production. Sieved
powder is first slugged (4.2 ± .2 g/c.c) on a
hydraulic rotary press, followed by an operation in
the built in crushing/ granulating device and then is
m i xed w i th the 1ubr 5 cant. Th i s prepared powder i s
then conveyed in the hoper of a bigger capacity
hydraulic rotary press and green pellets are
pressed. (5.2 + 0.2 g/c.c.)

At each stage, as mentioned in the Flow Sheet,
necessary inspections/testing etc. are carried out on
patrol / sampling basis as per specifications.

We have experienced that powder stability, for
near stoichiometric and containing high fine content
powder, is significantly affected during relatively
hot weathers. Adequate quantities of dry ice could
effectively control this situation.
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Press and its tooling, specially punch/die
clearance and die profile plays an important role in
the quality of pellets. Results show that excessive
punch/die clearance at the point of compaction later
on results in defects Cend-f1aking) FIG-2. It was
confirmed that powders containing hard agglomerates
having developed crystal 1ities morphology displayed
end capping defects (3). Small tramp impurities e.g.
Sodium 3-30 ppm and Phosphorus 20-30 ppm did not
significantly affect sintered density in our case due
to low temperature gradients of sintering profile.
Nevertheless it was observed that excess sulphur and
silicon resulted in excessive pitting of pellets.
Res inter ing operations on lesser density pellets were
also carried and favourable results obtained for
pellets with marginally low density range with
improvement in grain size.

2.2.3 SUB-ASSEMBLIES PRODUCTION;

Zr-4 tubes are imported from reliable suppliers
of international repute. These are 1 005S
ultrasonlcal1y inspected and then subjected to other
various inspections/testing as per laid down
spec i f i cat i ons.

Bery11i urn coated (on si des ) appendages, hav ing
serrations on the bottom, are tacked to the sheaths
on a specially designed automatic tack/spot welder.
These tacked sub-assemblies are placed in a Jig and
vacuum brazed in a glass chamber of high frequency
vacuum induction furnace (FIG-3 & 4 ) .

During the commissioning stage, hundreds of
such sub-assemblies were used for optimising the
parameters and setting up of quality control chart
limits. It was observed that beside vacuum,
temperature and time, the cleanliness standard of the
tacked sub-assemblies plays a vital role in the
reject rate of brazed sub-assemblies.

In the initial stages, one sample each was
taken from every brazed run <21 tubes) for
metal 1ographic evaluation. However, with the passage
of time and increase in confidence level, the sample
rate has been s i gn i f i cant1y reduced. Standard
practice to achieve Zr + 5 wt* Be alloy as a fillet /
brazing material is used. Our experience reveals
that besides brazing parameters, the quality of Be-
coating with particular reference to adhesion and
discolouration has to be controlled to ensure final
braze Joints quality.
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When rebrazed to fill/reduce discontinuities,
it was re-confirmed that every re-brazing cycle
increases grain size, reduces ductility and
Widmanstatten Structure (4). However, the. amount of
effect varied with different supplies/brazing
parameters.

The internal surface of these brazed sub-
assemblies is coated with graphite slurry and then
these are baked in a vacuum, better than 10-4 torr,
at approx. 350 degree centigrade, to achieve coating
of 0.0001 - 0.0006", a process called as "CANLUBING".

These baked sub-assemblies are then transferred
to fuel loading area, where finished sintered pellets
are loaded into them under controlled atmospheric
conditions. A very high cleanliness standard is
maintained in this area. These loaded sub-assemblies
after necessary inventory documentations are released
to the welding station in the form of individual
bundle k its.

2-2.4 ELEMENT WELDINGS

A h 5 gh prec i s i on, turret i ncorporated, single
head magnetic up-set resistance welding machine is
used for th i s operat i on. The we1d i ng i s done i n
helium atmosphere (FIG-5 & 6 ) .

Hundreds of welds were made before
qualification of the machine and establishment of
control limits. In the initial stages, two dummy
process control and one as per actual samples were
evaluated before and after one bundle equivalent
welds. However, like brazing, with the increase of
confidence over the process conditions, the actual
sampling rate has been reduced accordingly.

Like brazing, again, the cleanliness standard
of the loaded sub-assemblies, handling and vacuum/
atmospheric conditions were observed to be the main
sources of higher reject rates.

The weld parameters for the accomplishment of
acceptable quality production welds were studied/
developed (5> after having divided them into three
main classifications:-

- Geometr i c Factors (End cap des i gn prof i1i ng
geometry of sheath/cap).

- Factors that affect the Heat Energy cycle
(weld time, current, initial contact
resistance)„
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- Factors that affect the deformation energy
cycle. (Magnetic force, tube protrusion,
collect electrode shape, and cap-locator/
electrode >.

It was found that to obtain the desired quality
welds, the optimisation of all groups of factors was
very essential. An indigenously developed special
desgin of RWMA-II Copper alloy electrode has proved
to significantly increase the weld electrode life.

2.2.5 BUNDLE WELDINGS

The welded elements (welded sub-assemblies
containing finished pellets) are then machined for
length and final weld preparation on a double head,
automatic, hydraulic chamfering machine. The
shape/size of cone thus formed is very important from
final bundle welding view point and must be
maintained to already qualified limits.

These elements, 19 in number, are loaded in a
specially designed fixture for bundle welding. Two,
already numbered bright pickled, end plates are used
for final assembly i.e. holding the elements
together. The welding process is carried over a high
precision, tailored to special design requirements,
Resistance welding machine in an atmosphere of Argon.

Again a good number of welds were made before
the qualification of the machine for establishing
parameters and quality control limits for torque
test and metallography etc. The number of samples
taken for metallography and other test purposes were
much higher during the initial stages of production
than currently practised. The bundle elements/kits
rather than assembled bundles were leak tested in the
initial stages. But now on the basis of reliability
of the equipment/process, the finished bundles are
He-1eak tested.

Again, like end cap welding, the life of the
welding electrode was significantly improved through
local design change and use of RWMA-II instead of
normal copper electrode alloy material.

The bundles are then inspected for their
design/dimensional requirements and, if need be, are
reworked as per approved procedures. Special
inspection/rework toolings, gauges and fixtures have
been developed to meet the requirement of the Job.
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For various bundle handling processes

evaluation and if specially required for a bundle,
these are periodically steam autoclaved in special
equ i pment.

The finished and finally accepted bundles are
ultrasonically cleaned in isopropyl alcohol bath,
rinsed and oven dried before packing into specially
made/designed card board cartons.

2.3 QUALITY CONTROL/QUALITY ASSURANCE

An effective Quality Assurance system has been
designed and implemented at PFFP <6>. This system
provides the essentially required loop of activities
to ensure the quality and re!iabi1tty of the product.

After having ensured various specifications,
e.g. material, product and the vendor qualification,
the in-house Q.A./Q.C. procedures are mainly divided
into following areass-

- In-process inspection/test ings, Process and
Product.

- Statistical sampling.

- Quality Assurance Review.

2.3.1 IN-PROCESS INSPECTIONS

All the activities related to the production
are monitored, evaluated and approved on shop floor
level. Prior production, first off and process
control samples are taken and evaluated. No
production is carried till the result of these
samples are approved. Such activities are controlled
through patrol inspection of the product and
evaluation of process parameters in Labs.

2.3.2 STATISTICAL SAMPLING:

The quality of each production batch/lot is
evaluated/ensured through statistical sampling as p&r
applied Military Standards. Product not conforming
to the requirement is D.Ad, kept aside from
production lot and then reviewed in the light of re-
sampling procedures and >p.the actual product
requ i rement.
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2.3.3 Q.A. REVIEW

Joint Production and Q.A. Group meetings are
held and the previous experience/results are
reviewed. Engineering Change Notices, if required,
are issued and are followed in the new production
schedule. Such activities have proven extremely
useful both from production as well as Q.A. view
po i nt.

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONSs

The ultimate performance assurance of a given fuel can be
obtained only after it has completed its duty cycle in the
reactor system for which it has been designed. In order to
assess the capability of manufactured bundles for surviving
power changes due to fuelling, reactivity machanisms or
reactor power cycles and for withstanding the design burnup,
the PFFP fabricated bundles were subjected to fuel rating
and burnup tests i n the KANUPP reactor before these were
inducted for routine fuelling.

The burnup and fuel rating tests were carried out on four
test fuel bundles, which were inserted in the reactor core
occupying central positions in the inner most reactor
channels. The performance of the test fuel bundles while in
the reactor was monitored using the Gaseous Fission product
<GFP) monitoring system, the delayed neutron scanning
system, 1-131 analysis in the PHT and finally the channel
temperatures. While the gaseous fission product ratio of
Rb-88 and Cs-138 and 1-131 analysis in the PHT provided
information on global basis, the Delayed Neutron (DN)
scanning and channel temperatures furnished the information
on fuel integrity on channel to channel basis. The test
bundles were inserted in the reactor core in September 1980
and last of these bundles were discharged in November 1985.
During all this period the results provided by all the
mentioned devices were found to be quite satisfactory.

During the irradiation period, the KANUPP fuel management
code PERIKAN was employed to calculate the variation in
bundle powers and accumulated burnup values for all the fuel
bundles including the test bundles. The information
supplemented by the results of the in-line performance
status measuring devices progressively strengthened
confidence in the locally fabricated fuel bundles.
Consequently these bundles which were routinely inducted for
reactor fuelling in the inner reactor channels as well. The
irradiation histories of the test bundles is dipicted in
Table-2-
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3.1 POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS:

The post irradiation examination on the test bundles
was carried out using (a) High magnification under-water
telescope for Visual examination and <b> high resolution
Hyper Germinum (HPGE ) detector for gamma spectrometry.
While the visual examination provided information about
the general surface conditions, the non destructive
technique, utilizing precision gamma scanning of the
irradiated fuel bundles enabled determination of relative
burnup profiiies for inferring uniformity of burnup along
the fuel axis. The gamma scanning of fuel bundles was
also employed for determining the integrity of cladding.

3.2 VISUAL EXAMINATIONS

One of the test bundles which was irradiated to an
extended burnup of 10,000 MWD-Teu-1 when examined under
the telescope did indicate slight deformation (bowing) of
the elements to have occurred in it. The condition of the
wearing pad in all the fuel bundles examined was found to
be satisfactory. The examination of the test fuel bundles
revealed the presence of some hydride formation on and
near the element end caps. All in all the condition of
fuel bundles was found in general to be quite
satisfactory and within the envelope of expected
anomali es.

3.3 GAMMA SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTSs

The calculated intensities of fission products Cs-
134, Cs-137, Eu-154 and the ratios Cs-134 to Cs-137 as
well as Eu-154 to Cs-137 were related to the fuel burnup.
ctable 3-7). The plotted data was least square fitted in
accordance with the known functional relationships
between the plotted variables. The theoretically
determined correlations were found to closely follow the
experimental measurements. The axial scanning of Cs-137
distribution could only be performed in only one test
bundle (table 8 ) . The distribution which is plotted at 7
cm increments along with bundle length shows uniform
profile with slightly higher concentration at the bundle
ends. Th i s was due to f1ux peak i ng i n the water gap
between two bundles.

4. CONCLUSION:

The fuel bundles conforming to KANUPP requirements were
successfully manufactured through indigenous efforts.
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A H the test fuel bundles performed satisfactorily in the
reactor environment to which these were exposed. These were
irradiated to burnup in the range 7500 - 10,000 MWD / Teu-1.
Not al1 of these bundles could however be tested for power
generation at the design rating owing to low plant load
factors all through the testing period. In core surveillance
routinely carried out through channel temperature monitoring
and analysis of Rb-88 and Cs-138 ratios indicated that all
the fuel bundles including those being tested remained free
from any measurable defects throughout the residence period
in the reactor core. The post irradiation examination of the
test bundles indicated that the experimentally measured
burnup correlated with the theoretically calculated burnup
and they remained free from any major anomally.

The success of this project has provided necessary
confidence towards self-reliance on the over-all programmes
of PAEC.
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FIG.1

KANUPP FUEL BUNDLE
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FIG. 2

SINTERED PELLET SHOWING END FLAKING

FIG. 3

NORMAL BRAZE JOINT
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FIG.

BRAZE JOINT DEFECTS
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FIG. 5

NORMAL END CAP/SHEATH WELD

FIG. 6

END CAP/SHEATH WELD LINE DEFECT
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF UO POWDER
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REMARKS: Non conforming material, with changed process
parameters Has successfully processed. However) even
for a single change in physical properties of the
powder, the amount of RAD and process change required
to meet product requirements vitiate the production
worthyness of the powder.
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COMPARISON Of CALCULATED AND MEASURED FUEL BUNDLE BURNUPS (MWD/TEU)

PKN - Q R G W
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ID.NO. PER I KAN ORIGEN EXPT(CS-137)
X 100 EXPT - ORGN

EXPT
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TABLE-2
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- Measurements

• - Theory (ORIKAN)

300

Least Square Fit (ORIKAN Calculations)

Cs-134 Activity (Curies) = 2.639E-03 x BlKMWh-Kglf1)2"160

Correlation Coefficient ' r ' = 0.992

Standard Error of Estimate = ± 15.807

U0 130 150 170 190 210

BURN-UP (MWh-Kgu1)

VARIATION OF Cs-134 ACTIVITY
AS A FUNCTION OF BURN-UP

TABLE-3
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- Measurements
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Least Square Fit (ORIKAN Calculations)
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As A FUNCTION OF BURN-UP

TABLE-5
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+) - Measurements

• - Theory (ORIKAN)

Correlation Coofficient 'r'

Standard Error of Estimate
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ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES FOR CANDU REACTORS:
THE R&D PROGRAM AND THE TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRED

TO SUPPORT THEM

E.O. MOECK, J. GRIFFITHS, A.D. LANE AND R.T. JONES

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1JO

ABSTRACT

The fuel cycles of principal interest for use in CANDU* reactors are:
slightly enriched uranium (SEU - containing up to approximately 1.2 vt% U-
235), various cycles using the U-235 or Pu recovered from spent light-water
reactor (LWR) fuel, and the high-burnup thorium fuel cycles. In all of these
cycles the fuel bundles contain more fissile material than with natural
uranium fuel in order to achieve the higher burnups required for optimum
economics. Also, new technologies are required for fuel behaviour, fuel
management and reactor physics. These new techniques are either available or
under development, but will require demonstration for each of the different
fuel cycles. The new CANFLEX bundle is the principal vehicle for the use of
advanced fuel cycles in CANDU reactors, and the SEU fuel cycle is the focus
for the establishment of fuel cycle technologies and demonstrations because it
is economically attractive with current market conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The CANDU* reactor was originally developed to allow the economical use of
natural uranium fuel, and in order to achieve this, neutron economy had to be
built into all aspects of the reactor's design and supporting technologies.
While the heavy-water-moderated, pressure-tube design concept of the CANDU
reactor has been extensively documented [1], it is important to note the
following features of the reactor that are important to the economic use of
fuel cycles:

(1) inherent neutron economy;

(2) on-power fuelling;

(3) short fuel bundles that allow axial fuel management; and

(4) low-cost, simple fuel bundles with an excellent performance record.

*CANada Deuterium Uranium, registered in the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office.
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These features give rise to: fuelling costs that are typically half of those
for other commercial power reactors, very high capacity factors, compact,
easily stored fuel bundles, and low-discharge burnups compared to other
reactors. Seven out of ten power reactors with the best lifetime capacity
factors are CANDU reactors*.

However, it is specifically these features that also make CANDU reactors
such an attractive vehicle for the use of various advanced fuel cycles. The
neutron economy of the CANDU reactor ensures that it will be the most effi-
cient, and therefore potentially the most economical thermal reactor for
operating advanced fuel cycles [2,3]. The on-power fuelling and short fuel
assemblies will allow more flexible and efficient fuel management than is
possible in other reactor types. The simple, low-cost fuel bundles will lead
to lower fuel-fabrication costs for the various cycles based on recycled fuel.
Because of the low discharge burnup of natural uranium fuel from CANDU
reactors those fuel cycles that operate at higher burnups have significantly
enhanced economics in a CANDU reactor. The following fuel cycles are of
particular interest for use in the CANDU reactor and are being pursued for
that reason [4-10].

.CANDU advanced fuel cycles cover the range from slightly enriched uranium
(SEU) or recovered uranium (RU) through mixed oxide plutonium/uranium cycles
(MOX and TANDEM) to thorium cycles with their promise of near-breeding. In
this paper MOX refers to the recycle of plutonium retrieved from discharged
CANDU fuel, while TANDEM refers to fuel based on the uranium and plutonium
recovered from discharged light-water reactor fuel. Conceptual fuel-cycle
studies for CANDU using MOX fuel have been completed, as well as the demon-
stration of the fabrication route, fuel testing in research reactors, and
zero-energy reactor physics experiments. For thorium fuels, conceptual fuel
cycles have been investigated, fuel has been fabricated and tested in research
reactors, laboratory-scale reprocessing has been demonstrated, and zero-energy
reactor-physics experiments are being performed using (U-233,Th)O2 fuel. The
introduction of these cycles depends on such factors as their economics, as
well as strategic or political considerations. At this time, only fuel cycles
using enriched uranium (SEU or RU) are economically attractive.

The SEU cycle uses uranium enriched to about 1.2%, is characterized by good
economics and improves the already excellent uranium utilization of CANDU by
approximately 30% [11,12]. The RU cycle, known as CANFURL [13], an acronym
for CANDU Fuelled with Uranium Recycled from LWR, uses the uranium component
(RU) of fuel discharged from light-water reactors which has a uranium-235 (U-
235) enrichment of up to about 1%. This fuel, which for use in CANDU needs no
further enrichment, when discharged from CANDU has a U-235 content about that
of enrichment plant tails, and hence there is no incentive for further recycle
of the uranium. RU can also be recycled in LWRs after re-enrichment. The
uranium component of this second recycle uranium, after discharge from an LWR,
can also be used in CANDU; however, because of the associated radioactivity it
is unlikely that it could be enriched once again for further LWR recycle.

*Source: Nuclear Engineering International
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The new CANFLEX* fuel bundle is the most appropriate vehicle for the
optimal use of these fuel cycles in CANDU reactors because of the lower fuel
ratings and enhanced operational flexibility which it provides. The peak
fuel-element ratings are lowered by approximately 20% (dependent upon burnup
and fissile content) through the use of smaller-diameter fuel elements than in
current CANDU bundles. The flexibility is further enhanced by the thermal-
hydraulic optimization of the CANFLEX bundle to increase its critical heat
flux (CHF) capability by approximately 15% above that of current CANDU
bundles. The CANFLEX bundle is compatible with current CANDU reactors, so
that it can be used to support advanced fuel cycles in either new or existing
CANDU reactors.

The development program, currently being pursued and planned, leading to
implementation of these fuel cycles, is the subject of this paper.

ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

Natural Uranium

The natural uranium cycle is shown in Figure 1, and is included here as a
basis for comparison.

Slightly Enriched Uranium

The SEU cycle is shown in Figure 2 and is based on SEU with a U-235 content
of about 1.2%. Burnups of around 22 MWd/kgU are expected to be achieved with
this fuel cycle, which is about three times the burnup routinely achieved in
today's CANDUs fuelled with natural uranium. The advanced CANFLEX bundle is
being developed for the implementation of this cycle in existing or future
CANDUs. It will be necessary to establish an SEU fuel-fabrication line of
commercial scale.

The CANFURL Fuel Cycle

This is a sub-set of the SEU cycle. RU from current LWRs can be used to
fuel both CANDUs and LWRs. The feasibility of using fuel from extended-burnup
LWRs remains to be proved. For RU containing about 0.9% U-235, a burnup of
about 13 MWd/kgU is expected to be achieved in CANDU.

Due to the presence of the neutron-absorbing isotope U-236 in this mate-
rial, the enrichment level needed to use it in LWRs is greater than that
required for fuel derived from natural uranium. An economic penalty is thus
incurred. Further, because of the presence of U-232, or more precisely, the
radioactive decay products of this isotope, enrichment may not be possible in
a diffusion plant because of possible contamination. This may be less of a

*CANFLEX is an acronym for CANDU FLEXible Fuelling.
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problem in centrifuge enrichment plants, where some cascades of centrifuges
could be dedicated to this material. The problem of contamination may,
however, result in further economic penalties. After irradiation of the RU in
an LWR, the discharged fuel has a uranium enrichment which is higher than that
in fuel derived from natural uranium, and there is again incentive to recycle
this material. However, the U-236 content in this second recycle material is
even higher, resulting in the need for higher enrichment levels and greater
economic penalty. More important, however, is the increased level of U-232,
which makes the enrichment step unattractive.

Rlf can be used directly in CANDU without enrichment, and after irradiation
the U-235 content is about the level of enrichment plant tails. There is,
then, no incentive to further recycle this uranium. Because there is no
requirement for enrichment, it is also possible to use second recycle material
in CANDU. The U-236 present in RU results in a burnup which is less than that
obtainable with fuel of the same enrichment derived from natural uranium. For
uranium containing about 0.9% U-235 and 0.4% U-236, the burnup loss is about
0.6 HWd/kgU. For the CANFURL cycle, Figure 2 should have the source of the
enriched fuel changed from an enrichment plant to a reprocessing plant.

There may be an economic penalty to the recycle of RU in either CANDU or
LWR arising again from the radioactive daughters of U-232, but in this case
the impact is on the cost of fuel fabrication. This is being addressed in the
fuel-fabrication program.

The decision to use RU will rest primarily on economic arguments and the
availability of the material to a utility. Because of the burnup penalty in
CANDU arising from the presence of U-236, a CANDU utility would buy RU for use
in its reactors only if the price is attractive relative to the alternatives,
i.e., natural uranium or SEU. Utilities owning both CANDUs and LWRs will find
the use of RU in CANDU most attractive, primarily due to the omission of the
enrichment charges. LWR utilities owning RU may find it attractive to install
CANDlFs to use this material, provided it results in an economic advantage over
the alternatives of re-use in LWRs, continued stockpiling, outright sale, or
disposal.

The TANDEM Fuel Cycle

The TANDEM fuel cycle uses fuel which incorporates both the uranium and
plutonium components of reprocessed LWR fuel. This material, which is about
1.5% fissile, would be mixed with natural uranium in a 2 to 1 ratio to produce
a fuel that, in CANDU, would produce a burnup of about 22 MWd/kgU. The TANDEM
cycle is thus a particular case of the conventional uranium plutonium fuel
cycle that is shown in Figure 3.

A potentially attractive feature of the cycle is that it is not necessary
during the reprocessing to separate the uranium from the plutonium, as is the
current practice. This decontamination process could result in lower reproc-
essing costs in a new plant designed for that purpose. Existing plants,
designed for the separation of plutonium, may not show a cost advantage for
the decontamination process. An additional element to the advanced fuel-cycle
program would be to determine whether or not such economies would occur.
Lower reprocessing costs are not an important feature of the TANDEM cycle
because many utilities who already reprocess fuel charge the cost of reproc-
essing against the electricity cost of the station generating the fuel, and
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the reprocessed material is then essentially free to the next fuel cycle. In
this case, if decontamination was cheaper than reprocessing, it would result
in cheaper power from the LWR, but not from CANDU.

The Thorium Fuel Cycle

The thorium fuel cycle is the most complex of the fuel cycles; its main
elements are shown in Figure 4. The major rationale for this fuel cycle is
the U-233 which it provides. U-233 has the greatest yield of neutrons of any
of the fissile isotopes when undergoing fission by well-thermalized neutrons,
as is the case in a CANDU reactor. Unlike uranium, there is no naturally
occurring fissile isotope of thorium, and so all of the necessary fissile
material must be added. Plutonium, as separated from spent uranium fuel, is
probably the fissile material that would be used in fabricating the first fuel
charges for a thorium cycle, although uranium that has been highly enriched in
U-235 could also be used. The fabrication of fuel for the thorium cycle thus
normally starts with spent fuel which is reprocessed to separate Pu, which is
then blended with thorium to fabricate (Th,Pu)02 fuel as described above.
Because of the Pu, this fuel must be fabricated in a glove-box facility.
Following irradiation, the spent fuel will contain U-233 from neutron capture
in the Th-232, according to the reaction described in Equation 1.

B 0 6
Th-232 + n -> Th-233 -> Pa-233 -» U-233 (1)

Although some of this U-233 is fissioned in the original fuel as it is
irradiated, there is a considerable quantity of U-233 left in the fuel when it
is discharged. Therefore, to optimize the cycle, the U-233 in the spent fuel
must be recycled with fresh thorium and some Pu or U-235 topping. This
requires special facilities for reprocessing and fabricating thorium fuel when
it has had the U-233 added to it, because of the high gamma fields associated
with the U-233. These additional special facilities tend to make the reproc-
essing and fabrication portions of this cycle very expensive, and thus make
the cycle less economical. However, the cycle does offer the opportunity for
near-breeding or uranium self-sufficiency. The fuel burnups associated with
thorium fuel cycles are expected to vary over a wide range. The high front-
end costs of this cycle tend to drive burnups to high levels, whereas
optimization for fissile resource self-sufficiency tends to favour low to
intermediate burnups in the range 10-15 MWd/kg HE.

The order in which the various fuel cycles have been listed corresponds
with their potential for saving uranium. In general, the burnup required for
economic operation also increases in this order, as does the order of techni-
cal difficulty, the probable cost, and thus the probable sequence for the
introduction of these CANDU fuel cycles into Canada [14]. This is the inverse
of the order for uranium conservation. The order could be different in other
countries where different economic or political conditions apply, but it is
unlikely that any fuel cycle will supplant SEU as the first CANDU advanced
fuel cycle.
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DESCRIPTION OP THE R&D PROGRAM

Overview

The program presently in place addresses the SEU fuel cycle in CANDU and
includes fuel fabrication, fuel design, fuel testing, reactor physics, safety,
fuel disposal, and licensing. Results from the SEU program will be directly
applicable to the CANFURL and other advanced fuel cycles. In most respects,
the CANFURL cycle, with its lower enrichment, can be regarded as a less
demanding variation of the SEU cycle. There is, however, one aspect of the
CANFURL cycle that requires additional program components, and these are now
being put in place. Uranium from LWRs contains a larger amount of U-234 than
fresh uranium, as well as trace amounts of U-232 and residual fission prod-
ucts. Since the radioactivity associated with these isotopes may complicate
the fabrication and subsequent handling of this fuel, additional program
components are needed to assess these complications. As well, the economics
of using recycled uranium in CANDU must be compared with the economics of re-
enrichment and subsequent utilization in LWRs.

Fuel Development

Overview. Fuel development directed toward the use of various fuel cycles in
CANDU reactors has been in progress for over 20 years. This work has gener-
ally been driven by various economic analyses and studies. It has included
work on many cycles, including MOX, TANDEM, (U-235,Th)O2, (Pu,Th)02, (U-
233,Th)O2, SEU and CANFURL. It has included fuel in many formats of oxide,
including conventional sintered pellets, spherepac, impregnated pellets,
extruded slugs and coated particles, plus some non-oxide forms such as
carbides and silicides. The areas of fuel development covered in this work
include powder processing, fabrication (particularly for novel formats, and a-
toxic or y-active fuels), irradiation behaviour (particularly extended burnup
and power cycling) and behavioural modelling.

The unpredictability of the time scale for the economic use of a particular
fuel cycle, the differences in incentives for the use of specific fuel cycles
in different parts of the world, plus the many large high-grade uranium
deposits discovered recently in Canada, have led to a fuel-development plan
based on the following premises:

The plan should, where possible, be evolutionary, so that the necessary
technologies can be developed in a logical sequence, from established
and simple through to the more complex, the more technologically
difficult and the more expensive.

The plan should concentrate on the introduction of the fuel cycles to
CANDU reactors through analogous use, since the major factors influ-
encing the operating technologies are the level of fissile content, the
burnup, the cost of the fuel and the local economics for its use. For
example, the extra fissile content in SEU fuel can establish the fuel-
management technologies and demonstrate irradiation behaviour for most
extra-fissile-content fuels such as CANFURL, MOX, TANDEM, and, to a
lesser extent, thoria.
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The plan should make available the fuel-bundle technology that will meet
the needs of all fuel cycles likely to be attractive within the foresee-
able future.

The base of existing CANDU reactors should be used to demonstrate key
aspects of the technological needs of the evolving fuel-cycle program,
but in a manner that offers an economic incentive to the particular
reactor operators involved.

Because of its high neutron efficiency, the CANDU reactor is an attrac-
tive option for burning low-enriched uranium from reprocessed LWR fuels.
The plan should put in place the technologies which will support the
implementation of such a cycle.

Therefore, the main elements of the fuel-development plan are as follows:

Develop and demonstrate the new CANFLEX bundle design which will provide
the flexible bundle vehicle for most fuel cycles.

Demonstrate the use of SEU fuel in a commercial CANDU reactor and
establish the necessary fuel-management technologies and licensing
requirements.

Have available the reactor-physics core parameters and codes for all
likely fuel cycles to be used in CANDU.

Have available the requisite fuel behavioural data bases and modelling
codes for the use of likely fuel-cycle fuels within the CANFLEX bundle,
covering the anticipated range of operating conditions and burnups.

Have available the fabrication technologies necessary to support the
various fuel cycles in CANDU.

Develop and Demonstrate the CANFLEX Bundle. The CANFLEX bundle design [15] is
the central fuel technology for the use of advanced fuel cycles in CANDU
reactors. The CANFLEX bundle is more subdivided than either of the currently
used 37- or 28-element bundles, as it contains 43 elements. As shown in
Figure 5, the CANFLEX bundle has two sizes of element: two rings of smaller
diameter elements on the outside, plus one ring, and a central pin of larger
elements. The larger number of small diameter elements allow the CANFLEX
bundle to operate up to 1250 kW without exceeding the 65 kW.T peak linear
rating currently established as the maximum for CANDU fuel.

If the CANFLEX bundle is used at the current power limit for 37-element
bundles of 1035 kW, the peak element rating can be reduced by approximately
20%, dependent on enrichment level. This provides increased flexibility to
operate to higher burnups, or to withstand greater power ramping than would be
possible with a 37-element bundle. To further augment this greater opera-
tional flexibility, the thermalhydraulic performance of the CANFLEX bundle has
been optimized to provide an 8% increase in critical channel power (CCP). The
new bundle has also been designed to be compatible with the fuel-handling
systems in current CANDU reactors, so that the CANFLEX bundle can be both
demonstrated and used in such reactors. The use of the CANFLEX bundle at
current bundle powers provides enhanced safety. For example, the 20% lower
fuel rating results in the fission-gas release being substantially lowered
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because of lower fuel temperatures. It also lowers peak element temperatures,
clad temperatures and pressure-tube temperatures during loss of coolant
accidents, and lowers post-dryout clad temperatures.

The major advantage that the CANFLEX bundle provides to all fuel cycles
from SELF through to thorium cycles, is the additional flexibility provided by
the lower fuel ratings to operate to the higher burnups which these cycles
require in order to optimize their economics. However, the additional
operating flexibility provided by the enhanced thermalhydraulic capabilities
of the CANFLEX bundle also increases confidence that the more-complex fuel-
management procedures, often required by such cycles, can be implemented more
easily. The higher CCP, and the more-benign behaviour of the CANFLEX bundle
under accident conditions, also eases the licensing problems associated with
new fuel cycles.

All of the above designed-in features must be demonstrated both experi-
mentally and in an industrial environment. The predominant influence on high-
burnup behaviour is the fuel-chemistry effect, which increases operating
temperature for a given power rating at extended burnups. This is being
addressed by membership in the International High Burnup Chemistry Program,
coordinated by Belgonucleaire, and by a program of inactive testing of the
effect of fission products on the conductivity and gas diffusion in UO2, using
Simulated Irradiated Fuel (SIMFUEL) [16] technology. Power-ramp tests are
planned at extended burnups to fill in gaps in the current data base. Six
CANFLEX bundles for extended burnup testing at a maximum linear power of 65
kW/m (equivalent to 1250 kW bundle power) are being fabricated, for insertion
in the research reactor NRU during 1989. This first proof test will contain
fuel pellets optimized with respect to geometry and fuel density. A further
six-bundle irradiation, scheduled for 1991/92, will address further possible
CANFLEX design modifications.

The CCP can be increased significantly by the arrangement of boundary-
layer trippers and structural appendages on the CANFLEX bundle, which will
enhance the CHF. A design has been conceived which maximizes enhancement
while minimizing the associated penalties in pressure drop and bundle con-
struction cost. These anticipated advantages are in the process of being
confirmed by testing in a Freon loop, which permits an assessment of the
effect on CCP. Freon tests are more convenient than water tests and the
results can be extended to water. An 8% improvement in CCP has been
identified through analysis, and will be confirmed by the testing program.
This program is designed to also produce thermalhydraulic data for mixed
channels containing both CANFLEX and 37-element bundles, to provide informa-
tion for the licensing of the reactor transition from 37-element to CANFLEX
bundles. The tests also cover a range of bundle flux depressions, thus
providing data for a range of fissile contents in the CANFLEX bundle.

The CANFLEX bundle geometry was optimized by minimizing the peak linear
element ratings for both natural and enriched fuels. Currently, fuel-
management studies are either complete or in progress for several fuel-
management options appropriate for 1.2% SEU, such as regular bundle shifting,
variants of the checkerboard fuel-management scheme and axial fuel shuffling.
The optimal fuel-management strategy depends on details of reactor design,
such as the presence and location of adjuster rods, and whether fuelling is
with or against the coolant flow. The current fuel-management studies provide
power envelopes for assessing fuel performance. Future physics effort will
include benchmarking and validating the calculational methods being used for
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SEU fuel, including comparisons against low-power lattice experiments [17].
Safety studies will cover all aspects of CANFLEX performance, with either SEU
or natural uranium fuel.

As the CANFLEX bundle geometry differs from current bundles, and there are
smaller-diameter elements in the outer periphery, the bundle must be subjected
to the same range of vibration and endurance tests as has become standard for
the 37-element bundle. The new bundle must also interface with both the
current latch and side-stop fuel-handling systems, and be capable of resisting
the hydraulic and fuelling-machine-induced loads during such operations.
Representative bundles will be fabricated and used in the flow-testing
program. Confirmatory fuel handling and strength tests are also scheduled.

Demonstrate SEU in a Commercial CANDU Reactor

A commercial demonstration is required in a CANDU power reactor to:

Demonstrate the feasibility of operating a CANDU reactor with SEU fuel.

Establish the licensing procedures required for the introduction and
steady-state use of SEU fuel in CANDU reactors.

Demonstrate the adequacy and appropriateness of fuel-management proce-
dures and spent-fuel handling developed for both the introduction and
steady-state use of SEU in CANDU reactors.

Serve as a focus for the establishment of a SEU fuel capability in the
CANDU fuel-fabrication industry.

The CANFLEX fuel bundle must also be demonstrated on a commercial scale in
a CANDU reactor. Since the CANFLEX bundle is expected to be the major vehicle
for the use of SEU and other fuel cycles in CANDU reactors, it would be
desirable to combine both of these demonstrations into one, though it would be
possible to demonstrate CANFLEX with natural uranium. The SEU demonstration
has the added advantage of providing the maximum financial benefit to the
utility undertaking it.

The necessary data base, small-scale demonstrations, and fuel-modelling
codes will be available to support the commercial demonstration of SEU in a
CANDU reactor by 1992/93. The actual time at which such a demonstration would
start will depend upon the agreement reached with a utility partner, and this
has not yet been finalized. It is also possible that the CANFLEX bundle,
without enrichment, may be demonstrated first, depending upon the interest of
the operator(s) involved. Studies for the transition of CANDU reactor cores
from natural uranium to SEU indicate that a radial replacement pattern,
starting at the outside, is the most appropriate way to introduce some SEU
bundles into a power reactor.
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Fuel Fabrication

Overview. A significant fraction of the CANDU support effort on fuel, over
the past 20 years, has been devoted to fabrication development work specific
to CANDU fuel requirements for a number of fuel cycles. This work has focused
principally on variants of the U-Pu and thorium cycles, since the fabrication
of enriched conventional UO2 and UC fuel was done routinely for the production
of fuel experiments supporting CANDU fuel. There has been a three-fold need
for this general fabrication-development work:

To fabricate sufficient quantities of (U,Pu)02, (Pu,Th)02 and (U-
233,Th)O2 elements and bundles to assemble a core loading of each in the
ZED-2 reactor for reactor-physics measurements.

To sufficiently develop those fabrication technologies particularly
appropriate to the CANDU reactor, so that a realistic assessment of
relative commercial feasibility and cost can be made, and to clearly
identify those areas where further technology development is necessary.
This work has investigated conventional pelleting of (U,Pu)02, and both
(Th,U)02 and (Pu,Th)02 plus a number of novel fabrication techniques
based on sol gel technologies (spherepac, extruded clays and pelletized
microspheres) and the impregnation of green or partially sintered
pellets, most of which were developed specifically for thorium-based
fuels.

The fabrication for irradiation testing of conventional pelleted fuel,
plus samples of the various novel fuels to generate a behavioural data
base.

Most of the objectives of this general fuel-fabrication development program
have now been met, and fabrication is focused now on the near-term introduc-
tion of both the CANFLEX bundle and SEU fuel into power reactors. But as
noted above, there is little development work needed for the fabrication of
conventional UO2 pellet fuel using SEU, since all of the conventional CANDU
fuel fabricated for irradiation testing in experimental reactors was and is
enriched. Instead, the focus is more on the fuel element and bundle integrity
to high burnups and with significant power cycling, avid this is a major focus
of the CANFLEX program.

CANFLEX Fabrication. The CANFLEX bundle is intended to provide the structural
integrity required for most fuel cycles by accommodating burnups which are
increased by a factor of three or more, and providing additional operating
margins, and flexibility so as to accommodate more complex (and possibly more
demanding) fuel-management schemes.

This work program includes producing the reference design drawings for the
CANFLEX bundle, the development of fabrication technologies required for the
bundle, the p^duction of bundles required for testing (in conjunction with
commercial f_u< cators), the assembly of a CANFLEX bundle specification for
use in future crders, and the control of key CANFLEX design features. The
basic CANFLEX design drawing has been finalized, and Zircaloy tubes for
development and fabrication received. Closure and assembly weld development,
specific to CANFLEX requirements, is currently in progress and will be
completed in time for the fabrication of irradiation test bundles in 1989.
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The CANFLEX irradiations will be used to qualify the various specifications
and fabrication features specific to the CANFLEX bundle.

SEU Fabrication. While the fabrication technology for conventional enriched
UO2 fuel pellets for use in CANDU is well known, it has been established only
on a relatively small-scale basis. The Canadian fuel-fabrication industry
will need to set up for large-scale commercial production, handling and
accountability for SEU fuel.

RU Fabrication. RU is essentially SEU with an enrichment of -0.9 vtZ U-235.
However, it is complicated by the different concentrations of some uranium
isotopes, notably U-232, U-234 and U-236, plus trace quantities of some
fission products (particularly those volatile at elevated temperatures, such
as Cs or Sr). The major difference posed by RU from a fabrication viewpoint
is thus centred on the radiological hazards its use may pose in a normal
CANDU-fuel-fabrication plant, and the impact any changes required to eliminate
radiological hazards would have on the cost of producing RU fuel. Significant
laboratory work and analyses have been and are being undertaken on this
problem, and the conclusion is that the magnitude of any such problems are a
function of the concentration of fission-product contaminants in the RU as
received from the reprocessing plant, and the chemical form of the uranium
supplied. This is because most fission products partition to some extent
during any changes in chemical form (i.e., during conversion from nitrate to
oxide), and those that are volatile can be driven off during calcination and
sintering operations, where they could be concentrated in the furnaces
involved.

A realistic specification is needed for all important isotopes in RU to be
used for the fabrication of CANDU fuel. To generate such a specification,
representative samples of RU product from probable suppliers must be analyzed
and characterized. Also, the relative economics of recycling RU in CANDUs and
LWRs need to be assessed. AECL and COGEMA are presently discussing a joint
study of these topics.

Therefore, the strategy for RU fuel development is to identify a specifica-
tion for acceptable RU material as both U3O8 and UO2, and to identify what
changes would be required to a standard CANDU-fuel production plant to
accommodate RU meeting this specification.

Urania-Plutonia Fabrication. Considerable experience has been gained in the
fabrication of MOX fuels and in the operation of a glove-box-based, pilot-
plant, fabrication facility. Studies of the commercial application of this
technology have been completed to serve as a basis for determining relative
cost.

However, these studies have shown a large cost increase in fabrication over
SEU, and new technologies based on an a-cavern concept rather than glove boxes
will probably have to be used to reduce these costs. Design studies of such
facilities have been undertaken by engineering consulting firms and indicate
the potential for significant savings over glove-box-based facilities. Cost
analyses are available for both types of facility.
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Thoria Fabrication. The fabrication of thoria fuel with recycled U-233 has
both an o-toxicity hazard plus a potentially high-level v-activity hazard, and
is thus more complex and expensive to fabricate than U-Pu fuels. The work on
thoria fuels has thus investigated a wide range of novel fuel formats that
could reduce these problems and therefore the cost. The development work on
thoria fabrication has looked at most of these novel formats on a laboratory
scale, and produced fuel for irradiation testing to establish its viability.
However, little has been done in the line of engineering cost studies on
potential fabrication plants using these various technologies.

Reactor Physics

Experimental Reactor Physics [18]. The major experimental facility is the
zero-energy reactor ZED-2 at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. This
facility is used to generate flux and foil activation distributions in and
around a fuel channel and to obtain reactivity information, such as the
material buckling, for different fuels and coolants. The buckling information
can be converted into information on reactivity coefficients.

In the past, a series of measurements on natural uranium fuel in 7-, 19-,
28- and 37-element bundles was completed. More recently, experiments using
36-element MOX fuel and 36-element (Pu,Th)02 were completed, and at present a
program of measurements on 36-element (U-233,Th)C>2 fuel is in progress.

Most of the early experiments used a full core of the experimental fuel,
and the geometric buckling (equal to the material buckling for a critical
core) was obtained from analysis of neutron-flux distributions. Latterly, due
to the high cost of experimental fuel, only sufficient fuel for a few channels
has been available. The buckling in this case is inferred from the critical
height and neutron-flux distributions in a series of experiments in which the
experimental fuel replaces progressively the fuel in a reference core.
Buckling measurements of this type are inherently less accurate than those
obtained with a full core of fuel. Uncertainties are also introduced into the
comparison between calculated and measured detailed neutron-flux and reaction-
rate distributions due to the possibility that the neutron spectrum in the
experimental fuel is not truly representative of that which would be present
in a whole core of the fuel.

Before advanced fuels are introduced into power reactors, it will be
necessary to perform ZED-2 experiments to confirm the computer-code predic-
tions. It would be preferable if these experiments were done with a whole
core of fuel. Therefore, these experiments will not be performed until enough
fuel from the large-scale demonstration is available to provide a core for
ZED-2. The schedule is therefore dependent on other parts of the overall
program.

Code Development and Nuclear Data [18], A supporting activity is the provi-
sion of codes and associated nuclear data. The goals are to improve calcula-
tion methods and nuclear data and so reduce conservatism in reactor design by:

Maintaining, developing and acquiring improved calculation methods for
the design, costing and prediction of the behaviour of CANDU.
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Providing improved nuclear data.

Validating the improved codes and data against experimental results.

Uncertainty in nuclear data translates directly into conservatism in design
ratings, trip settings, amounts of shielding and estimates of radiation dose
to structural materials. Continued association with the United States data
evaluation group gives access to the most up-to-date evaluated nuclear data
and processing methods. To give confidence in the code predictions and to
identify and quantify code inaccuracies, a continuing process of code valida-
tion against experimental data has been established. This uses a database of
experimental information from experiments in ZED-2 and worldwide. Validation
of codes and data contributes to the quality assurance requirements of the
nuclear industry.

CONCLUSION

Advanced fuel cycles for CANDU reactors are well on their way to being
implemented. The first step in this progression is SEU, which is economical
today. A new fuel bundle, CANFLEX, is the vehicle for SEU and other fuels in
CANDU. CANDU fuel fabricated from uranium recovered during the reprocessing
of fuel discharged from light-water reactors is also economical today and
thought to be readily achievable technically. Future fuel cycles would
utilize plutonium recovered from light-water reactors or CANDUs, and eventu-
ally thorium. R&D in support of these cycles is driven by the marketplace and
focuses on those topics that require a high degree of confidence in their
implementation, such as fuel fabrication, defect-free fuel performance to high
burnup under realistic fuel-management conditions, and licensability.
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ABSTRACT

The definitions of "total hydrogen gas" and of "overall hydrogen content" in the fuel element
are discussed. Under normal manufacturing conditions, the sheath, i.e. Zircaloy and graphite
coating are the main source of hydrogen. However, only a small part of it contributes to the
"hydrogen gas" content.

The paper describes how to determine the "hydrogen gas" for QA purposes, and how to
formulate the specification requirement. A method is described that offers information on both
the overall hydrogen content and the fraction that can be present as gas.

INTRODUCTION

Early experience with sheath "sunburst" defects caused by excessive hydrogen (moisture)
led to the requirement for a limited hydrogen content in the fuel element in both CANDU and
CIRENE* fuel specifications (1).

Recent evaluations of fuel performance have again drawn attention to hydrogen in
as-manufactured fuel elements. On one side, there is potential role of hydrogen in
environmentally assisted cracking of the sheath (2); on the other side, hydrogen present as
hydrocarbons in the graphite layer may be involved in the reactions between carbon and some of
the fission products (3).

To address the original concern about the sunbursts, the specification limits the content of
hydrogen gas in the fuel element. This is usually understood as any form of hydrogenous gas
present in the gap shortly after fuel loading in the reactor. This paper discusses the following
three questions:

• What are the sources of the "total hydrogen gas content"?

* CIRENE: The ItaL" i boiling water reactor
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• How to determine it for QA purposes; and

• How to formulate the specification requirement.

In an as-manufactured element, hydrogen is present in three component groups:

• Stack (UO2 pellets, and graphite disc if used);

• Filling gas; and

• Sheath (Zircaloy and graphite coating).

When the manufacturing processes are under proper control, the amount of hydrogen from
the first two sources is low. The sheath contains larger quantities of hydrogen.

Hydrogen concentration in Zircaloy materials used for sheath manufacturing is usually well
below the specification limit. In spite of that, depending on the size of the fuel element, Zircaloy
parts usually contain 0.8 to 1.5 mg of hydrogen per fuel element.

Graphite coating on the sheath inside surface is another important source of hydrogen.
Graphite slurry, used in the coating process, contains a high percentage of hydrocarbons; some
hydrogen from it remains in the finished product.

TESTS ON CBRENE FUEL

To determine the quantity of hydrogen in graphite coating of the fuel element, and the extent
of hydrogen releases from both graphite coating and Zircaloy, a series of tests has been
undertaken with cured graphite-coated sheaths for CIRENE fuel. The testing was done in the
analytical laboratory of ENEA - IFEC*, and of AECL Research Company at Whiteshell,
Manitoba.

Both graphite-coated and graphite-free sheath specimens were used. Hydrogen was
extracted from the specimens in vacuum or in a stream of nitrogen. Extraction temperatures
ranged from 500°C to l,800°C. The results are shown in Figure 1.

The sheath diameter, wall thickness and the graphite coating thickness of the CIRENE fuel
are different from those of CANDU fuel. For this reason, the specific quantities of hydrogen
extracted from the graphite are not directly applicable to CANDU fuel; however, the trends will
be similar.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the amount of hydrogen in a well dried and cured graphite
coating is appreciable. Nonetheless, the release of this hydrogen is gradual, starting from very
low quantities at low temperatures, and reaching completeness around the Zircaloy melting
point.

A similar gradual release is apparent with graphite-free Zircaloy.

* IFEC: Fuel Element Manufacturing Plant (a part of ENEA) in Saluggia, Italy.
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DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Traditionally, hydrogen present in Zircaloy has not been considered part of the "total
hydrogen gas" in the specification. The specification's objective is to prevent localized pickup
by the Zircaloy tubing of large quantities of hydrogen from the fuel element gap; hydrogen
already present in Zircaloy is not considered available for this. The curve in Figure 1 confirms
this.

A similar conclusion seems justified for the hydrogen (or at least for a good part of the
hydrogen) present in a well dried and cured graphite coating.

The method used for the determination of hydrogen, or the interpretation of the results,
should discriminate between hydrogen released at relatively high temperatures from dry and
properly cured sheaths, and excess hydrogen due to sub-standard drying or curing.

The "excess hydrogen" can be determined if the following procedure is applied:

• Filling gas: determine all hydrogen.

• Pellets: extract hydrogen after heating to a relatively high temperature, comparable to pellet
temperatures in-reactor,

• Graphite coating: extract hydrogen at a temperature close to the graphite curing temperature
- well-cured graphite thus contributes little to the "Hydrogen Gas" content;

• Zircaloy: Theoretically, no hydrogen should be considered, as it is already in the sheath, and
therefore not available for sunburst formation. However, if a full section of the sheath (i.e.
Zircaloy with the graphite layer on it) is used for the determination of hydrogen in graphite,
some hydrogen, depending on temperature and vacuum, is extracted from the Zircaloy and is
included in the analysis.

MODIFIED DETERMINATION OF HYDROGEN IN CIRENE FUEL ELEMENTS

The fuel elements in the CIRENE bundle are similar in size to the Gentilly-1 elements. One
CIRENE fuel element contains approximately:

100 g of Zircaloy

1,300 g UO2

0.3 g Graphite coating, and

1 g Graphite disc (in outer fuel elements only).

Originally, the specification limited the hydrogen content in the fuel element both outer and
inner, to max. 1.0 mg. Recently, both the specification requirement for maximum hydrogen
content, and the procedures for hydrogen determination were modified primarily because the
type of analytical apparatus available was not suitable for the low-temperature extractions as
described above. However, the modification enabled us to assess the content and sources of
hydrogen more completely, and not only with reference to sunburst formation.

The procedures in place now consist of the following:

a. All hydrogen as moisture, elementary, hydrides, or hydrocarbons - is determined.

- Hydrogen in Zircaloy is determined as part of the tubing inspection.
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- "Hydrogen in Fuel Element", MH (ing), includes all hydrogen in filling gas, pellets,
graphite coating, and graphite disc.

b. The following methods and sample preparation techniques are used:

- The fuel element is punctured, gases are extracted first at normal, then at elevated
temperature, and analyzed.

- Sample of graphite coating is prepared by scraping graphite off the Zircaloy sheath, gases
are extracted at approximately 1800°C, and analyzed.

- Pellets are crushed, sampled, gases extracted at approximately 1800°C, and analyzed;
similarly for the graphite disc.

c. MH is found as:

MH = MO + PE + GC + GD, (1)

where MO = Hydrogen as moisture;

PE = Hydrogen in pellets;

GC = Hydrogen in graphite coating; and

GD = Hydrogen in graphite disc (all in mg/fuel element).

d. The specification limit "Hydrogen in Fuel Element" includes a correction, within a safety
margin, for hydrogen present in a well-cured graphite coating.

MH < 1.0 + 0.04 XGC (mg) (2)

where \QC is the average thickness (pn) of graphite layer in the fuel element.

The quantity of hydrogen in graphite is equal to the product of graphite mass and hydrogen
concentration. In the formula (2), graphite mass is included as graphite volume (average
thickness x area of coated sheath surface) times graphite density. For a graphite apparent density
~1 g/cm3, the correction factor 0.04 accounts for hydrogen concentration in the graphite of
approximately 1,500 ppm. Because the real concentrations are above 2,000 ppm, the limit for
hydrogen from other sources somewhat decreases as the coating thickness increases — see
Figure 2.

The results obtained with the method are documented in Table 1. The distribution of MH
complies with the modified specification limit with a comfortable margin.

CONCLUSIONS

Hydrogen in Zircaloy, as well as hydrogen in a well dried and cured graphite coating, should
not be considered (should not be considered at full value) in connection with the specification
requirement for maximum hydrogen gas content in the fuel element.

The modifications introduced recently in both specification limits and inspection procedures
for hydrogen content in the CIRENE fuel element offer an improvement, as they

• give more complete information on the sources of hydrogen in the fuel element;
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• distinguish between hydrogen from graphite coating and from Zircaloy; and

• use available analytical equipment.
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TABLE 1

HYDROGEN IN CIRENE FUEL ELEMENTS:

RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

HYDROGEN FROM:

Moisture

Pellets

Sample
Size

20

20

Filling Gas

Graphite Disc

Graphite Layer

TOTAL HYDROGEN

Specification Limit
(XGC = lOjxm)

20

20

mg

0.132 ±0.019

0.111 ± 0.011

n.d. .

0.019 ±0.018

0.630 ±0.018

0.893 ± 0.025

1.40
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ABSTRACT

A high level of product quality has been achieved in the end cap welding of CIRENE fuel
elements, thanks to development of the initial sheath/end cap contact geometry and parameters
of the welding process itself. Successful qualification and manufacturing demonstration
confirmed the adequacy of the process for production of reliable nuclear fuel. The approach and
principles used in this program can be applied to other types of fuel with a similar design.

INTRODUCTION

Two mechanisms of in-reactor defects in CANDU-type fuel are related to fuel element
closure welds (end cap welds): opening-up of incomplete welds along the weld line, and crack
growth initiated in the weld heat-affected zone (HAZ).

Defects caused by cracking in the weld HAZ are discussed in (1). This paper deals with the
completeness of the weld for fuel developed for the CIRENE* reactor.

Opening-up of incomplete welds has been one of the four principal types of defects in the
fuel used in CANDU reactors. The number of such defects has been 0.02 to 0.03 % of all
discharged bundles (2). For the 37-element fuel, this is equivalent to approximately 3 to 4 defect
welds per 1,000,000 welds. Experience available to date with fuel behaviour under load
following and power cycling indicates that the defect rate of incomplete welds may increase, if
deep power cycling is introduced. It is therefore important to assure high quality of the welds.

The CIRENE fuel bundle has been designed as an assembly of 18 fuel elements, 500 mm
long, with 20 mm sheath outside diameter and 0.5 mm wall thickness. The stresses in the end
cap, weld and weld HAZ are kept low, even in the presence of stress raisers, by using a plenum
with insert at one end of each outer element, by moving the first ridge on the sheath an adequate
distance from each weld, and by using an axial gap sufficient to avoid axial interference between
the stack of pellets and the cladding (3).

* CIRENE is the Italian boiling water reactor.
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The specification for the CIFENE fuel elements defines a minimum degree of weld
completeness (a minimum weld rating) in three parts of thi- weld. (The geometry of the weld
and the terminology are explained in (4) and are summarized in Figure 1 and Table 1.) -

• Above the sheath: TAS = 100(LAS - XAS)MMIN;

In combined sections of the weld line above the sheath plus in the inside upset:
= 100(Liu - XHJ)/ WMIN + I"AS; and

• In the segment Lioo, 100 [im long in radial projection, located in the outside upset next to
the original outside diameter of the sheath.

Sampling inspection and metallographic examination are used to verify compliance with
these requirements.

Additional information on weld completeness is obtained from peel strength tests (sampling
inspection), tensile and burst strength tests (type-testing), and from helium leak tests (100 %
inspection).

First improvements of weld quality related to modifications of tools and basic conditions of
the process (resistance welding using pneumatic and magnetic force) were reported in (4). This
paper describes more recent improvements, leading to a fully acceptable product.

The approach to the development of the welding process was based on the principles of the
Quality Assurance Program CAN3-Z299 (5). The following were the major components of the
task:

a. Review product design. In particular, assure acceptably low stresses in the weld - see
above.

b. Develop and optimize the process to achieve compliance with all specification
requirements.

c. Determine critical process parameters and product characteristics, and find their ranges
yielding product of an acceptable quality level.

d. Qualify the process.

e. Demonstrate manufacturing capability and define elements of statistical process control.

DEVELOPMENT OFVHE PROCESS

The welding process has two distinct phases. Firstly, bond is established between the sheath
and the end cap ("weld formation"), and then, the weld is re-shaped.
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Weld Formation

The process described in (4) was producing welds of adequate quality most of the time;
however, the margin was narrow, and so some relatively small deviations in welding conditions
resulted in a deterioration of weld completeness.

We found that the original geometry (which we will call "geometry A" here) of the sheath
and the end cap was responsible for this narrow margin: During the formation of the weld, too
much of the resistance heat was concentrated in the front part of the sheath, while the end cap tip
remained relatively cool. To obtain a good weld, enough heat had to be supplied to the end cap
tip. The range of suitable conditions was narrow, the risk of excessive heating of the sheath
representing the upper limit, and inadequate heating of the end cap tip the lower.

To improve this, we introduced two alternative modifications of geometry (called here "B"
and "C"), and enhanced the support of material at Lioo. Both modifications led to a more
uniform distribution of heat between the sheath and the end cap. Geometry B located the start of
weld formation more towards sheath outside diameter, geometry C more towards its inside
diameter.

Figure 2 compares the three geometries in their effect on weld completeness at the end of the
weld formation phase. Both new geometries are superior to the old one, as they reduce by some
20 % the power needed for complete welding above the sheath.

While there was little difference between geometries B and C in weld formation above the
sheath, welding in the outside upset was distinctly easier with geometry B - Figure 3.

Figure 4a shows for geometry B how weld completeness at the end of the "weld formation"
phase depends on power. The specified minimum rating is reached above the sheath first; next,
the combined sections above the sheath and in the inside upset comply with the requirement;
welding of the Lou length (Figure 1) comes as last.

Thus, geometry B was selected as the best of the three tested.

Because of the more even distribution of heat between the sheath and the end cap, the
introduction of the geometry B widened the range of suitable welding conditions, and thus made
it possible to optimize them and to improve the margins significantly. As is shown in the
following sections, in terms of discontinuities in the weld, the quality level was improved
approximately ten times.

Weld Re-shaping

During weld re-shaping, additional material from the sheath, and especially from the end
cap, is pushed into the inside and outside upset of the weld. Figure 4b demonstrates this for the
outside upset clearly. The weld rating in the inside upset decreases, however. This reflects
gradual turning of the weld line towards the axial direction: although the amount of material in
the inside upset and the length of the weld line there grow (and the bond between sheath and end
cap material certainly does not break), the radial projection of the weld line decreases.
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Figure 5 documents how the extent of re-shaping depends on sheath wall thickness: With a
thinner wall, the amount of heat per unit volume is higher, and so are specific forces. The
re-shaping proceeds faster, so that for otherwise equal welding conditions a shorter projected
length of the weld in the inside upset results.

Process Qualification and Manufacturing Demonstration

After the completion of the development phase, the adequacy of the process was confirmed
first in an internal qualification, then in the official qualification, and finally in a manufacturing
demonstration. Altogether, 600 welds were produced.

Inspection results in all three cases were similar and equally satisfactory. All weld properties
complied fully with the requirements. There was not one single case of non-compliance.

As an illustration, Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of weld ratings above the sheath
and "global" ratings TGL for the qualification lot. With 100 sections inspected and the required
quality level AQL = 0.1 %, the minimum acceptable value of K * was 3.5 at 95 % confidence
level. This requirement was met with a wide margin (8.8 and 7.5 resp.).

In both qualification lots and demonstration lot combined, 108 welds, i.e. 216 sections were
metallographically evaluated. The exponential distribution of discontinuities above the sheath,
evaluated with the use of the method described in (4), is presented in Figure 8 and compared
with earlier results.

Only small discontinuities were detected. Compared with results reported in (4), their
frequency is approximately ten times lower.

DISCUSSION

Weld Integrity

The F(X) vs. X curved in Figure 8 representing the distribution of discontinuities in the
welds produced by the qualified process, can be described by the exponential equation (4)

F(X) = 0.028 exp(-18.8X).

The extrapolation to X = w gives the frequency of weld sections with zero rating above the
sheath as one per 430,000 inspected welds. This is quite satisfactory.

Process Control

Altogether, 21 characteristics have been used to define the process. Of these,

3 describe the initial condition of the parts

9 are process parameters, and

9 product properties.

K > I r - rM I Nl / or.
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The idea of process control is based on the concept that, statistically, a well defined and
qualified process can only yield a product complying with all requirements. For practical
purposes, it is of course important to combine the control of process parameters with the
inspection of production characteristics. An undetected drift of a process parameter can thus be
rectified, or a new factor, up to now unknown, can be spotted.

Metallography, especially of the weld segment above the sheath, is an important tool to
evaluate weld quality. There are limitations, though. Under nominal process conditions, a
discontinuity above the sheath is found in one out of approximately 20 inspected welds. When
the process starts drifting, it can take time to find a significant deterioration of weld rating above
the sheath.

The information that is obtained from one planar cut through an annular weld depends on the
circumferential uniformity of the weld. We can assess this uniformity if we compare, for a large
set of welds, the two sections 180° apart that are available for each inspected weld. This was
done for the 108 welds inspected during the qualifications and the manufacturing demonstration.

It was found that the part of the weld above the sheath was circumferentially quite uniform.
Of the 216 sections inspected, all but six displayed a perfect discontinuity-free structure, and the
remaining six contained relatively small discontinuities. Thus, the main source of
non-uniformity of weld rating was the non-uniformity of sheath wall thickness. When
considering the completeness of the weld, the average non-uniformity was 0.7 % of WMIN- This
is satisfactory from the point of view of weld quality, but offers little as advance warning of
process drifts.

Metallographic evaluation of the welds in the inside upset revealed larger circumferential
variations. The margin of welding conditions is narrower in this less important periphery of the
welded joint, and so small deviations of geometry, current distribution, or similar, show their
impact on the degree of weld formation and re-shaping. The difference between projected
lengths of the two opposite sections of the same weld varies between 0 and 40% of WMIN- Some
non-welded lengths were found in the inside upset of 83 % of all inspected sections.

This characteristic of the weld in the inside upset is obviously suitable for monitoring the
condition of the whole weld: minor deviations of the welding process can be spotted in the
inside upset earlier than above the sheath.

This is demonstrated in Figure 9: Weld completeness in the inside upset,
ciu = 100(LJU- XJU)/LIU, is correlated here with the presence of discontinuities above the sheath;
the distribution of cnj is also shown. An increased frequency of larger not-welded segments in
the inside upset (more than 0.25 Liu large, for example) can be used as advance warning of
process drift. The frequency of XJU > 0.25 Liu under standard process conditions is 12 %, higher
than the frequency of finding any discontinuity above the sheath (2.8 %).

CONCLUSIONS

1. The development of closure welding for CIRENE fuel elements has been completed. The
reproducibility and reliability of welds was significantly improved due to modifications to
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initial geometry of the end cap/sheath contact, which made the optimization of the process
possible.

2. The process was successfully qualified, and manufacturing capability demonstrated. Not one
single case of weld non-compliance was detected. Discontinuities in the essential part of the
weld were found in 2.8 % of inspected sections only, and none of them was larger than
120

3. Process control was established. The degree of weld completeness in the inside upset was
found suitable for advance indication of process drifts.

4. The results achieved with the development of CIRENE fuel can be applied to other fuel
types of similar design.
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TABLE 1 - LIST OF SYMBOLS

ClU

E

f

F(X)

Iw

K

LAS; Lnj; LOu

Lioo

n

QL

r; r; rMiN

TAS; TGL; rou

R

W; W M I N

x;X

XAS; XAS

XIU; *ou; xioo

a

Completeness of the weld in the inside upset

Voltage

Frequency

Cumulative frequency of discontinuities equal to or larger than X

Welding current

Minimum acceptable margin, e.g. (r - TMINVO

Projected length of the weld line above the sheath; in the inside upset;
in the outside upset respectively

Segment of the weld line with projected length 100 [im> in the outside
upset next to sheath outside diameter

Number of cases

Achieved margin with respect to specified minimum

Weld rating; mean weld rating; specified minimum weld rating respec-
tively

Weld rating above the sheath; global weld rating; weld rating in the out-
side upset respectively

Coefficient of correlation

Sheath wall thickness; minimum specified wall thickness

Discontinuity size in a metallographic section; maximum radial size of
a discontinuity

Projected size; average projected size of a discontinuity above the
sheath

Projected size of a discontinuity in the inside upset; in the outside upset;
inLioo

Standard deviation
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END CAP

UPSET f

x
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UPSET

FIGURE 1 - SCHEMATIC OF WELD GEOMETRY.
NOTE SYMBOLS AND TERMINOLOGY
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ABSTRACT

The effects of texture transformation and microstructure development on the
mechanical properties of Zircaloy-4 were investigated after (a+P) and P heat treatment.
The texture after (a+p) heat treatment was mostly inherited from the prior a phase
texture, but it was altered by grain growth. The location of maximum basal pole
intensity was distributed between the rolling direction and the transverse direction.
The transformed microstructure was a mixture of the hard primary a and the soft
transformed a. On the other hand, the texture after P heat treatment became random-
ized by rapid grain growth. The p-transformed microstructure consisted of parallel
plate a and basketweaye a. The mechanical properties of the heat treated Zircaloy-4
were discussed in relation to the textures and microstructures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Zircaloy-4 has high mechanical strength, good ductility and corrosion resistance
in the normal operating conditions. In recent years emphasis has been placed on stu-
dies of the microstructure and its influence on mechanical properties[l,2]. During cer-
tain postulated transients or a small Loss Of Coolant Accident(LOCA) in a nuclear
reactor, a Zircaloy-4 fuel sheath could experience the (a+P) or P phase tempera-
tures. In case of CANDU type fuel, induction brazing is used to attach appendages
such as pads or spacers onto the Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding and the brazing cycle
may form p-transformed structures. Such thermal effects could change the texture,
microstructure and mechanical properties of Zircaloy-4 fuel sheaths[3,4].

In the P-quenched Zircaloy-4 - oxygen alloys, the transformed microstructures
showed Widmansta'tten a structures at slow cooling rates and martensitic a ' structures
at fast cooling rates[5]. Although the orientation relation in <x(hcp)/P(bcc) phase
transition in pure zirconium are known to maintain the Burgers [6] orientation relation-
ship, the texture changes after ct/p phase transformation, and its effect on the mechan-
ical properties in the polycrystalline Zircaloy-4 claddings have not been clearly
identified. Also relatively little work has been done on the heat-affected zirconi-
um alloys in (a+P) phase temperatures.

The objective of the present study is to observe the characteristics of texture
transformations and microstructure of the Zircaloy-4 fuel sheaths when they were heat
treated in the (a+P) or P phase region. Mechanical properties of heat treated
Zircaloy-4 are to be examined in relation to the textures and microstructures.
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II. EXPERIMENTS

The reactor-grade Zircaloy-4 plate was chosen for the (oc+P) heat treatment and
Zircaloy-4 tube for the P heat treatment. The plates were fully annealed at 873K for
2 hours in the vacuum furnace to remove any recrystallization effect during the heat
treatment at higher temperatures. The equiaxed a grain size was 20nm. The (a+p)-
heat treatment were conducted at 1163K and 1223K for 5min, lOmin, 20min and
30min in the evacuated vycor tubes and subsequently water quenched. Specimens
for the J$-heat treatment were sealed in evacuated quartz tubes and heated for 30sec at
1273K, 1323K, 1373K and 1423K, and followed by air cooling.

To measure the strengths of primary a and transformed a phase, the following
heat treatment was done to obtain a coarse grain structured specimen. The fully oc-
annealed specimens were heated at 1050 °C for 50min and then controlled to cool
down to the room temperature at a rate of 0.013 °C/sec. These specimens were also
(oc+p) heat treated and water quenched. The Vickers microhardness measurement was
done under 25gm load. Microstructural features of the specimens were examined by
optical metallography under polarized light and electron microscopy.

In the measurement of crystallographic texture, the direct pole figures and inverse
pole figures were obtained from X-ray diffraction[7]. Samples for the pole figure
analysis were chemically thinned to a thickness smaller than 95\im. The direct pole
figure measurement was done by X-ray diffraction using combined Schulz
reflection and Schulz transmission techniques, where MoKa was used for X-ray
source. In the inverse pole figure measurement, composite specimens from the rol-
ling, transverse and normal directions were prepared for each heat treated sample.
Each specimen was mounted in a difitactometer and scanned for 28 values from 30 °
to 130 ° using CuKa source. The area under the (hk.l) reflection peak was used to
calculate the texture coefficient values from the equation.

T.C.(hU) = -

where I is the measured integrated intensity of a given (hk.l) reflection produced by
the textured specimen, Io is the intensity of" the same (hk.l) reflection produced by a
powder sample of random orientation and n is the total number of reflections meas-
ured.

in. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Characteristics of Microstructure

The optical micrographs of a-annealed and (oc+P) heat treated specimens are
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. After cooling from the (a+p) region, the transformed
microstructure consisted of a mixture of primary a and transformed a. The P phase
fractions reached near equilibrium value within a few minutes. Because the
a —> p phase transformation in the two-phase field is so rapid that it is difficult to
determine an accurate volume fractions of transformed a phase[8]. During the heat-
ing of Zircaloy-4 in the (a+{3) phase field, the P phase grains were nucleated and
grown in the primary a grain interior and in the grain boundaries. When the
specimens were rapidly cooled to the room temperature, the transformed a phase
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became the plate-like structure.
After the P heat treatment the slow cooling of the specimen gave rise to a

Widmanstatten a structure and the average oc-plate width was aboui 2\im as shown in
the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The prior P-grain size is 80|!#i for 1273K sample and lS0[im
for 1473K. The fine second phase particles, mainly as Zr-Cr-Fe type, were precipi-
tated along the a-plate boundaries. Most of second phase particles would be dis-
solved in the p matrix during the p heat treatment and reprecipitate mainly along the
a-plate boundaries when cooled through the oc/p phase transformation range[5]. The
0.2% yield strength was found to be independent of the prior P-grain size[9].

2. Texture Transformations

Fig. 5 is the basal pole figure of the fully a-annealed Zircaloy-4 sheet, showing that
the idealized orientation of the (0001) basal pole is at 30 ° from the normal direc-
tion toward the transverse direction. When the heat treatment was done for 5min at
1163K and 1223K, the observed textures were similar to the a-annealed texture and
shown in Fig. 6. The orientation of the a phase is related to the p phase by the
Burgers relationship, however, this was true only when the texture in (oc+p) region
did not develop by the grain growth of the a and P phase grains, which is the dom-
inant factor introducing the preferred orientations in the metals[10]. When the sample
was in short periods of time in the (a+p) phase field, there occurred no significant
grain growth. The grain size of Zircaloy-4 increased rapidly when the volume fraction
of p phase exceeded 50 percent. It was observed that the grain size increased by
only a factor of 2 after 1 hour at 1163K, but by a factor of 10 after 1 hour at
1223K[11]. As there was no remarkable texture change in the (a+p) region due to
grain growth, the inherited texture after the (a+P) heat treatment resembled the a-
annealed texture.

However, the location of maximum basal pole was distributed between the rol-
ling direction and the transverse direction when the specimens were heat treated for
30min at 1163K and 1223K. This fact was well represented in the results of the tex-
ture parameter, f, as defined by Kearns[12], and is shown in the Fig. 7. The Kearns
texture number, f, represents the effective fraction of grains aligned with their basal
poles parallel to the reference direction and a value of 1/3 in each direction defines
the isotropic case. The redistribution of basal poles toward the rolling and transverse
direction was presented in the increase of texture number, fr and / , after the (a+p)
heat treatment. The evidence for reorientation of basal poles is clearly shown in the
samples heat treated at 1223K for 30min, which has a grain size of about 40u/n. The
tendency for reorientation of basal poles became more prevalent in the samples
where a significant grain growth occurred during the (a+P) heat treatment.

When the Zircaloy-4 tubes were heat treated in the p range, the orientation of
grains were redistributed as shown in Fig. 8. The basal pole intensity in tangen-
tial and longitudinal directions increased and the maximum intensity values were
largest in the samples heat treated at 1473K. In other words the basal poles were con-
centrated within small angles in the 1473K specimen. Although the idealized crystal-
lograpnic texture existing in the p-phase after a—»P phase transition maintained
Burgers orientation relations, it was diminished by the rapid grain growth of P grains.
Above 1273K the P grain size reaches 100 \xm in very short times. After the p
heat treatment, the texture number, / / in the longitudinal direction changes toward 1/3
when cooled to the room temperature. Thus, the inherited after P —> a transformation
became randomized as a result of P grain growth.
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3. Mechanical Properties

Fig. 9 shows the Vickers microhardness values of samples heat-treated in the (a+p)
region. The Vickers hardness increased after the (a+p) heat treatment. The hardness
of transformed a phase was constant regardless of the (a+p) heat treatment condi-
tions. The strength of transformed a structure was dependent upon the cooling rate
from the P-phase and the concentration of oxygen which is a strong oc-
stabilizer[13]. The oxygen in solid solution produces significant strengthening in
both phases, but its role in the P-phase is about 60 percent of that in the a-
phase[14]. Since the difference in cooling rate between die two (<x+P) heat treat-
ment conditions was small, the hardness of transformed a showed little difference. The
hardness of primary a was larger than the transformed a, and increased when the heat-
ing at (a+P) phase was longer. In the (a+p) region, the a-phase is harder and more
brittle because of high equilibrium oxygen concentrations[13] and the hep a phase
has a limited number of deformation systems compared with the bec P phase.
When the specimen is rapidly cooled to room temperature, the extent of oxygen redis-
tribution is negligible[4]. The oxygen enrichment after the (a+P) heat treatment result-
ed in the increase in VHN of primary a phase.

The results of uniaxial tensile test after the (a+P) and P heat treatment are shown
in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The difference in mechanical properties between the rolling
and the transverse direction was not noted. After the (a+p) heat treatment, the 0.2%
yield strength and tensile strength increased with the heat treatment time. The uniform
elongation decreased compared with a-annealed Zircaloy-4 and the decrease in elonga-
tion was large in 1223K samples. The increase in yield strength resulted from the
transformed microstructure and the texture change. After cooling from the (a+P) re-
gion, the transformed microstructure was a mixture of two continuous phases, the hard
primary a and the soft transformed a. The load transfer between the hard and soft
phase played a significant role in the strength of the alloys[15]. Also, the increase in
texture number, f, in the rolling and transverse direction after the (a+P) heat treatment
resulted in the additional contribution to the yield strength because the yield strength
increases with increasing texture number, f, in both tension and compression[16].

The 0.2% yield strength and elongations of the P treated specimens were low com-
pared with those of as-received claddings and decreased gradually with higher p treat-
ment temperatures. The decrease in yield strength was resulted from the fact that the
deformed structure of as-received tubes rapidly disappeared in the P phase, and
transformed to the Widmanstatten a plates on cooling to the room temperature. The
P-transformed structure was a mixture of parallel plate a and basketweave a. Low
elongations after the P heat treatment were caused by the transition of equiaxed a
grains into Widmanstatten a plates.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

1. When the (a+P) heat treatment was done in short periods of time, the inherited
texture was similar to the a-annealed texture. A difference in the transformation tex-
ture appeared due to the grain growth in the (a+p) region. The transformed micros-
tructure was a mixture of the hard primary a and the soft transformed a.

2. High yield strength and tensile strength and a low elongation resulted from the
texture change and the transformed microstructure. The tendency toward brittle frac-
ture became obvious when the sample was in long periods of time in (a+P) region.

3. The microstructure developed after the P heat treatment consisted of parallel plate
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a and basketweave a. The texture of the p-transformed sample became randomized
due to the rapid grain growth of P grain. Low strength and loss of ductility resulted
from the p heat treatment.
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Fig. 1 Optical micrograph of a annealed

Zircaloy-4.
Fig. 2 Microstructure of Zircaloy-4 heat treated

at 1163K for30min.

' f̂ h '̂ ' " *"

Fig. 3 Microstruclure of Zircaloy-4 after cooling Fig. 4 Transmission electron micrograph of
from (a) 1273K, (b) 1373K. Zircaloy-4 after cooling from 1373K.
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SOL GEL MICROSPHERE PELLETISATION OF U02 AND UO2-PUO2 PELLETS OF PHWR FUEL
SPECIFICATIONS USING INTERNAL GELATION PROCESS

C. GANGULY, U. BASAK, V.N. VAIDYA, D.D. SOOD AND P.R. ROY

Materials Group, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 400 085, India

ABSTRACT

Sol-gel microsphere pelletisation (SGMP) process, adapting the ammonia
internal gelation route for preparation of gel microspheres from heavy metal
nitrate solution, has been developed for fabrication of high density (£96%
T.D.) U02 and U02-i4%Pu02 pellets of PHWR fuel specifications. "Porous"
microspheres of UO2 and (U,Pu)02 were found to be suitable for direct
pelletisation. These were prepared by admixing carbon black "pore former" to
the broth prior to gelation and later removing the same by controlled air-
calcination. "Porous" microspheres crushed easily and lost their individual
identity during pelletisation, sintered to high density pellets and led tfo
uniformly distributed "closed" pores in the diameter range of 2-5 micron in
sintered pellets which contributed to improved thermal conductivity. TiO2
dopant in oxide microspheres led to sintered pellets of large grains (̂ SO um).

1. INTRODUCTION

A VR' & *D' programme on UO2-based fuels for PHWR has been initiated in
BARC with the following objectives:

- developing advanced fabrication routes for high density (£96% T.D.) UO2
and UO2-*4%PuO2 fuel pellets

- characterising the fuels thus prepared and evaluating their out-of-pile and
in-pile properties.

High density (£96% T.D.) UO2 or UO2-PUO2 fuel pellets are universally
prepared by the "powder-pellet" route, involving cold-pelletisation of UO2
powder or UO2 and PUO2 powder-mixture, followed by high temperature (£165O°C)
sintering in hydrogen atmosphere (cracked ammonia, N2+£8%H2 or Ar+£8%H2). In
India, UO2 and PuO2 powders are produced by calcination of ammonium diuranate
(ADU) and plutonium oxalate respectively. The powders thus prepared are
extremely fine (si um) and not free-flowing. Hence, two additional operations,
namely, precompaction and granulation are needed for producing free-flowing
granules suitable for automated high speed compaction in hydraulic or
mechanical presses. The major problem of "powder-pellet" route is generation
and handling of fine powder of the fuel, which is responsible for "radiotoxic
dust hazard".

The advanced fuel fabrication routes mainly aim at avoiding dust particles
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of the fuel. Other objectives are remotisation, automation, minimisation of
fuel fabrication cost and process steps and improvement of fuel microstructure
for achieving high burnup without failure.

Sol-gel microsphere pelletisation (SGMP), also known as Sphere-Cal in USA
[1,2] and COGEPEL in Belgium [3], is a recent and advanced concept of
fabrication of oxide or mixed oxide fuel pellets using sol-gel derived, dust-
free and free-flowing calcined microspheres, rather than fine powder derived
granules, for pelletisation and sintering. SGMP process combines the merits of
"vibro-sol" (sphere-pac or vi-pac) and "powder-pellet" routes and offers the
following advantages:

- "radiotoxic dust" hazard is minimised since process steps like milling,
precompaction and granulation responsible for generation and handling of
fine powder are absent

remote processing and automation is facilitated since sol-gel microspheres
are coarse (200-1000 um), dust-free and free-flowing

- complete UO2-PUO2 solid solution formation and in turn excellent
microhomogeneity is ensured in mixed oxide pellets since liquid solutions
of heavy metal nitrate are mixed; hence, the end product dissolves easily
and completely in nitric acid, facilitating scrap recovery during
fabrication and reprocessing of spent fuel

- in comparison with "vibro-sol" route, fuel pin of much higher smear
density, desirable for PHWR fuel, is possible

- unlike "vi-pac" pin, SGMP derived "pellet-pin" has lesser chance of fuel
wash-out in the event of in-pile breach in cladding.

Earlier, Ganguly et al [4-6] had tailor-made gel-microspheres of ThO2-based
(ThOz-2%UO2 and ThO2-Ce*02) and U02-based (UOZ and UO2-5%CeO2) oxides,
suitable for pelletisation, by introducing the following modifications in the
external gelation of thorium (EGT**) and uranium (EGU**) processes
respectively:

- using heavy metal (U, Th, Ce etc.) nitrate feed solutions of lower
molarity (£1.2)

- adding 30 g carbon black pore former per h.ole of the heavy metal to the
sol/broth prior to gelation and later removing the same by controlled
air-calcination at ^700°C in order to produce "porous microspheres".

The "porous" microspheres thus prepared crushed easily and lost their
individual identity during pelletisation, thereby avoiding formation of the
undesirable "blackberry" structure, showing individual microspheres reported

* Ce was used for simulation of Pu.
** EGT and EGU processes are used in the Institute of Chemical Technology,

KFA, Juelich, FRG for preparation of gel microspheres of UO2 and ThO2 for
fabrication of high density, spherical coated fuel particles for high
temperature gas cooled reactors.
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[1,2] for pellets prepared from calcined gel-microspheres containing no pore
former like carbon black.

In the present investigation, the above modifications were incorporated in
the internal gelation process of BARC [7] for preparation of gel-microspheres
suitable for fabrication of high density UO2 and U02-£4%Pu02 pellets. The
pellets were characterised in terms of density, thermal conductivity and
microstructure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 schematically shows the ammonia "internal gelation" process
followed in BARC for preparation of hydrous gel-microspheres of (UO3+C) or
(UO3+PUO2+C) from uranyl and Plutonium nitrate feed solutions. The gel
microspheres were subjected to controlled calcination, followed by cold-
pelletisation and sintering as shown in the flowsheet in figure 2.

The gelation of hexavalent uranium was achieved internally via the ammonia
generator, "hexa methylene tetra amine (HMTA)", in presence of a complexing
agent, 'urea1, according to the following chemical reaction:

U02(N03)2 + 2NH..OH = U03.x.H20.y NH3 + 2NH4N03

Acid deficient uranyl nitrate solution (3H) was mixed with carbon dispersed
3M HMTA and urea solution at 0°C. For preparation of gel microspheres of mixed
uranium plutonium oxide, 2.1 M plutonium nitrate solution was added in order
to obtain final PUO2/UO2+PUO2 ratio of 0.04. The required quantity of carbon
black pore former (type Flammuss 100 from Messrs. Degussa, FRG) was ball-
milled with 3M HMTA and urea solution. Several batches of feed solutions were
prepared by mixing the following:

Uranyl nitrate (UN) or UN plus : 1.1 to 1.4 molar
plutonium nitrate solutions

HMTA and urea : 1.50 to 1.65 molar

Carbon black : nil to 45 g/molar heavy ions

TiO2 dopant has been reported to increase the grain size of UO2-PUO2 pellets
prepared by "powder-pellet" route [8,9], On this basis, in some batches small
amounts (5C.1 w/o) of TiO2 powder was added along with carbon black for
enhancing grain growth in sintered pellets. The feed solution tank was kept at
0°C by circulation of refrigerating solution through the annular space.
Droplets of this solution were formed by forcing it through a stainless steel
capillary (1.0 mm internal diameter), attached to a vibrator (frequency 50
Hz). The droplets entered the top of the gelation column containing hot
immiscible medium like silicone oil (type DC 200 100 CST) maintained at
90±l°C. The droplets gelled within the period of contact with oil ( 30 s) and
were transferred to the moving filter belt for separating the silicone oil.
The gel-microspheres were washed several times, first with CC1« to remove
silicone oil and later with 2(M) NH4OH for removing NH4NO3. The washing was
carried out in batches and took around 90 minutes. Next, the washed gel-
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microspheres were transferred to stainless steel trays and were air-dried in
batch oven at 300°C for 12 hours. The resultant (U03+C) or (U03+Pu02+C) gel-
raicrospheres were approximately 1500 um in diameter. The microspheres were
subjected to controlled air-calcination in batches of 500 g. The air-
calcination was carried out at 700-850°C for 24 hours for removing the carbon
black particles from gel microspheres. The oxygen to metal ratio (0/M) of the
microspheres were adjusted by treatment with Ar+8%H2 at 700°C for 8 hours,
followed by stabilisation treatment in CO2 or N2-air mixture. Gel microspheres
'with1 and 'without' carbon black pore former led to "porous" and "non-porous"
microspheres respectively on calcination. The calcined microspheres were
directly pelletised in a double action hydraulic press using die-wall
lubrication (1% stearic acid in acetone) and compaction pressures of 110-225
MPa. The green pellets were sintered in Ar+8%H2 or N2+8%H2 atmospheres in the
temperature range of 1600-1700°C for 4-12 hours.

The calcined microspheres were characterised in terms of crushing strength,
specific surface area, density and oxygen to metal (0/M) ratio. The sintered
pellets were subjected to density measurement and microstructural
examinations. The thermal conductivity of sintered pellets was calculated from
thermal diffusivity which was measured by the laser flash method.

In case of UO2 microspheres, apart from laboratory scale (batch size 500 g)
investigation at BARC, a few pelletisation and sintering trials were taken on
a production scale (6-10 kg) at Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC), Hyderabad. In case
of UO2-£4%PuO2, gel microspheres 'with' and 'without' carbon black pore former
were prepared in small batches of «~* 250 g for intercomparison of their
pelletisation and sintering behaviours.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 UOz Pellet

Molarity of uranyl nitrate feed solution, in batches containing adequate
quantity of carbon black pore former, did not have any significant effect on
green and sintered pellet densities as summarised in Table 1. The gel-
microspheres in these experiments were calcined at 700°C, first in air
followed by Ar+8%H2 to get "porous" microspheres of 0/U in the range of 2.01 -
2.04. The "porous" microspheres were soft and could be easily pelletised and
sintered to high density in spite of variation of molarity in heavy metal
nitrate feed solution. However, group porosity and non-homogeneous grain size
was observed in sintered pellets prepared from gel-microspheres using uranyl
nitrate solution of higher molarity ( 1.4) and with higher carbon content as
shown in figure 3(a). This was not observed in pellets prepared from uranyl
nitrate feed solution of molarity £1.1. Hence, heavy metal nitrate feed
solution of molarity £1.1 appears to be the optimum. This is in agreement with
what has been reported earlier for externally gelled UO2 [5]. The optimum
carbon content in gel microspheres was found to be between 25-30 g/litre per
mole of uranium. Gel microspheres containing lower amount (10-20 g/litre/mole)
of carbon led to calcined microspheres of inadequate porosity and in turn
sintered pellets with "partial blackberry structure" (microsphere boundaries
in some places) as shown in figure 3(b).
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Table 2 summarises the effect of calcination temperature on characteristics
of microspheres and pellet density. The gel-microspheres- were prepared from
heavy metal nitrate solutions of molarity 1.1 containing between 25-30
g/litre/mole carbon black pore former. The calcined microspheres were
compacted at 180 MPa and sintered at 1600°C for 4 hours in Ar+8%Hz atmosphere.
The optimum calcination temperature of gel-microspheres was found to be
between 700-750°C for producing calcined microspheres of relatively low
crushing strength (2-5 N/microsphere) and optimum tap density. Microspheres
calcined beyond 750° had higher tap density but had higher crushing strength
(>20 N/microsphere) too and were not very suitable for compaction and
sintering to high density pellets.

Compaction pressure of "porous microspheres11 in the range of 110-180 MPa
led to green pellets of density 45-48% T.D. and did not have any significant
effect on density of sintered pellets. Higher compaction pressure (>225 MPa)
often led to defects like laminations and end capping in pellets. The optimum
sintering temperature was found to be between 1600 and 1650°C.

The optimum parameters for preparation of high density UO2 pellets by SGMP
route starting with uranyl nitrate solution were found to be as follows:

- molarity of uranyl nitrate solution : 1.1
- carbon black "pore former" : 25-30 g/mole of heavy metal
- calcination temperature of gel : 700-750°C
microspheres (air followed by Ar+8%Hz)

- compaction pressure : 140-180 MPa
- sintering temperature : 1600-1650°C

Several batches of sintered UOz pellets were fabricated employing the above
parameters. The batch to batch reproducibility of sintered pellet densities
was excellent and was within 96±1% T.D. Figures 3(c) and (d) show the as-
polished and etched microstructures of sintered UO2 pellets from one such
production batch. The "blackberry" structure or microsphere boundary in
sintered pellets have been totally eliminated and the sintered pellets showed
a single phase structure with equiaxed grains in the size range of 10-15
micron. Quantitative image analysis (figure 4) of the as-polished structure
showed uniform distribution of nearly spherical pores in the diameter range of
1-2 um. The thermal conductivity values evaluated at different temperatures
for UO2 pellets prepared by the conventional "powder-pellet" route and the
SGMP process are shown in figure 5. The higher thermal conductivity of UO2
pellets prepared by the latter route is attributed to the uniform distribution
of small spherical pores. The grain size of sintered UO2 pellets prepared by
SGMP route could be increased from 10-15 um to 40-50 um (figure 6a and 6b) by
addition of TiO2 (powder) dopant in the broth prior to gelation. The lTi' was
found to be uniformly distributed in the pellet (figure 6c). The pore size
distribution (figure 7) in TiO2 doped SGMP derived sintered pellets was found
to be similar to the undoped one with maximum pores falling within the
diameter range of 2-3 um.

3.2 UO2-PUO2 (*4% PuQ2)

The observations noted for UO2 pellets prepared by SGMP process was found
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to be valid for U02-£4%Pu0z pellets prepared by the same route too. Table 3
summarises the results of the pelletisation and sintering behaviour of
"porous" and "non-porous" microspheres of U02-£4%Pu02.' Both types of
microspheres were soft, easy to pelletise and led to similar green densities
of pellets after compaction at 150-225 MPa. However, the sintered density of
pellets prepared from "porous" microspheres were higher than those prepared
from "non-porous" ones and were devoid of "blackberry structure" or
microsphere boundaries as shown in figure 8. The thermal conductivity of UO2-
4%PuO2 pellets prepared by SGMP route was found to be higher than the ones
fabricated by the conventional "powder-pellet" route as shown in figure 9.
This is attributed to uniform distribution of spherical pores (diameter 2-5
um) in mixed oxide prepared by SGMP route.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of the experiments carried out so far on SGMP of UO2 and
UO2-PUO2, utilising the internal gelation process for preparation of gel
microspheres from heavy metal nitrate solutions, are as follows:

(i) "Porous" microspheres are superior to the "non-porous" ones and leads to
sintered pellets of high density, free from microsphere boundaries and
containing uniformly distributed spherical closed pores in the diameter range
of 1-3 micron.

(ii) The uniform distribution of small, spherical closed pores in sintered
pellets prepared by SGMP route is responsible for the higher thermal
conductivity compared to the pellets of equivalent density prepared by the
conventional "powder-pellet" route.

(iii) TiO2 dopant was found to increase the grain size of oxide pellets
prepared by SGMP route.

(iv) The feasibility of SGMP route for preparation of high density UO2 nd UO2-
PUO2 pellets conforming to PHWR fuel specifications has been established. The
porous, dust-free and free-flowing calcined microspheres are better feed
material for pelletisation and sintering compared to ADU (for UO2) and oxalate
(for PUO2) derived oxide powders.
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Table 1 : EFFECT OF MOLARITY OF URANYL NITRATE FEED SOLUTION
ON SINTERED DENSITY OF UOz PELLETS

Uranium
molarity

1.1

1.4

Carbon
black
g/litre

30

42

Specific
surface
area of
calcined
microsph-
eres(m2/g)

6.0

6.43

Tap den-
sity of
micro-
sphere
g/cm3

1.6

1.26

Pelleti-
sation
pressure
(MPa)

140

170

115

Green
density
(%T.D)

46.16

46.35

45.3

Sintering
Temp.

1600

1625

1700

Sintered
density

97±1

97±1

96+1

Table 2 : EFFECT OF CALCINATION TEMPERATURES ON CHARACTERISTICS
OF MICROSPHERES AND PELLET DENSITY

Microspheres

Calcination
temperature

(°C)

700

750

800

850

0/U

2.029

2.032

2.025

2.022

Specific
Surface area

(mVg)

3.96

3.47

2.30

1.58

Tap density
(g/cm3)

1.62

1.87

2.18

2.30

Green
pellet

Density
/%T.D*)

44.3±0.5

48.6±0.5

48.3±0.5

48.3±0.5

Sintered
pellet

Density
(%T.D)

94.8±0.5

96.4±0.5

93.2±0.5

91.1±0.5

* T.D. = 10.96 g/cm3
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Table 3 : SUMMARY OF PELLETISATION AND SINTERING BEHAVIOUR OF
'POROUS' AND 'NON-POROUS' MICROSPHERES OF. U02-£4%Pu0z

Microspheres

Carbon
black

30 g/litre
(for porous
microsphere)

Nil
(for non-
porous
microspheres)

Calcination
temperature

(°)

700

700

0/(U+Pu)

2.012

2.042

Tap density
(g/cm3)

1.68

2.46

Green
pellet

Density
(%T.D*)

45+0.5

46±0.5

Sintered
pellet

Density
(%T.D)

95.7±0.5

91.1±0.5

* T.D. for U0z-4%Pu02 = 10.98 g/cm
3
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Figure 3 : MICROSTRUCTURE OF SINTERED UO2 PELLETS PREPARED

BY SGMP ROUTE USING VARYING PROCESS PARAMETERS
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(a) As-polished showing "blackberry"
structure (using non-porous
microspheres)

(b) As-polished showing no micro-
sphere boundaries {using
porous microspheres)

(c) As-etched showing microsphere
boundaries (using non-porous
microspheres)

(d) As-etched showing no micro-
sphere boundaries (using
porous microspheres)
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Figure 8 : MICROSTRUCTURE OF SINTERED (U,Pu)02 PELLETS PREPARED BY
SGMP ROUTE USING 'NON-POROUS1 AND "POROUS' MICROSPHERES
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D A. S A - A SOFTWARE SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING QUALITY OF FUEL PRODUCTION

A. CAPRICCIOLI *, R. SEJNOHA ** and G. VALLI *

* ENEA, Via Anguillarese 301, ROME, ITALY

** AECL - CANDU OPERATIONS , CANADA

ABSTRACT

A computer program has been developed and implemented to evaluate quali

ty of first load fuel for the CIRENE prototype reactor.

The system is capable of collecting and storing all data related to each

characteristic of the fuel bundles and their components. Sampled popula-

tions are described by appropriate analytical functions that make their sta

tistical processing easy.

A few applications to important fuel characteristics are discussed to
show the methodology of the analysis and the capabilities of the system.

THE CIRENE FUEL PRODUCTION AND ITS QUALITY CRITERIA

The CIRENE 18-element fuel bundle, shown in Figure 1, is in principle
similar to the CANDU bundle, and shares with it the simplicity of design
and a limited number of components and materials, but also tight design to_
lerances and high quality requirements for manufacturing processes.

The manufacturing of the prototype fuel series, completed at the ENEA
pilot plant, had to conform to a very demanding Quality Assurance program.
In addition to that, it had to demonstrate to the customer, ENEL, that it
is possible to achieve the same confidence and reliability of the product
as from a standard commercial supplier» This was successfully accomplished
with the help of appropriate documents, such as Product Specifications,
Quality Control Plan, Qualification Manual etc; qualification of processes
and demonstration of process capabilities; qualification of control metho-
dologies; and introduction of process control..

The support of AECL was a key component in the program,.

The Product Specifications for the brazed and graphite coated sheath;
for the fuel element; and for the bundle, listed more than 270 characteri-
stics to be inspected, 45 % of them to be measured by variable. (Pellet in
spection is not included, as this component has been supplied by another
manufacturer.) This can give the idea of the quantity of inspection data
generated. The use of the computer is essential, if a prompt assessment of
data is required.

Non-normal distributions offer an additional difficulty in the evalua-
tion of inspection data, especially in cases where the distribution tails
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approach or exceed tolerance limits. These situations may occur more fre-

quently during the initial stage of production, when some, process, material

or design parameters may not be clearly identified and put under statisti-

cal control.

The DASA (Data Statistical Analyser) model allows to deal with all si-

tuations that make the use of normal statistical tables impracticable. It

offers a complete assessment at the requested significance level, and at

the same time is capable of processing large quantities of data. It was

developed as the response to the need for a system capable of analysing

and characterizing each produced bundle, and of correlating its as-manufa£

tured condition with its in-reactor performance. Thus, the designer can

obtain all information to optimize and adjust the design and manufacturing

tolerances, and to close the research-design-manufacturing-performance-qu£

lity loop.

DASA: DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND ITS OPTIONS

DASA is an interactive system, i.e. it is not sequentially programmed

to execute all operations one after another, selecting on its own the opti

mal options. Instead, it requires step-by-step selections and inputs by

the operator, based on the achieved partial results, his knowledge and ex-

perience, and statistical guidelines and tables. This offers the best re-

sults. The system can be easily re-programmed for automatic processing,

e.g. for a simple accept/reject testing, but to the detriment of its fle-

xibility and capability^

The data to be analysed, typically measured characteristics from sampled

populations of fuel/component lots, are loaded as files by the DATA BASE

section, connected to the fuel plant through the computer communication nej^

work, and/or updated by keyboard.

The DASA system processes, for example, all data related to the chara-

cteristics of a single workpiece or a production lot. The operator inputs

only limited information, such as the number of classes, tolerances limits

and acceptable quality level for each characteristic, and the confidence

level. The system executes the suitable normality test (Chi*-squared or the

W/D'-ANSI test (1)) and provides preliminary information on the distribu-

tion: the mean and standard deviation, limits of the sampled population,

frequency and cumulative frequency histograms, and their comparison with

the normal cumulative frequency curve.

If the normality hypothesis is accepted, the system computes the confi-

dence limits (by using the "t" and "Chi-square" distributions) of the mean

and the standard deviation, the confidence belt (for example 95/95) and

the percent defective area related to the tolerance limits, and plots some

of these results in graphical form.

If the normality hypothesis is rejected, the operator tries and fits the

most appropriate normalizing function from among the functions codified in

the program, e.g. 1/x, x , \^T, lnx, In (x/(1-x)), In ((1+x)/(1-x)), ex.
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If the distribution does not appear normal and cannot be normalized,

the program estimates the first four momenta of the sampled population

and the statistical estimators [̂  and f^ (2):

ft-) = describes the skewness or asymmetry of the distribution

y32 = describes the kurtosis or peakedness of the distribution„

A particular distribution is completely specified, if all its momenta
are known. However, most of them can be adequately described with the help
of the first four momenta. The parameters J}>] and ft-^ can be used for fit-
ting a distribution, such as beta or gamma analytical curve, or a Johnson-
type .mpirical curve (3). Among them, a good approximation of a random sam
pled population can be easily found.

Figure 2 (3) shows, in J-1 \-fii coordinates, the family of curves the
program can use to describe real distributions. Johnson Sg family curves,
Figure 2a, or beta and gamma curves, Figure 2b, can be indifferently used
in the intermediate region of the distribution plane, the former being more
flexible to fit empirical histograms, and easier to be calculated, the lat-
ter more rigid, but better scientifically known and well tabulated.

With the use of beta, gamma or Johnson functions programmed in the DASA
system, it is possible to calculate percent defective, confidence limits
and confidence belts. Other possible applications are:

Comparison of different sets of data, using the "t" distribution for the
means, and the "F" distribution for the variance;

Application of the MIL-STD-414 (4) with the determination of acceptance/
rejection k factors; summary tables with the assessment of all characte-
ristics for a lot;

Calculation of control limits, plot of control charts;

Analysis of very low probability events (cumulative frequency distribu-
tion fitted with Johnson curve families); single and multiple regression
(up to four variables);

Combination of distributions for initial components, to generate the cha
racteristics of a compound lot; data variation and/or combination (mean
of subgroups and sequential combination of data from different sets).

Discrete variable distributions (binomial, geometrical, hypergeometrical,
Pascal, Poisson) are also incorporated in the program, and may be used for
quality assessment with characteristics measured by attributes, such as ac-
cept/reject analysis as per MIL-STD-105 D , and to determine the size of
related margins in production.

APPLICATION OF THE DASA SYSTEM TO FUEL MANUFACTURING: EXAMPLES

The DASA system was used for quality analysis during CIRENE fuel process
qualification and manufacturing demonstration.
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All geometrical, physical, metallurgical and chemical data pertaining to

one production lot were stored in the DATA BASE and processed with the help

: DAGA, one characteristic at a time,, The results were summarized in one

table per lot. The table shows the list of the characteristics, each with

its dimension unit, the assigned tolerance limits and the Acceptable Quali-

ty Level, and the result: mean, standard deviation and range of the sample,

upper and lower quality levels ((U-x)7s and (x~-L)/s) , upper and lower confi-

dence intervals, and the normality test.

More detailed outputs in graphical form were available on request: e.g.

for more important characteristics, when anomalies were found, or when the

normality test was not accepted.

In the inspection of fuel sheaths after brazing, non compliance with spe-

cification limits was found most frequently with braze alloy thickness, and

void location and size,, The latter characteristic was inspected by attribu-

tes, hence histograms were not available.

Figure 3 shows the histogram of braze alloy thickness measured on 158

spacers. The distribution has a large degree of asymmetry, and so the norma_

lity test was negative. The two parameters of the distribution, skewness =

0.93 and kurtosis = 3.21, identify in the fi \i 9*2 P*ane a Johnson Sg curve

as a possible approximating function. The Johnson function (Sg) calculated by

the program, is plotted in Figure 3. It fits the histogram much better than

the normal distribution curve .(N)» The percent defective calculated for

the normal distribution was 0.0002 %, while the Johnson function gave it

much higher = 0.8 %.

Metallography is an important part of end cap weld inspection. Since the

frequency of large discontinuities in the weld is very low, the inspection

is aimed at small discontinuities that occur with higher frequency, and uses

them to monitor possible process drifts (5) .

To study the distribution of discontinuities in the weld is rather diffi

cult, as the distribution curve is quite sharp, concentrated in a few clas-

ses, very far from normal or symmetrical bell-shaped distributions. The qua

lity analysis must deal with the frequency of very rare events, the tail of

the infinitive population. To reach good confidence and understanding of

this characteristic, a large number of data has to be collected from a pro-

cess under stable statistical control.

Statistical analysis of the discontinuities in the weld may be simplified,

if we use the cumulative frequency of discontinuities equal or larger than x

(Figure.5). The histogram of the cumulative frequency shows, when compared

with the simple frequency histogram in Figure A, a more regular trend, low

sensitivity to the number of classes, and better stability with incremental

sampling.

The Johnson Sg family is particularly suitable for fitting the cumulatir

ve frequency curve, as it shows a nearly exponential trend to the right of

its maximum. Hence, the approximating Johnson function is in good agreement

with the natural shape of the cumulative frequency distribution, and the
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large linear range of the logarithmic function (Figure 5) allows for a more
accurate estimation of the less frequent event zone.

The angular position of spacers is another example of unusual distribu-
tions. The data obtained on inner element sheaths was first analyzed as one
population, without taking into account the azimuthal position of the assem
bling mask. The frequency distribution displays two maxima (Figure 6), al-
though the ANSI D1 normality test, carried out on all 100 samples, gave a
positive acceptance result at high significance level. Data analysis, per-
formed under the assumption of a normal distribution, showed non-compliance
with the acceptance criteria.

A more accurate analisys, done for the data from left and right side
spacers separately, showed that for each of these two populations the norrna_
lity assumption had to be rejected. The distributions were then approxima-
ted by two separate Sg Johnson curves (Figure 7 and 8), and for each of
them the calculated percent defective area was well within the acceptance
limits.

CONCLUSIONS

The DASA system covers most of the practical cases of statistical analy-
sis of inspection data.

It is suitable to perform all classical statistical analyses. In addi-
tion, thanks to its special feature - the utilization of the Johnson family
curves, it can be used for the evaluation of not-normal distributions, ca-
ses in general difficult to estimate with the help of classical continuous
distribution functions.
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FIGURE 3: HISTOGRAM OF BRAZE ALLOY THICKNESSES
FIGURE 4= SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAM
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SIMFUEL:
SIMULATED CANDU HIGH-BURNUP NUCLEAR FUEL

P.G.Lucuta, B.J.Palmer, Hj.Matzke*, D.S.Hartwig

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited-Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories;
* Commission of the European Communities, Joint Research Centre,

Karlsruhe Establishment,European Institute for Transuranium Elements - FRG

To better understand the behaviour of high-burnup nuclear fuel, unirradiated
pellets simulating the composition and phase microstructure of 3 and 6 at% burnup
U02 fuel (SIMFUEL) have been prepared and characterized. Eleven stable elements,
representing the non-volatile fission products, were co-ground with U02 to a
submicrometre scale, spray-dried, pressed and then sintered to achieve phase
equilibrium and form high-density pellets. In this manner, specimens with
negligible radioactive fields can be quickly and economically prepared for
detailed studies relating to fuel performance and storage.

The resulting urania-based matrix was characterized in terms of composition
and crystal unit cell size. Spherical, metallic Mo-Ru-Rh-Pd alloy precipitates
were found uniformly dispersed throughout the matrix. A finely precipitated,
BaZrOj-type, cubic perovskite phase was observed decorating the matrix grain
boundaries.

The results confirm the excellent replication of chemical composition and
phase microstructure of high-burnup CANDU nuclear fuel by SIMFUEL specimens.

1. INTRODUCTION

Extending burnup has been identified as a practical means of improving the
economics of water-reactor operation, including CANDU, via improved fuel
utilization and reduced spent-fuel volumes [1]. In examining life-limiting
factors at extended burnup, increased fission-product mobility and gas release
rank as most important.

Simulated high-burnup nuclear fuels attempt to replicate the chemical state
and microstructure of the solid fission products generated in irradiated fuel,
so that detailed experiments can be undertaken without intense radiation fields.
Previous investigations of simulated UOj nuclear fuels concerned the matrix and
precipitated phases [2,3]; the effect of the oxygen potential on crystalline
structure [4,5]; and the chemical states and vapour pressures of noble metal
fission products [6], Similar studies have been done on simulated mixed (U,Th)O2
fuels [7-9], which were found analogous to that of U02. Gas release from ion-
implanted oxide fuels simulating high burnup has been investigated [10-12].
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The fission products in irradiated fuel have been classified into four groups
[13]:

(a) elements dissolved in the matrix: Sr, Zr, Nb, Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm,
(b) metallic precipitates: Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd, In, Sb, Te
(c) oxide precipitates: Rb, Cs, Ba, Zr, Nb, Mo, Te
(d) volatile elements: Kr, Xe, Br, I, etc.

SIMFUEL replicates the composition and microstructure determined by the first
three classes. If necessary, volatile elements can be added by ion implantation
and their release investigated [10-12].

The numerous studies on irradiated fuels have yielded a detailed picture of
the fission products generated [13-27]. However, much remains to be understood
on the exact distribution of fission products, especially at high-burnup, and
their effect on fuel performance and gas release.

This paper describes the preparation and characterization of simulated high-
burnup CANDU nuclear fuel (SIMFUEL).

2. PREPARATION OF SIMFUEL

The elemental composition of nuclear fuel is determined by its starting
composition and irradiation history. In this case, natural urania fuel was
considered to have undergone 3 and 6 at% burnup in a CANDU reactor at a linear
power of 65 kW/kgU and a neutron flux of 5.24 1014 /cm2s. The ORIGEN (Oak Ridge
Isotope Generation and Depletion [29]) code was used to calculate fission product
inventories in the irradiated fuel to the selected burnup levels, without any
subsequent cooling out of reactor.

The elemental compositions provided by the ORIGEN code were simplified to
create the SIMFUEL formulations. The eleven elements listed in Table 1 represent
all major fission products, except the volatile elements. In some cases,
elements of similar chemical behaviour are represented by a single element; for
example, La represents itself and the actinide elements Am and Cm.

In order to replicate the complex phase microstructure of real high-burnup
fuel, it is necessary to achieve uniform dispersion and phase equilibrium during
SIMFUEL preparation. This implies that the SIMFUEL constituents must be mixed
homogeneously on a submicrometre scale and then heated to achieve diffusional
mixing.

The SIMFUEL was prepared by co-grinding Ba carbonate with oxides of the other
ten additives, and urania. In order to obtain a submicrometre dispersion, the
grinding was done wet in a stirred-ball mill. The ground slurry was kept
suspended while it was spray dried. This served to lock the selected composition
into granules, thereby preventing any segregation of the components during
subsequent processing. Precompaction, granulation, pressing and sintering at
1650°C for 2 hours under flowing hydrogen were the remaining steps.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.2. Pellet Characteristics

Densities between 10.2 and 10.3 g/cm3 ( 95 to 97 % of theoretical density)
were measured by immersion on sintered SIMFUEL pellets. The sintered density of
SIMFUEL matches well that of typical sintered CANDU pellets [14].

Chemical analysis by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICPAES) and wavelength dispersive X-ray microanalysis (WDX) (scanning 200x200
fj.nr area) were performed to confirm that the composition of the sintered pellets
was consistent with the composition calculated from the ORIGEN results (Table
I). Good agreement with the starting compositions was obtained by both
procedures.

3.2. UO2 Matrix

Polygonal, equiaxial U02 grains constitute the matrix in the simulated burnup
SIMFUEL pellets (Fig. 1). The grains range from 8 to 15 ̂ m in diameter, with an
average grain size of 12 fim, determined by the linear interception method on five
fields. Small intergranular pores are also present in the pellets.

Dissolved Y, Zr, Sr, La, Nd, and Ce were found in the matrix grains by WDX
microanalysis in the spot mode. As is shown in Table 1, the concentrations of
these elements measured by WDX is consistent with the amount found in the scan
mode and that actually added.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) from a SIMFUEL sample shows mainly the well-
crystallized fluorite structure of the U02 matrix (Fig.2). Determination of the
lattice parameter by a graphical extrapolation method, using high Bragg angles
(20 > 100°), gave a - 0.54655 nm, slightly lower than the value of 0.54707 nm
determined for a U02 control pellet that has been processed in the same way
(Fig.3). The value measured for the control pellet is in good agreement with
0.54705+0.00002 nm previously found for stoichiometric U0 2 0 [15].

The smaller crystal unit cell in the SIMFUEL results from the additives in solid
solution. This effect has been reported before for irradiated [16] and simulated
[2] U02, as well as in irradiated (U,Pu)O2 [17] and simulated (Th,U)O2 [8]
nuclear fuel.

Excellent agreement of the measured SIMFUEL lattice parameter with data
previously reported for U02 simulating high burnup, under various oxygen
potentials, [2] is obtained for an oxygen potential of -500 kJ/mol 02 at 6 at%
burnup (Fig.4). This value is equivalent to 10 ppm 02 in a H2 atmosphere, which
is consistent with the sintering conditions used.

The crystalline structure and microstructural features of the SIMFUEL matrix
indicate that it replicates closely that of irradiated fuel.
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3.3. Metallic Precipitates

P.-lished and etched SIMFUEL specimens show the presence of spherical metallic
precipitates, uniformly dispersed on the U02 grain boundaries (Fig.5). Their
sizes range from 0.5 to 1.5 fim.

The small metal precipitates cannot be analyzed by X-rays without considerable
interference from the surrounding matrix. Thus, the precipitates were first
removed from the matrix using two methods: extraction replica and matrix
dissolution.

Precipitates were extracted from fractured surfaces and from polished and
etched surfaces using a polymer film. The resulting film containing embedded
precipitates was carbon coated and the plastic film dissolved to obtain replica
samples. The extracted precipitates were analyzed by the energy dispersive X-
ray technique (EDX), avoiding the matrix effect [18,19].

Metallic precipitates from SIMFUEL were isolated by dissolving the SIMFUEL
matrix in 3 M nitric acid at 370 K and collecting the resulting insoluble
residue. The metallic precipitates constitute the major part of this residue.
The microcomposition of these precipitates was also determined by EDX.

Table II lists the composition of nine individual metallic precipitates
analyzed by EDX (Fig. 6). All particles contained Ru, Mo, Rh and Pd in ratios
corresponding to a broad compositional range (Table II). The microcompositions
of these precipitates place them in the e and a+e zones of the Ru-Mo-Pd phase
diagram (Fig.7).

Sensitive XRD measurements on a bulk SIMFUEL specimen confirmed the presence
of e-phase Mo-Ru-Pd metallic alloy with its close-packed hexagonal structure
(Fig.2). XRD analysis also revealed that the insoluble residue was primarily e-
phase alloy. Two other metallic phases were found in small amounts: MoQ 7RuQ3,
a tetragonal intermetallic compound, and the cubic, a-phase alloy, which is Pd
rich. The lattice parameters of these metallic phases were measured from their
distinct reflections using the least squares method and the crystallographic data
are listed in Table III.

It was recently shown that the unit cell of the e metallic phase is determined
by its Ru content, such that the unit cell size decreases with increasing atomic
percent Ru [2]. The measured lattice parameters of the e-phase in SIMFUEL follow
this relationship (Fig. 8) and correspond to 42 at% Ru. In actual fact, the 6
at% burnup SIMFUEL was formulated with 40.1 at% Ru (calculated as Ru/(Ru+Mo+Pd))
and 42.3 at% Ru was found by WDX analysis (Table I). These results suggest that
the Ru was dispersed homogenously during SIMFUEL fabrication.

It is well known from post-irradiation studies [20-28] ttu»t the fission-
produced noble metals Ru, Rh and Pd form fine metallic-alloy inclusions together
with Mo and Tc. The metallic precipitates formed in SIMFUEL are the same size
and composition as those found in irradiated CANDU fuel [14], and similar to
those reported in irradiated LWR fuel [16-22]. Their uniform distribution and
small size demonstrate that phase equilibrium was achieved during SIMFUEL
processing.
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3.4. Perovskite Phase

Perovskite phase precipitated as very fine particles (less than 0.1 fim in
diameter) was found decorating the matrix grains in replica specimens. Figure
9 shows the TEM image of a thin layer of such particles uniformly distributed
at the surface of a U02 grain on a replica of a polished and etched surface. The
electron diffraction pattern selected from this area displays a polycrystalline
character, explained by the large number of contributing particles (Fig.9). Its
interplanar distances correspond to the cubic perovskite structure of BaZrOj-
type compounds. A fracture-surface replica provides further evidence of the
presence of perovskite-type compounds as tiny particles in the microstructure.
Figure 10 shows a U02 grain boundary covered with tiny particles that
recrystallized during examination under the electron beam. The electron
diffraction pattern (Fig. 10 b) of this area shows a double character:
polycrystalline rings from the fine particles and spots from larger,
recrystallized particles. Both have a cubic structure with a lattice parameter
of 0.420 ran, which is very similar to that of BaZrOj perovskite (0.419 ran [30]).

This BaZrOj-type perovskite phase was also identified by XRD in the residue
collected after dissolving the SIMFUEL matrix (Table III). The lattice parameter
determined from its X-ray reflections, 0.4205 run, is in very good agreement with
the values estimated from the electron diffraction patterns. The observed cubic
structure and lattice size provide good evidence of perovskite phase formation.

The compositions of perovskite formed in irradiated and simulated nuclear
fuels have been extensively investigated. Typically, other elements such as Sr,
Mo and U partially substitute for Ba and Zr. A complex perovskite based on barium
zirconate was reported in irradiated fuel [23-25]. Its lattice parameter,
0.421 run [25], is in very good agreement with our result. As is the case for
the matrix phase, the perovskite lattice parameter changes with oxygen potential
[2]. The measured lattice parameter corresponds to an oxygen potential of -540
kJ/mol 02 [2], which is consistent with the value suggested by the matrix lattice
size and the processing conditions used.

These results confirm that the perovskite phase is uniformly distributed as
fine precipitates located at grain boundaries.

3.5. Silica Impurity

The sintered SIMFUEL pellets contained about 70 ppm of Si. Since the raw
materials contained only about 20 ppm of Si, the rest must have been introduced
during processing.

This impurity combines with Ba, and possibly Sr, to form the barium silicates
BaO-2SiO2 and 2BaO-3SiO2 which were observed by XRD in the SIMFUEL residues.
These compounds form a solid solution with melting points ranging from 1421°C
for high Si content to 1450°C for low Si content [31], SIMFUEL specimens are
typically annealed at 1500°C prior to ion-implantation experiments [1]. During
this treatment, the barium silicate melts and pools on the specimen surface to
form scales (Fig. 11), which can be removed by etching. Subsequent to this work,
processing improvements have been implimented to eliminate unwanted Si
contamination.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Pellets simulating the composition and microstructure of high-burnup CANDU
fuels (SIMFUEL) can be manufactured from a mixture of stable-element precursors.
The key to producing pellets that accurately replicate the phase microstructure
of real fuel is to achieve a submicrometre dispersion that can react during
sintering to achieve phase equilibrium. High-energy wet milling followed by
spray drying provide an excellent means of achieving the required dispersion.

Detailed characterization of 3 and 6 at% SIMFUEL materials confirms an
accurate replication of real CANDU fuel in terms of the composition and
microstructure of the:

fluorite matrix,
small, metallic precipitates distributed throughout, and
perovskite phase dispersed as very small precipitates on matrix grain
boundaries.

It was also learned that a low level (70 ppm) of Si impurity can lead to an
unwanted barium silicate phase.
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TABLE I. ORIGEN code data and sintered compositions of 3 and 5 at% burnup
SIMFUEL.

Element<4)

Ba
Ce(Pu)*
La(Am,Cm)
Mo
Sr
Y
Zr
Rh
Pd
Ru(Tc)*
Nd(Pr,Pm,SnO*

Target1"
Composition
3 at% 6 at%

1.181 2.405
2.616 4.786
1.011 1.837
2.730 5.493
0.697 1.048
0.360 0.536
2.877 5.054
0.257 0.307
1.441 4.217
3.114 6.503
4.436 8.699

Actual
ICPAES

3 at%

1.17
1.86
1.01
2.51
0.62
0.31
2.83
0.10
1.46
2.86
4.41

6 at%

2.45
4.79
1.84
5.49
1.10
0.56
5.02
0.29
4.19
6.63
8.67

Composition
WDX(2)

3 at%

1.17
2.62
1.01
2.36
0.57
0.31
2.83
0.26
1.38
2.80
4.27

6 at%

2.01
4.91
1.82
4.98
1.18
0.54
4.93
0.45
3.62
6.31
8.54

U02 Matrix(3)

6 art

0.78
4.77
1.84

0.20
0.55
1.87

8.56

(1) - calculated from the ORIGEN code
- determined by WDX scanning a 200x200 itnT area
- determined by WDX on single U0 2 grain (spot mode)
- representative for the elements listed in brackets

Table II. X-ray microanalysis results on the metallic precipitates extracted from
6 at% SIMFUEL.

Concentration (wt
Particle*

Average

//I

n#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

Average

Mo

35
32.6
35.4
10.1
14.9
30.2
32.8
26.5
20.2
18.9
24.8

Ru

43
24.9
39.6
61.7
58.2
53.1
49.6
61.0
42.3
55.7
49.6

Rh

4
2
3
1
3
2
5.
1.
3 .
0.
2 .

L

2
9
2
9
5

Pd

29
40.5
22.0
27.3
24.0
14.7
12.4
10.6
34.3
24.5
23.4

Comments

WDX scanning 200x200 jam area

e+a p h a s e (zone in the phase diagram)
e phase
e+a phase
£ phase
6 phase
e phase
e phase
e+a phase
e+a phase
of the 9 inclusions

- Particles 1-5 were extracted by replication of fractured surfaces
- Particles 6-9 were obtained from the insoluble residue sample.
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Table III. Crystallographic data of the various phases identified in SIMFUEL.

Phase Structure Lattice Unit Cell
Parameter (A) Volume (A3)

uo2
fluorite matrix

e-(Mo,Ru,Pd)
metallic alloy

a-(Mo,Ru,Pd)
metallic alloy

Mo0.7Ru0.3
intermetallic
compound

BaSrZrO3
type perovskite

cubic

hexagonal
P63/mmc

cubic
Fm3m

tetragonal
P42/mnm

cubic
Pm3m

a

a
c

a

a
c

a

= 5.

= 2.
= 4

= 3.

= 9.
= 4.

= 4.

4655

7451
.4026

883

4764
9091

2158 A

V=

V=

V=

V=

V=

=163

=172

=59

=441

=75 A3

Figure 1. Secondary electron image of polished and etched surface showing
microstructure of 6 at% burnup SIMFUEL. Equiaxial grains constitute the matrix.
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Figure 2. a) X-ray diffraction pattern of 6 at% burnup SIMFUEL, that displays
highly crystalline fluorite structure, b). Reflections from e-hcp metallic
precipitates at high sensitivity.
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Figure 3. Lattice parameters of 6 at% SIMFUEL and UC^ control pellet, measured
by the extrapolation method.
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Figure 4. Variation of lattice parameter of UOj matrix with burnup under various
oxygen potentials, compared with the calculated value (ref.[2]). SIMFUEL lattice
corresponds to low oxygen potential, consistent with sintering conditions.

Figure 5. Scanning electron micrograph of polished and etched SIMFUEL surface
showing spherical metallic precipitates between matrix grains.
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Figure 6. Metallic precipitates, marked 1-9, used for micromposi. t: iann
measurements by energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (Table II) from:
(a) replica of fractured surface and (b) insoluble residues.
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Figure 7. Section of Mo-Ru-Pd phase diagram at 1500°C (ref.[6]). The location of
the microcompositions determined on the analyzed metallic precipitates (Table
II) are indicated.
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Figure 8. Lattice parameters of the hexagonal c -Rux(Mo, Pd).|_x phase as a function
of Ru content (ref.[6]). Lattice parameters of the e- phase determined in SIMFUEL
correspond to 42 at% Ru.
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Figure 9. Transmission electron micrograph showing layer of small perovskire
precipitates decorating the matrix grain boundary and the associated selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern.

Figure 10. Transmission electron image and selected area electron diffraction
pattern from another U0 2 grain boundary decorated with small perovskito
crystallites - extraction replica sample from 6 at% burnup SIMFUEL.
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ABSTRACT

Circumferential cracking of the end cap welds, and power ramp cracking of the sheath are
two types of defects that have been encountered in operating 37-element CANDU* fuel.

Results of the studies to identify defect mechanisms and determine defect thresholds of
circumferential cracking are presented. Also discussed are similarities and differences in
conditions for power ramp cracking of the sheaths.

Among the factors that can help in preventing both types of defects, the most important so
far seem to be:

• Preserving the as-manufactured texture of Zircaloy tubing,

• Reducing access to the cladding, of fission products that can cause stress corrosion cracking,

• Keeping the inside surface of the weld zone under compression and reducing the level of
stresses in all crucial areas.

INTRODUCTION

CANDU 37-element fuel is used in Bruce and CANDU-6 reactors. The performance record
of the Canadian built fuel 01 this type has been impressive. Approximately 400,000 bundles
have been irradiated to date, and only 0.1 % of them have exhibited defects. This demonstrates
that the design of the fuel, its manufacturing quality, and operational limits have been in general
in an adequate balance (1), and that rare deviations from this balance have been corrected
promptly.

* CANDU - CANada-Deuterium-Uranium is AECL-owned protected trademark.
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Historically, defects in CANDU fuel fall into four categories:

a. Defects due to fretting by debris: Keeping the primary coolant as free from debris as
possible has alleviated this problem.

b. Incomplete end cap welds: The frequency of this type of defects receded after the
introduction of the improved quality assurance program (2) based on prevention.

c. Defects due to crack growth through the sheath, identified as stress corrosion cracking (SCC)
in the presence of fission products and stresses caused by power ramps: The introduction of
Canlub, improved fuel management, and improved adjuster rod sequencing reduced the
occurrence of this defect significantly. Although rare, some power ramp defects have been
observed recently. Analysis suggests that the fuel may operate close to the defect threshold.
This may become important, should the 37-element fuel be used under more demanding
conditions.

d. Defects due to circumferential cracks in the end cap weld zone: With the 37-element fuel,
this type of defect was encountered in 1984 in Bruce NGS-A, Unit 3. Several minor design
changes, combined with quality assurance problems in manufacturing end with operating
conditions in the reactor, contributed to a deviation from the load/strength balance.
Corrective actions restored satisfactory fuel performance. However, sporadic cases of this
type of defect have since been identified (3,4).

Outer elements of the Bruce fuel bundle have their bearing pads located with axial
asymmetry. One of them (the "outboard" bearing pad) is close to the end cap, and its braze
heat-affected zone (HAZ) overlaps with the end cap weld HAZ. The bearing pad at the opposite
("in-board") end is further away from the cap; there is always a length of sheath with
as-received (AR) microstructure between the braze HAZ and end cap weld HAZ.

All circumferential cracks have been found in outer elements, in most cases at their
out-board ends.

To better understand the circumferential cracking, a COG* funded R & D program has been
initiated. So far, stress analysis of the fuel element, and out-reactor tests with unirradiated and
some irradiated Zircaloy-4 fuel material have been carried out to study the mechanisms and
thresholds for the defect.

This paper summarizes the results of the program to date. It also discusses similarities and
differences of the two types of cracking - in the sheath and at the end cap, in terms of
operational parameters, cracking mechanism, and design approach.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A detailed description of the material used for experiments, and its treatment; of stress
analysis and computer codes used in it; and of methods of mechanical testing is given in (5). For
this reason, we reduce this section to a summary.

* COG - CANDU Owners' Group
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Experimental Material and Its Treatment

Initial tests of delayed hydride cracking (DHC) used Zircaloy-4 specimens machined from
barstock and heat treated, cold worked and hydrided. All other tests used standard cladding
material, in the following conditions:

• Out-board and in-board end of fuel element cladding, as manufactured or after heat
treatment of the weld at 300-400°C, either related to ihe hydriding and homogenization
procedure, or done with as-manufactured specimens for comparison, i.e. without any
increase in hydrogen content;

• Unirradiated or after buraup up to 500 MWh/kg U;

• With low as-manufactured content of hydrogen, or after hydriding (deuteriding) up to
300 ppm H; with hydride distribution given by a homogenization heat treatment, by
temperature cycling under stress, and by a long exposure to temperature, and probably stress
gradients in-reactor.

Stress Analysis

Stresses and strains in the fuel element were calculated with the use of finite element codes
ELESTRES (6) and FEAST (7). In addition, finite element analysis was used to determine the
stress intensity factor at crack initiation in internally pressurized test specimens. Figure 1
explains the symbols used.

Mechanical Tests

Expanding Mandrel Test. This method was used to simulate axial and/or radial pellet/clad
interaction in the part of the cladding close to the end cap. In the test, a mandrel manufactured
from a high thermal expansion material imposes axial and/or radial loads on the end cap weld
region of the specimen. Axial pre-stressing can also be applied.

Internally Pressurized Cladding Test. A calculated quantity of argon is introduced into the
cladding specimen. The specimen is then sealed by welding. The quantity of argon is such as to
produce the desired pressure at the test temperature. To prevent ballooning of the sheath, a steel
retainer is put on the sheath.

In this test, the load is well defined and remains relatively constant during the test The
stresses at the critical spot can be calculated.

Fracture Mechanics Tests. Standard compact tension test were used.

RESULTS

Stress Analysis

Figures 2 to 5 show the results of analyses simulating potential pellet/clad interactions and
internal gas pressures.
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With no pellet/clad interaction and low internal gas pressure, the weld is under compressive
stresses. As can be expected, both radial and axial interactions lead to tensile stresses at the
inside surface of the weld. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate this.

Because of the high coolant pressure on the outside, the effect of radial interference depends
on the interference-free length L, i.e. axial distance between re-entrant corner and the first ridge
on the sheath - see Figure 1. The strong effect of L is documented in Figure 4.

Inside overpressure, due e.g. to the high fission gas pressure, is another important factor, as it
can cause tensile stresses of long duration at weld inside surface. See Figure 5.

The re-entrant corner can act as stress raiser, if its radius of curvature is small. Figures 2 to
5 document this.

The character of loads on the cladding determines the stress system in the zone of crack
initiation and growth, and so influences the direction of crack growth - see Table 1 in (5).
Radial pellei/clad interference, and fission gas overpressure favour crack growth in radi-axial
directions, approximately 45°C of the axis. Axial loads tend to turn the crack growth radially.

DHC Tests in Zircaloy

Table 1 gives the results of tests at 300°C. A high degree of cold work was needed to obtain
DHC at reasonably low levels of the stress intensity factor. Even then, the crack growth velocity
was rather low.

Mechanical Tests of Fuel Cladding

Tests with Unirradiated Material. Both methods, expanding mandrel and internal
pressurization, were applied to unirradiated cladding. Figure 6 shows the way the results were
evaluated (Internally pressurized tests, welds with re-entrant corner open to gap gas,
R = 10 urn). The tendency to cracking is presented as the percentage of specimens that failed
within 200 hours of the test. From these curves, defect thresholds, i.e. the highest pressures not
causing failure, were found. They are shown in Figure 7.

Note the following points:

• Superior behaviour of in-board welds in comparison with out-board welds.

• Easier crack growth in the presence of iodine. The cracking mechanism is SCC in such
cases - see Figure 13a in (5).

• An increase of resistance to crack growth after hydriding to 100 of 300 ppm, in in-board
welds. The heat treatment used during hydriding somewhat improved the resistance to
cracking on its own, i.e. without the increase of hydrogen content, but to a much smaller
extent.

It is worth mentioning that initially, hydriding to the solubility limit at 300°C, i.e.
approximately 50 ppm was tried. No effect on specimen behaviour was found.
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Tests with Irradiated Material. A limited number of specimens of irradiated cladding has
been tested to date by the expanding mandrel method. As the material is deuterided, only two
test conditions can be used: "H" and "H+I". Figures 6 and 7 compare the results obtained on
in-board material with 107-500 MWh/kg U, with unirradiated material. The loads from the
mandrel ware re-calculated to equivalent values of inside gas pressure, based on axial stress;
finally, the value of the threshold was estimated.

Although preliminary and limited, these results indicate that the relatively high resistance of
the in-board end with hydrides is maintained to high burnups.

DISCUSSION

Cracking Mechanism: Comparison of Out-Board and In-Board Ends

Metallography and chemical analysis of the Bruce-3 defects in 1984 highlighted the
presence of hydrogen (deuterium) in defective welds. The concentration of hydrogen in braze
HAZ, and with it in out-board welds was high, most defects were found at the out-board ends,
and stress-reoriented hydrides were often aligned at the crack tip. A link between the aefects
and the presence of hydrogen at the weld was suspected - see e.g. (3).

A more recent indication that can be understood the same way, comes from the examination
of several bundles with long residences in-reactor and high burnups (4). Braze HAZ and AR
sections of their sheaths are hydrided to approximately the same level, and the distribution of
circumferential cracking between out-board and in-board welds is more even, 4:3 in the set of
fuel elements studied metallographically.

The results presented here may improve our understanding of the cracking mechanism. In
particular, the following observations seem important in defining the role of hydrogen:

• The presence of hydrides in the in-board end increases the defect threshold significantly; the
effect does not disappear even after high burnups.

• Saturated Zr-H solid solution has the same defect threshold as the low-hydrogen
microstructure.

• The presence of hydrides in the out-board end reduces the defect threshold there.

• In-board welds, with or without hydrides, have a higher resistance to SCC than out-board
welds.

• For the weld conditions studied so far (in-board as-manufactured or irradiated, out-board
as-manufactured), the defect threshold in the presence of iodine was always lower than in
the presence of hydrides only.

An increased resistance to SCC after hydriding was found in as-manufactured tubing by
Wood (8). Knorr and Pelloux (9) show a significant effect of Zircaloy texture on the resistance
to SCC, related to the difficult crack growth across the basal plane of the hexagonal Zircaloy.

The results presented here are compatible with a model based on the effect of Zircaloy
texture on SCC:
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- As received sections of the sheath have a well developed texture characterized by basal plane
orientation in the axial and hoop directions.

- The heating cycles during brazing and welding, and the re-shaping of the weld, change the
texture of the sheadi. The relative effect of these two processes will depend on the extent to
which they change the texture of Zircaloy in the direction of potential crack growth. This
will affect the differences between the behaviour of in-board and out-board welds.

- DHC can become important in Zircaloy at 300°C, if the yield strength of the alloy is high,
and if there is enough time for the slow crack growth. This may be the case e.g. for highly
irradiated cladding exposed to long lasting high inside pressure. In our experiments so far,
such typical conditions have not ben achieved, and DHC accounted for relatively small
contributions to fracturing in the absence of iodine (5).

Defect Thresholds at the End Cap Welds and Sheath Ridges

There are several differences between the relative sizes of loads, stresses and strengths in the
end cap weld and sheath ridge of the fuel element. In some respects, the conditions of these two
pans of the fuel element are virtually independent of each other. For example, radial pellet/clad
interaction in the weld can be minimized by controlling the value of L; for a sheath ridge, radial
interaction can be modified by controlling other parameters, such as pellet length, chamfer or
dish (10).

To date, we have predicted the expected performance of CANDU fuel with the help of
operational are parameters - power, power increase, bumup, and limited design information -
Canlub thickness (11,3). The defect thresholds have been derived from the behaviour of fuel
sheath ridges under radial pellet/clad interaction. To be able to assess the risk of defects in the
ridge or in the weld, for different types of load, and for different fuel designs, a mechanistic
model is needed that will translate loads to stresses and strains, and compare them with cladding
strengths.

Avoiding High Tensile Stresses at the Weld

The results of stress analysis highlight the "natural conditions" of the end cap weld:
compressive stresses at the inside surface. In this condition, the end cap weld and its HAZ are
safe from crack growth.

There are situations, however, when stresses turn from compressive to tensile at the inside
surface. Typically, they can be related to the initial rise to power, to power ramps due to fuel
shifts, or to high fission gas pressure at high burnup. Our analysis shows that, for a given power
history, these stresses can be minimized by controlling several parameters of fuel element design
(L, R, X, gap volume).

Improving Fuel Element Defect Thresholds

Test results available to date can be used to define several ways of improving defect
thresholds, or clarifying their relative importance.
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Two factors emerge with an enhanced importance for the defect threshold. They are:

• Elimination of braze HAZ from the weld and

• Improved protection of Zircaloy from SCC-causing fission products.

Both topics are part of the current COG development program. Our results confirm the
soundness of the rationale.

On the other hand, we probably should revise our perception of the role of hydrogen in the
weld. Within the limits studied up to now, the presence of hydrogen or deuterium in the weld
need not be detrimental. Under some conditions, it can even be beneficial. This is a welcome
finding, as possibilities of preventing deuterium uptake by the cladding in-reactor, are limited.

The use of high uranium content fuel elements will probably continue in the future. With
this, pellet/clad interactions, radial in the sheath, and axial in the sheath and at the weld, cannot
be avoided. Our results can help in the selection of adequate as-manufactured properties of the
cladding.

Type testing of the end cap welds has been limited to tests of as-manufactures condition, in
neutral environment. As has been demonstrated in this presentation, tests after hydriding and/or
in iodine give valuable additional information that can be used to assess better the operational
characteristics of the fuel element.

CONCLUSIONS

1. As-received structure and texture of the sheath at the end cap weld is n strong factor in
increasing the defect threshold of as-manufactured fuel, and most likely after irradiation.

2. So far, stress corrosion cracking has been found to be more important in causing
circumferential cracks at end cap welds, than delayed hydride cracking.

3. Presence of axially-tangentially aligned hydrides in the as-received sheath microstructure
improves the resistance to circumferential cracking. On the other hand, radially oriented
hydrides in the braze HAZ reduce the defect threshold.

4. Maintaining the as-received texture of the sheath, and preventing the access of corrosive
fission products to the sheath, are recommended as the two most effective ways of improving
the defect thresholds of fuel elements.

5. We identified factors that help in minimizing the stresses in critical parts of the cladding, and
in ensuring compressive stresses at the inside surface of the end cap weld.
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TABLE 1

DELAYED HYDRIDE CRACKING AT 300°C IN ZIRCALOY

Zircaloy Condition

Annealed

Beta Treated

50% Cold Rolled and Stress
Relieved

Critical Stress Intensity
Factor Km, MPaVnT

-
44

17

Crack Growth Velocity
DHCV, m/s

-

-

1.5 xlO"8
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ABSTRACT

Based on a number of in- and out-reactor experiments at Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL), a physically based model has been developed to
predict the activity release of radioactive noble gases from defected nuclear
fuel during steady-state reactor conditions. This model has been interfaced
with the ELESIM fuel performance code, and verified against all-effects
experiments in the National Research experimental (NRX) reactor with defected
elements containing various sizes and types of sheath failure, and operating
at linear powers ranging from 22 to 67 kW/m up to a maximum burnup of 278
MW-h/kgU.

INTRODUCTION

At CRNL, research programs have been carried out to better understand
the release behaviour of fission products from UO2 fuel during both normal
and upset conditions. Sweep gas experiments have provided information on the
release of short-lived noble gases into the fuel-to-sheath gap of intact
operating CANDU*-type fuel elements [1,2]. This database is necessary for
validating such release models as the American National Standard (ANS) 5.4
algorithm [3] currently used in the ELESIM fuel-performance code [4]. To
investigate the release behaviour once the integrity of the cladding is
breached, both in- and out-reactor experiments have been performed. A
research program with single defected CANDU-type fuel elements, containing
various sizes and types of sheath failures, was carried out in the X-2 defect
loop of the NRX reactor [5]. The experiments performed provided a large
database for assessing the characteristics of iodine and noble gas release,
and post-defect performance under a variety of irradiation conditions.

* CANDU: CfiNada Deuterium Uranium. Registered in the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office.
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Additional results on the kinetics of fuel oxidation in steam have been
obtained from out-of-pile experiments with both unirradiated and irradiated,
unclad fuel [6].

Based on the above research work, a model has been developed for the
ELESIM code to provide release estimates of radioactive noble gases from
defected fuel into the primary coolant during steady-state reactor operation.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Intact Fuel Behaviour

In order to study short-lived fission-product release behaviour in
intact operating fuel, several experiments were performed using a sweep gas
technique [1,2]. In these tests, the fuel-to-sheath gap was continually
purged with an inert carrier gas (He-2% H2), at a system pressure of 3 MPa,
to transport the active species released from the UOo fuel to a gamma-ray
spectrometer. The experiments covered a variety of irradiation conditions
with fuel linear ratings ranging from 39 to 65 kW/m, to a maximum burnup of
220 MW*h/kgU. A summary of the fuel and sheath details, and irradiation
conditions, is given in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the release-to—birth rate
(R/B) ratios of noble gases, plotted against the decay constant x, for normal
reactor operation during steady-state conditions. A A~V 2 dependence of the
fractional release on the decay constant was typically observed in these
experiments. This dependence is indicative of a diffusion-controlled release
of fission gas through the UO2 matrix [7].

The sweep gas data was used to assess the ANS 5.4 model which provides
an estimate of the source term of fission products in the gap. This
algorithm is based on a simple Booth diffusion-type model where the physical
processes of atomic diffusion, gas-bubble nucleation, bubble migration,
bubble coalescence, and irradiation resolution are modelled with the use of
an empirical diffusion coefficient (D1) such that at equilibrium [3]:

R/B = 3 [1/7? coth (/M) - l//i] (1)

where JU = A/D1

D'= Do/a2 exp(-Q/RT) lOoW/3

and Do/a2 =0.61 s"1, Q = 72 300 cal/mol, R = 1.987 cal/mol K, /3 = 28 000
MW*d/t, T is the temperature (K), and Bu is the total accumulated burnup
(MW*d/t). Figure 1 shows a comparison of the measured versus predicted
fractional release for each experiment. A X~V2 behaviour was also predicted
by the model, since for most isotopes of interest Jp, > 10, and Eq. (1)
reduces to:

R/B == 2jDr/\. (2)

However, the R/B values were overestimated by up to a factor of 30. This
result is to be expected since the fitted model parameters (i.e., Do/a2, Q
and /?) are based on Light-Water Reactor (LWR) fuel data at relatively low
power and high burnup. Hence, in the present study, the diffusion
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coefficient (D1) must be modified to CANDCJ-specific data based on a
temperature-dependent Arrhenius form. As seen in Figure 1, better agreement
was achieved by adjusting the constant for Dp/a2 equal to 0.0033 s"1. In
this case, the fractional releases were predicted within a factor of -2.

Defected Fuel Behaviour

With defected fuel, a transport path exists in which the coolant can
enter into the internal element atmosphere and fission products can escape to
the primary heat transport system. The fuel-to-sheath heat transfer
coefficient is affected by the presence of pressurized coolant in the gap.
The thin sheath is no longer able to collapse onto the fuel pellets under the
external driving force of the coolant pressure. In addition, steam/water has
a different thermal conductivity compared to the initial filling gas. Steam
is also capable of oxidizing the ue>2 fuel. These effects result in an
average temperature increase in the fuel pellet which, in turn, enhances the
fission-product release. An increase in the oxygen-to-uranium (0/U) ratio
also leads to a direct enhancement of the diffusional release of fission
products from the fuel matrix. Finally, the transport of fission products
must be modelled as the species migrate along the steam-filled interspace and
into the coolant.

The various code modifications detailing these interrelated physical
processes are discussed below. In the development of the model, it is
assumed that equilibrium thermodynamics can be applied to the calculation of
the oxygen partial pressure in the gap, and that there is an unlimited supply
of steam to the U02 fuel.

Fuel-to-Sheath Heat Transfer. For the calculation of heat transfer in the
fuel-to-sheath gap, it is assumed that steam/water is present in the gap with
a pressure equal to that of the coolant. The thermal conductance of the
fluid at the fuel-to-sheath interface is given by:

kf
h f ^1.5 (%+R2) + g +

where kf = thermal conductivity of steam calculated at the pressure (Pg)
and average temperature (Tg) of the gap

R1,R2 = root mean square roughnesses of the Zircaloy and U02 surfaces
g = size of the radial fuel-to-sheath gap

g o = temperature jump distance for H20 (at STP) =3.4 /an.

The temperature jump distance was interpolated as a function of molecular
weight based on values for helium and argon. In contrast to an intact fuel
element calculation, the radial gap size (g) was not set equal to zero since
the thin sheath is no longer able to collapse onto the fuel pellets.

Fuel Thermal Conductivity. With an oxidative steam environment in the gap,
fuel oxidation can occur leading to a reduced thermal conductivity in the
fuel. The MATPRO.ll correlation [8] was used to model this effect. However,
a knowledge of the oxygen-to-uranium (0/U) ratio was needed as a function of
radial position and time in the fuel pellet. This information can be
obtained from fuel oxidation experiments at CRNL as detailed below.
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It has been shewn that the kinetics of U0 2 oxidation in steam are
controlled by a reaction probably at the solid-gas interface, and not by
oxygen diffusion in the solid. As such, the oxidation rate can be expressed
in terras of a surface exchange coefficient for oxygen (a) (in cm/s) where
[6]:

dx/dt = -a [x(t) - Xg] (S/V) (4)

and a = 36.5 exp( -23 500/T), T is the temperature (K), (S/V) is the ratio of
the surface area to volume of the solid 'cm"^-), x is the deviation from
stoichiometry in U02+x, and X Q is the equilibrium stoichiometry deviation as
defined by the oxygen potential in the gas phase. For a pure steam
environment, at a total system pressure of Pg (atm), the oxygen partial
pressure P Q (atm) can be obtained iteratively from [9]:

P 0 2 = [K(Pg-3PO2)/2]
2/3 (5)

where K = exp(0.9791 lnT - 1.112 - 28 810/T).

The oxygen potential can then be obtained from

^ = RT ln(PO2). (6)

The partial molar free energy can also be expressed in terms of the partial
molar entropy (§) and enthalpy (H) of oxygen as a function of x [see
Reference 10]:

T S^2. (7)

The equilibrium deviation from stoichiometry (Xg) in Eq. (4) is therefore
given by the value of x which minimizes the difference relation:

Xg = min [C^2- G^2 (x) ]. (8)

The data in Reference 10, however, are only valid up to U4Og (i.e., x =
0.25). Thus, it has been conservatively assumed that U30g is reached at
equilibrium if x is greater than 0.25. The (S/V) ratio is obtained by
assuming that the fuel pellet is composed of two regions: i) an inner plastic
core, and ii) an outer annulus containing a number of radial fuel cracks in
which steam can penetrate into the solid (see Figure 2). Hence, (S/V) is
equal to the geometrical surface-to-volume ratio of the given region. The
cracked, outer-annular segments are divided into three equidistant zones to
obtain a finer radial structure; however, steam is only assumed to enter at
the external boundaries of the region (see Figure 2). The radius of the
plastic core is calculated assuming a temperature of plasticity of 1273 K
[4]. Using the correlation of Wood [11], the number of radial fuel cracks is
set equal to one half of the peak linear power (in kW/m). Finally, for each
of the four zones in the pellet, x is calculated numerically at each time
step At as:

x(t+At) = x(t) + (dx/dt)At. (9)
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where (dx/dt) is given by Eq. (4). This deviation from stoichiometry yields
an equivalent 0/U ratio, as a function of the fuel radius and time, which can
be used in the M&TFRQ.ll correlation. However, this correlation is only
strictly valid up to U4O9 (x = 0.25), requiring an extrapolation to higher
values of x [12].

Fission-Product Release. The ANS 5.4 model can provide an estimate of the
source term of fission products in the gap. However, this model must be
suitably corrected for fuel-oxidation effects. The enhanced diffusivity of
fission gases in hyperstoichiometric fuel can be predicted using the analysis
of Turnbull [13]. In this treatment, the diffusion coefficient (in m2/s) is
represented as a composite expression with components for intrinsic diffusion
at high-temperature, irradiation-enhanced vacancy production at intermediate
temperature, and irradiation-enhanced (athermal) diffusion at low
temperature:

D = 7.6X10"10 exp(-7xlO4/KT) + S2jv(V«+Vu) + 2xlO~
40 F. (10)

Here F is the fission rate (fission/m3#s) and V1 is the irradiation-induced
vacancy concentration [14]:

o t r~ T 1/2 \
(ass + ZVU) V - 4KZ - l 4, Ml)

V' = ]\ ~ 2 2 \ '

where a~ is the fixed sink strength (1015 m ~ 2 ) , s is the atomic jump distance
(~ 3x10"""° m), Z is the number of sites around a point defect from which
recombination is inevitable (100), j v = 10

13 exp(-5.52xlO4/RT) s"1 is the
vacancy jump rate, and K is the rate of defect production per atom (~2xlO~4

defects/s*atom). The uranium vacancy concentration V u as a function of the
deviation from stoichiometry x is given by [15]:

V u = Sx
2/Fo

2 [1/2 + (FQ/X2) + 0.5(l+4Fo/x
2)1/2]

F o = exp(-Qf/RT)

S = expf-Qg/KT), (12)

where Q s is the Schottky energy (147.2 kcal/mol) and Qf is the Frenkel energy
for the oxygen lattice (71.3 kcal/mol). Thus, the empirical diffusion
coefficient in the ANS 5.4 model must be multiplied by a correction factor
(H) which accounts for the deviation from stoichiometry across the pellet,
i.e.:

D'= [Do/a2 exp(-Q/KT)

H = D(x,T)/D(x=0,T), (13)

where D^a 2 = 0.0033 s""1 and D(x,T) is defined by Eq. (10). The vacancy
concentration model for the diffusion coefficent is only valid up to x = 0.25
and must again be extrapolated for higher values of x.
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With a knowledge of the enhanced source term in the gap (IVB)f using
Eqs. (1) and (13), one must account for the subsequent migration of fission
products along the gap and into the coolant. Here it is assumed that
diffusion is the dominant transport process. The release fraction into the
coolant is therefore given by [5]:

tanha/2nL)} (lVB)f (14)

where n is the number of defect sites located symmetrically along the sheath,
«. is the fuel element length, and L is the diffusion length = ,/Dg/X . The
diffusion coefficient in the steam-filled gap can be evaluated from the
Chapman-Enskog kinetic theory [16] as:

1.8583X10"7 [Ta(m1+m2)/m1m2]
1/'2

Dg = (15)

where Dg = binary diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
ml'm2 = molecular weights of H20 (=18) and fission products (=100)

Pg = gap pressure (atm)
Tg = gap temperature (K)
a = molecular potential energy parameter = (3.2 A)•

MODEL VERIFICATION

The BTiKfiTM code predictions with the new models can be compared with
release data from in-reactor experiments. A brief summary of the fuel-
operating parameters and element design for the experiments is given in Table
2. The irradiation test matrix covered a variety of operating conditions,
with fuel linear ratings ranging from 22-67 kW/m, to a maximum burnup of 278
MW#h/kgU. The fuel elements contained various sizes and types of sheath
failures. One element was defected prior to irradiation with artificially
machined slits in the fuel sheathing. In other experiments, however, the
failures were characterisitic of those found in power plants. These latter
failures arose naturally in the reactor as a result of small manufacturing
flaws during fuel fabrication, or by stress-corrosion-induced cracking of the
fuel sheathing after a power ramp. The naturally failed fuel elements were
particularly susceptible to the phenomenon of sheath hydriding. This process
led to further deterioration of the sheath during irradiation.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the measured versus predicted release-to-
birth rate (R/B) ratios for noble gases as a function of decay constant for
steady-state conditions. Excellent agreement is generally obtained for all
experiments, indicating that the model is applicable over a wide range of
element linear power, burnup and size of defect. The differences in the
slope for each experiment is due to the effect of transport in the fuel-to-
sheath gap.

The oxidation model provides an estimate of the radial distribution of
the oxygen-to-uranium (0/U) ratio for the four zones of the pellet. By
integrating the radial profile, an average oxygen-to-uranium ratio can be
obtained for the fuel pellet. In experiment FFO-103, the model yields an
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average 0/U value at the midplane of the element between 2.22 and 2.30,
depending on whether U4Og or U3O8 is the maximum phase at equilibrium. This
prediction is in excellent agreement with an experimental value of 2.28
determined by gravimetric analysis [5].

The model implicitly assumes that the partial pressure of oxygen in ths
gap is in equilibrium with pure steam along the entire length of an element.
This assumption is generally supported by the release predictions, although
in the high-powered experiment, FFO-102-2, the release was overpredicted by a
factor of 3. Here the defect was located at one end of the element and the
radial gap size was less than a few microns, implying a tortuous path for
steam migration. However, a relatively constant O/U ratio of 2.140 + 0.026
was measured axially along the element. In addition, metallography indicated
that steam did not react significantly with the internal surface of the
sheath; i.e., a zirconium oxide thickness of 100 /m was observed at the
defect site, with only 1 to 30 /an measured over the remaining element length
[17].

This study suggests that models for the fuel thermal conductivity,
diffusion coefficient, and equilibrium stoichiometry deviation can be
extrapolated to the higher oxides. For example, the diffusivity of noble gas
in the fuel was enhanced by a factor of 1000 for U4O9, whereas it only
increased by an additional factor of 10 with oxidation to l^Og. This result
is consistent with fuel oxidation experiments where the greater increases in
release for Cs-137 occurred at lower values of x [18], Finally, because of
temperature constraints and the relatively slow kinetic behaviour, only a
small portion of the fuel was able to exceed the U4O9 composition.

Q0NCIUSI0NS

i) A defected fuel model has been developed for the EIESIM fuel performance
code. The model predictions for the radioactive noble gases are in
excellent agreement with a large database of in-reactor experiments,
based on a wide range of fuel operating conditions and with elements
containing various sizes and types of sheath failures.

ii) For defected fuel modelling one must account for the transport of
fission products in the fuel-to-sheath gap. The presence of pressurized
steam in the gap results in a reduced heat transfer. The effects of
fuel oxidation are also important, resulting in an average temperature
increase in the fuel pellet and an enhanced diffusivity of rare gases in
the fuel matrix.

iii) The assumption of a partial pressure of oxygen in equilibrium with pure
steam is generally valid despite the location or size of defect; i.e.,
steam is present uniformly along the fuel-to~sheath gap and does not
significantly react with the internal fuel sheathing at normal operating
fuel temperatures.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Sweep Gas Experiments at CRNL*

Characteristic FIO-122 FIO-124 FIO-133 FIO-134

Fuel

Enrichment
(wt% U-235 in U)

Density (Mg/m3)
Grain Size (jum)
Pellet Diameter (mm)
Fuel Stack length (mm)
Sheath
Sheath Outside
Diameter (mm)

Wall Ihickness (mm)
NRX Test loop
Coolant

Coolant Pressure (MPa)
Coolant Flow (kg/s)
Inlet Temperature (°C)
Linear Power Range (KW/m)
Final Burnup (MWh/kgU)

Test Conditions

U02

5.02

10.71
10
12.15
477
Zircaloy-4
13.11

0.43
X-l
Pressurized
Water
8.5
1.1
240
39-45
70
Normal

uo2
4.5

10.65
10
12.15
477
Zircaloy-4
13.11

0.43
X-l
Pressurized
Water
8.5
1.1
240
55-60
50
Normal

uo2
1.38

10.64
10
18.06
378
Zircaloy-4
19.85

0.81
X-4
Pressurized
Water
8.5
0.24
260-275
55-65
50
Normal and
Dryout

U02

5.9

10.64
10
11.71
477
Zircaloy-4
13.06

0.63
X-4
Pressurized
Water
8.5
0.24
260
60-62
220
Normal and
Oxidizing

* Taken from Reference 2.
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TABLE 2. Summary of Experiments with Single Defected Fuel
Elements at CRNL

Experiment description

Kxperimcni Test description
(element)

FFO-102-2 (A7E) Rc-irradiation of an
element with through-
wall hydriding at
high power

FFO-102-3 (A7A) Re-irradiation of an
element with
incipient sheath
hydriding at low
power

FFO-]fJ3(A3N) Irradiation of an
element with
23 sins

FFO-104(A2F) Power ramp failure
by stress-corrosion
cracking

FFO-110 and Power-cycling of an
rFO-109 (A7A) element with through-

wall hydriding

Fuel element desipn

Fuel description
Sintered VO2 density

(Mg/nr1) 10.7
Enrichment <u.t%"5U

in uranium) 5.0
Pellet diameter (mm) 12.1
Pellet length (mm) 16.5
Pellet end dishing Both ends

Land width (mm) 0.46
Depth (mm) 0.23

Fuel stack lengtlu miii)"' 477

Sheath description
Material Zircaloy-4
Outside diameter (mm) 13.1
Wall thickness (mm) 0.43
Clearances

Diametral (mm) 0.10
Axial (mm) 2.2

Defect description

Cracked hydride blisters
at one end of clement

Six randomly located.
small hydride cracks

Twenty-three slits in a
helical pattern along
sheath (each slit 36 mm
x 0.3 mm)

Nine randomly located.
small hydride cracks

Six randomly located,
small hydride cracks

Defect Size
(mm2)

Initial Final

11 300

-

272 1490

45

<1

Linear
power
(kW/m)

67

23

48

58

14-26
22-38

Burnup
(MWI

Initial

37

68

0

255

130
140

*/kg U)

Final

67

130

18

278

140
155

Defect residence
time (effective
full-power days)

19

110

15

16

18
19

•' F.lement A3N had a fuel Mack length of 470 mm.
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of release data from sweep gas experiments with
predictions of the ANS 5.4 model. (Note: The solid line
corresponds to the original model, and the dotted line indicates
the vise of the model with a modified diffusion coefficent. The
effect of precursors for Xe-133 and Xe-135 have also been ignored
in the model.)
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FIGURE 2» Schematic diagram of the defected fuel model.
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ABSTRACT

Fission gas mobility in U02 with a simulated burnup of 30 MWd/kgU (called
SIMFUEL) was studied up to 1500°C using ion-implantation to introduce the rare
gas Kr. Two widely separated gas implantation doses, corresponding to a low
and a high gas concentration, were employed. No dramatic difference was seen
between SIMFUEL and U02. Release from SIMFUEL was slightly enhanced at high
temperatures. The presence of non-volatile fission products in UO2 is
therefore predicted to not cause a dramatic increase in release at high
temperatures.

1. INTRODUCTION

Extending burnup has been identified as one of the practical means of
improving the economics of water-reactor operation, via improved fuel
utilization and reduced spent-fuel volumes. Recent international conferences
have focused on the topic (1-6). In light-water reactors (LWRs), lead-fuel
assemblies have achieved burnups in excess of 60 MWd/kg U at modest linear
ratings, usually <20 kW/m. In pressurized heavy-water reactors (PHWRs),
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has had an extensive generic interest
in extended burnup (7-9) through its Advanced Fuel Cycle Program examining
mixed oxides of uranium, plutonium and thorium. Current development work in
AECL is focusing on slightly-enriched uranium (SEU; less than 1.5% U-235 in U)
in CANDU, which results in reduced uranium use, reduced spent-fuel volume and
reduced fuel cycle costs (9). With the optimum SEU enrichment of 1.2% U-235
in U (9), a bundle-average burnup of about 22 MWd/kg U is achieved, with
bundle .Tiaxima around 30 MWd/kg U, and a peak linear rating of 65 kW/m. These
values *re about a factor of three greater than currently achieved in CANDU
with natural U02 fuelling. AECL is developing the new CANFLEX bundle (9,10)
to ensure SEU performance targets will be met with a continuing low defect
rate. There is also a continuing interest in ThO2 cycles for CANDU in the
longer term (9); with typical burnup targets around 40-60 MWd/kg M.

At extended burnups, there is growing evidence that the fission gas release
is higher than would be expected from low burnup extrapolations, or from codes
developed for low burnup. In LWR fuel, fission gas releases larger than
expected have been reported for both steady-power (11,12) and transient
(13,14) conditions. In CANDU reactors, fuel that operated to 30 MWd/kg U also
showed larger than expected release (15). Increased fission product mobility
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ranks as an important life-limiting factor because it increases the potential
of sheath defects due to stress corrosion cracking initiated by fission
products. Moreover, increased fission-product mobility could mean more
inventory release in fuel overheating accidents.

Increased fission-product mobility at high burnup could occur for two very
different reasons. One is that higher operating temperatures may result from
a decrease in fuel thermal conductivity of up to 30% (16). Alternatively,
changes within the fuel may increase fission-product release without any
temperature increase. If the release of fission gases is increased at high
burnup without an increase in fuel operating temperature, there are several
ways this could occur. To be released, the gas must diffuse through the
matrix, form intragranular bubbles, and subsequently form interconnected
bubbles and tunnels in the grain boundaries that can occasionally link up and
vent the gas to the fuel-sheath gap. The purpose of the work described here
was to examine whether the mobility of the gas, as it moves from where it is
formed to the grain boundaries, is increased at high burnup. Such an increase
could be due to the changing 0/M ratio, or the changing oxygen potential of
the fuel. Or, it might be due simply to the increased concentration of
soluble fission products, independent of any change in oxygen potential. Here
we examine only the latter alternative - is there an increase in fission-gas
mobility at constant 0/M ratio? In subsequent work, we will examine possible
effects of changing 0/M ratio.

The approach was to fabricate a simulated high burnup fuel, SIMFUEL, by
mixing U02 with inactive fission products, as was done to produce the early
uranium-"fissium" alloys (17). In our SIMFUEL, U02 (or ThO2) are mixed with
other oxide powders selected to represent all classes of fission products,
except the inert gases and the easily-volatilizei elements (e.g. Cs, I). The
ORIGEN fission-product code is used to determine the concentrations
appropriate for the desired burnup simulation. Fabrication methods are given
below. Concentrations were selected to represent 3 at% burnup (30 MWd/kg U)
because this represents a useful and reasonable value to aim for in CANDU
fuel. It is about three times the current average fuel burnup and about two
times present high burnups in CANDU reactors. Measurements on 6 at% burnup
SIMFUEL are also being made. The gaseous and volatile fission products are
not added because they would not be retained during fabrication. For the
release experiments, krypton, representing the fission gases, was introduced
into a thin surface layer of the finished pellets by ion-beam implantation.
Then, the rate of release of this gas is monitored when the samples are
heated. Grain-boundary effects do not contribute to release because the
implanted layer (10-20 nm) is much smaller than the separation between grain
boundaries (of the order of 103 nm)*. In other words, the gas atoms are
within 10-20 nm of the free surface, but are 5000 nm from a grain boundary, on
average. Most atoms will diffuse to the free surface, prior to reaching any
grain boundary. Thus, the release to the surface is controlled by
intragranular gas mobility. Comparing release between SIMFUEL and U02 without
additives, the effect of high burnup on intragranular mobility is obtained.

*Note that the short diffusion distances cause release fractions to be high at
temperatures below the corresponding ones for reactor-irradiated fuel with its
much larger diffusion distance, even if the effective diffusion coefficients
are identical.
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The technique of ion-beam implantation has been used before to obtain
fundamental information on U02 (and ThO2) fuels (18,19). Data for the
intrinsic diffusion of single rare gas atoms for a wide temperature range, and
also results for trapping, hence interactions of gas atoms with radiation
damage and lattice defects up to the extent where fission gas intragranular
bubbles are formed, were obtained. In some of the investigated materials,
small concentrations of individual fission products were added and were shown
to have no effect for the intrinsic diffusion of single gas atoms, but there
was a clear effect on the mobility of trapped gas atoms (18). However, the
concentrations added were low, and the data could not be extrapolated to
include the integrated effect of all major non-volatile fission products.
At the First International Conference on CANDU fuel, results on ThO2-SIMFUEL
were presented (20); those relating to the work described here will be
reviewed below. Recently, the techniques have been used to obtain fundamental
information on the properties of nuclear waste materials -- glasses and Synroc
(21-23). Here the work is extended to UO2-based SIMFUEL and compared to the
previously obtained results on ThO2 SIMFUEL.

2. FABRICATION OF 3 at% SIMFUEL

Full details of fabrication and characterization of the SIMFUEL are
presented by Lucuta et al. (24) in an accompanying paper in these Proceedings.
Fabrication was designed to yield a microstructure as close to that for high-
burnup fuel as possible. To do this, the fabricators had to ensure that
grinding and sintering would mix all components on an atomic scale. Therefore
stirred-ball milling, a high energy process, was selected to obtain sub-micron
mixing. Then, sintering at 1700°C should have produced atomic-scale mixing.
Precipitates that formed would be representative of high burnup fuel operating
at 1700°C. Extensive characterization was carried out to see if these aims
were achieved. The ORIGEN (Oak Ridge Isotope Generation and Depletion Code)
code was run for a uranium fuel to a burnup of 3 at% to obtain concentrations
of 11 major fission products, representing all classes of fission products.
The oxides of these powders, including U02 were then mixed in the correct
proportions (Table 1). This mixture was then wet ball-milled and spray-dried.
Precompaction, granulation, pressing and sintering in a hydrogen atmosphere at
1700°C for two hours were the remaining steps. Pellet densities were 97% of
the theoretical density.

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF SIMFUEL

Extensive characterization of the SIMFUEL was carried out to ensure that
all the additives were present in the expected amounts, that full mixing had
been obtained on a microscopic (atomic) scale, and that the overall
microstructure, including, for example, grain size and precipitate phases,
were representative of a high burnup fuel. A wide variety of techniques were
used for characterization:

• chemical analysis

• X-ray diffraction

• scanning electron microscopy
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wavelength dispersive X-xay analysis (WDX) with a scanning electron
microscope

• energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) with a scanning electron
microscope

• examination of extracted second phase particles by EDX, selected area
electron diffraction (SAED), transmission electron microscopy, and X-ray
diffraction

Details of the methods and observations are given in the accompanying paper
by Lucuta et al. (24). Figures 1 and 2 show TEM views of the SIMFUEL.
Specimens of 6% SIMFUEL were prepared at the European Institute for
Transuranium Elements for transmission electron microscopy by a combination of
mechanical and electrolytic thinning. 3 mm diameter discs were cut from the
material and mechanically dimpled to a thickness of about 100 fim at the
centre. The discs were then electro-polished using Lenoir's solution in a
double jet polishing cell at a polishing voltage of 15 to 20 V and current of
80 mA. The preparation was complicated by the tendency for individual grains
to fall out due to preferential grain boundary attack, but good clean thin
areas were obtaii ed.

The thinned specimens were examined in a Hitachi H700 HST transmission
electron microscope operating at 200 kV, and equipped with a Tracor Northern
energy dispersive X-ray analyzer.

The specimens showed a fine hexagonal-grained microstructure with a
relatively low dislocation density of about 2 x 109 cm/cm3 and a distribution
of heavy metal precipitates. These ranged in size from 10 nm to 100 nm, with
an average density of 1.6 x 10 cm" . The precipitates were analyzed by
energy dispersive X-ray analysis and shown to contain Ru, Mo and Pd.

Figure 3 shows a typical SEM micrograph of 6% burnup SIMFUEL, of the type
also shown in Reference (24). These characterization results, and those of
Lucuta eK al. (24) can be summarized as follows:

Grain size was approximately 8 pm

Two types of precipitates formed:

Metal precipitates, containing the noble metals (Rh, Ru, Pd)
and Mo; 1-2 (xm; primarily e phase (hexagonal close packed).

Oxide precipitates; perovskite phase; primarily BaZrO3, with some
substitution of other elements for Ba and Zr.

Other additives (La, Nd Ce, Sr, Y) were found distributed throughout
the U02 matrix at, or near, the expected concentrations.

About 70 wt. ppm Si impurity was unexpectedly found.
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Notwithstanding the Si impurity, SIMFUEL forms a good facsimile of
irradiated fuel, without gas bubbles, for certain types of experiments,
including the ion-implanted gas release tests described in this paper.

4. EXPERIMENTAL

Discs of U02, 3% SIMFUEL and 6% SIMFUEL were cut from the sintered pellets
and were carefully polished with emery paper and diamond paste to 0.05 pm.
All samples were pre-annealed to remove polishing damage at the surface. This
is necessary to obtain intrinsic release, not affected by microcracks,
dislocations or by the recovery of the mechanical polishing damage. Such
anneals are straightforward for U02; 30 minutes at 1400-1500°C in the same
atmosphere as the tests to be done is fully satisfactory. However, for
SIMFUEL, scales containing fission products tend to form at these
temperatures, covering part of the surface. These scales interfere with
release, and must be avoided. Careful selections of annealing times and
temperatures, as well as an etching treatment to remove possible scales, were
developed to produce surfaces with little or no scales or polishing damage.

These carefully prepared surfaces were implanted with radioactive Kr-85 at
an energy of 40 keV using the Chalk River electromagnetic mass separator.
Doses of about 10 ions/cm were obtained this way. To achieve a second,
much higher dose of about 10 ions/cm , some samples were pre-implanted with
stable Kr-34, before labelling with Kr-85.

Release measurements were made by annealing in Ar-8% H2, beginning at
250°C, and increasing in steps of 75-2OO°C, up to 1500°C. Each anneal lasued
15 min. The specimens were removed from the furnace and the remaining
activity of Kr-85 was measured in a proportional counter. In addition,
isothermal anneals were performed by annealing specimens at a constant
temperature (e.g. 1500°C), and counting the remaining Kr-85 at selected
intervals.

5. RESULTS

A large number of release measurements were made. Some typical results are
given in Figures. 4-6. Figure 4 shows the isochronal release of Kr-85 (dose
1012 ions/cnr) from U02, 3% and 6% SIMFUEL. No significant release is observed
below 1000°C. Release starts at about 1100°C which is the normal onset
temperature for implanted U02 using these energies and doses. Due to the
short diffusion distances (10-20 nm) and the absence of grain boundary
effects, gas release temperatures are generally slightly lower for ion-
implanted specimens than for reactor-irradiated specimens. Even if the
diffusion coefficients are the same, the release temperatures will be lower in
ion-implantation studies, just because of the shorter diffusion distances.

At high temperatures, release was slightly faster from SIMFUEL than from
U02. Note, however, that the difference in effective diffusion coefficients
deduced from the data is not large. At 1500°C, it is a factor of 7, as
indicated by the arrow in Figure 4.
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Figures 5 and 6 show results for different samples annealed isothermally at
1500°C for both the medium* dose of implanted Kr (1012 ions/cm2) and for the
high dose (10 ions/cm2). The lowest curves in the two figures give as-
measured release data for U02. These were expected, and found, to be
composite curves with a fast release stage occurring during some or all of the
first 5 min anneal, and much lower release rates seen in the subsequent
annealing steps. The reasons for this are discussed in the next section. If
the fast release component is subtracted from all the data, the subsequent
release (middle curves in Figures. 5 and 6) is seen to be linear with the
square root of time for the medium dose, but not linear for the high dose. As
in Figure 4, release from SIMFUEL, medium implantation dose, is increased
compared to U02, whereas no clear effect of added fission products is seen at
the high dose. To indicate the range of experimental scatter, results for
three different experiments are shown for U02 in the two figures.

6. DISCUSSION

Fission gas release from operating fuel is a complex process, depending not
only on temperature, microstructure and O/M ratio of the fuel, but also on gas
concentration. Intragranular gas concentrations, in-reactor, are strongly
dependent on the local operating fuel temperature. Thus, a high implantation
dose corresponds to fuel at high burnup that has been running at low
temperature, e.g. the periphery of the fuel elements. Medium and low
implantation doses correspond to fuel of low burnup, or, to a certain extent,
high burnup fuel that has oeen operating at higher temperatures. Intrinsic
undisturbed diffusion of single gas atoms only occurs at very low gas
concentrations 0̂ ,0.1 appm)., corresponding to very short reactor irradiations
of up to a few days only. At higher gas concentrations, the gas atoms, which
are largely insoluble in the matrix, interact with lattice defects and
different types of radiation damage (25,26). They also interact with each
other, forming clusters of a few atoms. At high concentrations, they
precipitate into bubbles. Such gas atoms trapped at defects or clusters, or
precipitated into bubbles are temporarily immobilized, thus significantly
reducing the "effective" diffusion coefficient, i.e., their mobility within
the fuel, by up to a factor of 103.

In laboratory anneals, thermal re-solution from traps or bubbles may free
the gas atoms to continue diffusing through the matrix. During irradiations,
interaction of fission spikes with traps and bubbles also frees the gas atoms
to continue migration. This is termed radiation-enhanced re-solution. This
type of re-solution depends on direct energy transfer within the fission spike
as well as on hydrostatic pressure built up along the spike. Therefore, no
large difference would be expected between UO2 and SIMFUEL in this respect.

For this reason, the present tests, though performed in the absence of
fission, can be taken as reproducing the effect of non-volatile fission
products on gas diffusion within U02 grains. The two doses represent short
and long irradiations, or, to some extent, high and low temperature operation

*This dose is termed "medium" because it is possible to implant doses of
1011 ions/cm2, or lower, of Xe. This is not possible with Kr in our present
setup.
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of high burnup fuel; or, in physical terms, the conditions of deep trapping
without bubble formation (10'2 ions/cm2) and conditions of extensive bubble
formation (10 ions/cm).

The results show that the presence of non-volatile fission products does
not decrease release temperatures dramatically when the 0/M ratio is held
fixed at 2.00. The small increase in release at higher temperatures (1300-
1500°C) corresponds only to an increase in the effective diffusion coefficient
by a factor of about 7 for the medium implantation dose (1012 ions/cm2). The
high dose tests (10' ions/cm ) and the isothermal experiments showed similar
trends. Future work is planned to study release at other 0/M ratios.

Because the implantation distances are so small, release fractions are much
larger than for similar experiments on irradiated fuel - either out-reactor
(in hot cells), or in-reactor. This is simply a consequence of the
implantation testing methods and does not imply high gas releases in
irradiated fuels. One can see this by using the diffusion coefficients
calculated in Fig. 4 and a simple Booth model to estimate the corresponding
release for a fuel with a grain size of 5000 nm that is ramped to 1500°C for 1
h. Compared to a release of 30-40% for the ion-implanted materials, the
releases would only be 1.1% for U02 and 2.8% for SIMFJEL. For a ramp test to
1500°C for 1 d, the releases would be about 5% for UO2 and 14% for SIMFUEL.

Figures 5 and 6 show another interesting physical effect. At the medium
dose of 10 ions/cm2, release is characterized by two diffusion coefficients.
A high diffusion coefficient operates in the first anneal step and probably
represents single-gas-atom diffusion (without trapping) of those atoms located
near enough to the surface to avoid trapping. The second diffusion
coefficient is lower due to retardation by trapping. This is the effective
diffusion coefficient that was referred to above. It is constant with time as
shown by the straight lines in the upper and middle parts of Figure 5. These
results are fully compatible with the known behaviour of fission rare gases in
U02 in the presence of trapping (27). The higher effective diffusion
coefficients in SIMFUEL shows that trapping of gas at radiation damage is
slightly less efficient in SIMFUEL than in U02 at high temperatures.

Figure 6, finally, represents conditions of very high gas concentrations
with extensive bubble formation. As in the lower concentration (Figure 5), a
rapid release in the first annealing step occurred. The subsequent slower
release is not linear (see middle and upper parts of Figure 6), hence the
effective D-value decreases with time, probably reflecting differences in
bubble size and location (distance from the surface, pinning at dislocations,
etc.). The important point for the present context is that the differences
between SIMFUEL, in particular 6% SIMFUEL, and U02 are again small.
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FIGURE 1 Transmission electron micrograph of SIMFUEL showing a heavy metal precipitate formed
at a grain boundary t r iple point. The precipitate is about 50 nm diameter and
contains Ru, Mo and Pd. The associated energy dispersive X-ray specimen is shown.
The Pd line is not resolved in this spectrum due to overlap.
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FIGURE 2 Transmission electron micrograph showing heavy metal
precipitates in the SIMFUEL matrix, in the neighbourhood
of a dislocation pile up.
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FIGURE 3 Scanning electron micrograph of SIMFUEL showing second-phase
precipitates.
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BEHAVIOUR OF CANDU FUEL DURING A HIGH-TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT
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ABSTRACT

CANDU U02-fuel/Zircaloy-sheath assemblies may undergo a high-temperature
transient during a postulated loss-of-coolant accident. The presence of
steam under such conditions causes an exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction
and thereby hydrogen production.

Two high-temperature test facilities, one with a vertical and the other
with a horizontal reaction tube, have been built at the Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Establishment (WNRE) to study the high-temperature transient
behaviour of U02-fuel/Zircaloy-sheath assemblies in inert gas, steam or
steam/inert gas mixtures at temperatures up to 2000°C. Hydrogen detection
systems capable of determining the rate of fuel sheath/steam oxidation
reactions have also been developed. Preliminary high-temperature transient
tests conducted in steam using a single pellet/fuel sheath assembly, in
which the melt relocated into a gap between the fuel pellet and a thoria
catch crucible, seem to indicate that the kinetics of the relocation
phenomena can be determined in these facilities by monitoring the hydrogen
evolution rate.

INTRODUCTION

In the event of a postulated loss-of-coolant/loss-of-emergency coolant
injection accident, a CANDU fuel bundle would undergo a high-temperature
transient. During such a transient, this assembly would be exposed to
steam and high temperatures at a high heat-up rate. Under these
conditions, several chemical reactions occur between the steam, Zircaloy-4
and the fuel. Such reactions could affect the integrity of the fuel sheath
assembly.

The oxidation of Zircaloy-4 by steam is one of the reactions studied
extensively by many researchers (1-6). At temperatures above approximately
1000°C, the highly exothermic reaction between steam and Zircaloy begins to
occur rapidly. When external heat removal rates are low, the heat released
by this reaction could lead to temperatures exceeding the melting point of
Zircaloy-4.

In the High-Temperature Bundle-Sag (HTBS) tests at Westinghouse Canada
(WECAN), full-scale, unirradiated CANDU fuel bundles were heated to very
high temperatures by superheated steam (7). In those tests it was observed
that molten Zircaloy relocated into regions between the fuel elements
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(inter-element relocation) as well as within the fuel element (intra-
element relocation). These relocation processes decrease the surface area
of Zircaloy available for steam oxidation. Akalin et al. developed a model
that accounts for the surface area reduction due to relocation (8). In
this model the movement of the melt into the inter-element and intra-
element gaps, caused by the adhesive properties of the melt adjacent to the
solid boundaries is considered. Application of the Akalin et al. model to
accident scenarios shows that the relocation phenomenon can reduce the
average fuel temperatures.

Two facilities are being developed at WNRE to study various aspects of
the behaviour of a fuel/sheath assembly during a high-temperature
transient. Initially, these facilities will be utilized for studying the
effects of relocation processes on the temperature escalation caused by the
Zircaloy/steam oxidation reaction. The rate of hydrogen produced by the
oxidation reaction will be used as a measure of the rate of heat generated
by the reaction.

The objective of this paper is to describe the high-temperature
facilities and to present some preliminary data or Zircaloy/steam reactions
and on melt relocation tests. These tests form part of an on-going
research program of severe fuel damage experiments at WNRE.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

Two high-temperature facilities capable of providing temperatures up to
2000°C have been designed, built and commissioned at WNRE. In one facility
the orientation of the reaction tube is horizontal (Horizontal Test
Facility) and in the other facility the reaction tube is vertical (Vertical
Test Facility). The Vertical Test Facility (VTF) has been commissioned for
an argon atmosphere for a temperature of 2000°C. Current efforts are
directed to commissioning this facility for tests in a steam atmosphere.
Some preliminary experiments have been conducted in the Horizontal Test
Facility (HTF) in argon and steam atmospheres both to commission the total
system and to develop experimental procedures.

1. Horizontal Test Facility

A schematic of the HTF is shown in Figure 1. An yttria-stabilized
zirconia reaction tube is heated by a tubular graphite susceptor by
radiation. The graphite susceptor is heated inductively by a 20 kW,
540 kHz RF-generator. The reaction tube atmosphere can be either inert
gas, steam, or a mixture of the two. A steam generator and a superheater
connected in series provides steam at about 1200°C to one end of the
reaction tube. The steam generator can produce steam at a maximum mass
flow rate of about 2 g/s. A quartz flange with two openings and a window
is connected to one end of the reaction tube. The window allows an optical
pyrometer to be used to measure specimen temperature inside the reaction
tube. A two-hole alumina thermocouple insulation tube containing a Pt/Pt-
Rh thermocouple is installed in one of the openings. The alumina tube is
attached to a porous zirconia boat that holds the specimen and acts as a
push/pull rod to insert and retract the sample into the heated zone of the
reaction tube, thus producing specimen heat-up rates higher than 10°C/s,
when required.
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The second opening in the quartz flange leads the gases from the
reaction chamber into two separate hydrogen analysis systems. These
analysis systems monitor the hydrogen produced by the fuel sheath/steam
reaction as a function of time.

The first hydrogen analysis method is based on the Gas Chromatograph-
Thermal Conductivity (GC-TC) detection technique. A Hewlett Packard model
7620A gas chromatograph with a thermal conductivity bridge detector is used
for this purpose. A precision pump injects a known volume of gas/steam
mixture into the chromatograph, where the steam is removed from the gas
mixture. The hydrogen is mixed with a known volume of a carrier gas
(argon) and a precision switching valve injects 0.1 mL of the mixture into
the thermal conductivity detector and analyzed for hydrogen. The detector
output is calibrated with known volumes of hydrogen in hydrogen/argon
mixtures. Hydrogen concentrations as low as 0.03 vol% can be measured by
this method. The sampling rate is approximately one every 4 s.

The second hydrogen analysis method is based on the volumetric
displacement of a water column by hydrogen (Figure 1). Since the exhaust
gas from the reaction tube contains steam, the steam is condensed in a
condenser first. The residual hydrogen is then collected under a float.
The movement of the float is followed by a potentiometer, which is
calibrated for the displaced volume. This method allows continuous
measurement of the integrated hydrogen production. The hydrogen collector
has a maximum volume of two litres.

2. Vertical Test Facility

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the VTF. The vertically oriented reaction
tube, also yttria-stabilized zirconia, is heated by radiation from a
graphite resistance heater. The test specimen, preheated to a desired
temperature, can be raised quickly into the centre of the hot zone of the
reaction tube using a motorized push rod assembly. The test specimen can
thereby be exposed to a high-temperature transient. The specimen can be
instrumented with thermocouples. A pyrometer focussing on the specimen
from the top provides the specimen temperature. The other components of
this facility, such as the steam generator, superheater and hydrogen
detection systems are essentially the same as those used with the
horizontal test facility.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

Some preliminary experiments were conducted in the HTF to test the
facility, the hydrogen detection systems and their capability to monitor
changes in the rate of hydrogen production during a relocation event.

The preliminary experiments were carried out in three stages. The first
group of experiments tested the sensitivity of the hydrogen collection
systems to possible changes in sheath area. A second group was conducted
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to establish the behaviour of samples when no relocation was expected and
to determine whether high-temperature data on the kinetics of the steam
oxidation of the Zircaloy-4 could be obtained. The objective of the final
test was to produce relocation and to monitor the hydrogen production
during the event.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The general format chosen for the preliminary experiments was to bring a
sample to the test temperature in an argon atmosphere before introducing
the steam. This procedure minimizes sheath oxidation during heating to the
point where melting occurs and maximizes the amount of molten sheath
material produced. To monitor the hydrogen production after the
introduction of steam, the water-displacement hydrogen collection unit was
calibrated to determine the volume of argon flushed out of the reaction
chamber after the steam was introduced. This was accomplished by running
simulated tests in the absence of a sample and obtaining a volume/time
curve for argon that was subsequently subtracted from the volume of
argon/hydrogen mixture collected during an actual test.

1. Sensitivity Tests

Two samples were prepared for each of two surface areas of Zircaloy-4
cladding. Both samples consisted of a Pickering pellet/sheath assembly.
The ratio of the two sheath areas was about 10:1, simulating the change in
area for an actual relocation test. The volume of hydrogen produced was
determined by three methods: by gas chromatographic analysis, by
calculation from the weight gain of each sample, and by collection of the
hydrogen evolved in the displacement column.

These tests were carried out at starting temperatures (temperature at
which the steam is introduced) between 1290 and 1325°C. No significant
U02/Zircaloy-4 interaction was expected at these temperatures.

2. Steam Oxidation Tests

Four tests were conducted to obtain information on the high-temperature
steam/Zircaloy-4 reaction kinetics and to establish the behaviour of the
samples when no relocation was expected. The samples in three of these
tests consisted of a Pickering pellet/sheath assembly with the sheath
covering the length of the pellet. A fourth test was carried out using a
sample consisting of only a segment of sheath of the same length used in
the other three tests. Starting temperatures for these tests varied
between 1300 and 1650°C; kinetic data were obtained from the water-
displacement hydrogen collection system.

3. Relocation Test

A Pickering pellet/sheath assembly with the sheath covering the length
of the pellet was used for a single relocation test. An attempt was made
to allow the steam reaction to begin at a temperature high enough so that
the heat produced by the reaction would subsequently cause melting of the
remaining sheath. As in the steam oxidation tests, the displacement unit
data were used to monitor the reaction.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Sensitivity Tests

The results of these tests are shown in Table 1. It is clear that both
the hydrogen collection system and the GC-TC monitoring unit are capable of
detecting the amounts of hydrogen evolved from the smaller of the two
sheath surface areas. It was also found that the hydrogen from these
smaller areas could be monitored relatively easily on a continuous basis
over the course of the test. Therefore, a change in the rate of hydrogen
production as a result of a reduction in surface area by melt relocation by
about the same magnitude could also be monitored. Table 1 shows that
agreement between the three methods of measuring the amount of hydrogen
evolved is not consistent, a situation that is under study.

2. Stea ; Oxidation and Relocation Tests

Both sets of experiments provided data that could be compared to the
kinetic parameters determined by other investigations. Typical plots of
temperature variation and change in hydrogen volume during the course of
one of these tests (R31), are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
After a transition period, presumably caused by the temperature spike shown
in Figure 3, the rate of hydrogen production displays a parabolic behaviour
(Figure 5), consistent with the oxidation of Zircaloy-4 by steam (1-6).

Reaction-rate constants for the Zircaloy-4/steam reaction calculated
from the slopes of curves such as those in Figure 5, immediately after the
initial transient, are in reasonable agreement with those of Prater and
Courtright (6) and of Urbanic and Heidrick (1) from the weight gain data.
These results are given in Table 2 and the agreement is illustrated in
Figure 6. The rate constants in Figure 6 are plotted against a mean
temperature of the samples obtained near the end of the transient; the
maximum and minimum temperatures during the transient are shown on the plot
as ranges. The uncertainty in the rate constants of Prater and Courtright
is ± 40%, which is also included in Figure 6. Since no temperature
information is available beyond the transient for the sheath-only sample,
the temperature used in Figure 6 is that at the start of the experiment.
It is apparent from these results that the Horizontal Test Facility is
capable of monitoring the kinetics of reactions between steam and Zircaloy-
4 over a range of surface areas.

Metallographic examination of a number of the specimens from the
preliminary tests revealed that only the sample from test R31 had undergone
any melting and melt relocation. An axial cross section of this sample is
shown in Figure 7. The cross section shows that a ZrO2 skin (area A) had
formed on the sheath prior to melt relocation. The melt ran down the gap
between this skin and the pellet surface leaving a gap (Area B) and
relocated in the thoria catch crucible (area C), exposing a smaller area to
steam oxidation, as expected. Further examination showed that the melt had
continued to oxidize and that the test had been terminated before complete
oxidation, leaving a small amount of non-oxidized melt in the bottom of the
catch crucible (area C). This non-oxidized region consisted of a mixture
of Zr and U, probably intermixed with (U,Zr)02.
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The test results showed that the sheath had oxidized prior to melting
and that the melt continued to oxidize after relocation. It is assumed
that the change in slope from m1 to m2 in Figure 5, at about 80 s into the
test was caused by a decreased surface area of the material exposed to
steam associated with relocation of the molten material. The predicted
ratio of slopes based solely on the estimated change in areas is about 5:1.
However, the observed ratio is closer to 10:1, possibly indicating that a
change in composition of the oxidizing material from essentially Zircaloy-4
to a Zr-U-0 alloy also had some bearing on the change in slope. In future,
it will be necessary to conduct tests in which the specimen is removed
before and after the change in slope and examined for the degree of
relocation.

SUMMARY

Two facilities are being developed at WNRE to study the behaviour of
U02-fuel/Zircaloy sheath assemblies under conditions that will lead to
severe fuel damage. One facility (HTF) has been recently fully
commissioned while the other (VTF) has been commissioned for use with inert
gas atmospheres only. The VTF will soon be commissioned for use with steam
atmospheres.

A number of preliminary tests have been conducted in the HTF. The
results from these tests are encouraging and indicate that both the
facility itself and the techniques used are capable of generating
information on the steam/sheath reaction before and after melt relocation.
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TABLE 1

VOLUME OF H2 COLLECTED FROM THE "SENSITIVITY" TEST

Test

No.

R19
R21

R2O
R22

Sheath

Area
(cm2)

8.22
8.33

0.97
0.90

Total

from
Oxide
tft.

729
847

119
98

H2 Volume

from
Collector

761
810

181
160

(cm3 at 0°C)

from
GC-TC

509
946

162
97

TABLE 2

REACTION RATE CONSTANTS

Test
No.

R25

R28

R29

R31

R33

Mea? .red
Temperatures

Start

1300

1525

1650

1880

1630

Max.

> 1700

1635

1810

2030

1790

(°C)

Finish

*

1590

1680

1910

1680

1
1

4

7

1

1

cm2

.23

.90

.14

.04

.03

K

X

X

X

X

X

1 ̂

s% 1

io-3

io-3

io-3

lO"2

10-2

Remarks

Sheath only

No relocation

No relocation

Relocation

No relocation,
short test duration

* thermocouple melted



FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF THE HORIZONTAL TEST FACILITY

(1 = Push Rod, 2 = Pyrometer, 3 = Gas Chroraatograph - Thermal Conductivity
Detector, 4 = Hydrogen Collector, 5 = Potentiometer, 6 = Weight,
7 = water, 8 = Steam Condenser, 9 = Thermocouple, 10 = Induction Coil,
11 = Graphite Susceptor, 12 = Steam Superheater, 13 = Steam Generator,
14 = Water, 15 = Argón, 16 = Thoria Catch Crucible, 17 = Fuel
Pellet/Sheath, 18 = Stabilized Zirconia Reaction Tube, 19 = Quartz Flange)
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FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC OF THE VERTICAL TEST FACILITY

(1 = Thermocouple, 2 = Thoria Crucible, 3 = Fuel/Sheath Assembly,
A = Pyrometer, 5 - Hydrogen Collector, 6 = Potentiometer, 7 = Weight, 8 =
Water, 9 = Steam Condenser, 10 = Gas Chromatograph - Thermal Conductivity
Detector, 11 = Stabilizer Zirconia reaction tube, 12 = Graphite Resistance
Heater, 13 = Insulation, 14 = Steam Superheater, 15 = Steam Generator,
16 = Water, 17 = Electro-magnetic High Temperature Valve, 18 « Argon
preheater, 19 = Argon)
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FIGURE 3: TYPICAL VARIATION OF TEMPERATURE THROUGHOUT A RELOCATION TEST
(R31)
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FIGURE 4: TYPICAL VARIATION OF HYDROGEN EVOLVED DURING A RELOCATION TEST
(R31)
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(time)1

FIGURE 5: PARABOLIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE HYDROGEN EVOLVED DURING TWO
TESTS AND THE TIME OF EXPOSURE TO STEAM. MELT RELOCATED IN TEST
R31.

I

\

v \ Prater and Courtright

x ±40%
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4-xiO4

FIGURE 6: ARRHENIUS PLOT COMPARING PRESENT AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
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FIGURE 7: AXIAL CROSS SECTION OF SAMPLE FROM TEST R31 SHOWING RELOCATION
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NUCLEAR COMMISSIONING OF THE NRU BLOWDOWN TEST FACILITY

L.W. DICKSON, R.D. MACDONALD, A.R. YAMAZAKI, D.D. SEMENIUK
R.J. 2ANATTA and J.A. WALSVORTH*

Fuel Engineering Branch
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Research Company

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1J0

"Current Address: Atlantic Nuclear Services Limited
500 Beaverbrook Court, Box 1268, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E3B 5C8

ABSTRACT

The Blowdown Test Facility in the NRU reactor will be used to conduct all-
effects experiments under postulated Loss-of-Coolant Accident and Severe Fuel
Damage conditions. Experiments conducted in the BTF will provide information
on the release, transport and deposition of fission products, and the thermal
and mechanical behaviour of nuclear fuel under these conditions. This paper
describes results from the nuclear commissioning experiment for the BTF.

INTRODUCTION

The Blowdown Test Facility (BTF) in the NRU reactor has been constructed to
conduct all-effects experiments on fuel damage, and the release, transport and
deposition of fission products from nuclear fuel elements subjected to the
high-temperature transients typical of postulated reactor accidents (1). One
Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) experiment and four Severe Fuel Damage (SFD)
experiments are to be conducted in the BTF during the next three to four
years. The design of the BTF and the results of the non-nuclear commissioning
experiment were described previously (2). This paper describes results from
the BTF nuclear commissioning experiment, BTF-102.

The objectives of the nuclear commissioning experiment, BTF-102, are:

1) to demonstrate the ability to control fuel sheath temperatures through
changes in coolant conditions and reactor power after initiating the blowdown
transient,
2) to assess the effectiveness of the thermal shroud in limiting radial heat
flow from the fuel elements to the pressure tube under high-temperature
transient conditions,
3) to evaluate the in-reactor performance of fuel assembly instrumentation,
including fuel centreline thermocouples, fuel-sheath inside and outside
surface thermocouples, molten metal penetration detectors, the turbine
flowmeter, and the coolant pressure transducer,
4) to demonstrate safe operation of the BTF with a nuclear fuel assembly in
preparation for the first SFD experiment, and
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5) to provide information on the thermalhydraulic behaviour of the BTF with a
nuclear fuel assembly.

EXPERIMENTAL

Facility

The BTF is a re-entrant test section in the NRU reactor cooled from the U-l
heat transport loop with either pressurized water or steam. During normal
operation, coolant flows into the in-core portion of the BTF upwards through
an annulus between a stainless-steel pressure tube and a Zr-2.5% Nb flow
divider or re-entry tube. After the coolant has passed through the reactor
core region, it enters the flow divider tube, and flows downwards inside the
flow divider tube over the fuel assembly. A blowdown transient is initiated
by reducing reactor power, isolating the BTF test section from the U-l loop,
and opening a valve to allow the coolant in the test section to depressuri2e
and pass through about 40 m of instrumented piping into the blowdown tank.
When the test section pressure reaches about 0.4 MPa, a slow (2 to 20 g/s)
steam purge is initiated to provide both coolant to the test section and
reactant for metal-water reactions for the duration of the transient. The
reactor is controlled at low power (<10%) to supplement the decay power from
the fuel elements, and the reactor power and steam purge flow are adjusted to
obtain the desired fuel-element temperature. A high-rate inert gas supply
system is available to flood the test assembly with helium to quench metal-
water reactions, if desired. The steam flow is automatically shut off while
the high-rate inert gas system is activated. Following each commissioning
experiment, the reactor is shutdown, the BTF test section is returned to loop
cooling, and the reactor is restarted to full power. At the conclusion of a
LOCA or SFD test, the reactor will be shutdown and the fuel elements cooled
with a low flow of steam and/or helium until gamma spectrometry measurements
on the piping system are completed, and the fuel has cooled sufficiently for
removal. The fuel assembly will then be removed from the reactor prior to
decontaminating the BTF piping.

Fuel Assembly

The BTF-102 fuel assembly consists of three stainless-steel clad, CANDU-6
sized, 5% enriched U02 fuel elements in a trefoil carriage. The fuel elements
are filled with a mixture of 99% argon and 1% helium gas. Each fuel element
is instrumented with a W5%Re/U26ZRe fuel centreline thermocouple, two
Chromel/Alumel thermocouples spot welded to the inside surface of the fuel
sheath, and five Chromel/Alumel thermocouples laser welded to the outside
surface of the fuel sheath. There are seven Chromel/Alumel thermocouples in
the coolant subchannels of the trefoil, and 13 others to measure local coolant
temperatures in other parts of the fuel assembly.

The fuel elements are contained within a bi-composite (zirconia clad in
Zircaloy) thermal shroud. The thermal shroud, which protects the pressure and
re-entry tubes from high radial heat flow, is instrumented with 10
Chromel/Alumel thermocouples, 2 on the inner Zircaloy shell, 2 in the zirconia
insulation, and 6 on the outer Zircaloy shell. The low-density zirconia
insulation is pressurized with krypton gas to reduce the hoop stresses on the
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inner and outer shells and to reduce its thermal conductivity. The outer
shell of the thermal shroud is wound with two molten-metal-penetration
detectors (MMPD). Each MMPD consists of a stainless-steel-sheathed, mineral-
insulated cable containing two electrical conductors. The loop and insulation
resistances of the MMPD are monitored to detect the presence of "hot spots"
before molten materials threaten the integrity of the pressure tube.

The coolant pressure near the fuel assembly is measured with an eddy
current pressure transducer physically located on the upper part of the test
assembly out of the reactor neutron flux. A bi-directional turbine flowmeter
with carbide journal bearings is mounted on the test assembly to monitor
coolant flow just above the fuel carriage.

Test Matrix

The test matrix for the BTF-102 nuclear commissioning experiment includes
three series of blowdown tests defined by target maximum fuel-sheath
temperatures. The target temperature range for the first series of tests is
400 to 650°C. The second and third series have ranges from 700 to 950°C, and
950 to 1150°C, respectively. Three blowdown tests are planned in each of the
three series. The fuel-sheath temperatures are controlled during transient
operation by the steam and inert gas flows, and the reactor power. One
transient in each of the first and second series will be terminated with a
cold-water quench. All of the other tests will be terminated with a slow
cooldown in steam.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Instrument Performance

Between blowdown transients the fuel assembly was cooled in pressurized
water at about 9.7 MPa pressure, 1.1 kg/s flow and 270°C inlet temperature.
The fuel-element linear power was between 50 and 55 kW/m at full reactor
power. Under these conditions the fuel centreline thermocouples register
temperatures of about 2300°C. Calculations with the ELESIM code indicate that
these temperatures are reasonable for fuel elements that have free-standing,
stainless-steel sheathing and are filled with argon gas. The thermocouples on
the inside surface of the fuel sheaths read temperatures in the range from 800
to 1200°C at full reactor power. It would appear that these thermocouples
were detached from the inside surface of the sheath and were measuring fuel
temperatures near the surface of the grooves in the U02 pellets. A few of the
thermocouples on the fuel centreline and on the sheath inside surface failed
in the first three weeks of the test because of the high temperatures under
soak irradiation conditions.

The test assembly turbine flowmeter operated successfully for the first
three blowdown tests. The turbine flowmeter showed that between 70 and 75% of
the flow supplied to the test section passed over the fuel assembly under
pressurized-water cooling conditions. The remainder of the flow passes
between the outside of the thermal shroud and the inside of the flow divider
tube. Between the second and third blowdown tests the turbine stopped
turning. It started again when the loop was converted to saturated steam
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cooling (9 MPa pressure, about 305°C temperature, and 0.7 kg/s flow) in
preparation for the third blowdown test. These turbine flowmeters are not
designed for the repeated overranging that occurs when the test section is
cooled with saturated steam. The period of operation under saturated-steam
cooling conditions prior to blowdown tests should be limited for future fuel
assemblies to extend the lifetime of the turbine flowmeters. Future SFD and
LOCA tests will consist of a single blowdown and will not stress the
instrumentation as severely as the multiple blowdown commissioning
experiments.

The eddy current pressure transducer used to measure coolant pressure in
the test assembly did not operate properly at elevated temperatures. It had
operated satisfactorily in autoclave testing before installation on the fuel
assembly. This transducer may have been damaged during installation or
transportation of the fuel assembly. The operation of this type of pressure
transducer will also be evaluated during the first BTF SFD test.

Both the insulation and loop resistances of the molten metal penetration
detectors dropped significantly during the period of operation with saturated
steam cooling prior to the first blowdown test. The loop resistances were
indicative of a short circuit at the instrument housing on the test assembly.
Caution should be exercised in placing the instrument leads to the test
assembly to avoid damage during routine reactor operation.

Blowdown Transient Conditions

Plots of data from the third blowdown test are shown in Figures 1 to 4.
These plots are typical of the data collected during the BTF-102 experiment.
Prior to the transient, the test assembly was cooled with saturated steam at
about 9 MPa pressure, 305°C inlet temperature, and 0.5 kg/s flow. The pre-
transient fuel linear power was limited to about 35 kW/m by the current
pressure-tube design temperature (371°C). To start the transient, the NRU
reactor was shutdown, and the test section was isolated from the loop and
depressurized. The reactor neutron power remained near zero for the first 25
minutes of the transient and, then, it was increased to about 1.5% of full
power for 10 minutes (Figure 1). The steam supply flow was set at 5 g/s for
the first 30 minutes of the transient, and 10 to 12 g/s for the next 10
minutes. At the conclusion of the test, the reactor was shutdown to zero
neutron power and the test assembly was cooled with a steam flow of 20 g/s for
4 minutes prior to returning to pressurized-water cooling conditions. The
turbine flowmeter did not record any flow through the test assembly during the
early part of the transient when the steam-purge supply flow was 5 g/s.
However, the coolant thermocouple readings were indicative of flow downwards
through the test assembly (Figure 2). Later, when the steam supply flow was
10 g/s, the turbine flowmeter was showing about 2 L/s (2-4 g/s) flow over the
fuel. These data are consistent with 6-8 g/s of condensation in the steam
supply line.

The inert gas flow was unstable during this test (Figure 2), and it was
terminated about 10 minutes after the blowdown. The unstable flow was due to
improper tuning of the flow controller for the supply pressure. The supply
pressure was reduced in a subsequent test and the flow controller delivered
stable flows. The high-rate inert gas system was activated twice during the
third blowdown test (Figure 2). Initial flow surges up to 22 L/s were noted.
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The flow surges occur as the tubing between the flowmeter and the test
assembly is pressurized. Steady flows of 1 to 3 L/s were observed after the
in i t ia l surge. This flow is close to the calculated capacity of the 0.125
inch (3.2 mm) outer diameter inert gas supply l ine on the BTF-102 test
assembly. Future test assemblies have a 0.25 inch (6.4 mm) outer diameter
inert gas supply line to increase the maximum flow that may be obtained from
this system.

The test assembly inlet and outlet coolant temperatures for the third BTF-
102 blowdown test are shown in Figure 2. The inlet temperature was 240°C and
the outlet temperature was 350°C during a period of stable operation about 35
minutes after the blowdown transient. The coolant pressure was about 0.5 MPa
and the mass flow of steam through the test assembly was between 2 and 3 g/s
at this time. These data give a power-to-coolant of between 0.45 and 0.68 kW.
The fission power calculated from the local neutron flux at this time was
0.9 kW and the decay power was estimated to be 0.8 kW. Thus, the calculated
total power should have been about 1.7 kW. The discrepancy between the
measured coolant power and that calculated from the local flux and the decay
power may be attributed to radial heat losses through the thermal shroud or
the uncertainty in the flow measurement from the turbine flowmeter.

Selected fuel and sheath temperatures during the third BTF-102 blowdown
test are plotted in Figure 3. The fuel and sheath temperatures reach a steady
value under the low steam flow conditions after the blowdown transient, begin
to increase after the reactor power is raised to 1.5%, and decline to
approximately constant levels after the steam supply flow is increased to
12 g/s. The introduction of a cold-water quench at the conclusion of the test
reduced the fuel-sheath temperatures to about 110°C before the test section
was returned to the pressurized-water cooling mode. These data show that
fuel-sheath temperatures can be controlled with appropriate changes in reactor
power and steam-purge flow. The peak fuel temperatures were recorded during a
period of low steam flow about 30 minutes after the blowdown transient. The
peak fuel centreline temperature was about 610°C, the inside fuel sheath (or,
more probably, fuel surface) temperature at the coolant outlet end of the fuel
was 626°C, the outside fuel-sheath temperature at the coolant inlet was 490°C,
and the outside fuel-sheath temperature at the coolant outlet was 640°C. The
difference in outside fuel-sheath temperature between the coolant inlet and
outlet ends of the fuel is reasonable for these conditions but the fuel
temperatures should be higher than the sheath temperatures. The fuel
thermocouple junctions may have shunted toward the inlet end of the fuel
elements during extended operation at high temperatures during the soak
irradiations between blowdown tests. This may account for the apparent fuel
and inside fuel-sheath temperatures being cooler than the outside sheath
temperatures.

Plots of thermal shroud and pressure-tube temperatures during the third
BTF-102 blowdown test are shown in Figure 4. The thermal shroud temperatures
reached their highest levels at about the same time as the fuel-sheath
temperatures peaked. The maximum thermal shroud inner shell temperature was
392°C, the shroud insulation temperature was 377°C, the shroud outer shell
temperature was 334°C, and the maximum pressure-tube temperature at this time
was 247°C. In this relatively low temperature transient, the thermal shroud
effectively limited radial heat flow from the fuel to the pressure tube.
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Some blowdown tests with target fuel-sheath temperatures in the
intermediate and high ranges have been performed. In one of these tests, the
fuel-sheath temperature reached 1050°C. The temperature of the thermal shroud
outer shell remained below 500°C and the pressure-tube temperature was less
than 330°C. This data shows the effectiveness of the thermal shroud for
limiting excessive radial heat flow. The remaining blowdown tests in the BTF-
102 experiment will be used to assist in selecting operating conditions for
the first BTF SFD test, BTF-103. Lower steam flows and higher reactor powers
than those used in the tests described above will be required to obtain the
target fuel-temperature conditions for BTF-103.

CONCLUSIONS

The initial series of low fuel-sheath temperature blowdown tests in the BTF
nuclear commissioning experiment has been successfully completed. The
following conclusions may be drawn based on the experimental results:

1) fuel-sheath temperatures were controlled in the desired range by changing
the reactor power and steam purge flow,
2) the performance of the special in-reactor instrumentation on the BTF-102
fuel assembly can be used to identify operating limits for future tests,
3) the thermal shroud was effective in limiting radial heat flow to the
pressure tube, and
4) the thermalhydraulic data obtained can be used to characterize the
performance of the facility.

The higher-temperature blowdown tests will provide additional operating
experience under conditions more representative of those expected in BTF LOCA
and SFD tests.
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L i b e r t a d o r 8250, 1429 Buenos Aires , Argen t ina ,

ABSTRACT

A numerical simulation of the dissolution Kinetics of 2rO£ by molten
ziroaloy-4 in the temperature range of 2000 - 2400 °C was made taking into
account experimental laboratory determinations.
The L1SI code, already developed for the dissolution of UOg by molten
7,xrca.loy-4, was applied in the case under concern, dtie to the fact that
several experimental features are common .between Lhose two processes.
However, a significant difference is the physical appeareance of the inter-
face. This is described into the L.ISI model by the parameter S(T), where
there are enclosed the phenomena at the interface. Whereas in the VO2 dis-
solution the h.igh value of the activation energy of the dissolution rate
could be included in the temperature dependence of S(T), it was not suf.fi-
cjent to give a correct simulation in the dissolution of ZrOg. In this lat-
ter case it was necessary to introduce some additional assumptions in the
LIST model related with the oxygen concentration at. the interface, in the
melt side. The proposed changes, together with the function fi('i'), allowed
to obtain an acceptable agreement between numerical and experimental
r-ezvlts.

1. INTRODUCTION

During severe fuel damage accidents (SFD) strong temperature escalation
can occur. When temperature exceeds the melting point of the Zircaloy-4
cladding (17'60-C) it is of particular interest to Know the interact.ion of
molten v.ircaloy with its surrcmnd.ings, that is, with the internal UÔ  pel-
lets and with the external environment.

When the zircaloy begins to melt it is important to predict if the clad-
ding geometry is preserved, or not. Under SFD conditions an oxidizing atmos-
phere is present, with the consequent formation of an oxj.de layei- oi 'Z.vO?
on the outer cladding surface due to the oxygen uptake by the avid zir-
caloy. Simultaneously, the interaction between the molten zxrcaloy with (he
oxide produces the dissolution of the latter. There is then a competitive
relation between the continuous tliicKenmg of the oxide because of oxida-
tion and its dissolution by the molten zarcaloy. Only when the latter 3s
slower than the former is that the oxide layer behaves as a protective
layer preventing the relocation of molten material an-:l preserving thp
geometry of the cladding. The Knowledge about, these t.wo processes .is ex-
pected, to give a better understanding about fuel elements failure at very
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temperatures. Hence, this is trie reason to stmiy the Ki'Og interaction
with ino.lt.en zircaloy and to develop a code to simulate its Kinetics.

The interaction between molten z.ircaloy and UOg has already been simu-
lated ana a numerical code, the LISI (Liquid Zircaloy-Solid Uranium oxide
Interaction} code was developed [1J. The aim of the present work was the
development of a code to simulate the experimental results of the dissolu-
tion of ZrO^ by molten zi.rcaioy-4, applying the same model that, was used
for the UOp/molten zircaloy interaction in the LlSi code.

H. DESCRIPTION OK THE PROBLEM

The Kinetics of the dissolution ot ZrOp .by molten zircaloy was ex-
perimentally measured by P.Hofmarm et a.i.['/} in the temperature range of
2OOO to 24O0-C As in UO /̂molten 2,ry-4 studies, the laboratory experiments
were performed in an inert atmosphere. ZrO +̂?.7Wt'/.OCa crucibles containing
molten zircaloy were used to avoid melt relocation, and other additional
problems of actual fuel elements that can hide the chemical inter-action we
are conceited with.

Several experimental features oi the ZrOp/molten Zry-4 interaction, that
are similar to those appearing m the UO /̂molten Zry-4 experiments, merit
to be mentioned;

a) A parabolic: behavior for the ZrOp dissolution kinetics for each tempera-
ture in the whole range of temperatures. This law \R obeyed only after
an initial interval of about 14s, during which a considerable ammount. of

is dissolved in the molten zircaloy, estimated in about 23.3 Wt.X .

b) An Arrhenius plot for the dissolution ra t e K^ with a very high act iva-
tion energy, t h a t cannot be explained with the usual diffusion coeffi-
cients of the different elements involved in t h e in terac t ion . If K^ can
be expressed as Ka(T)= KQ^ exp(-ETjd/RT), where E j ^ is the act ivat ion
energy, t.he experimental resu l t s of dissolved mass of Zro^ give an es-
timation of EKcl - 666 KJ/mol.

c) The lack of uniformity of the displacement of the solid/ l iquid i n t e r -
face. Therefore, the degree of in te rac t ion cannot be estimated by the
measurement of the width of the different phase layers and other means
are required. As in the VOg experiments, t he degree of dissolution was
evaluated, by measuring t.he area portion of an oxide phase, ZrOg in t h i s
case, present at. low temperatures m the p r io r melt, region [2],

However, a significant difference between the ZrOg and UOp dissolution
by molten zircaloy is the physical appearance of the interface. In the
f i r s t case, i t looks as a smooth r a t h e r than a dis integrated interface. The
loss of solid cohesion in UOp is not apparent in the ZrO^ case.

3. THE LISI MODEL

3.1

The basic model assumptions of the LISI model were that the actual sys-
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tern a t .high temperatures can fte described .by a f in i te two-phase system
(solid ZrOg - molten Zry-4) and t h a t the dissolution kinetics is controlled
principally by the diffusion of oxygen.

The model deals with the displacement of the so.lid/Jjquid interface, but
as i t was already mentioned in 2.c), t h i s quan t i ty cannot be directly
measured because of the lack of uniformity of the chemical interact ion.
Therefore, an equivalent uniform backward displacement of the interface
throughout the crucible wall was calculated for each experimental measure-
ment of dissolved mass of ZrOg (in Wt'A), in a similar way as i t was
described for the UOp/molten Zry-4 interaction [1J. The displacement of the
interface, A^(t), was plotted vs. t he square root of t he reaction time,
(t)%, and a nearly s t r a igh t line, typical of a parabolic behavior, was ob-
tained for each temperature. It must be emphasized t h a t t h i s behavior is
observed only af ter an in i t ia l in terva l to , during which an in i t i a l d is-
placement Af,o takes place. The slope of each curve gives the .interlace
displacement r a t e constant K(T):

0 oX)J (1)

This constant K(T) provides t he necessary experimental information to
estimate some of the parameters t h a t enter in the code, as will be ex-
plained below.

A par t i cu la r fea ture of the L.TS1 model, as described in [1], was the
simulation of the phenomena tha t appear a t the interface, when i t is not a
smooth surface. Part icularly, when the dis integrat ion of t h i s surface is
relevant, as occurs in the UOg/liquid Zry-4 interact ion, the LIST model
takes account of th i s fact by an increase of the diffusion processes a t the
interface. This is accomplished by an increase of the oxygen diffusion
coefficient DJJ in the liquid a t the interface and in a region near it.
Hence, an equivalent oxygen diffusion coefficient dependent on position was
.introduced, which is higher near the interface and recovers i t s normal
value Dv far away in the bulK.

When the problem is described in cylindrical coordinates the expression
for DJJ becomes:

DnCr,t;T)= Dv (T ) {1 + i[S (T) -1 jerfc ( * ( t } ~6^j ~ r )) (2)

where r refers to the radjal position and ij(t) to the position of the
interface, both of these quantities being measured from the center of the
crucible (fig.l). On the other hand, the parameter <5(t), which
describes the position where the complementary error function falls to one
half of its maximum value, is a distance measured from the interface. In
this formula o~(t) refers to the dispersion parameter describing the smooth-
ness of the position dependence for

At the interface position, %(t), Djx takes the approximate value of
S{T).DV(T). Therefore, S(T) is the parameter t h a t takes account of the
phenomena present a t the interface and which gives an idea about the in-
creased diffusion surface to planar surface ra t io . Hence, S(T) ought to
take values greater than one when i t describes an increased diffusion sur -
face or a t least equal to one when the roughness of the surface is insjg-
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nificant. Besides, in the previous work [1], when the L1SI model was ap-
plied to the solid UOg/liqu.id zircaloy interaction, the temperature depen-
dence of S(T) gave a correct account for the unusual high activation
energy of the dissolution rate constant K(T). In that case an analytical
expression was found for S(T).

Application to tlie ZrOp/molten

Our present interest is if a S(T) function can also be found to simulate
the ZrO2 dissolution by molten zircaloy-4 within the model assumptions:. For
this purpose it is worthwhile to summarize the way m which S(T) is es-
tj mated.

At the initial time, the actual finite system resembles an infinite two-
phase system solid ZrOg - molten Zry-4. The model assumes that in the oxide
the oxygen diffusion coefficient is constant, but as it was outlined above,
the situation is different in the melt. Although the oxygen diffusion coef-
ficient in the melt is modeled as a position dependent function, the as-
sumption is made that the value i t takes at the interface is the deter-
minant value that controls the kinetics. Therefore, as a first attempt, it
is that value which is assumed for- a constant oxygen diffusion coefficient
in the Ijquid phase of the infinite two-phase system. Then, fox* such a sys-
tem with constant diffusion coefficients, an analytical solution exists and
the displacement of the interface can be described by:

Ar,(t)- ?y [Dj(T).t]^ (3)

where y must satisfy a mass flux balance equation:

¥= - 9c^n ..._L ._?
Cg~CQ O<!> erf C (y<i>) C^-CQ fn 1 + erfy

with:

CA, Cjg : solubility limits of oxygen at the 2rOp phase boundaries.

Cc, CD : solubility Limits of oxygen at the molten Zry-4 phase boundar-
aries.

Dj, DJJ: diffusion coefficients of oxygen in ZrO2 and molten Zry 4 pha-
ses, respectively,

It must be emphasized tha t y is a function of temperature, tha t is,
y -- y(T), because all the concentrations CA, CB, CQ and C^ and
<l> are temperature dependent.. Fig.l i l lustrates the different oxygen
boundary concentrations at the solid and liquid phases.

The equality between formula (1), derived from experimental data, and
the analytical solution (3) leads to:

A*, (t, T) = ay (T) (Dj (T). t)1/' -. [K(T). t]K (5)
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where, t'/e is measured from to^ in the expression at. the right. This
equality allows to evaluate y(T) for tr ial values of Dj(T) and com-
puted K(T) for each temperature. Then, for each y(T), *(T) is es-
timated with formula (4) and finally l>n(T) value is evaluated for each
temperature. This value of DJJ(T) was assigned to the diffusion coeffi-
cient at the interface, equal to S(T).DV(T). With this value and the Known
function DV<T) the S(T) values are calculated for each temperature.

This procedure was followed to estimate S(T) in the ZrOg dissolution toy
molten Zry-4, using the Known oxygen diffusion coefficients at the ZrOg [3]
and molten Zry-4- [1] (Pj(T) and DV(T) respectively). The oxygen concentra-
tions at the interface were calculated from the Zr-O equilibrium phase
diagram [4], This estimation gave reasonable values for 220OC to 240OC
but values lower than one were obtained for the lower temperatures of
P.OOO-C and ?100C. These latter values have no sense within the proposed
model, because as it was outlined, only values of S(T)»l are allowed to
describe the transition from a planar regular surface with S-.1, to a rough
or- disintegrated surface with S>1.

To overcome this disagreement higher values of r>j(T) were tried until
values greater than one for S(T) were obtained in the whole temperature
range (2000-S40OC). This assumption could be justified because the
crucibles are of sintered ZrOp and it is expected that, in this material the
actual oxygen diffusion coefficient Dj is greater than the already Known
value in stoichiometric or hypostoic.hiomptrlc oxide. In this way, D| was
proposed to be increased until ten times the value Known from the litera-
ture for the oxide. But, while in the UOg/molten Zry system the S(T) varia-
tion range was of 6OO times between 1950-C and ?25O-C, in the ZrOp/rnolten
Zry system it was only of 4 times. This result could be interpreted within
the model description as a weak influence of the surface characteristics
o v - ! ; i<•• • •<(.(=•!- --i..-t.ion K . i n e t i c s .

Nevertheless; this assumption was not sufficient for a good numerical
simulation of the dissolution of ZrO^ by molten zircaloy for the lower
temperatures. When S(T) was evaluated and used in the code the fitting be-
tween numerical anci experimental values was acceptable for not very long
K.i net.i o*;, as .is the case for the higher temperatures (2300 and 24OO-C). Bat.
for the lowest temperature (2000-C) the deviation was significant after an
initial time.

Which is the reason for such a deviation? The numerical results obtained
with the Lliil code applied to the finite actual ZrOg/Zry-4 system mmraersed
m an inert atmosphere, gave evidence that the ZrOg crucible wall releases
oxygen which is captured by the avid ziroaloy, causing a continuous flat-
tening of the oxygen concentration in the ZrOg phase. This oxygen depletion
kinetics continues until a nearly constant oxygen concentration Cg is
reached in the oxide phase. The diminished oxygen gradient results in a
decreased flux that flows to the interface giving rise to an acceleration
of it in its bacKward displacement. Then, an important deviation from the
parabolic Kinetics, typical of the ideal infinite system, occurs. After an
initial interval, that depends principally on the temperature and the dif-
fusion coefficient. D]_ in the oxide, the system behaves as having a constant
oxygen concentration at the ZrO^_x phase, rather than a variable oxygen
concentration ranging between the boundary oxygen solubility limits derived
from the equilibrium Zr-O phase diagram.
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in summary, it can be said t n a t the description of the actual f inite
system starts from a nearly infinite two-phase system at the init ial time
and goes on to a description of a system with a nearly constant oxygen con-
centration in one of the phases. When the lat ter occurs, the Kinetics is
only controlled by DJJ, the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the melt, and
the oxygen concentrations Cg and CQ at the interface. This behavior .becomes
more evident for longer kinetics and for a greater difference between the
boundary concentrations in the oxide (C^-Cg), as is the case for the lower
temperatures (SOOO-C and 2.100-C).

Due to the fact that , for long diffusion times, ttie interface Kinetics
becomes relatively independent of the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the
oxide, D-j, i t is not very relevant which i ts exact value is for those
times.

Then, the attempt to propose increased values of Dj to overcome the
problem of values lower than one for S(T), -tailed in the kinetics simula-
tion and we returned to the original function for Dj(T) extracted from the
l i te ra ture [3]. This was the reason to t ry changes in other parameters,
particularly, of the oxygen concentrations at the interface.

It was assumed tha t the interface is practically a smooth surface for
the lower temperatures, t ha t is, a value of one was proposed for S(T) in
the range of 2000-220OC, in which the values previously calculated for
S(T) had no sense. Then, the oxygen concentration m the melt at the in ter -
face with the oxide (Cc) was changed for each temperature, with respect to
the value obtained from the Zr-O equilibrium phase diagram, until an ac-
ceptable agreement was obtained between the numerical results and the ex-
perimental data for' the kinetics at each temperature. It was found tha t a
substantial change for CQ was necessary at 20O0-C and a moderate one at
P.1OO-C, as will be described in the following section.

3.3 Mathematical Equations

The mathematical equations that describe the diffusion processes in both
phases are the F.icK's equations, expressed in cylindrical coordinates to
account for the cylindrical geometry of the oxide crucible. The different
parameters involved in the following formula are shown in fig.l, where it
can be seen that Ri and Ro are the external and initial internal ZrOg
crucible radii and C ,̂ Cg, Ĉ ;, CQ are the oxygen boundary concentrations at
the solid and liquid phases.

- ^ = DT -—£i + DT --• -~±- for solid ZrOo (6)
at 1 dr'd x r dr *

where not only Cj and CJJ but also DJJ are functions of the position r and
of the time t, while Dj is considered constant in the oxide phase.

These differential equations must be solved with the following init ial
conditions:

Ci(r.O) - CA for R± < r <RO (8)
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Cn(r,O)= CD for Ro< r <0

and the following boundary conditions at r=Rj, r=0 and at the interface
position

(^,1)= 0 CjU. t ) ; CB

(9)

| l t ) , 0 CnU,t)= CC

Two of the equations (9) describe the null flux of oxygen at both the
external surface (r=Ri) and at the center of the crucible (r-0). In the
first case this condition is due to the external inert atmosphere and in
the second case it is a consequence of geometry.

It must be pointed out that the values of Cg and Ĉ  at the solid/liquid
interface, remained fixed during the Kinetics at a given temperature, in-
stead, the values of Ĉ  and of C'D at the external surface and at the center
point of the cruc.ib.le, respectively, are only initial values of the oxygen
concentrations because at the boundaries -these concentrations vary during
the Kinetics when conditions of constant flux are imposed.

The mass flux balance at the ZrO^/Zryftiq.) interface gives:

d t
= ~Vj *

<;
(10)

These equations constitute a Stefan free-boundary problem with
cylindrical geometry and parameters, in particular DJJ, that depend on the
variables r and t. It can be seen that the use of cylindrical coordinates
adds to FicK*s equations a convective terra. In the molten zircaloy region
this term is added to the convective term also present in planar geometry
due to the variation of the diffusion coefficient D-Q with position [1].

4. NUMERICAL .RESULTS

Numerical r e su l t s were obtained with t h e L.TSI code, bu t some modifica-
t ions in t h e e n t r y data have been necessary, as will be explained below.
The following en t ry data are reqxiired:

1) The cons tan t dissolution r a t e K(T) for t h e "equivalent, in te r face"
Kinetics,

?.) The oxygen diffusion coefficients Dj and Dv in t h e solid and l iquid
phases, respectively.

3) The i n i t i a l oxygen boundary concentra t ions CA and Cg a t t h e 2rO2_K

phase, and Cc and Cy a t t h e molten zircaloy-4 phase.

The first, one ar ises from the experimental measurements , while t h e l a t -
ter are extracted from the literature. The derivation of the dissolution
rate constant K(T) has already been explained in 3.1, When the values of
K(T) are plotted in a logarithmic scale against the inverse of absolute
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temperature l/T (fig.3) a minimum square fit of tnese values results m a
nearly Arrhemus plot, with the following expression;

K(T)= 3.35 x 10*4 exp(-897483/RT) ' (11)

where R=8.314J/mo.l K, the temperature T is given in K, the activation
energy .is in J/inol and K(T) is in cm'-/s.

With regard to item 2), the oxygen diffusion coefficients used by the
LISI code, known from the l i t e ra tu re in the case of ZrOg [3], or estimated
for the molten Zry-4 phase [l], are:

Dj(ZrO2)- 0.127 exp(-144435/RT)
(12)

Dv(Zry (Uq) )- 2.3xlO~3 exp (-76.6xiO3/RT )

With reference to item 3), the equilibrium oxygen solubility limits for
both phases ware used as a f i rs t approximation. These equilibrium values,
used jn tngr/cm^ by the l.ISI code, were calculated from the oxygen content
in at.X, given by the equilibrium Zr-O phase diagram, with the following
formulae:

v 16 CatX
Co(mgr/cnvM - p'/r<n? for the ZrG? v phase

3 ' * " i n o J t e n

{1 o)

where ("zros a n c I Pz.ry-4 a r e t : i ' i e densities of the Zr-o2 and molten
Zry-4- phases, respectively, extracted from f5], it must be emphasized that

-1s strongly dependent on temperature.

The oxygen concentration at the interface in the melt, CC(T), was
changed until the numerical results for the Kinetics fitted, conveniently to
the experimental data for each temperature, particularly at 2OOO-C and
2100C. This was the way in which values for- CC(T), different from the
equilibrium phase diagram values, were proposed, AS can be seen in Table I,
the proposed values of CQ differ from the boundary concentrations derived
from the Zr-o equilibrium phase diagram, principally at the lower tempera-
tures (2000-C and 2100-C). This deviation can be ascribed to possible dif-
ferences between this diagram and. the Zry-(Zro2+2.7Wt.XOCa) phase diagram,
since it is the latter which should be used for numerical simulation of the
laboratory experiments. Also included in Table J are the values of S(T),
that in, those that were proposed for the lower temperatures and those that
were estimated within the LISI code with the procedure already described.
It can be seen that in the range 2P00-240OC, where S(T) taKes values
greater than one, the data for Cc are those extracted from the Zr~O equi-
librium phase diagram [4].

The plots of Dj(T), the oxygen diffusion coefficient In the ZrOg_x oxide
and. DV(T), the correspondent in the bulk of molten zircaloy, are shown in
fig.4. It is also included, in fig.4 the plot of DJJ(T) at the position of
the interface in the melt. The conseqxient S(T) function that arises from
the comparison between Dji(T)(s(t)) and DV(T) is also shown in flg,4.
It can be seen the soft variation of S(T) with temperature, which reveals
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that the surface phenomena are not. so relevant as in me solid disintegra-
tion that occurs in the dissolution of UOg by molten zircaloy,

The curves of fig.5 correspond to the numerical results of the L1S1
code for the Interface displacement, plotted vs. the square root of tune.
Superimposed to the curves are the calculated values of the "equivalent"
uniform interface displacement, of fig.2, but plotted in this case with tC)

as the origin of time. The numerical results of the interface displacement
of fig.5 were converted to dissolved ZrO? mass, analogously as was ac-
complished m the UOg dissolution [1}. These calculated values are plotted
in f.ig.6 vs. tne reaction lime, but adding in this case the initial sudden
dissolved mass during to which is not taken into account within the model.
They appear- as continuous curves, on which the experimental points from
reference [P.] are plotted. As it can he seen an acceptable agreement be-
tween them was achieved.

5. coRci.usiom;

The IJSI code has proven to be adequate to simulate the ZrO^/rnolten ZIP-
caloy interaction, but with some modifications proposed for the oxygen con-
centration C.Q at the liquid phase, with regard to the equilibrium values
extracted from the Zr-O phase diagram, particularly at 200OC and SXOO-C.
This was ascribed to possible differences between the actual Zry-
(%rO£-»2.7WtXOCa) phase diagram and the 'Zr-O equilibrium phase diagram that
was used to obtain the boundary oxygen concentrations. One result of the
numerical simulation was that the parameter S(T), that taKes account of the
roughness of the interface, has shown a limited range of variation, ap-
proximately between .1 and 4. for all the temperatures (P000-P40OC). This
fact reveals that only a weakly rough surface is present a t the solid/ liq-
uid interface, in accordance with the experimental observations. This con-
t ras ts with the disintegrated surface present in the UO2 dissolution by
molten zircaloy, accounted by the large variation between 1 and 600 for
S(T). The proposed function S(T), together with the proposed oxygen con-
centrations at the inter-face in the melt, gives an acceptable agreement be-
tween numerical and experimental data within the LIST model assumptions.
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TABLE I

T
K

2273

2373

2473

2573

2673

ingr/cm*

1523. 3

1517. 5

1511. 6

15O5. 7

1499. 8

mgr/cm^

1341. 9

1 364. 8

1382. 6

14O3. 5

1424. 7

mgr/cm3

837. 6

939. 7

1040. 0

1195. O

1357. 2

mgr/cin3

400. O

800. 0

1040. 0

1195. 0

1357. 2

Cat%

26. 94

42. 45

48. 95

52. 42

55. 58

S (T)

1. OO

1. 00

1.00

1. 55

3. 91

Table I- Oxygen solubility limits from equilibrium Zr—O phase <Uagr-am[4]:
CA> C.B f o r ZrO2-x Phase and cc for- the liquid zircaloy phase as
functions of tne temperature.
Cc* are the proposed values as used in the LIS.T code.
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THE ADVANCED CANFLEX FUEL BUNDLE - DEVELOPMENT STATUS

A.D. Lane and I.J. Hastings
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ABSTRACT

The performance of CANDU pressurized heavy-water reactors, in terms of
lifetime load factors, is excellent. More than 700 000 bundles containing
natural-uranium fuel have been irradiated, with a low defect rate; reactor
unavailability due to fuel incidents is typically zero. To maintain and improve
CANDU's competitive position, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has an
ongoing program comprising design, safety and availability improvements, advanced
fuel concepts and schemes to reduce construction time. To ensure that the duty-
cycle targets for advanced fuel cycles and load-following are achieved, AECL is
developing a new fuel bundle, termed CANFLEX (CANDU FLEXible). where "flexible"
refers to the versatility of the bundle with respect to operational and fuel-
cycle options.

Though the initial purpose of the new 43-element bundle is to introduce SEU
into CANDU, CANFLEX is extremely versatile in its application, and is compatible
with other fuel cycles of interest: natural uranium in existing CANDU reactors,
recycled uranium and mixed-oxides from light-water reactors, and thoria-based
fuels. Capability with a variety of fuel cycles is the key to future CANDU
success in the international market. The improved performance of CANFLEX,
particularly at high burnups, will ensure that the full economic benefits of
advanced fuel cycles are achieved. A proof-tested CANFLEX bundle design will
be available in 1993 for large-scale commercial-reactor demonstration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is developing an advanced fuel bundle,
termed CANFLEX (CANDU FLEXible), where "flexible" refers to the versatility of
the bundle with respect to operational and advanced fuel cycle options.

More than 700 000 bundles containing natural-uranium fuel have been irradiated
in CANDU™ pressurized heavy-water reactors, with a low defect rate, to a core-
average discharge burnup of 7-9 MW.d/kg U. Additionally, there is a substantial
extended-burnup data base from commercial and research reactor irradiations
(1,2). With 1.2% slightly-enriched uranium (SEU), the first step towards
advanced fuel cycles in CANDU, the anticipated core-average burnup is 22 MW.d/kg
U, with a maximum element burnup of about 35 MW.d/kg U. Recovered uranium and
uranium/plutonium (TANDEM Cycle) from LWRs also have economic attraction (3,4).
Additionally, the capability of a minimum of two hundred, 100% to 50% full power
load-following cycles over the life of a fuel bundle, is anticipated.

An analysis of extended-burnup performance requirements associated with
advanced fuel cycles showed that optimum long-term benefits for CANDU would be
achieved with a new bundle design. A new bundle, with wide application in
current and future CANDUs, for natural uranium or advanced fuel cycles, could
be proven with the same development and demonstration effort required to modify
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the current design. Even for the recovered uranium cycle, whose performance
requirements are potentially within the capabilities of the current design, the
advanced bundle offers substantial advantages.

2. THE CANFLEX BUNDLE

The new CANFLEX bundle (3-5) shown in Figure 1 has 43 elements, and features
two element sizes. CANFLEX is a logical extension of existing technology:
progressive CANDU fuel designs have increased the number of elements in a CANDU
bundle from 7 - 1 9 - 2 8 - 3 7 , and now to 43. The greater subdivision is also
in line with technology trends featured in advanced LWR designs. Compared with
the current design, CANFLEX will have higher power capability (1250 kW) and
higher burnup potential (in excess of 35 MW.d/kg U) , or some appropriate
combination of the two. One attractive option is to run CANFLEX at current
bundle powers and take advantage of lower operating temperatures.

In existing reactors, CANFLEX will provide a 20% reduction in peak linear heat
ratings, compared with the 37-element design. The bundle is compatible with
existing and future (for example, CANDU 3) fuel-handling systems. Some key
points showing the wide application of CANFLEX are:

• in current and future reactors, lower element ratings at current bundle
power,

• in future reactors, power uprating without exceeding current element
ratings,
achievement of extended burnup facilitated by option of lower element
rating, and optimization of internal design,
natural or enriched fuel,
increased operating margins,

• power manoeuvring facilitated.

The greater operating margins would be of benefit in reactors currently
running close to margins. When operated at current peak bundle powers, CANFLEX
will improve safety margins in certain LOCA accidents, by lowering the peak clad
temperature of the outer elements.

3. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The CANFLEX Development Program has been underway at AECL-Research Company
at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories since 1986 February. It comprises
performance testing, manufacturing, thermalhydraulics confirmation, reactor
physics and endurance/handling tests. An important component of the CANFLEX
product is the data base and modelling capability generated during development,
to support large-scale manufacture and future licensing.

Performance Testing. The predominant influence on high-burnup behaviour is
the fuel-chemistry effect, which can increase operating temperature for a given
power rating. This is being addressed by AECL's membership in the International
High Burnup Chemistry Program, coordinated by BelgoNucleaire, and by a program
of inactive testing of the effect of fission products on the conductivity and
fission-gas diffusion in U02, using SIMFUEL (simulated high-burnup U02)
technology. Power-ramp tests at extended burnups are underway to augment the
current data base, and these tests will also investigate the benefits that can
be gained from the use of zirconium-barrier layer cladding in comparison with
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CANLUB coatings (both graphite and siloxane). Six CANFLEX bundles, for testing
at a maximum linear power of 65 kW/ra (equivalent to 1250 kW bundle power) are
being fabricated, for early 1990 insertion in the NRU reactor. Data will be
obtained for the current CANDU burnup, and for extended burnup. This first
reactor proof-test of CANFLEX will contain fuel pellets optimized with respect
to geometry and fuel density. A further six-bundle irradiation, scheduled to
1991/92, will address CANFLEX design optimization. All data from the
performance-testing program are being incorporated into CANFLEX versions of the
ELESIM and ELESTRES fuel performance codes.

Manufacturing. This activity includes producing the reference design drawings
for the CANFLEX bundle, the development of fabrication technologies required for
the bundle, the production of bundles required for testing (in conjunction with
commercial fabricators), the assembly of a CANFLEX bundle specification for use
in future orders, and the control of key CANFLEX design features. The basic
CANFLEX design drawing has been finalized, and Zircaloy tubes and U02 pellets for
development and fabrication received. Closure and appendage welders have been
acquired, and a program has just been completed to develop and qualify welding
technology.

Thermalhydraulics. The critical channel power is calculated to be increased
significantly by unique arrangements of structural and turbulence-creating
appendages on the individual elements in the CANFLEX bundle. A design has been
conceived which maximizes critical heat flux enhancement, while minimizing the
overall pressure drop, thus optimizing the available critical channel power.
Care is also taken to minimize any increases in fabrication cost associated with
these appendages. This was achieved by means of analysis with the ASSERT
subchannel code, plus the extensive experience available, and will be confirmed
by subsequent pressure drop and critical heat flux tests. The critical heat flux
tests are undertaken in Freon for convenience and cost reduction.

Reactor Physics. Physics calculations optimized the CANFLEX bundle geometry
by minimizing the peak linear element ratings for both natural and enriched
fuels. Fuel-management studies have been completed for several fuel-management
options appropriate for 1.2% SEU, such as regular bundle shifting, the
checkerboard fuel management scheme, and axial fuel shuffling. One axial
shuffling scheme with SEU produces a core in which all element ratings are below
40 kW/m. The optimal fuel management strategy depends on details of reactor
design, such as the presence and location of adjuster rods, and whether fuelling
is with or against the coolant flow. As well, the transition from a natural-
uranium to an SEU core has been modelled. Future physics effort will include
benchmarking and validating the calculational methods being used for SEU fuel,
including comparisons against low-power lattice experiments. Safety studies will
cover all aspects of CANFLEX performance, with either SEU or natural-uranium
fuel.

Endurance and Handling Tests. As the CANFLEX bundle geometry differs from
that for current bundles, and there are smaller-diameter elements in the outer
rings, the bundle will be subjected to the same range of vibration and endurance
tests as are standard for the 37-element bundle. The new bundle must also
interface with both the current latch, and side-stop, fuel-handling systems, and
be capable of resisting the hydraulic- and fuelling-machine-induced loads during
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such operations. Bundles have been fabricated for flow-visualization and
pressure-drop tests, which are now underway. Confirmatory fuel-handling,
endurance and strength tests are also scheduled.

4. TIMETABLE

Data on CANFLEX to current CANDU burnups at a maximum linear power of 65 kW/m
will be available by 1990/91. The target date for a CANFLEX bundle tested to
extended burnup is 1992/93. A key component of the CANFLEX program is a large-
scale (3000-bundle) irradiation in a commercial CANDU reactor to demonstrate the
industrial manufacturing infrastructure, and to generate fuel-management and
fuel-performance statistics, prior to committing a transition to a full-core
loading. The large-scale irradiation would be preceded by staged irradiation
of a few bundles, followed by up to 25 bundles (two channels). These
demonstration activities are currently under negotiation.

5. CONCLUSION

The CANFLEX advanced fuel bundle has wide application in current and future
CANDUs, and is the optimal carrier for advanced fuel cycles. Decisions on
implementation will depend on the individual requirements of countries involved.
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FIGURE 1 CANFLEX 43-element bundle, (loft) and current 37-element bundle for
CANDU 6. CANFLEX is compatible with current CANDUs as well as being
the optimal bundle for future CANDUs.
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ONTARIO HYDRO HIGH BURNUP POWER
REACTOR FUEL PERFORMANCE

by

A.J. Hains, J. Novak

Central Production Services, Ontario Hydro

Abstract

Ontario Hydro has Irradiated more than 100 37-element fuel bundles to
greater than 400 MWh/kgU. Only a small number of bundles have reached
burnups In excess of 600 MWh/kgU. In this case, the sample is too small to
form a statistical data base. The performance assessment must then rely on
detailed hot-cell examination results to provide a fundamental understanding
of the significant parameters.

A significant performance deterioration was found on Bruce bundles with
burnups over 600 MWh/kgU. Most of the outer elements were defective,
fission gas release was up to 28%, and diameter strains up to 2% were
measured.

This paper summarizes Ontario Hydro's high burnup data base and presents
hot-cell examination highlights of fuel irradiated up to 800 MWh/kgU.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

There are incentives to understand high burnup (over 400 MWh/kgU)
fuel behaviour:

- Larger number of bundles from normal operations (includes fuel
from channels that experienced fuelling restrictions).

- Advanced fuel development programs.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of approximately 130 high burnup
Bruce fuel bundles. It should be noted that the outer element
burnup, which is of major interest, is about 12% higher than the
bundle average shown.

Number of potentially limiting factors are associated with long
in-reactor residence and high burnup:

- Dimensional stability.

- Deuterium pickup and sheath corrosion.

- Fission gas release enhancement resulting in higher internal
pressure.

- Higher fission product concentration increasing susceptibility to
stress-corrosion cracking (SCO.

- Fuel pellet swelling (solid fission product and gas Induced).

While design modifications to overcome detrimental effects are
available, they generally require higher manufacturing costs. It Is
necessary, therefore, to fully evaluate performance of present
design, and identify any areas of concern.

2.0 HIGH BURNUP DATA BASE

While average discharge burnup of 37-element Bruce fuel 1s around
200 MWh/kgU, there is a significant number of bundles with burnups
above 400 MWh/kgU to justify continuing efforts to monitor and
assess fuel performance at these burnups. Figure 1 gives data until
December 1987, additional 40 bundles above 400 MWh/KgU were
discharged during 1988 and early 1989.

2.1 Power Histories

Figures 2 - 5 give examples of the power histories experienced by
the high burnup bundles (some lower burnup bundles shown as well).
The histories are "smoothed", ie, power at each position 1s given by
a straight line, representing the average bundle power during its
residence at that position.
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2.2 Bundle Shift Data

Figure 6 gives the initial and final powers (as a function of
burnup), Figure 7 summarizes the WP data, which are then broken
down according to bundle position (2, 3, or 4) on Figures 8 - 10.
Figure 11 gives the power bands that a bundle might experience
depending on its position. At a given burnup, the maximum values
for bundle shift can be easily read.

2.3 Power Ramp Defects

Two power ramp defects at higher burnup were found in channel LI2,
Unit 3. Their power histories are shown on Figure 12 and 13 and are
marked by arrows on Figure 6 and 7. Their WP values are on the
boundary of data on Figure 7. Metallographic examination showed
them to be power ramp type defects and therefore are not discussed
further.

3.0 HIGHLIGHTS OF HIGH BURNUP FUEL EXAMINATION

3.1 Fuel Examined

Only a few bundles were examined at burnups significantly higher
than 400 MWh/kgU. The summary of important results presented here
Is based on examination of four 19-el NPD bundles and four Bruce
bundles. The NPD fuel is mentioned for comparison purposes only:
the station is no longer in service, and current 28-el (Pickering)
or 37-el (Bruce, Darlington) fuel operates at significantly higher
powers. Latest bay inspection results of additional three Bruce
bundles are Included.

3.2 19-el NPD Fuel

3.2.1 Fuel Design. Power History

Four wire-wrap bundles were irradiated to maximum outer element
burnup of 840 MWh/kgU (based on chemical analysis). The burnups
reached are among the highest yet for CANDU fuel. The wire wrapped
design predates the current split spacer design. The element
dimensions are essentially the same as the 28-el Pickering fuel.
Average residence time was 12 years. The one major difference was
1.4 wt% enriched UO2 compared to natural UO2 CANDU fuel. The
maximum outer element power was 34 kW/m (early in the irradiation)
and the average was only 14 kW/m, ie, very low 1n comparison to
present CANDU fuel. A typical power history is shown on Figure 14.
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3.2.2 Examination Results

Detailed examination on selected elements covered mensuration
(bundle and elements), torque testing on end cap to end plate welds,
neutron radiography, fission gas release, and metallography.
Generally, the four bundles were In good condition and had no
defects. Fission gas releases were below 0.3% (outer elements) and
1n good agreement with predictions. Total gas collected was in 3 to
5 ml range indicating no apparent fuel/sheath heat transfer
deterioration leading to enhanced gas release. The'e was indication
of fuel oxidation at the periphery. Oxide layer of 8 mm average
was observed on the inside surface of the sheath and the fuel was
susceptible to tear out (whole grains) during polishing.

3.2.3 Conclusion

With the exception of Indication of some fuel oxidation at the
periphery, the fuel performance was acceptable and the Irradiation
could have continued to even higher burnups.

3.3 Bruce Bundle F04857

3.3.1 Fuel Design, Power History

The fuel bundle was standard natural UO2 37-el design. It was
loaded Into position 2, channel 014, unit 1, and shifted Into
position 6 early (less than 50 MWh/kgU), where It resided until the
average discharge burnup of 450 MWh/kgU. The outer elements reached
burnup of 570 MWh/kgU (analytical determination). Figure 15 shows
the power history. The maximum outer element power was 51 kW/m and
the average about 40 kW/m.

3.3.2 Examination Results

Generally, the bundle was In good condition, with el No. 1
defective. Detailed examination revealed manufacturing defect and
therefore not considered further. Outer element diameter Indicated
decrease of about 0.15%, which Is 1n good agreement with
prediction. Torque testing (end cap to end plate weld) values (7.2
to 9.3 N.m) were similar to bundles with design burnups. The oxide
layer on outer surface of the sheath was up to 6 mm, on the inner
surface 1 mm. The U0£ examination showed grain growth 1n good
agreement with prediction. The fission gas analysis for outer and
inner elements is given in Table I and II, respectively. The
average gas release (outer elements) of 5.9% 1s 1n good agreement
with prediction, gas collected was in 12 to 33 ml range.
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3.4 Bruce Bundle J24518C

3.4.1 Power History

The bundle was standard Bruce bundle. It was loaded Into
position 3, channel P13, unit 1 and shifted into position 4. The
total residence time was over 3 years. The average burnup reached
was 378 MWh/kgU and outer element burnup is predicted at
425 MWh/kgU. Figure 16 gives the power history. The maximum outer
element power was 24 kW/m and the average 21 kW/m.

3.4.2 Examination Results

The bundle was 1n good condition, no defects were visible. Element
measurements and torque testing showed nothing unusual. Outer
element diameter indicated small increase of 0.37%. Fission gas
release was 0.1%, total volume in the 2 to 3 ml range.

3.5 Bruce Bundle J24533C

3.5.1 Power History

The bundle was loaded into position 7, channel P13, unit 1, and
shifted into position 8 - same residence as previous bundle
J24518C. Average bundle burnup is 631 MWh/kgU, outer element
reached 772 MWh/kgU (analytically). Figure 17 gives the power
history. The maximum outer element power was 52 kW/m and the
average around 40 kW/m.

3.5.2 Examination Results

On bundle arrival at Chalk River, five outer elements were missing,
their removal had occurred during handling at the station. Three
elements were identified as defective during visual Inspection.
Outer element diameter showed increase of 0.89%, Intermediate
0.68%. Torque tests showed normal values. The oxide thickness on
outer sheath surface was up 7 mm.

The three visually identified defective elements had defects through
the sheath just below the weld heat affected zone at the inboard
ends. One element had also Indications of SCC crack close to centre
and inboard bearing pads.

Of the remaining elements, 9 outer and 3 intermediate were punctured
for fission gas analysis, shown on Table III. The outer elements
have up to 28% release, total volume in the 4 to 124 ml range. The
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3.6

intermediate elements have consistent values: 2% and 8 to 10 ml
volume. The highest values are order to magnitude higher than
predicted. Only two of the nine outer elements have high values
-115, 124 ml and based on amounts of argon (filling gas) being
proportionate to the total volume collected, we have two
possibilities: error in gas collection, or small defect(s) allowing
gas escape without visible element deterioration.

£ examination revealed tear out of grains on fuel periphery
associated with extensive porosity. The effect is similar to that
observed in UO2 oxidation.

Bruce Bundles J24546C

3.6.1 Power History

Because of questions arising from examination of previous bundle, it
was decided to examine neighbouring bundle (position 7, P13). The
power history is virtually identical, as shown on Figure 18. Outer
element burnup was analytically determined to be 757 MWh/kgU.

3.6.2 Examination Results

Four of the outer elements were left at the station, and four more
elements were found detached from the end plates. Otherwise, the
elements were generally in good condition with no unusual features.
Torque values were found normal. Outer element diameters showed
2% increase, largest of high burnup fuel examined.

Fission gas was measured on 12 outer, three intermediate, and three
inner elements - Table IV. Four of the outer elements gave high
values: 110 to 120 ml total gas volume, 25 to 26% release, the rest
were as low as 11 ml, 2.3% release. The Intermediate and inner were
consistent: 5 ml and 3 ml, respectively. Again, the filling gas
argon Is 1n proportion to the total gas collected. Leak testing was
applied to 7 outer elements: all except one had low (11 to 53 ml)
fission gas measurements. Out of the seven elements, five developed
a leak during testing, one low and the high (110 ml) gas volume
element did not leak.

Of the five defected elements, one had a crack at inboard end cap
which opened at low pressure. The remaining four all had pinholes
at inboard end cap, and two elements had also additional pinholes
near centre HAZ. It is therefore concluded that all elements with
lower gas volumes are defective. The defects were similar to the
previous fuel bundle, ie, cracks through the sheath below end cap
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sheath weld area. A typical defect at the Inboard end cap weld Is
shown In Figure 19. Figure 19A shows partial crack In area 180°
from the defect, similar crack was found at Inboard end in
non-defective element. No cracks were found at the outboard ends,
only stress aligned hydrides. Figure 20 shows typical
stress-corrosion type crack found close to center bearing pad.

3.7 Discussion

The results of post-Irradiation examination shows very large fission
gas releases for the two high burnup bundles (up to 28%). Compared
to up to 10% for bundle F04857 with similar power, but lower burnup,
there appears to be a burnup threshold value - between 570 and
770 MWh/kgU, outer elements - for greatly enhanced gas release, with
accompanying element swelling (up to 2% diameter strain, leading to
failures. The primary defect cause identified was failure through
the sheath at the HAZ of inboard end cap weld. This was found in
three out of eight defective elements; two elements had cracks in
this location that leaked at low pressure (no other defect found),
and the remaining three elements had failures at both inboard ends
and stress-corrosion cracks in HAZ of bearing pads. High stresses
at both ends are indicated by aligned hydrides. The high gas
release is also evidenced by well developed intergranular porosity
showing bubbles interlinkage. The present model (ELESIM) does not
account for a possible enhanced gas release associated with high
burnup. Also, the intermediate elements, with powers about 18%
lower, show gas release about three times larger than predicted. A
dependency of fission gas release on burnup was observed for
BWR fuel (1). The gas release levels off at 21% for burnup of about
600 to 700 MWh/kgU. The power threshold for such a high release was
25-30 KW/m. Based on values for intermediate element, the power
level threshold for CAN0U fuel is well above this value: in the
40-50 kW/m range.

Another interesting observation is higher than expected helium
content. Up to 4.4 ml was recovered in the outer elements of bundle
J24546C. We assume an Initial helium fill volume of 0.8ml, for
leak detection purpose during manufacturing. Ternary fissions are
the major source of helium production In uranium dioxide fuel.
Also, in the presence of plutonium, as would also be the case 1n the
current study, helium accumulation results from alpha emission
associated with the radioactive decay of Pu, Am and Cm. Ternary
fission has a yield of 0.2-0.3% helium atoms per fission, but the
uncertainty is quite large (1,2). A typical yield for mixed oxide
fuel is about 1 ml per Mwd, per BWR rod.
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In a BWR-fuel rod, about 35 ml of helium was measured after a burnup
of 30 Mwd/kgU (3). This very close to the calculated generated
amount, leading to the assumption of close to 100% release for
helium in-reactor. This Is not unexpected, considering the helium
diffusion coefficient. Applying this data to the helium result at a
similar burnup, we assume about 0.5 kg uranium dioxide per element,
compared with about 3 kg per BWR element. Using the ratio of fuel
weights applied against the helium production results in about
6 ml helium predicted for the J24546C case, compared with a maximum
of 3.6 ml observed (4.4 minus 0.8).

This observation also supports the conclusion that the elements with
high fission gas release were indeed intact.

3.8 Bruce Bundles Examination Conclusion

(a) Bruce bundles with average burnups up to 450 MWh/kgU did not
show evidence of significant performance deterioration.

(b) Bruce bundles with average burnups up to 631 MWh/kgU showed
significant deterioration, with about 3/4 of outer elements
indicating defects. The primary defect location was inboard
end cap weld HAZ.

<c) The high burnup bundles have outer element fission gas
measurement up to 124 ml total volume, 28% release.

<d) The existing models are not applicable for high burnup
performance predictions.

(e> Interim burnup limit of 450 MWh/kgU (bundle average) has been
recommended to the station.

(f) Need for more data to confirm the high burnup observations.

4.0 BRUCE BUNDLES BAY INSPECTION

4.1 Power History. Inspection Results

Three bundles from unit 3, channel N08 were Inspected recently at
the site. The bundles were from positions 6, 7, and 8 with burnups
of 477, 504, and 517 MWh/kgU, respectively. Their residence time
was about 2 years and they experienced two bundle shifts.
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Figures 21 to 26 give their power history and inspection results of
visible portion of the outer elements.

Bundle position 6 appears intact with only a few stains noted.

Bundle position 7 was defected. Elements 2, 4, and 18 had clearly
visible cracks at outboard bearing pads and fission product deposits
on the sheath downstream. Elements 8 and 14 had cracks at inboard
end caps, and element 11 had possible crack at outboard end.
Virtually all elements had light coloured areas, indicating
hydrides, along their lengths, usually at mid-pellet locations.
Some swelling was also observed at bearing pads.

Bundle position 8 was defected. Element 4 had cracks at inboard end
cap and element 18 at centre bearing pad. Both defects had fission
product deposits. Light coloured areas indicating hydrides were
present on about half of the outer elements and were lighter than
position 7 bundle.

4.2 Discussion

Defects seen on bundle position 7 on elements 2, 4, and 18 would
indicate the primary defects are at inboard ends. This would agree
with the observed susceptibility of that end on the previous two
high burnup bundles. The burnup here is lower - around 500 vs
630 MWh/kgU, but the maximum powers are higher - 58 vs 52 kW/m.

4.3 Future Work

We are currently planning to ship bundle position 7 and some
elements of both positions 6 and 8 for metallographic examination.

5.0 SUMMARY

Detailed metallographic examination of irradiated fuel is very
costly and time consuming. The work on the two Bruce high burnup
fuel has been going on for over 5 years and is yet to be finalized.
Therefore, only a few data points can be obtained on which to base
our conclusions on high burnup fuel performance.

Figure 27, 28 summarize defect and non-defect bundle histories
discussed here. It is evident, that over 500 MWh/kgU, we are
approaching a limit of our present CANDU fuel.
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TABLE I Results of Fission Gas Release Analysis for the Outer Elements
of Bruce Bundle' F04857.

ELEMENT
TOTAL GAS
COLLECTED H, He

•ml at STP

Xe Produced % Xe
Ar Kr Xe During Irra- Released

diatlon

2
3
4
5
7
8
9

1 0 >"
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

21.05
14.95
15.23
11.94
12.66
14.30
17.25
19.73
18.52
21.42
23.70
28.56
32.15
32.98
29.92
27.97

<0.01 1.77
1.66
1.56
1.17
1.68
1.68
1.46
1.83
1.96
1.53
1.77
2.03
1.95
2.08
2.09
2.00

0.01 <0.01

<0.01

0.01

0.01
<0.01

1.41
1.49
1.45
1.12
1.49
1.44
1.47
1.84
1.79
1.47
1.66
1.80
1.58
1.74
1.70
1.96

1.48
0.97
1.03
0.82
0.87
0*98
1.16
1.34
1.20
1.45
1.56
1.97
2.20
2.28
2.07
1.92

16.38
10.81
11.19
8.83
8.62

10.19
13.15
14.71
13.56
16.96
18.69
22.74
26.41
26.87
24.05
22.07

280.22 5.85
3.86
3.99
3.15
3.08
3.64
4.69
5.25
4.84
6.05
6.07
8.11
9.42
9.59
8.58
7.88

Fission Gas
Release ml -

X Xe Release

Average of measured value

ELESIM II calculated value

18.03 ± 6.51

16.38

5.88 ± 2.14

4.89



TABLE II Results of Fission Gas Release Analysis for the Inner Elements
of Bruce Bundle FO48S7.

ELEMENT

26
27
28
29
32
35
37

TOTAL GAS
COLLECTED

2.67
2.78
2.48
2.90
2.60
1.69
2.40

H2 Re

<0.01 0.82
0.90
0.78
0.87
0.69
0.54
0.73

Average of

N2

<0.01
M

n

.01
H

<0.01

measured

ELESIM II calculated

?2• ml at

<0.01
n

n

H

M

H

n

value

value

Ar
STP

1.34
1.30
1.32
1.49
1.69
1.01
1.50

Kr

0.05
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.01
0.02

Fission
Release

Xe.

0.47
0.51
0.34
0.47
0.19
0.13
0.15

Gas
ml -

0.36 db 0.17

0.52

Xe Produced
During Irra-

diation ,

223.68
M

M

n

n

n

n

X Xe
Released

0.21
0.23
0.15
0.21
0.09
0.06
0.07

X Xe Release

0.15 ± 0.07

0.19

i

to
w
00

1



TABLE I I I Gas Analysis Results f o r Bruce NGS Bundle 024533

ELEMENT

5

7

9

10

12

14

15

16

17

22

25

29

TOTAL GAS
COLLECTED

52.89

65.09

13.60

5.78

25.58

3.70

15.10

115.23

123.78

9.67

8.17

9.27

0.04

0.09

0.05

0.15

0.06

0.02

0.08

0.26

0.06

0.04

0.03

0.04

He

2.11

2.28

0.36

0.07

0.61

0.01

0.56

3.37

2.82

1.06

0.83

1.10

0.39

0.11

0.13

0.21

0.12

0.55

0.11

0.17

0.13

0.12

0.70

0.11

°2
ml at

0.13

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.02

0.03

0.17

0.03

Ar

STP

0.36

0.47

0.10

0.04

0.18

0.03

0.12

0.81

0.78

1.22

1.17

1.37

Kr

3.03

3.70

0.74

0.29

1.44

0.16

0.88

6.24

6.60

0.50

0.36

0.46

Xe

46.33

58.42

12.21

5.00

23.13

2.91

13.32

104.39

113.36

6.70

4.90

6.16

Xe Produced
During I r ra -

diation

398.25

398.25

398.25

398.25

398.25

398.25

398.25'

398.25

398.25

320.30

320.30

320.30

XXe
Released

11.76

14.67

3.07

1.26

5.81

0.73

3.34

26.00

28.00

2.09

1.53

1.92

1

VD

1



TABLE IV Results of Fission Gas Release Analysis for Bruce NGS Bundle J24546

ELEMENT
TOTAL GAS
COLLECTED He Ar Kr Xe

Xe Produced
During Irra-
diation

t Xe
Released

1

2

3

8

9

10

12

13

14

15-

16

17

52.5

37.4

114.2

73.8

11.8

110.5

116.4

79.7

35.8

115.4

12.4

10.8

0.03

0.02

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.11

0.58

0.40

0.01

0.56

0.15

0.06

2.67

1.92

4.3

3.23

1.98

4.42

2.79

ND

1.49

ND

0.19

0.65

0.10
0.11
0.09
0.15
0.09
0.18

ND

0.16
0.10

ND

0.21
0.17

nil AL oi

0.02
0.01
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.04

ND

ND

0.01
ND

0.01
0.03

0.67
0.47
1.25

0.87

0.002

1.25

0.93

0.48

0.34

1.12

0.04

0.10

3.77

2.66

7.76

5.13

0.92

7.33

7.10

4.78

2.33

7.02

0.68

0.67

45.2

32.2

100.8

64.4

8.78

97.2

104.2

73.3

31.5

102.4

11.05

9.06

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

392.68

>

11.5

8.2

25.8

16.4
2.2

24.8

26.5

18.7

8.0

26.1

2.8

2.3

i

to

o

1

19
25

29

31

35

36

5.4

5.3

4.2

3.2

3.2

2.9

0.01

0.003
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Bundle J24546C

El. 14

Fig.19 Defect at in-board sheath/end cap weld
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Fig.20
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POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION OF FUELS OF MADRAS ATOMIC POWER STATION

K.C. SAHOO, K.S. SIVARAMAKRISHNAN AND C. GANGULY

Radiometallurgy Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 400 08S, India

ABSTRACT

Post irradiation examination (PIE) of three 19 pin fuel bundles from the
two PHWR 235 MWe units at Madras Atomic Power Stations has been completed in
the hot cells of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC). The facilities
utilised for PIE of these bundles include equipment for leak testing, visual
examination, metrology, eddy current, ultrasonic, gamma scanning, gamma
spectrometry, fission gas collection, retained fission gas analysis,
metallography and alpha and beta-gamma autoradiography.

PIE of these bundles reveals two modes of failure, namely:

- fretting by debris in the coolant system

- end cap detachment due to massive hydriding near the weld line.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pressurised heavy water reactors (PHWRs) are the main stay in India's
nuclear power programme. Currently 5 PHWRs are operating at Rawatbhata (RAPS 1
& 2), Kalpakkam (MAPS 1 & 2) and Narora (NAPS 1). A number of PHWRs are under
various stages of construction and the department of atomic energy (DAE) has a
programme of installing 10,000 MWe power generating capacity by the year 2000
AD based on PHWRs 235 MWe and 500 MWe units. The fuels for these reactors are
fabricated indigenously.

The in-pile performance of these fuel bundles has been quite satisfactory.
However, occasional rise in primary coolant activity levels had been observed
indicating fuel failures. Low burn-up fuel failure has been of some concern in
the recent past. Under a programme to understand the cause of fuel failure and
assess the overall in-service performance of fuel bundles, PIE of irradiated
fuel bundles from the two PHWR 235 MWe units of Madras Atomic Power Station
(MAPS) has been taken up. In the first phase, three selected fuel bundles have
been examined at the hot cell facility of Radiometallurgy Division (RMD) at
BARC.

The present paper briefly summarises the PIE facilities at BARC and
highlights the results of the examination of the three fuel bundles from
MAPS 1 & 2.
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2. PIE FACILITY FOR PHWR FUELS

The hot cells facility at RMD, BARC was commissioned in 1974 and has been
adequately equipped to carry out PIE of fuels from water cooled reactors [1].
The facility that has been engineered specifically to cater to the needs of
PHWR fuels includes:

- single bundle fuel transportation cask

- fuel bundle dismantling device

- precision scanning stage for carrying out profilometry, eddy current and
gamma scanning of fuel pins

leak testing set up (liquid nitrogen - alcohol and glycol)

- fuel pin puncture and fission gas measurement apparatus.

A device for ultrasonic testing of PHWR fuel pins with wire wraps and welded
appendages and a facility for carrying out neutron radiography of irradiated
fuels are being commissioned. In addition to these, the standard PIE
techniques for metallography, alpha and beta autoradiography, material
property evaluation and electron probe micro analysis (EPMA) are also
available for irradiated fuel evaluation.

3. FUELS FOR PHWR UNITS IN INDIA

Thin-walled zircaloy-2 clad high density natural UO2 fuel in the form of
"pellet-pin" are fabricated at Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC), Hyderabad. These
pins are assembled as 19-pin bundles and used in PHWR units in India. High
density UO2 pellets are fabricated via "powder-pellet" route and are
encapsulated in zircaloy cladding tubes by resistance welding of the end plug
[2]. Helical wire wrap over the clad was used in the earlier fuel pins.
However, the present practice is to use resistance spot welded split spacers.
Table 1 summarises the essential features of the PHWR pellet, pin and bundle.

4. PIE OBSERVATIONS

Three fuel bundles in the burn-up range of 3,698 to 4,725 MWd/Te were
selected in the first phase for PIE. The details of their location in the
reactor and burn-up of the individual bundles are given in Table 2.

4.1 Fuel Bundle DP-067

4.1.1 Genesis : Initial spurt of fuel failure, as indicated by increase in
coolant activity in unit 1 of MAPS, was observed during its first approach to
full power operation. It was suspected that fuel bundles in the reactor are
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probably experiencing in situ power ramping due to flux imbalance in the
initial core. Thus, the outer fuel pins of the high power fuel bundles in the
channel are vulnerable to PCI/SCC type of failure at moderate burnup levels of
3 to 4,000 MWD/Te. Therefore, it was decided to do detailed PIE of a high
power fuel bundle from a failed fuel channel. The selected fuel bundle DP-067
was from the highest flux position (9) in the failed fuel channel K-6.

4.1.2 Observations

(i) dimensional measurements on the fuel bundle and detailed visual
examination did not reveal any abnormality.

(ii) examination of individual fuel pins after dismantling the fuel bundle
revealed that all the fuel pins were in perfect condition. Leak testing by
liquid nitrogen - alcohol and glycol methods did not reveal any leak.

(iii) gamma-scanning carried out to study the axial distribution of Cs 1 3 7

revealed activity peaks at both ends of the fuel column.

(iv) metallography and beta-gamma autoradiography in a fuel section taken
from the mid length of one of the outer fuel pin which typically represents
the peak flux location did not reveal any of the features of PCI/SCC failure.
The fuel section showed the usual radial and circumferential cracks (figure
la). No grain growth was observed at the centre of the fuel pellet (figure
lb). The fuel centre line temperature was thus estimated to be less than
1400°C. Alpha and beta-gamma autoradiograph did not reveal any significant
redistribution of plutonium and fission products respectively in the fuel
cross section (figure lc and Id).

4.1.3 Inference : The above PIE observations suggest that the fuel pins in a
bundle operating at or below 361 kW power level is not susceptible to PCI/SCC
type of failure because of flux imbalance in the initial reactor core.

4.2 Fuel Bundle GX-219

4.2.1 Genesis : Fuel bundle GX-219 was discharged from the channel P-ll,
following high delayed neutron (DN) indication and identified as a leaker by
the pool side sipping test. The bundle contained depleted UO2 fuel pellets and
was operating at a lower heat rating than the normal fuel bundles. The fuel
bundle has been loaded in the initial core manually and had seen no refuelling
operation till discharge. Thus, fuel failure caused by PCI/SCC or due to fuel
handling are unlikely to occur. This fuel bundle was, therefore, selected for
PIE with the aim to find out other possible reasons for its failure.

4.2.2 Observations

(i) Visual examination of the bundle in the as-received condition did not
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reveal any abnormality.

(ii) Examination of individual fuel pins after dismantling .revealed abrasion
mark and material removal in three inner fuel pins (namely X, W and Z). In one
of the fuel pins (X), cladding perforation was seen (figure 2b). The abraded
areas (figure 2a and 2b) had shining metallic lusture indicating that the
zircaloy cladding had been under continuous abrasion till its removal from the
reactor.

(iii) The reconstructed configuration of the location and orientation of the
defect area (figure 2 c & d) clearly indicates the shape, size and orientation
of the abrading debris.

4.2.3 Inference : The observations indicate that the fuel failure has been
caused by the fretting wear by an unidentified debris in the primary coolant
system. Such failures in newly constructed reactors have been reported [3].

4.4 Fuel Bundle GX-247

4.3.1 Genesis : Fuel bundle GX-247 contained depleted UO2 fuel pellets and
was irradiated in the same channel occupying a position adjacent to that of
fuel bundle GX-219. The fuel bundle was also identified as a leaker in the
pool side sipping test.

4.3.2 Observations

(i) The end plate at the weld joint of fuel pin 'X' had developed a brittle
(figure 3) crack.

(ii) Presence of a hair line circumferential crack was suspected near the end
plug weld line on the outer surface of fuel pin *F'. During the course of
dismantling, this fuel pin was found to be completely detached from its end
plug at the suspected location (figure 4b).

(iii) The fractured surfaces, on the end cap as well as on the cladding,
appeared brittle with rocky facets.

(iv) The fuel pellet surface was found to be heavily oxidised and had
developed orange yellowish colour.

(v) A second fuel pin, namely %T', in the inner circle of the fuel bundle was
also found to have failed in a similar manner. This fuel pin too was found to
be separated from its end plug (rigure 4c).

(vi) Detailed metallographic examination carried out on sample pieces, from
the end plugs of both the failed fuel pins, revealed that the failure had
taken place above the weld line close to the edge of the end plugs (figure
5a).
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(vii) Examination of samples specially etched for revealing hydrides showed
that major portions of both the end plugs had been heavily hydrided. Cracks
were present in the massively hydrided region {figure 5b, 5c & 5d).

(viii) The distribution of hydrides in the end plug sections in both the pins
showed systematic pattern, which appeared to be following the stress and
thermal gradient profiles in the end plug.

4.3.3 Inference : The failure in both the fuel pins has been caused by
massive hydriding. The fact that fuel pins failed after a burn-up of 4,725
MWd/Te indicates that the hydriding action has taken place slowly over a
prolonged period of time. It has also been noticed that hydrogen which has
diffused into the end plug section redistributed under the stress and
temperature gradient conditions prevailing during irradiation. Further
examinations are in progress to ascertain the isotopic composition of hydrogen
in the hydrided region. This will indicate the source of hydrogen which has
caused the extensive hydriding resulting in failure.

5. CONCLUSION

PIE carried out on the fuel bundles of MAPS has identified the following
two modes of fuel failure:

- fretting damage by debris in the coolant system

- end plug separation due to massive hydriding near the weld line.

The fuel failure due to debris is likely to taper off with continued
reactor operation. Additionally, a debris trap is recommended in the primary
coolant circuit. Observation of fuel failure due to separation of end plugs of
the fuel pin is of great concern. Better control of end plug weld parameters
and stricter quality control measures are being introduced in the fuel
fabrication plant to avoid recurrence of this type of fuel failure.
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Table 1 : ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF THE PHWR 235 FUEL PELLETS, PINS AND BUNDLES

Pellet

Material
Diameter {nominal)
Length (nominal)
Dish depth
Land width
Density

Pin

Material
Pin length
Outer diameter
Wall thickness
Fuel stack length
Pellet clad gap
Filler gas

Bundle

Length
Diameter
No. of fuel pins
Max. bundle power

Natural UO2
14.30 mm
17.14 mm
0.41- 0.61 mm
0.13 - 0.61 mm
10.6 ± 0.15 g/cm3

Zircaloy-2
493.01 ± 0.10 mm
15.22 + 0.04 mm
0.38 mm (min.)
481.13 ± 2.3 mm
0.038 - 0.13 mm
Helium

495.3 ± 0.63 mm
81.18 - 81.69 mm
19
4"0 kW

Table 2 : BURNUP AND LOCATION OF PHWR 235 BUNDLES FROM MAPS
EXAMINED AT HOT CELLS, BARC

Reactor

MAPS 1

MAPS 2

MAPS 2

Failed Fuel Bundle

No.

DP-067
Nat. U02

GX-219
Dep. UO2

GX-247
Dep. UO2

Location

K-6(9)

P-1K7)

P-1K8)

Bundle
Max. power
kW

361

356

356

Bundle
Burnup
MWd/Te

3698

4610

4725
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Figure 3 : BRITTLE CRACK IN THE END PLATE OF
FUEL BUNDLE GX-247 FROM IMPS 2
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PERFORMANCE OF THE WNRE SHIELDED SEM

R. Behnke, L.C. Brown, A.K. Mcllwain

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

ABSTRACT

A new shielded scanning electron microscope (SEM) facility was installed
at the Vhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE) in 1986, and has
been operating since November of that year. The instrument is an Hitachi
S-570 electron microscope with a Microspec wavelength dispersive X-ray (WDX)
spectrometer attached. A Tracor 8502 image analyser and an energy disper-
sive X-ray (EDX) detector have since been added.

The instrumentation is described and some examples are given of the types
of maintenance that have been required to date. The performance will be
discussed with regards to the image resolution, the capability of the WDX
spectrometer, and the abilities of the image analyser.

SHIELDED SEM FACILITY

SEM Enclosure

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the shielded SEM facility. The
microscope is located on a vibration-isolation platform in a shielded 1.5 m
x 1.5 m box, which is about 2 m high, mounted on top of the roof of cell #8
at WNRE. The walls of the box are made from 1-cm thick sheet steel with 5
cm of lead strapped to it. Angle iron is used for structural support. The
back wall can be removed by the overhead crane to allow access to the enclo-
sure for installation of equipment and for major repairs. Four shielded and
interlocking doors at the front allow routine access to the box. The upper
set of doors has two leaded-glass windows and a small manipulator in it. A
containment table splits the box into upper and lower compartments, the
table being just below the microscope sample chamber door. A duct in the
upper compartment is connected to the main cell ventilation system to main-
tain negative pressure in the shielded enclosure. This prevents any air-
borne contamination from entering the work area.

An elevator assembly is mounted in a 15-cm hole bored in the roof of cell
#8. Samples are prepared and mounted on SEM stubs in cell #8. They are
lifted to the upper compartment of the shielded SEM box, where they can be
gold-coated before being clipped into place in the SEM. After analysis, the
samples are returned to cell #8 so that sample storage can be avoided in the
SEM box to minimize radiation fields. Samples with radiation levels of 0.5
to 1 Gy/h (50 to 100 R/h) gamma at 2.5 cm can be handled in this enclosure.
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Instrumentation

The instrumentation consists of an Hitachi S-570 SEM with certain fea-
tures and modifications. The instrument was purchased with a LaB6 cathode,
self-cleaning apertures, and a cryopump to minimize maintenance. A detector
behind the objective lens is a standard feature for high-resolution imaging,
but is especially useful for radioactive samples because of the shielding
provided by the lens assembly. A four-crystal Microspec WDX spectrometer
was purchased for X-ray analysis. The sample stage is fully motorized for
remote control. The instrument was modified by turning the electron column
90 degrees to simplify the geometry in the cell.

The vacuum system power supply and the vacuum control board were removed
from the SEM column unit before it was installed in the cell to minimize
radiation damage to the semiconductors and to facilitate repair. The high-
voltage tank was moved out of the console to allow the high-voltage cable to
reach the SEM. These three modules were installed in a separate enclosure
beside the shielding box.

Maintenance

Despite the cryopumps and the oil-free environment, the SEM does need to
be opened roughly twice a year for cleaning, cathode replacement, new aper-
tures, etc. This routine work is done from the front of the cell in plastic
suits and respirators. The containment table and parts of the SEM are wiped
down as they are removed. The work requires about two to three times the
effort needed for an inactive SEM.

The back wall has been removed a few times for major repairs and to in-
stall the EDX detector. There is no difficulty in this procedure, but again
care must be taken to contain any contamination.

There have been some electronic failures of the SEM. The unscheduled
electrical maintenance required to date can be attributed directly to the
modifications made. It is a tribute to the engineering of the instrument
that the fuses have successfully protected the circuitry from damage, des-
pite some short circuits caused by cable fraying, wiring errors, etc. These
problems were expected, and the instrument is currently working reliably.

The cryopump has worked well, but it could not be repaired in-house when
it did fail after a few years of continuous operation. It was far easier to
decontaminate the cryopump for shipping than a turbopump would have been.
Further maintenance on the cryopump has been required, but it was success-
fully accomplished in-house. A more reliable oil-free pumping system would
be desirable in this environment.

It was expected that the WDX detector window would need replacing every
six months. To date it has not failed. This may be due to the current
method of operation where the spectrometer is kept under rough vacuum at all
times. This keeps the window from being re-stressed continually when sam-
ples are changed.
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Upgrading

Two significant additions have been made to the facility since it was
installed. In 1988, an image analyser was purchased and added to the sys-
tem. Digital images can be acquired from the SEM directly with up to 12-bit
resolution (1 part in 4096) horizontally and vertically. A video camera
allows images from any photograph to be digitized with 9-bit resolution.

Typical analyses that are performed with the analyser include counting
and sizing particles, measuring relative areas of different phases or voids
in polished samples, and measuring crack lengths. Grey-level images can
also be enhanced by filtering out noise, improving contrast, sharpening
edges, softening extreme whites or blacks, or changing the overall bright-
ness level.

The second addition is an EDX detector. Since it is easily saturated,
this is only useful with samples of relatively low levels of radioactivity.
However, it can provide a rapid survey of the major constituents of micro-
metre-sized regions on the sample. As this detector has just been in-
stalled, the maximum levels of radioactivity that it can tolerate have not
yet been determined.

PERFORMANCE

Examples of the image resolution, the WDX spectrometer performance, and
the type of work that can be done with the image analyser will be discussed
in this section. These are chosen to illustrate the quality and flexibility
of the facility.

Image Resolution

Figures 2A and 2B show a Zr-2.5 Nb tensile fracture specimen from an NPD
pressure tube (sample NPD-F08-P-11). The sample activity measured in the
SEM shielding box was 0.7 Gy/h (70 R/h) gamma at a distance of 2.5 cm.
Several fast-fracture regions are visible in Figure 2A in the otherwise
ductile fracture. There is evidence of hydride formation. Figure 2B is a
closer view of part of the fast-fracture region marked with an arrowhead in
the lower part of Figure 2A. Notice that the resolution is 0.1 micrometre
or better, even for this high level of radioactivity.

A second Zr-2.5 Nb sample is shown in Figure 2C. This coupon was oxi-
dized in NRU at 300°C. The oxide (labelled 2) is visible on top of the
metal (labelled 1). The white phase that is visible in the metal and runs
up into the oxide is thought to be a niobium-rich phase. However, the in-
teraction volume of the electron beam with the sample is too large for WDX
to confirm or disprove this hypothesis. The sample preparation in this
example is critical to the features of interest to be shown. The coupon has
been mounted at 45 degrees and etched for 30 seconds with an acid solution.
The radioactivity level was 0.1 mGy/h (10 mR/h) gamma measured 2.5 cm from
the sample.
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Two examples of fuel samples are shown in Figure 3. Figures 3A and 3B
show irradiated fuel grains that have been autoclaved at 275°C for two
weeks. The oxidized grains have cracked extensively. The activity level
for this sample was 1.8 mGy/h (0.18 R/h) gamma measured at 2.5 cm.

The second example is one of fuel with a burnup of 220 MWh/kg U. The
radiation level from this sample was 7.5 mGy/h (0.75 R/h) gamma 2.5 cm from
the sample. Figure 3C shows the centre of the pellet and Figure 3D shows
the pellet edge. Gas bubbles from the fission products are only visible at
grain boundaries near the edge of the pellet.

WDX Analysis

An example of a case where WDX analysis proved particularly valuable is
shown in Figure 4A. The micrograph shows a small region of a polished piece
of material taken from the Three Mile Island reactor core. Three phases
(labelled 1, 2 and 3) were analysed by WDX for composition. The spectrum of
region 1 (Figure 4B) shows it to be made up of tin, silver, cadmium, indium
and uranium. Using other spectrometer crystals, zirconium and some alumini-
um were also found. The X-ray lines in Figure 4B are so close together that
an EDX detector could not resolve them.

The second area is basically stainless steel with traces of tin and alu-
minium in it. The spectrum (Figure 4C) shows spectra of both the LiF and
PET crystals. The aluminium peak is visible with the TAP crystal, not shown
here.

Figure 4D shows area three to be uranium fuel.

Image Analysis

Figure 5A shows part of a micrograph of some uranium particles trapped on
fine wires. If the particles were all separate, discrete, and easy to iden-
tify, the analysis would be easy for any digitizing system. However, there
are some obvious clumps or conglomerates that are made up of smaller parti-
cles. The digitized image was processed to produce the binary image, Figure
5B. In this case, a combination of automatic processing with some final
editing by the operator was used. Figure 5C shows one of the data displays
that the computer can generate from the binary image in Figure 5B. This is
a histogram of the mean particle diameter (called mean projection in the
program) as a function of the number of particles counted or frequency.

CONCLUSION

The shielded SEM facility installed at WNRE in 1986 November has func-
tioned well to date. It has been relatively easy to service and maintain,
and most types of routine maintenance have been performed. The WDX spectro-
meter has proved useful and reliable, but time-consuming to use. The new
EDX detector is expected to complement the WDX system by providing rapid,
lower-resolution analyses of samples when the radioactivity levels permit
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its use. The on-line image analyser provides the potential for a wide range
of image measurement tools as well as image enhancement when needed.
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FIGURE 2 Fig 2A and 2B are fracture studies of an irradiated pressure tube.

Fig 2C shows an oxide layer on a pressure tube sample.
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FIGURE 3 Examples of two fuel studies using the SEM.
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ABSTRACT

Over the past several years, Chalk River's Fuels and Materials Hot Cell
Facility has undergone a major refurbishment program to increase and upgrade
its shielded facilities. Metallographic and destructive examination capabilities
were enlarged to cope with the demands of the CANDU pressure tube surveillance
program and increases in commercial fuel examination work. Shielded work space
was increased through the addition of a suite of blister cells to house the
optical microscopes, and construction of a shielded enclosure for the new
scanning electron microscope and X-ray analyzers. These and other improvements
which are contributing to a safer and more efficient facility operation are
described in the report.

INTRODUCTION

The Fuels and Materials Hot Cell Facility (FMHCF) provides a wide range of
in-depth, post-irradiation examination services. Traditionally these services
were used to support the highly successful CANDU fuel and pressure-tube
development programs, and the majority of examination work came from experimental
irradiations in the NRX and NRU reactors at CRNL. Currently our efforts are
focused on examining fuel and pressure-tube material from operating CANDU-PHW
reactors to satisfy the need for continued excellent performance of these vital
components. Our facilities are also used to examine irradiated Light Water
Reactor (LWR) fuel assemblies for utilities and fuel fabricators in the United
States and Europe.

The FMHCF is complemented by a number of other facilities as shown in Figure
1. Large irradiated fuel assemblies can be received and unloaded at either the
Universal Cells in building 234, or at the NRU rod bays. Visual inspection,
dimensional measurement, and neutron radiography are among the non-destructive
examinations that can be performed. Fuel-element puncturing for fission-gas
analysis is done in the Universal Cells and a sample bulb containing a
representative gas sample is submitted to General Chemistry for analysis by mass
spectrometry. For final destructive examination, the large assemblies are
dismantled and sectioned in the Universal Cells for transfer to the Fuels and
Materials Hot Cells in building 375.

At the time of the last report in 1977 [1], the FMHCF consisted of two general
purpose cells (C-l and C-2), one large metallographic preparation cell (C-3),
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with a shielded isolation room between them, and two smaller microscope cells
(C-10 and C-ll). Over the course of the next several years, a general
refurbishing campaign, initiated in conjunction with routine cell maintenance
and service requirements resulted in several major improvements.

Since 1983 the amount of metallographic and other destructive examination
work has more than doubled, because of external commercial work and the need to
examine and generate statistical information on the corrosion, hydriding and
fracture behaviour of pressure tubes. In planning for this increased work load,
it became apparent that the expertise and experience of the hot-cell staff needed
to be supplemented with better equipment and facilities. A major upgrading of
the FMHCF was proposed, to add more shielded work space, increase sample
throughput, and generally update CRNL PIE capability to state-of-the-art
standards. This report describes our upgraded capabilities and indicates how
they are contributing to a much safer and more efficient hot-cell facility
operation.

UPGRADED FUELS AND MATERIALS HOT-CELL FACILITY

A plan of the upgraded hot-cell facility, which is located on the basement
floor, at the south end of the Metallurgy Building (375) is shown in Figure 2.
It is used primarily for the destructive examination of irradiated materials and
comprises the following:

* Two general purpose cells (C-l and C-2)

* A metallographic sample preparation cell (C-3)

* Four small, lead blister cells, which house three microscopes and an in-
cell storage block (C-4 to C-7)

* Shielded scanning electron microscope (SEM) and X-ray micro-analyzers

* Two clean, low activity cells (C-10 and C-ll)

* Three mechanical test cells (MT-1 to MT-3)

General Purpose Cells (C-l and C-2)

General purpose cells, C-l and C-2 are situated back-to-back with an isolation
room between them. C-l is equipped with three, model-8 manipulators and C-2 has
four. Recurrent fogging problems in the air-filled windows in C-l led to their
replacement with oil-filled windows in 1982, so that both cells each have two
large oil-filled windows for viewing. The air-filled windows were refurbished
and used to fabricate smaller window assemblies for the new lead blister cells.
Large items are introduced or removed through the isolation room, which is
equipped with a bridge crane that can be controlled from stations in front of
the cells, or from a window looking into the isolation room. Small tools and
equipment are inserted through small ports (15 x 15 cm.) located at the ends of
the cells. Irradiated materials are loaded or removed through flask entry ports
up to 15 x 15 cm. in size.
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A variety of operations are performed in these cells, from visual examination
and fuel-element leak testing, to sectioning of irradiated components. They
are equipped with Bausch and Lomb stereo microscopes and a Kollmorgen periscope,
cut-off saws with 10 and 30 cm. diameter cutting wheels, hydraulic punches for
punching Zircaloy samples for hydrogen and deuterium analysis, and simple vacuum
chambers for vacuum impregnation of ceramic fuels. Other equipment, such as
furnaces and burst-test equipment is installed when required.

The old working surface, which consisted of 3 mm. thick stainless steel cover
plates resting on painted mild steel tables with steel casters, was replaced with
unpainted stainless steel plates, supported by a stainless steel grid. This
modular type of work surface permits easy remote replacement of in-cell equipment
and can be cleaned easily with high pressure steam and commercially available
cleansers. It also permits access to previously unused space under the work
surface and is a tremendous improvement over the castered tables, which were
awkward to remove and required decontamination and repainting every maintenance
shutdown.

The air filtering system for C-2 was improved in 1979 with the installation
of a high efficiency particle absorber (HEPA) filter under the work surface, and
a charcoal absorber encased in a shielded caisson in the isolation room. The
HEPA filter car be replaced remotely with mechanical arms and if the radiation
fields are low enough the charcoal absorber can be replaced manually. Otherwise
the shielded caisson and charcoal absorber are replaced with a spare unit. The
in-cell filtration has reduced radiation build-up on the unshielded HEPA filters
in the attic above the cells, which has significantly increased their useful life
and reduced personnel radiation exposures with less frequent filter changes.
The addition of the charcoal absorber also enables us to handle spent fuel
containing larger quantities of 1-131.

Heavy service booting assemblies, of a seal-ring type, which can be replaced
from the outside the cell, were installed on the manipulators in C-2. The
booting offers excellent contamination protection, thus avoiding costly
decontamination problems during maintenance overhauls. Considerable savings
on maintenance costs have been realized, and it is unfortunate that booting
cannot be as easily installed in cells C-l and C-3, due to differences in their
construction.

Gamma Scanner. The gamma scanner taken out of service in 1978 has been
completely upgraded and is being installed at the north end of C-2. Fuel element
sections, up to 50 cm. in length, are pulled into the scanner's shielded flask
from C-2. An electrically powered, motor-driven, carriage transports the fuel-
element section at a pre-programmed rate past the slit or pinhole in a shielded
collimator situated on the side of the shielded flask. After collimation and
attenuation, the emitted gamma energies are detected by a high purity germanium
crystal, located 140 cm. from the fuel-element surface. The detector signal is
preamplified and transmitted to the spectrometer amplifier, then to a ND-62
multi-channel analyzer for counting. The scanning, detection and measurement
of the emitted gamma energies are controlled by a small computer, which,along
with the amplifiers and multi-channel analyzer located in a console, serve as
a single, integrated package for gamma spectrometry. Both axial, gross gamma
energies and the distribution of individual isotopes of interest, such as
Cs-137, ZrNb-95, and 1-131, can be measured.
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Metallographic Sample Preparation Cell (C-3)

The metallographic sample preparation cell, (C-3) is situated next to C-l.
It has three dry window assemblies and six model-8 manipulators. These two
cells are connected through a common shielded wall by an 8 X 8 cm. port. C-3
is also connected to C-10 by a shielded, chain-driven, transfer system and to
cells C-4 to C-7 by a cable-driven transfer system which will be described later.
Doors opening into the isolation room are used to transfer equipment and
materials in the same manner as for cells C-l and C-2. Samples for
metallographic preparation are normally transferred from C-l via the 8 X 8 cm.
port, although the bridge crane in the isolation room can also be used to
transfer samples from either C-l or C-2.

C-3 is equipped with both a high-speed and slow-speed cut-off saw, with
cutting wheels up to 10 cm. in diameter. The slow-speed saw is used for
preparing thin sections, with little or no specimen damage, for transmission
electron microscopy. It is also used for other purposes such as quartering end-
closures from fuel elements. The high-speed saw is used for fast trimming of
metallographic and ceramographic specimens before final grinding and polishing.
A belt grinder is also used for fast removal of large quantities of material
either prior to, or after, mounting the samples in a Hysol resin.

The grinder/polishers are mounted into the modular steel plates so that a
portion is situated below the work surface. They consist of a commercially
available two-speed motor and custom-built sample carriers that were designed
at CRNL. Of the three that are presently in use, two handle five 31.75 mm.
diameter mounts while the other accepts one 63.5 mm. diameter mount. All
chemical polishing and etching is performed at the north end of the cell, near
the. exhaust outlet to prevent chemical fumes from lingering in the cell.

Lead Blister Cells (C-4 to C-7)

In 1981, the old metallographic sample preparation facility, which had
consisted of a congested line of small, lead-shielded dry-boxes, was completely
removed to make room for a modern microscope laboratory. A suite of self-
contained blister cells, constructed of 12.5 cm. thick lead walls, was built to
accommodate a low power microscope, two high power microscopes and a storage
block.

C-4 houses a conventional Vickers projection microscope which is used
exclusively for macro-examination and photomacrography at a magnification of
about 5x. Although the optics are not radiation resistant, they do not require
frequent replacement due to radiation damage because the lenses are never closer
than 15 cm. from a sample.

A Leitz MM5RT and a Reichert Telatom, modified for remote operation by their
respective manufacturers, are housed in C-5 and C-7 respectively. Both
microscopes have motorized stages, high intensity 450 watt Xenon light sources,
radiation-resistant optics and binocular viewing tubes. They can be used for
bright field, dark field and polarized light examinations. The Leitz has a large
round 34 cm. diameter viewing screen, and the Reichert, a 10 X 13 cm. rectangular
viewing screen. The magnification range on the Leitz is 20 to 500X, and on the
Reichert it is 50 to 1000X.
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A shielded storage block was built into C-6 to store mounted metallography
and ceramography samples following completion of optical examination. This helps
in keeping radiation fields to a minimum in the microscope cells, and reduces
the level of radiation damage to the microscope optics. This cell is also
convenient for doing /3/7 and a autoradiographs when required.

The blister cells are interconnected by a lead-shielded conveyor system, that
extends into C-3, for rapid and efficient sample transfer. Samples can also be
transferred through 8 X 8 cm. ports between the cells using the manipulators,
should the transfer system not be available. The conveyor, which is completely
lead shielded except for openings in each cell to allow for placement of samples,
can be shielded for repairs in any one cell and still allow the conveyor to be
used to service the remaining cells. Access can also be gained to any of the
blister cells through two hinged doors at the back of each cell to perform minor
repairs. The microscope cells, C-4, C-5 and C-7, are designed so that the front
wall and floor, which are welded together, can be rolled out on a track to permit
easy access to the microscopes for major overhauls. Maintenance non-use is kept
to a minimum by providing the blister cell suite with filtered, temperature
controlled air to eliminate dust and provide the equipment and personnel with
a suitable working environment.

Shielded SEM and X-ray Microanalyzers

A high resolution JSM-840A scanning electron microscope was purchased and
installed in Room 116 above the sample preparation cell, C-3, for surface
morphological examination of active samples. It is equipped with both a
wavelength dispersive X-ray spectrometer (WDS) and an energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (EDS) for microarea element analysis. A steel and lead enclosure
is being built to house the microscope and analyzers and protect the operator
and main console. Active samples will be prepared for examination in C-3 and
transferred to the SEM through the roof of the cell with a shielded, cable driven
elevator.

Low Activity Cells (C-1Q and C-ll)

Construction of the suite of blister cells to accommodate the optical
microscopes, liberated the two heavily shielded cells, C-10 and C-ll, for other
uses. Both cells were decontaminated, repainted and new stainless steel work
surfaces were installed. Upon completion of this refurbishment, background
activity was measured to be < 20 mR/h 7. The intention is to dedicate C-10 and
C-ll to special projects requiring sensitive instrumentation and low background
activity. Currently there is a delayed hydride cracking experiment on pressure
tube material being conducted in C-10, and C-ll is being used for corrosion and
hydrogen ingress experiments on various zirconium alloys.

Mechanical Test Cells (MT-1. MT-2 & MT-3)

The Mechanical Test Cells consist of three cells used for testing and
examining irradiated non-fissile materials. Cells MT-1 and MT-2 have recently
been refurbished and are now both equipped with computer controlled MTS servo-
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hydraulic mechanical test frames for tensile, fatigue and other types of fracture
testing at elevated temperatures and pressures. These cells are also used for
assembling and disassembling specimen capsules and for measurement of specimen
dimensions after periods of irradiation in a test reactor. Each cell has three
CRL Model 8 master/slave manipulators for the handling of specimens and
equipment. An isolation room at the rear of these cells contains tracks for an
air driven dolly which is used to transport either the bundle or drawer flask.
A 15 x 15 cm. access port to transfer irradiated material, and a large door
operated by an air motor to insert and remove large pieces of equipment are
located at the rear of each cell. There is also a 30 x 30 cm. port in the
dividing wall between MT-1 and MT-2 for specimen and small equipment transfer.

Cell MT-3 contains cantilever-beam fracture mechanics test rigs for delayed
hydride cracking initiation and velocity tests. A 8 x 8 cm. square port is used
for specimen transfer and larger equipment can enter or leave through a manually
operated door. Access to the port and door is obtained at the side of the cell
adjacent to the main shielded facility area.

FUTURE PLANS

Two new experimental facilities are planned for the PMHCF in the near future.
One involves the measurement of oxide thickness using infrared interferometry,
and the other will be dedicated to the measurement of hydrogen and deuterium
concentrations in zirconium alloys.

Oxide Thickness Measurement Using Infrared Interferometry

Oxide thickness measurements in the FMHCF are presently being done by optical
metallography, which requires considerable time and effort for good sample
preparation and measurement. In view of the very large number of requests for
the measurement of oxide layer thickness, a less time consuming and lower cost
method is desired. It is planned to use Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
interferometry, which has been successfully developed at CRNL to perform this
task on inactive samples.

A custom built optical assembly is being fabricated to use this technique in
a hot-cell environment. It will be used with an Analect AQS-20 Fourier transform
infrared spectrophotometer equipped with a high sensitivity mercury-cadmium-
telluride detector. The optical assembly will permit the spectrophotometer to
be placed adjacent to a hot cell containing the samples, direct the beam into
the cell, focus it onto the sample surface, and return the beam to the
spectrophotometer for detection and analysis. It is estimated that thickness
measurements using this technique can be done in less than one-quarter of the
time taken by optical metallography and will result in a significant cost saving.

Hydrogen and Deuterium Analysis Facility

The need to examine large numbers of pressure tube samples for hydrogen and
deuterium content places an increasing demand on CRNL's analytical capability.
General Chemistry branch is developing an automated facility with increased
sample throughput to handle this task. This new facility will be located in
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C-10 and will be integrated with the other operations required to examine the
pressure tube sections and punch out the H/D samples. A temperature and humidity
controlled room is being constructed adjacent to C-10 to house the mass
spectrometer used for isotope analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

A major upgrade of CRNL's Fuels and Materials Hot Cell Facility has recently
been completed. Several of the large cells have been completely refurbished,
and a suite of lead blister cells have been added for metallographic and
ceramographic examination. A scanning electron microscope, complete with X-ray
microanalyzers is expected to be ready for use on active samples in the very near
future.

The use of stainless steel work surfaces, manipulator booting and in-cell
filters has made decontamination easier, lowered personnel radiation exposure
and has led to significantly lower maintenance costs. Air-conditioning and
filtering the air to the room housing the blister cell suite has helped to
control the dust problem and temperature fluctuations, resulting in much less
non-use time for maintenance. Coupled with the fact that the temperature
controlled environment helps to reduce operator fatigue has resulted in a fifty
percent increase in sample throughput.

The refurbishment and cell upgrade program has successfully increased our
shielded work space and greatly improved our post-irradiation examination
capabilities, ensuring that the FMHCF will continue to give excellent service
in a safe and economic manner.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The verification of spent fuel in international safeguards requires a
significant effort from both the Safeguards Authorities and the plant
operators. Because of the large number of facilities affected and the large
amount of nuclear material involved, the further development of the
approaches, methods and techniques for safeguarding spent fuel has a strong
impact on improving the efficiency and credibility of Safeguards both on a
national and international level. This credibility is on the other hand one
of the important prerequisites for the public acceptance of nuclear power
generation.

The safeguards approach of the IAEA for spent fuel is based on item
accountancy complemented by containment and surveillance measures (C/S) after
the fuel was counted and/or verified. For the reasons of cost effectiveness
and reduction of the burden to plant operators, the continuity of knowledge is
checked by using C/S measures. Under certain circumstances, however, the
verification of spent fuel by using non destructive assay (NDA) is required.

In most situations, an attribute test is sufficient. In this case,
a radiation attribute of spent fuel is observed or measured and definitely
connected to the item to be verified. Depending on whether spent fuel
specific radiation attributes (fission product gamma rays or neutrons) or the
non-spent fuel specific ganima dose rates are used for the verification, the
level of verification (effectiveness) of the methods is different. The
measurements are normally not made on all spent fuel items but on a randomly
sampled subset. Statistical methods are used to draw conclusions concerning
the whole inventory of a spent fuel pond.
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2. DEFINITION OF THE TASK AND PROPOSED TECHNICAL SOLUTION (CANDU FUEL)

CANDU bundles are normally stored in stacks of trays under water. The
typical distance between the bundles amounts only to few mm in the horizontal
direction and to about 20mm in the vertical direction. In many cases, there
are limited gaps between the stacks which allow the insertion of detection
probes with a width up to about 100 mm.

Accordingly, the following task should be accomplished by an instrument
developer.

A method must be found which measures the spatial distribution of the
radiation field in the vicinity of the spent fuel assemblies. From the
distribution of this field, it must be possible to clearly assign the measured
radiation attributes to the shape of the item to be verified,
discriminating it uniquely against its neighbours. The method must comply
with nuclear power station (NPS) safety requirements and allow the
verification of the inventory of a pond in few days with minimum
intrusiveness to the plant operator. It has been proposed and demonstrated
(1,2) that well collimated miniature CdTe gamma detectors (3) can be
successfully used to cope with the above mentioned task. Other methods, may
be used in cases where CdTe detectors have limitations and these should be
evaluated.

It is evident that the development and optimization of such a
verification method is a very complex task. Characteristics of radiation
detectors and radiation fields have to be studied and instruments have to be
tested under laboratory and field conditions. Also the limitations and
drawbacks of different methods have to be characterized to support management
decisions on the use of a certain method or safeguards approach.

Because of the amount of the work, its complexity and the need to reach a
broad consensus on the acceptance and later use of the methods, it is natural
to seek a broad international cooperation early in the development phase.

This is being done within the context of Member States' support
programmes to meet the Agency's needs. In other countries,
research contracts are established. To increase the level of international
cooperation. It is meaningful to combine research contracts devoted to the
same topic into a Coordinated Research Programme (CRP).
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3. THE COORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAMME (CRP) FOR THE VERIFICATION OF SPENT FUEL
WITHOUT MOVEMENT

The idea to set up this programm vas born on the occasion of the Advisory
Group Meeting on the Verification of Power Reactor Spent Fuel in Vienna in
November 1988. At this meeting, the participants recommended that more
emphasis be placed on the development of spent fuel attribute test methods
which do not require fuel movement. Especially, if the method of choice - the
Cerenkov Viewing Device (CVD) cannot be used, alternative techniques should be
available.

Representatives from Argentina, Hungary and Yugoslavia immediately showed
interest to cooperate in this field. The CRP was formally set up in 1988 when
the DDG of the Department of Safeguards, Mr. J. Jennekens, made the decision
to support the programme with an amount of 20,000 US$/year. Another 200,000
US$/year for the programme is to be borne by the contractors. The first
Research Coordinated Meeting was held in November 1988. Observers from other
countries which contribute to this topic through national support
programmes were also invited. At the meeting, existing experience in this
field at the Agency and elsewhere was discussed and a workplan for the first
year was established. The stress was put on the development of methods for
spent fuel of on-load refuelling reactors. In 1989, Pakistan also joined the
CRP.

3.1 Workplan of the CRP

The workplan puts the stress on the following issues.

i) Theoretical and experimental investigations of the radiation
field in the vicinity of closely spaced fuel assemblies stored
under water (neutron and gamma fields).

Of interest is the spatial distribution of the gamma rays and the
neutrons as a function of the space coordinates and energy. Especially,
scattering phenomena should be studied because it plays an important role in
limiting the methods. Also, the short range uranium fluorescence x-rays are
to be considered. They can be recorded by miniature CdTe detection probes.
The near-neighbour effect which determines the limits of the method is to be
investigated for different radiation and detector types.

ii) Evaluation of different radiation detectors with special emphasis on new
techniques (CdTe detectors, bubble detectors, new track and activation
detectors).

Here the stress is on new detectors like miniature CdTe detectors for the
recording of gamma and x-rays and bubble, track and activation detectors. Also,
the dependence of the near-neighbour effect on the mode of radiation detection
(gross gamma with and without energy threshold discrimination, spectral gamma,
fast and slow neutron detection) is to be investigated.
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Hi)Test and optimization of new methods and techniques under field conditions.

Certain methods have already reached a level that requires extensive field
testing. Also, the shape of radiation fields obtained in theoretical
calculations and model experiments must be checked for actual spent fuel
storage geometries in actual facilities.

3.2 First Results

3.2.1 Model Calculations and Experiments

3.2.1.2 Calculation of the Neutron Field on the Top of Pressurized Water
Reactor (PWR) Spent Fuel Assemblies. The neutron fluence and spectrum above
PWR spent fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel pond of the Krsko nuclear
power station in Yugoslavia were calculated by the neutron transport code
DOT 3.5. Details of the calculations are given elsewhere (4).

The following model cases were used to estimate the expected performance
of an attribute tester based on a neutron detection probe moved across the top
structures of the assemblies or a strip of track detectors:

a) Five spent fuel assemblies with equal neutron emission;

b) One of the five fuel assemblies set to zero neutron emission;

c) One of the five fuel assemblies set to one tenth the
neutron emission of its neighbours; and

d) One of the five fuel assemblies set to ten ti'nes the
neutron emission of its neighbours;

The fluence distribution along the top of the assemblies at a height of 30 mm
is calculated for three energy groups - thermal, fast and total fluence.

The neutron fluence near the top of the assemblies is, except for
the fast neutrons (neutron energy > 1 MeV), strongly correlated with the
relative emission rates. When the relative neutron emission rate of one of the
assemblies is varied from 0 to 10 times the rate of the neighbours, strong
effects are found. For example, the thermal and total neutron fluences are
roughly reduced threefold (see Fig. 1). Tf the neutron emission of the
"variable assembly" is set to zero (modelling the substitution of a spent fuel
assembly by a fresh one), the fiuence above the first neighbour assembly is
unfortunately also affected (near-neighbour effect). Above the walls of the
pond boxes located between the assemblies, distinctive narrow depressions in
the thermal neutron fluences are observed due to the strong neutron
absorption in stainless steel.

Two steps sti11 need to be taken before a conclusion concerning the
feasibility of verification methods for spent fuel assemblies stored under
water based on neutrons can be made:

a) Verification of the calculations with experiments; and

b) Choice of suitable neutron detectors.
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3.2.1.3 Experimental Studies of the Neutron Field. Experiments were carried
out in Hungary and Pakistan. The results are summarized below.

In Hungary, the spatial distribution of neutrons around spent fuel in water
was studied in a model experiment to establish the near-neighbour effect. The
measurements were carried out in an outdoor spent fuel pond. Bubble
detectors of the type BD-100R (Chalk River Canada) were used. Details of the
experiment are described in Reference 5.

The results are shown in Fig.2, where the number of bubbles
per hour is plotted against the distance from the assembly surface. The curve
exhibits a steep decrease characterizing the distribution of fast neutrons in
water, e.g. an intensity drop to 10% at a distance of 6.5 cm and to 1% at a
distance of 12.5 cm.

In Pakistan, strips of CR 39 track etch detectors (type MA ND/p with
polyethylene radiator and MA-ND/alpha with BN-1 radiator) were irradiated.
The CR-39 strips were made by ATOMKI in Hungary and prepared and processed in
Yugoslavia. They were exposed facing a horizontal row of CAMDU bundles
stored in an isolated tray. One storage position was modified by removal of
the bundle or by substituting a low burnup bundle. Tentatively, the following
is concluded:

a) The removal of a bundle cannot be detected.

b) It will be difficult to recognize a low burnup bundle in
the vicinity of high burnup bundles.

The neutron flux density was estimated to about 30 n/s cm^ which is of
the same order of magnitude as found in a different experiment by the
Hungarian Group (2, 5).

3.2.2 Performance of Radiation Detectors

3.2.2.1 Bubble Neutron Detectors. The basic properties of bubble detectors as
used for spent fuel measurements were studied in Hungary and Yugoslavia. The
results (5.6) can be summarized as follows:

Hungary

The gamma sensitivity of a reusable bubble detector BD-100R can be
neglected up to a level of 15 kGy (150 krad) integrated gamma dose rate.
(Detectors with a higher threshold have an even lower gamma sensitivity.)

The temperature dependence of the neutron detection sensitivity of the same
type bubble detector mentioned above is shown in Fig.3. Above 40 degrees C
the detectors became unreliable.

Linearity of the response was found up to a fast neutron fluence of about
106neutrons/cm2. The sensitivity amounted to about 1.8x10-4
bubbles/detector and n/em^.

The lower detection limit has been established at about 2x10"^ n/cm^.
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3.2.2.2 CR-39 Solid State Track Detectors (SSTD). The properties of SSTD in
the light of their use for spent fuel measurements were studied by the groups
in Hungary and Yugoslavia. The following was found.

Two types of SSl'D should be used for optimum results: a boron-10 loaded
detector for thermal neutron detection and a detector with a polyethylene
radiator for fast neutron detection.

If a video image analyzer is used, alpha and proton tracks can clearly be
distinguished.

The gamma exposure has to be limited to about 2 kGy (200 krad), otherwise
radiation damage is caused which makes the processing impossible. This limits
the irradiation time of the track detector for short-cooled (<0.5 year) spent
fue] to a few hours.

A linear response was found for thermal neutron fluences between 3xlO3

and 3x10? n/ara^ (chemical etching) and for fast neutron fluences between
2xlO5 and 2x10^ n/r.m̂  (chemical etching). For the more simple
electrochemical etching technique, the upper limits are about two orders of
magnitude lower.

The sensitivity amounts to about 7x10"^ tracks/neutron for thermal
neutron detection and to about 1.7xl0~4 tracks/neutron for fast neutrons.
This means that bubble detectors are about one order of magnitude more
sensitive to fast neutrons than track detectors.

Complementing these investigations, other suitable radiation detectors
(CdTe and Nal detectors) are being evaluated through an IAEA internal effort
and within the Technical Support Programmes of the GDR, USA and USSR.

3.3 Test and Optimization of New Methods and Techniques under Field Conditions

3.3.1 CAHDU Bundle Verifier for Stacks of Trays (CBVS). A CANDU Bundle
Verifier based on a shielded and well-collimated CdTe detector was built and
tested earlier (1,2). The detector is designed to move vertically
across the trays of bundles stored in stacks. The eountrate of the Cs-137
gamma peak with energy of 662 keV is measured in front of a bundle and at the
vertical gap between two bundles. If a statistically significant difference is
found between the signals in front of a bundle and a gap, the bundle is
considered as verified.

The fabrication of a production prototype of such a device has
been finished. Its design is largely based on the experience gained during
the earlier measurements. Within the CRP, the shape of the
collimator/shielding structure is being investigated and optimized at KANUPP
in Pakistan.
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3.3.2 Rotating Bundle Verifier (BBV). Experiments have been performed to
investigate the technical feasibility of designing a spent fuel attribute
tester for the verification of spent fuel bundles which are1 stored in a
vertical geometry in the spent fuel pond of the NPS Atucha-1. The 6000 mm
long bundles hang from horizontal beams, positioned in a square grid of 150 mm
sides. There are two layers separated by 400 mm. The 37-rod fuel bundles have
an outer diameter of 108 mm, and the freo space between neighbouring bundles
is at least 800 mm. The gamma dose rate was measured by lowering an
underwater survey meter between the fuel bundles, giving an average of 30 Gy/h
(3000 rad/h) at the top and 85 Gy/h (8500 rad/h) at the middle of each layer.
The CdTe detector, is housed in a stainless steel cylinder with a lead
collimator and a 8 mm diameter window of and 1 mm thickness of lead. It was
lowered hanging from the (strengthened) signal cable to the portable
multi-analyzer. Measurements were made in the free space between fuel bundles
of both bundle layers. The bundles have a cooling time between 13 and 14
years, and burnups ranging from 5500 to 6000 MW/dTU. The 662 KeV Cs-137 peak
of was measured by rotating the collimator. Fig.4 clearly shows the
modulation of the signal corresponding to the four fuel bundles successively
faced by the detector.

3.3.3 Investigation of the Feasibility to Use Uranium X-Rays for the
Verification of CANDU Bundels. At present, the 662 keV gamma radiation of
Cs-137 is used as the verification signal. This results in a relatively large
size for the coll.imator/shielding structure. If the uranium x-rays produced
through fluorescence excitation could be used instead, the weight of the
hardware could be significantly reduced. It has been shown (6,7), that the
X-rays of spent fuel assemblies can be detected if there is only a minimum
amount of material between the fuel zone and the CdTe detector. However, in
the verification of CANDU bundles, these x-rays have to penetrate the end
plugs of the bundles. Measurements of the penetration of x-rays through the
endplate were performed on fresh bundles showing that the measurements
conditions are marginal and can only be evaluated by performing an experiment
under actual conditions in a spent fuel pond.

The first measurements were performed in the NPS Kmbalse in Argentina.
However, no effect was seen. It is planned to optimize the detection system
and to repeat the measurements before a final conclusion will be drawn.
If the spent fuel is measured from aside (weak absorption), the x-rays can
clearly be seen.

4. SIJMMAKY

During the first year of the work of the CRP, important results have been
obtained supporting the development and implementation of spent fuel
attribute verification methods which do not require the movement of spent
fuel. With the target to find solutions for all cases where such methods are
needed and to cover the whole range of burnup and cooling time of the spent
fuel to be verified the evaluation of different detector options will continue
during the second year of the work of the CRP. In parallel verification
methods already having reached the stage of field tests and implementation
will be optimized and improved further.
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ABSTRACT

A second interim storage examination has been performed on a number of
used CANDU® fuel bundles. Highlights of those examinations are described in
this paper. Although the oxygen in the container used to store an
intentionally defected bundle in moisture-saturated air at 150cC was
depleted during the second storage period, the amount of fuel experiencing
U02 grain-boundary oxidation increased significantly since the first storage
period. This oxidation, however, did not effect the structural integrity of
the fuel elements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since dry storage of used fuel may provide a long-term practical and
economical alternative to storage in water pools, Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (AECL) and Ontario Hydro (OH) are funding three experiments
conducted at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE) near
Pinawa, Manitoba. The objective of the experiments is to investigate the
behaviour of used CANDU® fuel bundles stored under conditions relevant to
either interim dry storage or ultimate disposal. The experiments are known
as the Easily Retrievable Basket (ERB) Experiment (dry storage in air at
seasonally varying temperatures), the Controlled Environment Experiment -
Phase 1 (CEX-1, storage in dry air at 150°C), and Phase 2 (CEX-2, storage in
moisture-saturated air at 150°C). A description of the Canadian
experimental dry-storage program for used fuel and the results of fuel
examinations following the first storage period were presented at the First
International Conference on CANDU® Fuel [1J.

The ERB experiment involves the storage of two undefected fuel bundles
from Pickering Nuclear Generating Station-A (PNGS-A). Both phases of the
CEX experiment involve the storage of eight bundles, four from PNGS-A and
four from Bruce Nuclear Generating Station-A (BNGS-A). In each phase of the
CEX experiment, the outer elements in two of the Pickering and in two of
the Bruce bundles were intentionally defected before storage. Although the
fuel temperature in a large dry-storage facility containing 5-year-old
CANDU® bundles is expected to be ~ 100°C, a storage temperature of 150°C was
chosen for the CEX tests to accelerate the exposure effects. The moist
environment used in CEX-2 simulates a situation in which water might be
transferred on the bundle surface or within defected elements to the
container where the bundles are to be stored dry. The storage conditions
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chosen for the ERB experiment are representative of those expected in a
modular dry-storage system such as concrete canisters or casks.

2. FUEL-BUNDLE DESCRIPTION

The fuel bundles used in the experiments are Zircaloy-clad, natural U02-
fuelled, 28-element Pickering and 37-element Bruce bundles. In CEX-1, two
of the four Bruce bundles contain elements with fission-gas plenum spacers;
the other two, of a more recent design, have no plenum spacers. In CEX-2,
none of the bundles have plenum spacers, but two have been irradiated at a
high flux (peak outer-element linear power rating 53 kW/m). The other two
were irradiated at a low flux (peak outer-element linear power rating
22 kW/m).

Two CANLUB and two non-CANLUB Pickering bundles are used in both CEX
experiments. In each experiment, all of the outer-ring elements (except one
which was designated an "undetected control element") in one of the CANLUB
and in one of the non-CANLUB Pickering bundles were intentionally defected
by drilling a 3-mm-diameter hole through the cladding. One intentionally
defected element in each defected bundle was designated a "defected control
element". In CEX-1, the outer elements in one of the plenum and in one of
the non-plenum Bruce bundles were intentionally defected. In CEX-2, the
outer elements in one of the high-flux and in one of the low-flux Bruce
bundles were intentionally defected. In the ERB experiment, two undetected
Pickering CANLUB bundles and thirteen bundles from the WNRE research
reactor, VR-1, were used. Additional details regarding the bundles and
their histories are provided in Table 1.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

3.1 ERB Experiment

In the ERB experiment, the fuel bundles are stored in a carbon-steel
container with a bolted lid that permits easy access to the fuel. Six Type
K chromel/alumel thermocouples were inserted between the fuel elements to
allow the temperatures to be monitored during the experiment. The ERB
basket is stored with five other baskets of WR-1 used fuel in concrete
canister C-6 at WNRE. The canister is equipped with an air-monitoring
system to detect the presence of radioactive material in the air inside the
canister in case of a breach of containment.

3.2 CEX-1 Experiment

The CEX-1 bundles are stored in open-ended carbon-steel containers in a
dual-compartment carbon-steel pressure vessel called a basket. Both ends of
the basket have removable (bolted) lids. All intentionally defected bundles
are contained in one compartment, which is accessible from one end of the
basket, and all undefected bundles are loaded into the other compartment,
which is accessible from the opposite end. The CEX-1 basket is stored in an
insulated, heated chamber in WNRE concrete canister C-8. Four Type K
chromel/alumel thermocouples, located in the central cavity of the basket,
are used to monitor basket temperature. The temperature of the experiment
is typically controlled to within +5°C. The CEX-1 canister is equipped with
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an air-monitoring system similar to that of canister C-6.

3.3 CEX-2 Experiment

Each CEX-2 bundle is stored in an individual Type 304 stainless steel
pressure vessel with enough distilled water (100 mL) to saturate the air
with moisture at 150°C at a pressure of 0.53 MPa. The pressure vessels are
placed in a cylindrical basket that is loaded into an insulated, heated
chamber in concrete canister C -12. Four Type K chromel/aiumel
thermocouples, located in a central cavity in the basket, are used to
monitor the basket temperature. The CEX-2 and CEX-1 experiments have
similar temperature-control and air-monitoring systems.

4. CURRENT STATUS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

The ERB experiment began in 1978 October. In 1982 July, after 44 months
of storage, the bundles were retrieved for their first interim storage
examination (ISE). No change was observed in the condition of the bundles.
They were returned to the canister for continued storage on 1982 July 29.
As of the end of September 1989, the bundles have been stored for 10.9
years. The second ISE is tentatively scheduled for 1993.

The CEX-1 experiment began in 1980 October. The bundles were retrieved
in 1984 March for their first ISE after 41 months of storage. No change was
observed in the condition of the undefected bundles during that examination;
however, a small amount of localized V02 oxidation was observed in the
vicinity of the defects in the intentionally defected bundles. The bundles
were returned to the canister for continued storage in 1984 May. In 1989
April one bundle was retrieved for its second ISE. The total storage time
was 8.3 years. The examination is currently under way.

In the CEX-2 experiment, six bundles were initially loaded into the
canister in 1981 November, and the remaining two were loaded in 1982 June.
The bundles were retrieved in 1984 June for their first ISE. At that time,
the initial six bundles had been stored for 29.5 months, and the other two
for 22.5 months. No change was observed in the condition of the undefected
bundles; but a significant amount of grain-boundary oxidation (GBO) was
observed in the fuel from the intentionally defected bundles. Before the
bundles were returned to the canister, two in-reactor defected elements (one
from another Pickering bundle, the other from another Bruce bundle) were
introduced into the program. These were loaded into the pressure vessel
containing the intentionally defected high-flux Bruce bundle. The bundles
were returned to the canister in 1984 November for continued storage.

In 1987 April, the intentionally defected high-flux Bruce bundle was
retrieved for its second ISE following 58 months of storage. In 1987 May,
this bundle and the two in-reactor defected elements were returned to the
canister for continued storage.

In 1988 April, an intentionally defected intermediate-flux Pickering
Canlub bundle (peak outer-element linear power rating 45 kV/m) was retrieved
for its second ISE following 69 months of storage. It was returned to the
canister for continued storage in 1988 November.
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By the end of 1989 September, the initial six bundles had been stored for
6.7 years, the subsequent two for 6.1 years, and the two in-reactor defected
elements for 4.1 years. Highlights of the second ISE performed on the above
bundles are described in the following sections.

5. SECOND INTERIM STORAGE EXAMINATIONS, CEX-2 EXPERIMENT

An extensive second ISE was performed on intentionally defected high-flux
Bruce bundle F17267C and intentionally defected intermediate-flux Pickering
bundle A08336W. These bundles were chosen because they experienced the
greatest amount of U02 grain-boundary oxidation during the first storage
period. The examination consisted of an analysis of the storage atmosphere,
an analysis of the water used to provide the moist environment, and a non-
destructive examination of the bundle and undefected, intentionally
defected, and in-reactor defected elements. A detailed destructive
examination was performed on one element from each bundle.

The non-destructive part of the examination consisted of visual and
photographic examinations, element profilometry, and axial gamma scanning
for cesium and total activity. The destructive part of the examination
consisted of end-plate/end-cap torque tests, ring-tensile tests on the fuel
cladding, hydrogen/deuterium analyses of the end plates and cladding,
cladding metallography, ceramography, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-
ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) analyses
of the fuel. Some of the highlights from the examination are discussed in
the following sections.

5.1 Analysis of the Storage Atmosphere

The storage atmosphere in the pressure vessel containing Pickering bundle
A08336W was analysed by mass spectrometer to determine, primarily, the
extent of oxygen depletion during the 39.5 months of the second storage
period. At the start of the second storage period, the pressure vessel was
charged with 100 mL of distilled, deionized water. Less than 10 mL of water
is required to saturate the air with moisture at 150°C. The free volume
inside the pressure vessel was 4 L. The analysis indicates that the oxygen
was depleted even though water was present and oxygen was being generated by
the radiolytic decomposition of the water. Significant increases in the
concentration of C02 (5.19 vol#) and H2 concentration (3.9 vol%) were also
observed.

Xenon and krypton made up less than 1% of the storage atmosphere. Twelve
intentionally defected elements had been stored in the pressure vessel
during the second storage period. During the pre-storage examination, two
elements from bundle AO8336W were punctured for fission-gas analysis. The
analyses indicated that individual gas releases from the two elements were
1.82 and 2.7% of the amounts theoretically produced during in-reactor
service. The ELESIM [2] computer code was run using the pellet
characteristics and power history of Pickering-A bundle A08336W, to
determine the predicted outer-element fission-gas release and the
distribution of fission gas in the U02 grains and grain boundaries. The
outer-element fission-gas release predicted by ELESIM was 1.842, which
compares favourably with the observed releases for the punctured elements.
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ELESIM also predicted a fission-gas inventory of 11.97% within the grain
boundaries and 86.18% within the grains. Since the fission-gas gap
inventory in the defected elements escaped when the elements were
intentionally defected, the remaining gas in the defected elements consisted
of grain plus grain-boundary inventory. The amount of Xe + Kr that was
released from the defected elements during the second storage period was
1.6%, or 13% of the grain-boundary inventory. The fission-gas release
versus the radial position in the fuel for an outer element from bundle
A08336W, as predicted by ELESIM, is shown in Figure 1. For elements from
bundle AO8336W, the regions where grain-boundary oxidation (GBO) was
observed during the first and second interim storage examinations (see
Section 5.4) are also shown in Figure 1. During the first ISE, the storage
atmosphere in the pressure vessel was not analysed, therefore the amount of
fission gas released during the first storage period is unknown.

5.2 Visual Examination

Evidence of corrosion was observed on the interior of the Type 304
stainless steel pressure vessels containing Pickering and Bruce bundles
AO8336W and F17267C. A solid residue was present in the water at the bottom
of the pressure vessels. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis of the residue
indicated that it was a stainless steel corrosion product. More details of
the storage-water analysis are presented in another paper in this conference
[3].

No significant change was observed in the appearance of the undefected
and intentionally defected elements following the second storage period.
When the in-reactor defected Pickering element was introduced into the
program, it contained a longitudinal crack, ~ 20 mm long originating from a
circumferential end-cap/cladding crack. The cladding appeared to be
severely hydrided, as indicated by the fracture pattern where the two cracks
met. The cracks as well as much of the surface of the element were covered
with corrosion and/or fission products. Some corrosion and/or fission
products present in, or near, the cladding fracture before storage were
leached from the element during storage. Also, a small fragment of cladding
separated from the element near the fractured region. The separated
fragment had apparently been held in place by the corrosion and/or fission
products before the element was introduced into the storage container.

5.3 Element Profilometry

The diameters of an undefected and a defected control element and a
single element from each of Pickering and Bruce bundles A08336W and F17267C
that were scheduled for a destructive examination were measured with a
profilometer. Diameter measurements were also performed on tvo in-reactor
defected elements that were stored in the same pressure vessel as bundle
F17267C. One of these elements was from a Bruce bundle, the other from a
Pickering bundle.

For both the intentionally defected control element and the intentionally
defected element that was examined' destructively during the second ISE,
there was no significant difference between the element diameter in the
immediate vicinity of the defect and the overall average element diameter.
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There were also no significant differences in element diameters of the
undetected control element, the defected control element and the other
defected elements that were examined destructively. No significant change
in element diameters occurred between this examination and the previous one.
This indicates that U02 oxidation in the intentionally defected elements was
insufficient to produce any fuel-element diameter increase or to adversely
affect element integrity. Typically, the overall average element diameter
before and after storage was 15.25 + 0.01 mm for the Pickering elements, and
13.07 + 0.01 mm for the Bruce elements.

5.4 Metallographic and Ceramographic Examination

Eight cross sections of fuel and cladding were prepared for the
examination from an intentionally defected element from each of Pickering
and Bruce bundles A08336W and F17267C, respectively. Longitudinal cross
sections were taken from the end-cap and intentionally defected regions; the
remaining samples were transverse sections.

Zirconium hydride/deuteride and zirconium oxide distributions, cladding
grain structure, the condition of the inner and outer cladding, and the
Canlub coating of each sample were examined. No apparent changes were
observed in any of the above areas between this and the previous
examinations.

When the cross sections of fuel were examined in the as-polished
condition, it was observed that each had sustained a significant amount of
U02 grain pullout. Photomacrographs of each cross section were taken and
the amount of pullout was measured (initially with a Planimeter and later
vith a Tracor Northern Model No. TN8502 Image Analyser). In the first ISE,
U02 grain pullout had been seen in other intentionally defected elements
from the same Pickering and Bruce bundles. The pullout was attributed to a
combination of the sample preparation procedure and U02 grain-boundary
oxidation, as was indicated by XPS. XPS analysis of the fuel following the
second storage period indicated a higher degree of U02 grain-boundary
oxidation than had been present after the first storage period. More
details of the XPS examination are presented in another paper in this
conference [4]. X-ray diffraction analysis of fuel samples from both
bundles indicated that its composition was near-stoichiometric U02. The
photomacrograph shown in Figure 2 reveal typical U02 grain pullout in an as-
polished section of fuel taken from an intentionally defected element from
intermediate-flux Pickering bundle A08336W (69 months of storage). Of the
fuel samples from the intentionally defected high-flux Bruce elements that
were examined, the average percentages of area displaying grain pullout were
462 (first ISE, 29.5 months of storage) and 66% (second ISE, 58 months of
storage). For the intentionally defected intermediate-flux Pickering
elements the corresponding values were 35% (first ISE, 29.5 months of
storage) and 52% (second ISE, 69 months of storage). The amount of fuel
experiencing grain pullout due to GBO as a function of storage time for all
CEX-2 intentionally defected bundles is shown in Figure 3.

Following the macroscopic, examination, the fuel was etched and examined
microscopically. Figure 4 shows the typical appearance of the U02 in a
region of grain pullout and Figure 5 its appearance in a region of no
pullout. The fuel in these figures is from an intentionally defected
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element from Pickering bundle AO8336W following the second storage period.
In the grain pullout region, there was an apparent increase in grain
boundary thickness, whereas in the regions of no pullout the UO2 grain
structure appeared unchanged from its pre-storage appearance.

6. CONCLUSION

During the most recent CEX-2 examination of an intentionally defected
CANDU® fuel bundle irradiated to a peak outer-element burnup of 280 MWh/kg
U and peak and an average outer-element linear power ratings 46 and 42 kW/m,
a significant increase in the amount of fuel experiencing grain-boundary
oxidation since the last examination was observed. However, the overall
results of the examination indicated that defected intermediate-flux
CANDU® bundles can be stored safely in moisture-saturated air at 150°C for
almost 6 years without experiencing any serious degradation of the UO2 fuel
or cladding. Storage of CANDU® fuel in dry air at seasonally varying
temperatures, and in dry and moisture-saturated air at 150°C is continuing
and future examinations are planned to obtain more data for an assessment of
the effects of long-term storage under these conditions.
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FIGURE 1: FISSION-GAS RELEASE VERSUS RADIAL POSITION IN AN OUTER ELEMENT
FROM BUNDLE AO8336W. (a) REGION GBO OBSERVED DURING FIRST ISE
(after 29.5 months of storage). (b) REGION GBO OBSERVED DURING
SECOND ISE (after 69 months of storage).
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FIGURE 2: AS-POLISHED CONDITION OF THE U02 IN AN INTENTIONALLY DEFECTED
REGION FROM BUNDLE A08336W FOLLOWING THE SECOND STORAGE PERIOD
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FIGURE 3: PERCENTAGE OF FUEL EXPERIENCING U02 GRAIN PULLOUT DUE TO GRAIN
BOUNDARY OXIDATION IN THE CEX-2 INTENTIONALLY DEFECTED ELEMENTS
EXAMINED
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FIGURE 4: ETCHED CONDITION OF THE UO2 FROM A GRAIN PULLOUT REGION ABOUT
230 mm FROM THE INTENTIONAL DEFECT IN BUNDLE A08336W, SHOWING AN
INCREASE IN GRAIN BOUNDARY THICKNESS

FIGURE 5: ETCHED CONDITION OF THE U02 FROM A REGION EXHIBITING NO U02
GRAIN PULLOUT IN BUNDLE A08336W FOLLOWING THE SECOND STORAGE
PERIOD (similar to pre-storage condition of the fuel)
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ABSTRACT

The grain-boundary chemistry of used CANDU® fuel exposed to moisture-
saturated air at 150°C for 69 months has been investigated by X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). Extensive oxidation and hydration of the
U02 grain boundaries have been verified using the chemical-shift effect for
the uranium and oxygen XPS peaks. The fission products cesium, barium and
rubidium were detected in significant concentrations at the exposed U02 grain
boundaries. Segregation of these fission products in an oxide layer with an
average thickness of 0.7 nm, or 1.5 monolayers, has been demonstrated by XPS
composition depth profiling and quantitative thin-film analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The permanent geological disposal of unreprocessed used nuclear fuels
following interim storage has become an attractive concept over the past
decade for a variety of reasons11"5'. Ceramic U02 should be a high-
performance nuclear waste form because of its chemical durability and
compatibility with a majority of the radionuclides that are produced during
reactor operation. For a wide range of conditions, preferential release of
those fission products that are incompatible with the U02 lattice represents
the most credible threat to the integrity of the waste form. Small amounts
of these species are known to be excluded from the U02 matrix into the void
space within the fuel element under reactor conditions. Typically about 1-2%
of the inventories of the fission-product noble gases are found within the
fuel-cladding gap at reactor discharge; however, a significant range (0.03-
15£) of fission-gas release has been observed depending on the fuel
irradiation history'1'6/7). Solid fission-product deposits have also been
observed adjacent to the cladding of U02 and (U,Pu)02 fuels that had been
operated at high power ratings'8"10'. Although complex mixtures are the
norm, in a few cases, specific phases have been tentatively identified, based
on X-ray microanalyses and known fuel chemistry, including ZrO2, Mo02, BaO,
Csl, Cs2Te, Cs2Zr03, Cs2U04 and Cs2Mo04

(8~10). The release of fission
products from the U02 matrix into the fuel-cladding gap is presumed to occur
generally by lattice diffusion to the grain boundaries, followed by faster
migration along the grain boundaries'1'11"13'. At higher temperatures, these
processes may be assisted by grain-boundary sweeping accompanying grain
growth and development of tunnels by interlinkage of fission-gas
bubbles'1-111.
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Surprisingly little information is available concerning the inventories of
fission products at the grain boundaries in used UO, fuels - this has been
recognized as a crucial area for further research'11. The formation of
numerous microscopic bubbles at the grain boundaries in high-burnup fuels
manifests segregation of gaseous fission products, which might include
halogens as well as noble gases'10'11'. Metallic precipitates, consisting of
varying proportions of Mo, Tc, Rh, Ru and Pd, have been identified by X-ray
microanalysis in a number of U02 and (U,Fu)O2 fuels; they are usually found
as submicron inclusions embedded in the walls of the fission-gas
bubbles'10'14*. Less-common oxide inclusions, containing Ba, Cs, Zr and
possibly other elements, have also been reported for high-burnup
fuels'10'15'. Thus, although commonly assumed on the basis of indirect
evidence, explicit proof for appreciable segregation of Cs, Ba and I as
distributed grain-boundary phases in used U02 fuels has been lacking.
Rubidium and bromine are expected to behave in a similar fashion to their
heavier analogues, but have roughly 10-fold lower inventories, whereas Sr,
unlike Ba, is known to be quite soluble in U02

<10).

Numerous studies of the aqueous dissolution behaviour of used CANDU® fuel
have shown that significant amounts of cesium and iodine radionuclides are
leached out rapidly (< 5 days) from cut fuel-rod segments'1'2'7-16"18'. This
fast initial release has been interpreted as arising from preferential
dissolution of soluble Cs/I-phases deposited in the fuel-cladding gap during
reactor operation(1S). A strong correlation has been found between the
fraction of the stable xenon inventory released to the fuel void space and
the proportions of the cesium and iodine inventories that are leached
rapidly'7'16~18». For CANDU® fuel that has been irradiated with a high
neutron flux, the Cs/Xe and I/Xe fractional gap-inventory ratios may both
approach 1.

The fractional release of fission gas (mainly Xe) to the fuel-cladding gap
during CANDU® reactor operation may be estimated with some confidence from
the irradiation history of the fuel using the ELESIM computer code'7'19'.
These calculations predict that a larger fraction of the fission-gas
inventory should be segregated to the U02 grain boundaries in typical CANDU®
fuel'7'. Based on the strong correlation between the fractional-gap
inventories of Cs, I and Xe, the ELESIM calculations may also serve as a
reasonable guide to grain-boundary segregation of cesium and iodine'7'.
Further support for this premise is provided by the fact that the diffusion
coefficients of xenon and iodine in U02 during irradiation with a high
neutron flux have been determined to be virtually identical over the
temperature range 200-1400°C'J2'. Unfortunately, the diffusion coefficients
of Cs, Rb and Ba in U02 under normal reactor conditions are unknown. The
effective migration rates of Cs and Xe have been found to be similar, but
somewhat less than that of I, in post-irradiated U02 over the temperature
range 1450-1825°C<13».

During the past decade, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and Ontario Hydro
have been conducting large-scale experiments to assess the performance of
used CANDU® fuel under conditions relevant to either an interim dry-storage
facility or a permanent disposal vault'3"5'. CANDU® fuel bundles of various
design and a wide range of power histories are being stored in concrete
canisters with three different environments: dry air at seasonally varying
temperatures (Easily Retrievable Basket (ERB) experiment), dry air at 150°C
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(Controlled Environment Experiment, Phase 1 (CEX-1)) and moisture-saturated
air at 150°C (Controlled Environment Experiment, Phase 2 (CEX-2)). Before
storage, some of the fuel elements were intentionally defected to allow
direct access of the container atmosphere to the U02. The grain-boundary
chemistry of the exposed U02 is now being investigated by X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS)'20'. Results obtained for one defected CEX-2 fuel element
after 69 months storage are presented in this paper. A comparison is made
with more limited XPS data collected from other fuel samples that experienced
different power/storage histories.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The XPS studies were conducted on samples taken from element 7 of bundle
A08336V, which was discharged from the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station-A
in 1976 December after burnup to 266 MWh/kg U with a peak linear power of
45 kW/m(3"5). Prior to storage in moisture-saturated air at 150°C for
69 months, the element was defected by drilling a 3 mm diameter hole through
the cladding wall ~ 105 mm from one end (up during storage). After storage
discrete fragments of U02, about 2-3 mm in size, were extracted from the
exposed fuel using minimum force to inhibit transgranular fracturing.
Vibrations during handling and cladding removal were sufficient to cause
significant crumbling of the weakened fuel pellets13"5'. All cutting
operations were performed under flowing argon to minimize surface oxidation
and contamination. Duplicate samples were collected at four different
locations relative to the cladding defect: location 1 ~ 75 mm above the
defect, location 2 ~ 35 mm below the defect, location 3 ~ 175 mm below the
defect and location 4 ~ 360 mm below the defect. At each location, one
fragment was selected from near the fuel-pellet centre line (Inner) and the
second from near, but not at, the pellet edge (Outer).

X-ray photoelectron spectra were recorded using a modified HcPherson ESCA-
36 spectrometer equipped with an SSL position-sensitive detector. This
instrument has been extensively upgraded and adapted specifically for XPS
analysis of small, highly radioactive samples*20'. Photoelectron emission
was excited by Mg Ka X-radiation; satellite structure arising from Ka34 X-
radiation was numerically removed. Because of the focussing properties of
the spectrometer, data were collected from a vertical strip, ~ 0.4 mm wide,
near the centre of each fragment. The instrument dispersion and work
function were calibrated using metallic gold and copper standards
(Au 4f7/2 = 84.00 eV and Cu 2p3/2 = 932.67 eV)

<21). Surface charging was
accounted for using the U 5f peak, which is known to occur at a binding
energy of 1.2 ± 0.2 eV for a wide range of uranium oxide stoichiometries
between U02 and U03_z

(22'23). The reported binding energies have been
corrected for relativistic effects'24'. Argon-ion sputter etching was
performed using a rastered 3 keV Ar+ beam with an average current density of
1.3 uA/cm2.

The surface morphology of the 8 XPS samples was subsequently examined by
scanning electron microscopy using a shielded Hitachi S570 SEM(25'26'. Two
samples were determined to have been unsuitable for XPS analysis: 2-0uter
showed largely a transgranular fracture mode, while 4-Inner was found to be
severely contaminated with particulate debris and carbonaceous material. The
remaining six samples all appeared to have relatively clean surfaces
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generated predominantly by intergranular fracturing. However, some
particulate debris (mainly U02) was observed in all cases and evidence of
partial transgranular fracturing was seen over local regions on samples 1-
Outer, 2-Inner, 3-Inner and 4-0uter. A modest bias in the XPS results,
toward clean U02, may therefore be anticipated owing to limited sampling of
cleaved grains.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Oxidation and Hydration of Fuel Grain Boundaries

The degree of surface oxidation for each fuel fragment vas determined by
curve fitting the U 4f7/2 photoelectron emission with two convoluted
Gaussian-Lorenzian functions, which were constrained within the known limits
for pure U4+ and U6+ XPS peaks127'28'. A typical example of a curve-resolved
U 4f7/2 peak envelope is shown in Figure la. The results are reported in
Table 1 as U6+/U4+ ratios and percent U6+. These data represent the extent
of UO, oxidation averaged over the sampling depth of the 4f photoelectrons, ~
1 nm(*9). They could manifest either a uniform surface film, with a nearly
equal mixture of U4+ and U6+, or a layered structure, with - 2 monolayers
(ML) of U6+ over a U4+ bulk. An independent estimate of the surface
concentration of U6+ may be obtained from the intensity of the U 5f peak
relative to the broad band near 5 eV, which has predominantly 0 2p character
(Figure lb). Although consistent with the U 4f curve-resolved measurements,
the U 5f relative intensities provide only a qualitative check because
surface contamination can influence the photoelectron emission distribution
in the valence-band region.

Similar broad asymmetric bands were observed for the 0 Is photoelectron
emission from all the fuel fragments; a typical example has been reproduced
in Figure 2. Three components can be identified: a dominant central peak
near 532.0 eV, a distinct secondary peak just below 530.0 eV and a broad
shoulder above 533 eV. These are reasonably assigned to 0H~, 02~ and
adsorbed water, respectively'30'; however, discrimination between hydroxyl
and strongly bound water can be tenuous. Although appreciable surface
concentrations of hydroxyl/water are observed on U02 after even modest
exposure to the atmosphere, the high levels found in this case suggest a more
strongly driven hydration process.

3.2 Fission-Product Segregation to Fuel Grain Boundaries

The fission products cesium, barium and rubidium were unequivocally
detected using XPS on the six fuel fragments with predominantly clean,
intergranular-fracture surfaces. Representative high-resolution X-ray
photoelectron spectra have been reproduced in Figure 3. Molybdenum and
zirconium were probably also detected in several cases, in the form of weak,
broadened structure near 233 eV and 183 eV, respectively, which can be
assigned to their 3d spin-orbit doublets. The Mo 3d emission is partly
overlapped by secondary Rb (3p3/2 ~ 238 eV) and Cs (4s ~ 230 eV) peaks,
whilst the Zr 3d emission appeared little affected by ion sputtering and
hence may arise from particulate cladding debris. Other fission products
that could be expected to segregate to the U02 grain boundaries in
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significant amounts'8"10'141 - tellurium, iodine, strontium, technetium,
ruthenium, rhodium and platinum - were not detected. The two samples that
have been discounted on the basis of the SEM examination, 2-0uter and 4-
Inner, shoved only weak cesium XPS peaks.

3.2.1 Chemical State of Segregated Fission Products. The best XPS chemical-
shift data measured for the fission products detected at the U02 grain
boundaries have been collected in Table 2. For cesium, the M4N45N45 Auger
transition was clearly observed, as veil as the photoelectron peaks,
permitting determination of the Auger parameter, a' (binding energy of 3d5,2
plus kinetic energy of M4N45N45)'

31). The average values obtained for the
binding energy of the Cs 3d5/2 level (724.5 + 0.3 eV) and the Cs Auger
parameter (1293.4 + 0.4 eV) agree veil vith recent measurements'321 on CsOH
(3d5/2 = 724.5 eV and a' = 1293.2 eV), vhich differ just slightly from the
results of an earlier study'31'33' of CsOH (3d5/2 = 724.2 eV and a' =
1292.9 eV). There is only a modest amount of chemical-shift information
available on other relevant cesium species'31'33"35' for comparison: Cs metal
3d5/2 = 726.3 eV and a' = 1296.6 eV; Cs2O 3d5/2 = 725.1 eV; Csl 3d5/2 =
724.1 eV and a' = 1294.0 eV. In the case of rubidium and barium, our data
(Ba 3d3/2 = 795.6 eV and Rb 3d = 110.5 eV) are limited because of lov signal
intensities and spectral interferences. Although the Ba 3d5/2 peak is
obscured by U 4d3/2 photoelectron emission, the Ba 3d5/2 binding energy may
be estimated from the 3d3/2 peak (Ba 3d5/2 = 780.2 eV) using the known Ba 3d
spin-orbit splitting of 15.4 eV

(33"36). The published XPS data for barium
and rubidium'31f33~36) are even sparser than for cesium: Ba-metal 3d5/2 =
779.3 eV; BaO 3ds/2 = 779.8 eV; Rb-metal 3d5/2 = 111.8 eV and 3d3/2 =
113.2 eV; Rbl 3d = 110.6 eV. Thus, conclusive identification of the chemical
state of the fission products segregated at the U02 fuel grain boundaries is
not feasible, although the limited evidence is compatible vith the hydrated
oxides or possibly the uranates.

3.2.2 Depth Profile of Segregated Fission Products. The near-surface region
of one sample (3-0uter) vas composition depth-profiled by sequential XPS
surface analysis and argon-ion sputter etching (Figure 4a). Cesium, rubidium
and uranium vere monitored throughout the profile, vhereas barium, vhich vas
present in lov concentration on this sample, could not be easily measured
after the second sputter. The normalized, relative Cs and Rb XPS signal
intensities have been plotted in Figure 4b as a function of the argon-ion
fluence (the Cs 4d and Rb 3d peak areas vere first divided by the
corresponding U 5d peak area and then normalized). An approximate depth
scale, based upon the Ar+ sputter-etching rate for Cr203

<30>, has also been
indicated on the figure. Allowance has not been made for surface
contamination, vhich is estimated from attenuation of the U 5d emission to be
roughly 1 nm thick. Under 3 keV Ar+ bombardment, hovever, the removal rate
for weakly adsorbed contaminants could reasonably be expected to be an order
of magnitude greater than the sputter-etching rate of ionic metal oxides.

The results displayed in Figure 4 demonstrate that the segregated fission
products are largely restricted to a thin surface film overlayed by adsorbed
contamination. Monolayer coverage of cesium and rubidium on a clean, smooth
U02 surface vould be expected to shov an exponential sputter-removal curve
(as indicated) vith a characteristic length of 0.5 nm - due to recoil
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implantation and the randomness of individual ion cascades'31'. This type of
behaviour was observed in a preliminary study of fission-product segregation
to the UO, grain boundaries in used CANDU® fuel that had been stored
undetected'37'. In the present case, the depth-profile data suggest a
slightly thicker fission-product film and possibly insular deposits covering
~ 15% of the sampled area. Caution must be exercised, however, in detailed
interpretation of Figure 4, because of the experimental limitations: presence
of surface contamination, uncertainty in depth-scale calibration and
shadowing due to surface roughness.

3.2.3 Thin-Film Analysis. The complex chemistry of the exposed fuel grain
boundaries was interpreted in terms of a simplified model comprising a thin,
uniform film of (hydrated) fission-product oxide on a smooth, clean UO
substrate. Three specific cases were considered: FP2O and FPOH on \)02 s and
FP2UO4 on U02, where FP = Cs^bgBay and a + 0 + 2Y = 1. Quantitative
analyses based on established XPS theory were performed using integrated peak
areas'311. Differential photoionization cross-sections, a, were taken from
the work of Evans et al.(38>, so that the angular asymmetry parameter and
shakeup/shakeoff structure could be neglected'20'. The transmission function
of the ESCA-36/PSD instrument was presumed to depend linearly on the electron
kinetic energy, E(20). Electron attenuation lengths, X, were derived from
the empirical relations of Seah and Dench(29): X = BE% and B = 0.72a3/2 where
"a" is the mean atomic size. Attenuation of the photoelectron emission by
adsorbed contamination was accounted for using the correction term X =
exp(-tc/Xccos9), where tc is the estimated contamination depth and 9 is the
photoelectron takeoff angle'39'. Photoelectron peaks with similar binding
energies (U 5d, Cs 4d, Ba 4d and Rb 3d) were chosen for the analysis in order
to minimize variations in the E-dependent factors.

The relative proportions of Rb, Ba and Cs within each (idealized) surface-
oxide film were calculated using the following equation:

Nx
(1)

where X represents Rb or Ba and Y denotes Cs. The results have been reported
in Table 3 as a, 0 and y coefficients, which were derived from the calculated
atomic ratios by applying the a + ^ + 2y = 1 identity. Measurement of the Ba
4d peak area required subtraction of Koc34 satellite structure and fitting a
curved background - this is an important source of uncertainty in the
coefficients.

The following expressions were developed relating the (idealized) fission-
product-oxide film thickness, d, to the measured XPS peak intensities and
calculable parameters - Equation (2) for FP20/FP0H and Equation (3) for

FP2UO4:

- exp(-d/AY)}
(2)
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(N§BS -
(3)

where N symbolizes atomic number density, Y = Cs, A = Xcos6 and the
superscripts F and S denote film and substrate, respectively. Partial
substitution of cesium by barium and rubidium has been accounted for using
the a coefficient. For approximate consistency with the measured degree of
uranium surface oxidation (above), the substrate was presumed to be either
U02 under FP2UO4 or an equal mixture of U307 and U30a under FP2O/FPOH. The
required number densities and mean atomic sizes were calculated from the
known properties of the pure cesium and uranium oxides.

Iterative solution of Equations (2) and (3) yielded the results reported
in Table 4 in the form of molecular, monolayer surface coverage as well as
film thickness. There is surprisingly little variation among the samples and
reasonable consistency between the submodels; agreement has also been
obtained with the sputter depth profile. Based partly on the chemical-shift
information, FP2O on U02 5 is thought to be the least probable case and may
be regarded as a lower' limit. The average thickness of the (hydrated)
fission-product oxide film is thus estimated to be 0.7 nm or 1.5 ML.

4. DISCUSSION

The U6+/U4+ ratios determined by XPS for the A08336W/7 fuel fragments
(Table 1) indicate that the degree of oxidation at the \J02 grain boundaries
may be independent of radial location and is only weakly correlated (decreas-
ing) with distance from the cladding defect. Oxidation is known to have been
restricted to a depth of less than 100 nm because XRD analysis confirmed
U02 0 as the principle bulk phase with only a minor U02+It component (0.1 < x
< 0.2) and no indication of higher oxides. Ceramographic examinations of
fuel-element sections have provided indirect evidence for extensive grain-
boundary oxidation: the grain boundaries show an enhanced susceptibility to
attack by acid etchant and many are sufficiently weakened to cause grain
pullout during polishing*3"5•26'. The proportion of grain pullout was found
to be weakly correlated with distance from the cladding defect, consistent
with the XPS results, decreasing from ~ 70% near the defect to ~ 30% at 40 cm
(52% on the average)'26'. Conversely, the ceramographic examinations, unlike
the measured U6+/U4+ surface ratios, revealed little indication of grain-
boundary attack near the pellet centre. This difference may reflect
preferential sampling of weakened grain boundaries by the gentle procedures
used to extract (J02 fragments for XPS analysis, as well as the high surface
specificity of the XPS technique.

Limited XPS studies have also been conducted previously on used-fuel
samples taken from a defected outer element of a high-neutron-flux bundle
after storage in moisture-saturated air at 150°C for 58 months. This bundle
(F17267C) had been irradiated in the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station-A to an
outer-element burnup of 244 MWh/kg U, with a peak linear power of 53 ktf/m.
Eight U02 fragments from element 8 were analyzed by XPS but the fracture mode
was not verified by subsequent SEM examination. As in the present study, the
measured U6+/U4+ ratios showed no dependence on radial location and were only
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weakly correlated with distance from the cladding defect. The degree of U02
grain-boundary oxidation was found to be significantly greater, however, with
a U6+/U4+ ratio of 1.8 (average). These results are compatible with
ceramographic examinations, which showed an enhanced susceptibility to grain
pullout (66% on the average) and evidence of grain-boundary deterioration
even at the pellet centre'4'26'. Significant amounts of cesium were also
clearly revealed by XPS survey spectra recorded from 4 of the U02 fragments,
but a detailed evaluation of fission-product segregation was not undertaken.

The inventories of fission products in used CANDU® fuel may be reliably
predicted from the irradiation history of the fuel and the known decay
properties of the radionuclides'40'41'. By interpolation between compiled
reference data'40'41', the following bulk (atomic) ratios were estimated for
the A08336W/7 fuel (in 1988): Rb/Cs = 0.20, Ba/Cs = 0.70 and I/Cs = 0.12.
The proportions of Rb and Cs found in the fission-product oxide films
(Rb/Cs = 0.15 on the average) are thus approximately consistent with the
total inventories of these elements (but see below). Conversely, the average
Ba/Cs ratio determined by XPS (0.27) is only about 1/3 the bulk value, and as
much as 1/2 of the Ba detected on the grain-boundary surfaces may have been
created there by 0 decay of previously segregated 134Cs and 137Cs<40'41).
Evidently the diffusion rate of Ba is significantly less than that of Cs in
U02 under typical CANDU® reactor conditions. The wide range in the measured
Ba/Cs ratios (from 0.05 to 0.48) suggests that additional fractionation of Ba
and Cs at the U02 grain boundaries may have occurred during storage. Despite
careful searching, iodine was not clearly observed by XPS for any of the
samples, although it should have been just detectable if segregated in the
same proportion as Cs. This negative result might indicate greater relative
segregation of Cs than I to grain boundaries in the A08336W/7 fuel.
Alternatively, labile iodine may have been lost from the fuel fragment
surfaces during sampling and/or XPS analysis. Formation of submicron iodide
crystals (e.g. (Cs,Rb)I) in the fission-gas bubbles at the grain boundaries
would also effectively hide any segregated iodine from XPS.

The average coverage of fission-product oxide at grain boundaries in
A08336W/7 fuel prior to storage was estimated using the following scheme.
Uniform distribution of Cs, Ba and Rb oxides on perfect grain boundaries
between cubic U02 grains, 8 urn in size, was assumed. Grain-boundary
inventories of these species were estimated from the compiled bulk
composition data'40-411 and the fractional fission-gas segregation predicted
by ELESIM (12%). The predicted coverage, ~ 1 ML per surface, agrees
surprisingly well with experiment, but this is likely fortuitous given the
many uncertainties in both. In particular, because the surfaces of U02
grains in used fuel are corrugated, the grain-boundary specific area has
probably been underestimated (in the above calculation) by several fold.

A preliminary XPS study of fission product segregation to grain boundaries
in undefected, used CANDU® fuel has recently been conducted'37': cesium
and/or rubidium were detected on 8 fuel fragments selected from an intact
outer element of bundle F12059C. This fuel element had been irradiated (in
BNGS-A) to the same burnup as A08336V/7, but with a higher peak linear power
(50 kW/m). The surface coverage of Cs was generally lower, whereas that of
Rb was generally higher, than in the present study, typically ~ 0.5 ML for
both species. There was also greater variability: Cs and Rb were only just
detectable on two samples, whilst > 1 ML of cesium oxide was found on. one
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sample and > 1 ML of rubidium oxide on another. The high rubidium coverages
indicate extreme segregation to the grain boundaries, which in turn implies
that the lattice diffusion coefficient of Rb in U02 is significantly greater
than that of Cs, Ba and I.

The composition and uniform thickness of the fission-product oxide films
that were observed in the present study suggest a chemical mechanism for
enrichment of Cs and Ba at the exposed U02 grain boundaries during moist-air
storage. Speculatively, fission products might be leached from intact grain
boundaries and selectively redeposited on incipient fracture surfaces by the
moisture that has extensively penetrated the fuel grain structure. The
enrichment/depletion of Cs, Ba and Rb in such a process would depend on
subtle details of the aqueous-film chemistry as well as the initial fission-
product inventories and distributions. Further work is clearly required to
substantiate these results and their interpretation. In particular, the
effects of different fuel irradiation histories and exposure conditions
should be explored. Additional refinement of the experimental procedures and
XPS analysis may be feasible; calibration studies on standards would be
desirable.
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TABLE 1. URANIUM GRAIN-BOUNDARY
OXIDATION

TABLE 3. FISSION-PRODUCT COEFFICIENTS

Sample

1-Inner
1-Outer
2-Inner
3-Inner
3-Outer
4-Outer

%U6+

51
51
57
45
53
43

U6+/U4+

1.06
1.05
1.31
0.81
1.10
0.76

Sample

1-Inner
1-Outer
2-Inner
3-Inner
3-0uter
4-0uter

a.

0.60
0.62
0.62
0.52
0.81
0.48

0.05
0.08
0.09
0.14
0.11
0.07

Y

0.18
0.15
0.15
0.17
0.04
0.23

TABLE 2. XPS CHEMICAL-SHIFT DATA FOR FISSION PRODUCTS1

Sample

1-Inner
1-Outer
2-Inner
3-Inner
3-Outer
4-0uter

Cs 3ds/2

724.6
724.6
724.2
724.2
724.6
724.7

Cs

1293
1293
1293

1293
1293

a'

.6

.6

.0

.4

.3

Cs 4d

77.6/75.
77.7/75.
77.5/75.
77.5/75.
77.6/75.
77.7/75.

4
4
5
5
6
5

Ba 3d3/2

795.6
795.6
795.2
795.7
795.6
795.7

Rb 3d

110.6
110.6
110.7
110.3
110.5
110.6

1 Binding energies and Auger parameter (a') measured in eV.

TABLE 4. FISSION-PRODUCT OXIDE-FILM THICKNESS1

Sample

1-Inner
1-Outer
2-Inner
3-Inner
3-Outer
4-0uter

FP2UO4

d(nm)

0.79
0.64
0.83
0.95
0.95
0.82

on U02

•(ML)

1.50
1.22
1.59
1.82
1.82
1.57

FPOH

d(nm)

0.62
0.51
0.65
0.73
0.74
0.64

on U02 5

•(ML)

1.51
1.24
1.59
1.80
1.81
1.57

FP2O

d(nm)

0.51
0.42
0.53
0.61
0.61
0.53

on U02>5

•(ML)

1.06
0.87
1.12
1.27
1.27
1.10

Film thickness (d) and surface coverage (•)
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RADIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF CANDU®USED FUEL STORED
IN CONCRETE CANISTERS IN MOIST AIR AT 15O°C
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C.R. FROST

Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

The analysis of storage water used to provide a moist environment in two
stainless-steel pressure vessels containing defected used CANDU® fuel
bundles showed that the major fission product released was 137Cs after an
interim storage period of up to 3.3 years. In the pressure vessel
containing two in-reactor defected fuel elements, ~50Z more fission
products were released compared to the first interim examination. The
higher release was attributed to the presence of in-reactor defected fuel.
The results from the second pressure vessel showed lower releases, and
represented less than half the radioisotope activities found in the first
interim examination. All the fission products showed releases of less than
0.1% of the calculated inventory, except 3H, which was measured for the
first time with a release of 1%.

INTRODUCTION

The dry storage of used fuel is being examined as a viable long-term and
economical alternative to storage in water pools. This study is a joint
program between Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and Ontario Hydro (1,2).
Two pressure vessels (Figure 1) each containing a CANDU® used fuel bundle
have been examined to determine the storage effects on used fuel kept in
above-ground concrete canisters at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment near Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada. This particular experiment is
called the the Controlled Environment Experiment (CEX-2) where the fuel is
stored at 150°C in air saturated with moisture. The fuel bundles have been
stored since the beginning of the experiment for approximately six years
before this examination. The bundles and storage water were first examined
following 30 months of storage (3).
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The fuel bundles were put into new pressure vessels with 100 mL of
distilled water to provide the moist environment after the second interim
examination, and were returned to the concrete canister for further
storage.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

One of the stainless-steel pressure vessels contained a Pickering
Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) used fuel bundle that had all the outer
elements, except one, intentionally defected by drilling a 3-mm hole in the
cladding of each element. Three outer elements from this bundle were
examined. The undetected element and a selected defected element were used
as control elements to serve as internal standards for future interim
storage examinations. The third element was y-scanned using the WNRE
Y--scanning system (4), and was analysed destructively. The two control
elements were analysed nondestructively by y-scanning, and were subse-
quently put with the fuel bundle into a new pressure vessel for further
storage.

The second pressure vessel contained a Bruce NGS used fuel bundle that
had its outer elements intentionally defected in a manner similar to the
Pickering NGS bundle. In addition, two in-reactor defected elements, one
from Bruce NGS and one from Pickering NGS, were added after the first
interim storage examination. Five elements from this pressure vessel were
examined. Four elements were analysed by y-scanning and were placed in a
new pressure vessel that was returned to the concrete canister, and one was
Y-scanned and analysed destructively.

The water used to provide a moist environment in the two pressure
vessels during the storage period was analysed to assess the degree of
leaching of the used fuel. To determine the degree of leaching from the
fuel, the fission product inventory was calculated using LATREP/CANIGEN
(5,6) with input data from a typical Bruce and Pickering fuel bundle irra-
diation. The calculated inventories at discharge for 137Cs, 134Cs, 129I and
3H as a function of burnup are given in Figures 2 to 6. The plots show
that the calculated fission product concentrations are almost identical for
a given burnup of used Bruce and Pickering fuel bundles. In addition, the
equations for the best fit of the calculated data are included on the plot.

RESULTS

Water From Presfre Vessel Containing A Bruce Bundle

The results of the analysis are given in Table 1 along with the results
from the first interim examination for comparison. The results show that
the amount of uranium has increased significantly, and there was a higher
release of fission products. This may be attributed to the release of fuel
fragments from the in-reactor defected fuel elements which were introduced
to the program after the first storage period (30 months). The major
radioactive isotope released was still 137Cs with an activity of 5.3 x 109

Bq. This is 50% higher than the result obtained in the first interim exam-
ination, but is still less than 0.1% of the calculated inventory of the
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intentionally and the in-reactor defected fuel elements (Table 2). 129I
was not detected and the measured detection limit indicates a release of
less than 0.02% of the total inventory in the defected elements. Higher
levels of 90Sr were released but still represents a very low total release
of 9 x 10"6 X.

A solid residue in the storage water, similar to that found in the first
interim examination, was also found but not analysed. The residue was
attributed to corrosion of the stainless-steel pressure vessel.

Pickering Pressure Vessel Water

Long-Lived Fission Products. The results are summarized in Table 3 along
with the results from the first interim examination for comparison. The
major activity in the storage water was 137Cs, but was 2.5 times lower than
the activity found during the first examination. The other measured radio-
isotopes also showed lower activities. In the first examination, ~ 0.06%
of the total 137Cs and 134Cs inventory in the defected fuel elements (13
elements) was released, and about half of this activity level was released
(0.03%) in this examination (Table 4). The 129I and 90Sr activity again
showed very low release levels.

Tritium. Tritium was not measured in the first examination and was only
'detected in the second examination as a result of a new, faster, procedure
for determining 90Sr using high-performance liquid chromatography and
liquid scintillation counting (LSC). The LSC spectrum showed the presence
of interfering low-energy |3 particles in addition to the higher-energy
0.546-MeV 90Sr particles. It was suspected that the low-energy (3 particles
were due to 3H. The sample was subsequently distilled, and the distillate
analysed for activity using the liquid scintillation counter. Positive
identification of the 3H activity was obtained from the LSC spectrum.
Figure 7 shows a spectrum of a 3H standard, and Figure 8 shows the spectrum
of the sample distillate. The two are almost identical. There was a pos-
sibility that the low-energy 0 particles could be due to 14C, which is also
a pure p emitter, but Figure 9 shows a 14C spectrum with a much different
end-point energy and ^-energy distribution. The source of the 3H could be
the defective fuel elements as a result of ternary fission and/or from the
fuel sheath where it may be present as a tritide. If we assume the only
source of tritium in the storage water is from the fuel, the amount
released is almost IX of the total inventory of the 12 defective fuel
elements (Figure 6 and Table A). This is the highest percentage release of
any of the fission products measured in the CEX-2 experiment.

Corrosion Products. A relatively large amount of solid residue, 112 mg,
was recovered from the pressure vessel storage water compared to 3 to 26 mg
measured in previous examinations of other pressure vessels in the CEX-2
experiment. The residue in the water solution was filtered and analysed by
the Hot Cell X-ray wavelength dispersive scanning electron microscope.
X-ray analysis identified the major component as iron and lower concentra-
tions of aluminum and nickel. The presence of iron and nickel suggests
they are corrosion products of the stainless-steel pressure vessel, and the
presence of aluminum may be due to the aluminum tools in the Hot Cells
(e.g., manipulators) leaving deposits on the fuel bundles during handling.
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The pH of the storage water changed from 5.5 to 8.3 during the 2.4-year
interim storage period. After the first storage period, the fuel bundle
was loaded into a new pressure vessel, which was charged with fresh dis-
tilled deionised water having a pH of 5.5. The same result was obtained
for the water from all the pressure vessels during the first interim exam-
ination. This increase has been attributed to corrosion of the stainless-
steel pressure vessel.

Gamma-Scann i ng

The axial 137Cs y-scanning results of the two defected and intact fuel
elements from Bruce NGS and similar elements from Pickering NGS showed no
detectable movement of fission products. The scans of the defected control
elements most likely to show signs of fission product movement are almost
identical to the scans taken in 1984 (Figures 10 to 13). The pre-storage
137Cs y-scans of the in-reactor defected elements (Figure 14) showed evi-
dence of localised migration of 137Cs indicating higher than normal oper-
ating temperatures prior to failure. The first interim examination y-scans
show that the 137Cs still has fluctuations in the activity distribution,
but appears to be less pronounced than the pre-storage distribution.
Evidently, 137Cs appears to be redistributed along the length of the fuel
element during storage.

DISCUSSION

In the pressure vessel containing the Pickering bundle, the rate of
release of fission products from the fuel bundle is reduced compared to the
results obtained in the first interim examination. This is in contrast to
the higher releases in the pressure vessel containing the Bruce bundle. It
seems probable that these higher releases are due to the in-reactor
defected fuel elements and that the fission product release from the inten-
tionally defected elements in the Bruce fuel bundle may be similar to the
Pickering case. The major radioisotope released from both fuel bundles was
137Cs, but it represented a release of less than 0.5% of the total
calculated inventory in the defected elements. Tritium was measured for
the first time in the Pickering pressure vessel, and was found to have a
high release of about 1% of the calculated inventory in the irradiated
fuel. This is surprising since this is the second examination of this
pressure vessel, and one would have assumed that the tritium would have
been released in the first storage period if it was loosely bound in the
fuel.

The pre-storage y-scans of the two in-reactor defected fuel elements
show that there is significant localised movement of 137Cs. Previous
studies of used fuel showed similar distributions, and indicate higher than
normal centre operating temperatures (4). This was shown by the equiaxed
grain growth in the centre region of the fuel pellet and significant radial
movement of cesium isotopes to the periphery of individual fuel pellets.
We expect continued higher than normal releases of cesium isotopes in
future examinations of the water from this pressure vessel due to their
higher concentrations at the periphery of the fuel pellets in the in-
reactor defected fuel elements.
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The radiochemical work for the storage program is continuing and the
next CEX-2 examination is tentatively scheduled for 1991.

CONCLUSIONS

The radioactivity released from fuel in the pressure vessel containing
the Bruce bundle was higher than after the first storage period, and was
attributed to the presence of in-reactor defected fuel placed in the
pressure vessel after the first interim examination. The major radio-
isotope released was X37Cs, but its amount was still less than 0.1% of the
calculated inventory. The activity released in the Pickering pressure
vessel was twice as low as that found in the first interim examination.
The major isotopes released from the used fuel were 137Cs and 3H, which was
measured for the first time. The amount of 137Cs released was less than
0.1% of the calculated inventory, and the release of 3H was 1% of the
calculated inventory.
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TABLE 1

RESULTS OF STORAGE WATER IN PRESSURE VESSEL CONTAINING BRUCE BUNDLE
F17267C AND TWO IN-REACTOR DEFECTED FUEL ELEMENTS

Analysis

Gamma field (mR/h/mL)

Uranium (g)

Total a (Bg)**

1 3 7Cs (Bg)

1 3 4Cs (Bg)

1 2 9I (Bq)

99TC (Bq)

90Sr (Bq)

First Examination
(1984 June I D *

140

5.1 xlO"5

98

3.7 x 109

6.9 x 108

4.8 x 102

ND < 40

9.7 X 104

Second Examination
(1987 April 6)*

143

1.9 x 10~2

3.8 x 103

5.3 x 109

1.1 x 109

ND < 5 x 102

not analyzed

4.74 x 105

radioisotopes decayed corrected to 1984 June 11
Bequerel: total activity for the 0.1 L of water used for storage

TABLE 2

BRUCE BUNDLE F17267C FUEL FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

Isotope

1 3 7CS

129,

90Sr

15

8.

2.

5.

First
(1984

Bq
elements

12 x 10 1 2

93 x 106

13 x 10 1 2

Examination
June

0

3

4.'

9

U )

Bq
1 L

7 x

76 x

7 x

k

H2

10

10

10

0

9

2

4

%Released

0

0

2 x

046

016

io-6

16

8.

2.

5.

Second Examination
(1987 April 6)

Bq
elements

09 x 1O12

93 x 106

19 x 10 1 2

B
0.1

5.26

ND

4.7

*

q
L

X

<

X

H2°

109

500

105

^Released

0.065

<0.02

9 x 10~6

All radioisotopes decayed corrected to 1984 June 11
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF STORAGE WATER IN PRESSURE VESSEL CONTAINING
PICKERING BUNDLE AO8336W

Analysis

Gamma field (mR/h/mL)

pH

Uranium (g)

Total a (Bq)**

1 3 7Cs (Bq)

1 3 4Cs (Bq)

1 2 91 (Bq)

99Tc (Bq)

90Sr (Bq)

60CO (Bq)

3H (Bq)

First Examination
(1984 June I D *

200

8 .9

7.4 x 10" 6

306

6.3 x 10 9

4.7 X 1 0 8

709

ND < 40

7.8 X 1 0 4

HD < 6 x 1 0 4

not analyzed

Second Examination
(1988 April 1 3 ) *

79

8.3

4 x 1 0 ~ 5

HD < 20

2.5 x 1 0 9

2.2 x 1 0 8

ND < 200

not analyzed

1.9 x 1 0 4

ND < 3 x 1 0 4

5.0 x 1 0 8

All radioisotopes decay corrected to 1984 June 11
Bequerel: total activity for the 0.1 L of water used for storage

TABLE 4

PICKERING BUNDLE AO8336W FUEL FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

First Examination
(1984 June 1 1 ) *

Second Examination
(1988 April 1 3 ) *

Isotope

137

134

Cs

Cs

129,

90Sr

Bq
13 elements

9.93 x 1012

1.02 x 1011

3.68 x 10c

i.31 X 1012

5.68 X 1010

Bq
0.1 L H 2O

6.3 x 10*

4.7 X 10 8

7.09 X 1O 2

7.8 x 10 4

not analyzed

%Released

0.063

0.059

0.019

1.2 x 10-6

Bq
12 elements

9.16

7.40

3. 40

5.82

5.24

X

X

X

X

X

1 0 1 2

1 0 1 1

106

1 0 1 2

1 0 1 0

0

2

2

.1

.5

.2

ND

1

5

.9

.0

Bq
L

X

X

H2O

109

108

< 200

X

X

104

108

%Released

0.027

0.03

0,006

3.3 x 10

0.95

-7

*A11 radioisotopes decay corrected to 1984 June 11
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AN INSTANT-RELEASE SOURCE TERM FOR
THE ASSESSMENT OF USED NUCLEAR FUEL DISPOSAL

N.C. GARISTO, L.H. JOHNSON AND W.H. HOCKING

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada ROE 1LO

ABSTRACT

Instant-release fractions ..are estimated for the potential release of
radionuclides from used CANDU® fuel in a geological disposal vault, taking
variability and uncertainty into account. The radionuclides discussed in
this paper are 1 2 9I, 135Cs, "Tc, 79Se, 126Sn, 90Sr, 14C and 3H. The
instant-release fractions are based on experimental data on the short-term
release of radionuclides from used fuel upon contact with groundvater and on
fuel-performance calculations. Using these instant-release fractions, ve
derive and present source terms for the environmental and safety assessment
of used nuclear fuel disposal.

1. INTRODUCTION

The assessment of used nuclear fuel disposal requires information on the
gap and grain-boundary inventories of radionuclides in used fuel (Garisto et
al., 1989). These inventories, along with data on the aqueous chemistry of
the radionuclides, determine the instant-release fractions, i.e., the
fractions of the total used-fuel inventory of given radionuclides that are
available for fast release when used fuel comes into contact with ground-
water.

In our assessment model (Garisto and LeNeveu, 1989), the instantly
released radionuclides are assumed to dissolve in the groundwater and diffuse
into the waste container immediately upon container failure and reach
uniform, inventory-limited concentrations inside the container (LeNeveu and
Johnson, 1986; Apted et al., 1987). The time required for groundwater to
flood a failed container and breach the Zircaloy sheath of all fuel elements
in the container is taken conservatively as zero. The resulting radionuclide
concentrations inside the container then provide boundary conditions for the
mass-transport equations that describe the subsequent migration of the radio-
nuclides across the buffer. The corresponding total radionuclide flux at the
used fuel-buffer interface is the instant-release source term.

In the model, we treat both gap and grain-boundary radionuclide
inventories as instant-release fractions (IRFs). This is a very conservative
approximation, which neglects the difference between the kinetics of release
from gap and from grain boundaries (Garisto et al., 1989). Ve use this
approximation because it is difficult experimentally to separate the indi-
vidual release contribution of the gap and grain boundaries: the same in-
reactor mechanisms, such as grain growth, bubble formation, and diffusion,
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lead to the accumulation of both gap and grain-boundary inventories.
Furthermore, only scarce experimental data are available on the chemical
nature and quantities of grain-boundary constituents and their rates of
release (Johnson and Shoesmith, 1988; Hunt et al., 1989).

Radionuclides of interest in the assessment of used-fuel disposal include
1 2 9I, 135Cs, "Tc, 79Se, 126Sn, 3H and liC (Garisto et al., 1989; Oversby,
1987) and 90Sr (Apted et al., 1989). In this paper we estimate IRFs for
these radionuclides, taking uncertainty and variability in the data into
account. We then use these IRFs to derive the corresponding instant-release
source terms.

2. INSTANT-RELEASE FRACTIONS

Because of the scarcity of experimental data on gap and grain-boundary
inventories, we rely on a combination of experimental data, theoretical
calculations and chemical analogies to derive the instant-release fractions.

2.1 Instant-Release Fractions for Iodine and Cesium

Step 1: Deriving the Relationship Between Calculated and Experimental Xenon
Gap Inventories. The dependence of the xenon gap inventories in used CANDU
fuel on the fuel irradiation history can be calculated with the ELESIM code
(Notley, 1979). The relationship between calculated xenon inventories
([Xe]gap,calc) expressed as a percentage of the total inventory and measured
xenon gap inventories ([Xe]gap,exp) was determined by a regression analysis
(Stroes-Gascoyne and Sellinger, 1986).

[Xe]gap,exp = 1.04 [Xe]gap,calc - 0.68 . (2.1)

The relative error in the xenon gap inventory is approximately 50% based on
95% confidence limits. This relationship is based on data for fission-gas
release ranging from 0.01 to 10%, which represents almost the full range of
fission-gas releases observed for CANDU power reactor fuel. Our analysis was
restricted to power-reactor fuel for which Xe release as well as fission
product leaching data were available.

Step 2; Deriving Iodine and Cesium Gap Inventories from Xenon Gap
Inventories. Leaching tests performed on used CANDU fuels indicate that gap
inventories of cesium, iodine and stable xenon are correlated (Johnson et
al., 1983; Stroes-Gascoyne et al., 1987). The similarity in the gap
inventories of xenon, cesium and iodine is largely due to their similar
diffusion properties during reactor operation, whereas differences in their
gap inventories probably occur because of their different volatilities.

The relationship between measured iodine and cesium gap Inventories
([I]gap,exp and [Cs]gap,exp, respectively, in % of total inventory) and
measured xenon gap inventories ([Xe]gap,exp in % of total inventory) was
determined by a regression analysis of 34 data points reported by Stroes-
Gascoyne and Sellinger (1986) for a broad range of fuel irradiation
conditions. The analysis gave the following empirical relation:

tXe]gap,exp = 1.58 [I]°;«?.xp (2.2)
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The relative error in the iodine gap inventory is approximately 30% (for 95%
confidence limits) based on this fit, plus an error due to the uncertainty in
the xenon gap inventory. Thus, the total relative error in the gap inventory
is approximately 150%.

Step 3: Deriving the Relationship Between Gap and Grain-Boundary
Inventories. Inventories of xenon at grain boundaries in used fuel can be
calculated with the ELESIM code. Because the code is based on extensive
experimental data, including measurements of diffusion coefficients within
U02 grains, rates of grain growth and fission-gas bubble populations at grain
boundaries, we assume that the calculated xenon inventories are accurate
(Notley, 1979). Based on a regression analysis of the data reported by
Stroes-Gascoyne and Sellinger (1986), the xenon grain-boundary inventory
calculated with ELESIM ([Xe]gb,calc in % of total inventory) is given by

[Xe]gb,calc = 8.5 [Xe]";",,, (2.3)

The scatter in the data is very small (Garisto et al., 1989) and, there-
fore, the major source of error in the xenon grain-boundary inventory is the
uncertainty in the xenon gap inventory. This contributes approximately 10%
to the relative error in the xenon grain-boundary inventory.

To derive the iodine and cesium grain-boundary inventories, we assume that
Equation (2.3) applies also to these elements. This assumption is based on
the similarity in the migration mechanisms of xenon, cesium and iodine in
irradiated fuel (Manzel et al., 1984). However, the potentially large
uncertainty introduced by this assumption is neglected here for lack of data.
In the absence of this uncertainty, the total relative error due to
uncertainty in estimating the instant-release fraction is approximately 160%
(Steps 1 to 3). For an instant-release fraction of = 10%, this relative
error corresponds to a standard deviation of 8.0%.

It is interesting to note that recent X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
studies of fission-products (shown to be in the form of oxides) at grain
boundaries (Hocking et al., these proceedings and unpublished data for CANDU
fuel with 264-269 MWh/kg U burnup and a peak linear power of 50 kW/m) have
shown that the inventory of Cs at grain boundaries is approximately 5/% where
/ is the U02 grain roughness factor, assuming cesium-oxide monolayer
coverage. Electron fractographs of used fuel (Hastings, 1982) indicate that
the roughness factor is approximately 2, corresponding to a grain-boundary
release of approximately 10%, in agreement with the present model.

Step 4: Estimating the Average Instant-Release Fraction of Iodine and Cesium
for a Fuel-Waste Container. The IRF of a given radionuclide cannot be
specified as a single value because of both uncertainty in the derivation of
the inventory data (Steps 1-3) and variability in these data. The major
source of variability is the variation in irradiation history of the used
fuel. Figure 1 presents the distribution of gap and grain-boundary inven-
tories of cesium and iodine in used fuel bundles with different irradiation
histories. The irradiation histories used to derive Fig. 1 are similar to
those presented in Johnson and Joling (1984) and will not be repeated here.
The inventories were derived from calculated, stable xenon inventories
assuming that the reactors operated at full power and using Steps 1-3,
described above (Garisto et al., 1989).
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For each bundle, the sum of the IRF gap and grain-boundary inventories
represents the IRF for iodine and cesium. When we consider all fuel bundles
discharged from the core (taking into account the fuel-bundle shifting
sequences and the relative burnup and power distributions for fuel elements
vithin each fuel bundle), the weighted average value calculated by the method
of Johnson and Joling (1984) for the instant-release fraction per bundle is
u = 8.1% (with 2.1% for gap and 6.0% for grain-boundary inventory) and the
standard deviation due to variability is a = 3.2%.

We assume that the total scatter of the IRF data due to both uncertainty
and variability can be represented by one standard deviation with the value
(8.02 + Z.I2)1''2 = 8.6*. However, the standard deviation of interest for the
performance assessment of a used-fuel disposal vault is not that of the
individual bundles, but rather that of the average IRF per waste container.
This is the case because once a container fails, the current radionuclide
release model assumes that the instant release inventory of all the bundles
in this container (i.e., 72 bundles in the reference-container design
(Baumgartner and Simmons, 1987)) is released. Consequently, the standard
deviation associated with having 72 bundles in a container, assuming a random
distribution of irradiation histories, is 8.6/72°-5 = 1.0%. This standard
deviation (<x) is small compared to the standard deviation of the IRF per
bundle.

Upper and lower cutoff values for the IRF can be estimated by considering
the maximum and minimum operational power ratings for CANDU fuel bundles.
Figure 1 shows that the maximum combined gap and grain-boundary inventory for
a fuel bundle is approximately 17%; thus, the inventory retained within U02
grains exceeds 80%. Maximum fuel bundle power ratings can, in principle, be
somewhat in excess of values used to calculate the data in Figure 1. The so-
called design bundle overpower envelope represents a practical operational
limit for CANDU fuel bundles (Allen et al., 1986). The maximum outer element
fission-gas release (gap) calculated using this envelope is 20%, corres-
ponding to a maximum average gas release for the fuel bundle of ~ 15%. The
corresponding percentage of fission gas at grain boundaries is approximately
10%f giving a maximum instant release for such a high-power-rating fuel
bundle of ~ 25%, a value that we have selected as the upper limit for the
IRF. This figure is clearly conservative since normal reactor operating
conditions could not lead to all fuel bundles having such high fission-gas
releases.

A value of 1.2% for the lower cutoff, representing gap release only, was
suggested by Johnson and Joling (1984). A value lower than this would imply
reactors being operated at powers significantly lower than the design
ratings, which is clearly improbable.

2.2 The IRFs for Selenium and Tin

The IRFs for 79Se and 126Sn are assumed to be the same as those of iodine
and cesium, i.e., normally distributed, with u = 8.1 and a = 1.0, based on
their similar properties in the fuel under reactor operating conditions.
There is currently no direct experimental data on the instant release of
these radionuclides from CANDU fuel because of analytical difficulties, i.e.,
they are very weak, low-specific-activity 0 and/or Y emitters and, therefore,
require separation from other fission products in solution prior to analysis.
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However, we expect our calculated inventories of instantly released selenium
and tin to be very conservative, because measured total inventories of these
radionuclides are generally almost one order of magnitude lower than the
corresponding total inventories calculated with ORIGEN-2 (Blahnik et al.,
1988).

2.3 The IP.F for Technetlum

There is little direct information available on the distribution and
chemical form of technetium in used CANDU fuel. Technetium is not volatile
under reactor operating conditions and is unlikely to be present in the gap.
Thermodynamic data suggest that technetium will be present in used CANDU fuel
in metallic form (Paquette et al., 1980). Indeed, Hastings et al. (1976)
have identified Tc in metallic precipitates also containing Mo, Ru, Rh and Pd
on the grain boundaries of irradiated CANDU fuel. In LUR fuel, technetium
has also been found in metallic alloy inclusions (Jeffery, 1967; Kleykamp,
1979).

It is likely that the presence of Tc and other metals at grain boundaries
arises largely from grain-boundary sweeping rather than diffusion through
grains, because the diffusion coefficient of Tc in U02 is considerably lower
than that of Xe, Cs or I.

Direct experimental data on the leaching of "Tc from used CANDU fuel are
scarce and cannot by themselves form the basis for deriving an IRF for "Tc.
The experimental results indicate that on average 0.13% of the "Tc inventory
is released in short-term leaching tests of CANDU fuel (Garisto et al.,
1989), whereas up to 4.5% ± 0.8% could be released from fuel that has been
oxidized to U308 to expose material at grain boundaries (Stroes-Gascoyne and
Sellinger, 1986). These results are in general agreement with those reported
by Wilson and Shaw (1987) for LWR fuel. Moreover, the measured "Tc release
is also similar to the grain-boundary inventories of 135Cs estimated for the
same fuel bundles (Stroes-Gascoyne and Sellinger, 1986).

Based on these observations, we derive the "Tc IRF by assuming that all
the grain-boundary inventory of "Tc is available for instant release and
estimating this inventory by analogy with the grain-boundary inventory of
stable xenon. Thus, the mean is u = 6.0% and the standard deviation per
container is approximately 1.0%.

The available experimental data suggest that this approach is conserva-
tive. The conservatism is due to two factors:

(a) "Tc dissolution is slow, especially under reducing conditions; and

(b) "Tc is present in the fuel in metallic inclusions, alloyed with inert
metals, and this configuration may inhibit its release.

2.4 The IRF for Carbon-14

Carbon-14 is produced in reactors by neutron capture reactions involving
nitrogen, oxygen and carbon (a very small amount is also produced by ternary
fission of uranium). The principal reactions are 14N(n,p)14C, 17O(n,a)14C
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and 13C(n,y)14C. Nitrogen and carbon are present as impurities in fuel and
170 is a low-abundance, naturally occurring isotope, necessarily present in
U02 fuel.

Under the highly reducing conditions prevailing in undefected used fuel
elements, and in the presence of Canlub, which contributes to the inventory
of carbon (stable and radioactive), it is expected that the majority of the
carbon will be present in elemental form.

At present, there are limited data on instant-release of 14C from PWR and
BWR fuels and essentially no data on 14C release from CANDU fuel. The
experimental data indicate that the fractional release of 14C from bare used
fuel is approximately 1 to 25% (Wilson and Shaw, 1937; Van Konynenburg et
al., 1987; Van Konynenburg et al., 1985; Neal et al., 1988; Wilson, 1988).
Because of the scarcity of the data, we can only estimate instant-release
fraction of 14C roughly, within a range. There is at present no firm basis
for quantitatively ascribing different probabilities to given instant-release
fraction values within the estimated range (Oversby, 1987) and for estimating
standard deviations.

Experimental data on 14C release from used CANDU fuel are required to
reduce the uncertainty associated with the instant-release fraction for 14C.
In addition, good estimates of the total 14C inventory and its location in
the used fuel are required. Such tests are currently in progress.

2.5 The IRF for Tritium

Tritium is a ternary fission product with a very low yield (Tait et al.,
1989). The IRF for 3H is likely to be large, however, because its small
radius and presence in elemental form would lead to a high diffusion
coefficient in U02 and a substantial release to the gap. No measurements of
3H release from CANDU fuel have been reported; however, measurements on LWR
fuel (Ohuchi and Sakurai, 1988) indicate that 10% of the 3H is retained in
the U02, and approximately 60% is present as hydride in the Zircaloy
cladding. On the basis of these analyses we assume an IRF of 30 to 40%.

2.6 The IRF for Strontium

Leaching experiments of intentionally defected used-fuel elements suggest
that 90Sr may be released preferentially from the fuel (Stroes-Gascoyne et
al., 1989; Forsyth and Werme, 1985; Werme and Forsyth, 1989). The measured
inventory fraction released into solution is in the range 0.001 to 0.3% for
used CANDU fuel under various redox and fuel burnup conditions (Stroes-
Gascoyne, in preparation). The released strontium fractions are approxi-
mately three orders of magnitude higher than the measured release fractions
of uranium and plutonium (Stroes-Gascoyne et al., 1989).

There are several mechanisms that may contribute to this incongruent
release of strontium from fuel:

(a) Strontium may be preferentially leached from segregated inclusions,
located at grain boundaries, where it has been detected as a minor
constituent (Jeffery, 1967). As strontium itself is not mobile and is
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expected to be mainly dissolved in the fuel matrix (Kleykamp, 1979), it
is possible that the strontium species in the grain boundaries
originate from radioactive bromine, krypton and rubidium precursors,
which are mobile in the U02 lattice, e.g.,

90 B r + 90 K r _> 90 R b +

(1.6 s) (32.3 s) (153 s) (29 y)

where the figures in parenthesis are the half-lives. In fact, a high
degree of segregation of rubidium, which has been observed by Hocking
et al. (1989) supports this mechanism.

The decay chains, half-lives and fission yields of isotopes with mass
numbers 85, 87 and 90 are given in the appendix. The mass-number 85
and 87 data in the appendix show that the independent yield of stable
rubidium is very low. However, its precursors have relatively short
half-lives and therefore the segregation of stable rubidium is mostly
due to its own mobility. The mass-number 90 data show that most of the
90Sr is formed from the beta decay of several neutron-rich species, and
of these 90Kr is the one with the highest independent yield. The
diffusion coefficient of krypton, however, is lower by approximately
two orders of magnitude than that of bromine (Turnbull and Friskney,
1982), which we assume is similar to rubidium. Therefore, the
fractional release of 90Sr can be roughly estimated from the release of
90Rb during a time period corresponding to the 90Rb half-life.

The diffusion coefficients of I and Xe in U02 under reactor conditions
have been found to be nearly identical over the temperature range 200
to 1400°C and larger than that of Kr by a factor of ~ 3. Recent
theoretical work of Catlow and Grimes (1989), which indicated that I+

and Xe+ but not Kr+ should be stable in U02 + lt, may point to an
explanation. Unfortunately, the diffusion coefficients of Cs and Rb
under normal reactor conditions are unknown; however, the effective
diffusion coefficients of Cs and Xe have been found to be similar, but
somewhat less than that of I in post-irradiated U02 at high temperature
(Prussin et al., 1988) (> 1400°C). Combined with indirect evidence
from intensive leaching studies, these results suggest rather similar
migration rates and segregation for Xe, Cs and I in U02 fuel under
normal CANDU reactor operation. Rubidium may be expected to diffuse
faster than cesium in U02 because of its (~ 10%) smaller ionic radius.
Experimental support for this has been obtained in a preliminary XPS
study of undefected used CANDU fuel, which showed significantly greater
fractional grain-boundary segregation of Rb than Cs. Thus, it is not
unreasonable to assume that the diffusion rate of Rb is similar to that
of Br and much faster than that of Kr in U02 fuel under normal reactor
conditions.

A simple calculation of the fractional release of strontium based on
diffusion of rubidium from spherical (5-um radius) U02 grains for a
time comparable to the 90Rb half-life gives 3.7% release, assuming that
the diffusion coefficient of rubidium is similar to bromine and that
the fuel temperature is 1400°C (Turnbull and Friskney, 1982). This
relatively high release does not take into account the spatial and
temporal variations in fuel temperature, which are known to affect
release (Hunt et al., 1989). Thus, the corresponding xenon release
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calculated for fuel at 1400°C for one year is approximately 95%, i.e.,
approximately one order of magnitude above the volume-averaged release
from fuel. Based on these estimates, it seems that the preferential
release of strontium, particularly for high-burnup fuel, can be
attributed to dissolution of strontium from grain boundaries. Prope.-
knowledge of the diffusion coefficient of rubidium could either support
or invalidate this mechanism.

(b) Strontium may actually be released from the fuel congruently, and the
apparent incongruency may be due to tha precipitation of uranium
containing solids following fuel dissolution (Garisto and Garisto,
1986). This mechanism may contribute to the preferential release of
strontium observed under reducing conditions (Johnson et al., 1988;
Stroes-Gascoyne et al., 1989), particularly for low-burnup fuel, where
strontium segregation is not very likely. Open-system leaching tests
(i.e., where water flow prevents the concentrations of uranium from
reaching the solubility limit) are required (ideally, under controlled
redox conditions) to definitely support (or invalidate) this mechanism.

Based on the above discussion, the IRF of 90Sr is in the range 0.001 to
0.3£. This range has been derived directly from experimental results and is
also consistent with our rough, conservative estimate of the volume-averaged
strontium release (i.e., (3.7/10)2).

3. THE INSTANT-RELEASE SOURCE TERM

The instant-release fraction (IRF)i determines the instant-release source
term, Gj(t), for a radionuclide i. Gf(t) is given by the flux (Garisto and
LeNeveu, 1989):

Gj(t) = |-DeB -^ |li(tc)(IRF)i (3.1)

x=0

where Ci(x,t) is a solution to the diffusion equation

9Ci D

* - XiCi (3.2)
=

9t ri

with the boundary conditions

3Ct 3Ci
ECVA ^ - = I°S(t) - Xie

cVACi + DeB ^ - at x = 0 (3.3)

and f (x,t) remains finite as x -> °° (appropriate because the transient source
is not very sensitive to the exit boundary condition (Garisto and
, in preparation)). We have used the notation

1° is a unit inventory,
Ii(tc) is the inventory of radionuclide i at the time of container

failure,
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Ci is the pore-water concentration of radionuclide i,
e* is the porosity of the buffer,
r, is the retardation factor of the radionuclide i in the buffer,
e* is the porosity of the container infiller,
VA is the volume to surface area of the container, and
8(t) is the Dirac delta function.

The solution for Gf for I1(tc)(IRF)i = 1 was obtained using Laplace trans-
form techniques. The transformed solution was inverted analytically and the
solution is given by Garisto and LeNeveu (1989). Analytical estimates of
breakthrough times and upper bounds on the instant-release rates from the
vault were also derived and were used to explain the results of Vault Model
scoping calculations (Garisto and LeNeveu, 1989).

Figure 2 shows an example of Gf as a function of time for 1 2 9I release
from used fuel, calculated using ZRF = 1.2%. The instant-release flux drops
sharply at short times and decreases gradually (as t"3/2) at very long tines
because of the depleting 1 2 9I inventory. It is interesting to note that the
instant-release source term is much higher than the corresponding congruent-
release source term (calculated for a U02 solubility of 10"10 mol/L), that
represents the long-term release of 1 2 9 I , trapped in the U02 grains, due to
the dissolution of the fuel matrix itself (Lemire and Garisto, 1989).

4. SUMMARY

The parameter distribution functions for the IRFs derived in this paper
are summarized in Table 1. These IRFs enable the assimilation of currently
available data on the short-term release of radionuclides from used fuel into
source-term models for the assessment of used-fuel disposal. We have
calculated the instant-release source term and have shown that it is the
dominant release mode into the buffer (e.g., for 1 2 9I) for a very long time
(see Figure 2).

There are several conservative features in the methodology used to derive
the IRFs in this paper. In particular, the kinetics of grain-boundary
leaching have been assumed to be instantaneous. Several experiments have
been identified as crucial for reducing uncertainty in the instant-release
source term. These include studies of the kinetics of grain-boundary
dissolution and open-system leaching experiments of radionuclide release from
used fuel, which should resolve some of the unsolved problems associated with
instant release.
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APPENDIX

This appendix summarizes decay schemes, half-lives and fission yields
for the mass numbers 85, 87 and 90 from Tobias (1972) and Meek and Rider
(1974). The yields are expressed as nuclides produced per 100 thermal-
neutron fissions. We use the following notation:

UI - independent yield from 235U,
UC - cumulative yield from 235U,
PI - independent yield from 239Pu,
PC - independent yield from 239Pu.

Note that the yields from the fission of 239Pu account for about half of
the total number of fissions in high-burnup CANDU fuel.

84Se

0.18

85As 85Se
0.82

Isotope
Half-life
UI
UC
PI
PC

«5As
2.03
0.17
0.18
0.02
0.02

MASS 85

«5Br

0.788

85Se
19 s
0.46
0.64
0.17
0.17

8 5 B r

2.87
0.19
1.30
0.19
0.54

4.48 h
0.015
1.31
0.009
0.55

85Rb

8 5 R b

10.73 y stable
0.003 0.0002
0.29 1.31
0.01 4.4E-05
0.13 0.56

87As

0.002

87Se

MASS 87

««Br

0.024

87Br

86Kr

0.998 0.976

87Rb 87Sr

Isotope
Half-life
UI
UC
PI
PC

87As
0.45 s
0.07
0.07
0.002
0.002

87Se
5.75 s
0.94
1.01
0.30
0.30

87Br

55.7 s
1.19
2.20
0.48
0.78

8 7 K r

76.4 m
0.34
2.54
0.17
0.95

87Rb
4
0
2
0
0

.8xlO10 y

.003

.55

.007

.96

87 S r

stable
1.8E-06
2.55
1.0E-05
0.96
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9Ogr

«9Kr

MASS 90

90"Rb

.87

.004

.953 .996
V

». 90y .

Isotope
Half-life
UI
UC
PI
PC

90Br

1.6 s
1.30
1.33
0.09
0.09

9 0Kr

32.3 s
3.36
4.69
1.26
1.35

4.3 m
0.49
1.00
0.35
0.50

90Rb
2.6 m
0.70
4.92
0.35
1.58

90Sr

29 y
0.04
5.91
0.06
2.12
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TABLE 1

PARAMETER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR INSTANT-RELEASE FRACTIONS

Radionuclide

135Cs
129J

79Se
126Sn

"Tc

3H

90 S r

Distribution

normal
normal

normal
normal

normal

uniform

uniform

uniform

M {%)

8.1
8.1

8.1
8.1

6.0

-

-

-

a (%)

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

-

-

-

Cutoffs (%)

1.2-25
1.2-25

1.2-25
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(a) GAP

(b) GRAIN BOUNDARY ,

(c)GAP PLUS
GRAIN BOUNDARY

I 1 • w
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FIGURE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF (A) GAP, (B) GRAIN-BOUNDARY AND (C) GAP PLUS
GRAIN-BOUNDARY INVENTORIES OF CESIUM AND IODINE IN USED-FUEL
BUNDLES
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APPLICATION OF FUEL-IN-AIR MODELLING FOR
VARIOUS FUEL HANDLING SCENARIOS

P. SERMER
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Toronto, Canada

M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

Recently, a number of fuel handling situations took place at Pickering
NGS when fuel was exposed to air for prolonged time. These include
incidents of fuel bundles jammed in the transfer mechanism elevator or
residing in a disabled transfer mechanism magazine. In order to carry out
an inspection and the subsequent repair work, if necessary, water cooling
must be interrupted for a period of time. In a different situation,
defective Unit 1 fuel was shipped following only relatively short cooling
time. A new 12-bundle defuel1 ing scheme for Units 3 and 4 retubing requires
fuel bundles in the top transfer mechanism magazine tube to be exposed vo
air. In this paper, these different situations are discussed emphasizing
the economic benefits of accurate analytical modelling of the specified
fuel-in-air events. Validation and certain actual simulation results of the
model THERMOS are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a number of fuel handling situations took place at Pickering
NGS when fuel was exposed to air for prolonged time. These include
incidents of fuel bundles jammed in the transfer mechanism elevator or
residing in a disabled transfer mechanism magazine. In order to carry out
an inspection and a subsequent repair work, if necessary, water cooling must
be interrupted for a period of time. During this time, the fuel will heat
up. If the bundle decay r-ower is sufficiently large, then the fuel
temperature will eventually reach UO2 or zircaloy oxidation temperature
limits, possibly causing extensive fuel failures. Clearly, a priori
temperature estimates are needed in order to resume cooling before damage to
the fuel occurs. There will be additional economic benefits if the
predicted temperatures are reasonably accurate. Pessimistic estimates will,
unnecessarily, postpone the required Inspection or repair work or shorten
the available time to do it.
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The defective Unit 1 fuel was shipped to CRNL following the fuel defect
excursion at the end of 1988. Since the bundles were too hot, and also, to
minimize the number of shipments, a few of the bundles were dismantled and
Individual fuel elements shipped inside a fuel element holder. We used our
analytical model THERMOS to determine the optimal number of elements to be
shipped. Temperature measurements of the fuel in the CRNL hot cells
confirmed our calculations made prior to the shipment.

Another example of a fuel-in-air scenario involves Unit 3 complete
defuelling following June 1989 shutdown for retubing. A 12-bundle
defuelling strategy necessitates the top bundles in the fuel transfer
mechanism magazine to be exposed to air for approximately 10 to 20 minutes.
(During the normal 10-bundle defuelling operation, the top magazine tube is
always empty.) The temperature limits Impose reactor channel selection
criteria for the 12-bundle defuelling scheme as a function of cooling time
and irradiation time. Tha time, saved by adopting a 12-bundle defuelling
scheme over the usual 10-bundle defuelling scheme, is on the critical path
of the retubing project. The total savings are in the millions of dollars.
(It is intended to implement a 12-bundle defuelling strategy for the planned
1991 retubing of Unit 4 as well.)

In Section 2, the above-mentioned fuel-in-air events are discussed in
more detail. Our analytical model, THERMOS, which is used for fuel
temperature predictions, is described in Section 3.1. (This section is not
required for understanding of the results presented in Section 4.) The
rationale for the used fuel +emperature limits can be found 1n Section 3.2.
In Section 4, we present results of our simulations obtained for the
shipment problem as well as the 12-bundle defuel1 ing scheme.

2. FUEL-IN-AIR SCENARIOS

In the past year, a number of incidents or events have taken place at
Pickering NGS 1n which fuel had to be exposed to air. In this section, we
briefly describe these events, and indicate how accurate fuel temperature
predictions, obtained using our model THERMOS, effectively help resolve the
particular fuel-in-air event.

2.1 Fuel in T/M Elevator Housing

In June of 1989, two Unit 1 fuel bundles were jammea in the Transfer
Mechanism (T/l-i) elevator housing during normal defuelling operations. The
bundls: were being continuously cooled by the elevator sprays. The
cross-section of the elevator housing is, approximately, shown in Figure 3.
Inside the housing, the bundles rest on the trough. (A reasonably accurate
analytical model has to take into account the fact that the trough provides
thermal radiation shielding in the absence of water cooling. Thus, the
bottom part of the bundle is much hotter than the top of the bundle.)
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In a situation such as the one being described here, station personnel
need to inspect the Inside of the elevator housing and perform the
appropriate repair work. In order to do that, it is necessary to know when
the spray cooling can be shut down and for how long the fuel can remain
uncooled. It is not difficult to come up with crude or very pessimistic
fuel temperature estimates. However, It is beneficial to have available, a
reasonably accurate fuel heat transfer analytical model (such as THERMOS).
Accurate fuel temperature estimates can advance by days the date on which It
is possible to shut down the spray cooling for a sufficiently long period of
time to permit the inspection or any necessary repair work. Therefore, the
goals of our modelling efforts are:

(a) To help the station personnel do their work effectively.
(b) To reduce the unavailability of the Fuel Transfer Mechanism.

2.2 Fuel in T/M Magazine Housing

In January of 1989, there were fuel bundles stuck in the T/M magazine
during defuelling operations following Unit 1 defect excursion at the end of
1988. Figure 4 shows the cross-section of the magazine housing with the six
magazine tubes, each capable of holding two bundles. The magazine is always
rotated so that the top tube is empty.

In order to repair the magazine, it is necessary to drain the water in
the housing below the snout for an extended period of time. This may result
in top fuel elements of some bundles to be exposed to air. The important
questions are when, and for how long, can the water in the magazine housing
be drained. Again, as before, accurate fuel temperature predictions result
in reduced unavailability of the Fuel Transfer Mechanism. This can become
crucial when, for example, the reactor is losing reactivity due to the
absence of fresh fuel in the core. This, in fact, was the case with Unit 1
in January of 1989.

2.3 Fuel in the Shipping Flask

There are a number of photographs in rigure 5 showing the 2-bundle fuel
flask and its internal components. The flask drawer contains two
(perforated) shipping cans, each capable of holding either a fuel bundle or
a fuel element holder. The drawer fits inside the flask cavity.
Schematically, a cross-section of the flask is depicted in Figure 6. Shown
inside the shipping can is the fuel element holder with the indicated fuel
element inside and element holder tube.

Some of the defective Unit 1 fuel was shipped in February and July of
1989 to CRNL for examination. Each time it was necessary to ship individual
fuel elements because the original bundles were too hot. We used our
analytical model THERMOS to predict the bundle temperatures. This model
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(see [1]) also helped us determine the optimal number of elements to be
shipped. Clearly, there are numerous benefits to having available such a
temperature prediction capability. These include:

(a) Satisfy shipping license limits.
(b) Preserve the integrity of the fuel.
(c) Satisfy hot cells temperature limits.
(d) Advance the shipment.
(e) Reduce number of shipments.

2.4 12-Bundle Defueliing

During the usual defuel1 ing operations, there are at most 10 bundles
discharged from a reactor channel into T/M. Since each of the T/M magazine
tubes (see Figure 4) takes on 2 bundles, the top tube is always empty when
the water in the housing is drained. (The water in the housing is drained
below the snout before the Fuelling Machine is disengaged from the T/M
magazine housing. This prevents D2O from spilling onto the reactor floor).

In June of 1989, Pickering NGS Unit 3 was shut down for retubing.
Similarly, Unit 4 will be shut down for retubing in the spring of 1991.
Using the usual defuelling of 10 bundles at a time, it takes about 2 months
to completely defuel the whole reactor. If 12 bundles could be defuelled at
a time then the total defuelling time would be significantly shortened.
Since this time is on the retubing project critical path, the total savings
amount to millions of dollars. The 12-bundle defuelling scheme was, in
fact, installed for Unit 3 approximately 2/3 of the way into the defuelling,
resulting in savings of about 4 days (estimated at more than $1,000,000).
It is planned that the scheme be implemented right after the shutdown of
Unit 4. Anticipated savings are about 10 days on the critical path
(estimated at more than $3,000,000).

The difficulty with the 12-bundle defuelling scheme is that the bundles
may reside in air (in the top magazine tube) during the defuelling
operations for up to 20 minutes, or even much longer if the magazine
failed. In the absence of continuous water cooling, we need reasonably
accurate temperature predictions In order to be able to arrange that the
fuel in the top magazine tube will not overheat even if uncooled for
extended period of time.

3. THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

3.1 Mathematical Description

The detailed description of our analytical model THERMOS (Thermal
Radiation Model Simulation) simulating the heat transfer within a CANDU fuel
bundle can be found in [2]. The bundle model is augmented by a tube model
or a flask body model (see [1]) depending upon the particular containment
within which the bundle resides. Also, the bundle model can be adjusted to
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simulate heat transfer within a fuel element holder [ 1 ] . In this section,
we only briefly explain the fundamental aspects of THERMOS and show how to
extend the model to simulate a partially submerged bundle.

THERMOS is a two-dimensional model based on a (conservative) assumption
that there are no heat losses in the axial direction. The heat generated
within a fuel element 1s conducted through that element to the surface where
it is dissipated by natural convection of air and by thermal radiation to
the neighbouring fuel element surfaces. This steady state situation can be
described by the following heat balance equation:

dJ

- v

where,

T s = sheath surface temperature
T/\ = bulk air temperature around the element
CJRAD = radiation heat flux
h = convective heat transfer coefficient
k = thermal conductivity of zircaloy
r = polar coordinate in radial direction

h is determined either from existing experiments or is (conservatively) set
to zero. qR/\p is modelled using the so-called Equivalent Radiation
Cylinders [2J. Each element is viewed as exchanging radiation heat within
an enclosure. The enclosure consists of the neighbouring fuel rod
surfaces. Clearly, such an enclosure is geometrically very complicated. In
our model, this enclosure is replaced by a cylindrical surface in such a way
that the resulting net radiation heat flux from the element is the same.
The fuel element temperature T = T(r,a) is represented by a linear
combination of functions which are particular solutions of the usual
two-dimensional differential equation (in polar coordinates r and a )
describing the heat conduction. That is,

T = 2 c n <pn(r,oc) .

Note that T s = T(R,cc) where R is the fuel element radius. If the medium
(such as air) surrounding an element is homogenous than the functions <p
are the harmonic polynomials [3]

<pn(r,a) = { rnsin na, r"cos na }
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In case of a heterogeneous medium, such as partially submerged fuel element,
the appropriate particular solutions are [4]

q>n<r,a) = p n + 1 / 2 sin (n+l/2)0,

where p and 9 are polar coordinates of a point on the element surface at
the water level. The fact that n+1/2 is not an integer ensures that the
heat flux will not be continuous at the water level.

The unknown coefficients, cn, in the expansion for the temperature are
determined by satisfying the heat balance equation. Numerically, this is
achieved by the method of collocation. Namely, a number of points are
chosen on the circumference (surface) of the fuel element. The heat balance
equation is (formally) satisfied at these points with the temperature
expressed, as above, using the functions <p. Since many more points are
chosen than there are coefficients, cn, the resulting system is an
overdetermined algebraic system of equations. This system is solved in a
least squares sense using the Singular Value Decomposition technique [5].

3.2 Fuel Temperature Limits

It is necessary to estimate fuel temperature in order to assess the
integrity of the fuel bundle. If the fuel bundle is defective, (ie, it is
Discharged from the reactor with a defect) then the exposed UO2 will
oxidize in air if the temperature is sufficiently high. During this
process, UO2 will change into fine U3O8 powder which may be released
outside of the defective element. Furthermore, this oxidation will be
accompanied by volumetric increase, possibly causing sheath deformation and
splitting. The defective fuel element may bow out. The effects of UO2
oxidation can be represented by a curve as depicted in Figure 7 under the
heading Defective Fuel [6,7]. For this particular curve, the time at a
given (fuel) temperature, signifies that no appreciable UO2 oxidation will
take place. Thus, for example, if the temperature is greater than 300°C
then significant oxidation can be expected in just a few hours or minutes
(Figure 2 shows oxidized UO2 at 400°C). On the other hand, if the
temperature is smaller than 250°C then it takes days for the exposed UO2
to oxidize significantly.

The intact fuel curve in Figure 7 is a time limit for which zircaloy will
not significantly oxidize to cause sheath failure [8]. For example, for
sheath temperatures greater than 850°C it would take only a few hours or
minutes to fail the fuel element (the failed fuel bundle in Figure 1 was
estimated to be at 900 to 1000°C). For temperatures under 55O°C, it takes
months for zircaloy to significantly oxidize.

In order to preserve the integrity of the fuel bundles, we always require
conservative (overestimated) temperature predictions.
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The presentation of the results of our modelling efforts will be
restricted to the fuel shipment problem and 12-bundle defuelling scheme
briefly described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. We will show
results for the actual events. The validity of these results are supported
by the good performance of THERMOS as compared to the existing
experiments [23. Further validation is demonstrated by the actual
temperature measurements of the shipped fuel taken at CRNL. These
measurements are presented below in Section 4.1.

4.1 Fuel in the Shipping Flask

In order to provide fuel temperature assessment for fuel shipments we
augmented the bundle model with simulations of the flask internal components
(see Figure 6). Thus, the only input into our model is the flask outside
temperature in addition to the bundle (or individual fuel elements) decay
power. This is described in more detail in [1]. Our flask model has been
validated against an experiment using an electrically heated 19-element
bundle in a 2-bundle shipping flask [9], The experimental results together
with the corresponding results obtained from our simulations are, for
convenience, presented in Figure 8.

Pickering Unit 1 defective fuel shipment to CRNL (in July of 1989)
consisted of one bundle and an element holder loaded with 12 fuel pencils
from three different bundles. Using THERMOS.FLASK (the flask augmented
model), it was predicted that the fuel temperature inside the flask can be
as high as 285°C (see Table 1). (In order to prevent possible UO2
oxidation during the shipment the flask was purged with argon gas). It was
further predicted that the fuel temperature would fall under 250°C within
few minutes following the fuel transfer from the flask to the hot cells. In
order to ensure that the CRNL hot cell's fuel temperature limit of 250°C is
not exceeded, temperature measurements of the shipped fuel were taken upon
arrival at hot cells. The measurements confirmed our predictions in a sense
that the estimated fuel temperature were both conservative as well as
sufficiently accurate. (In judging the goodness of the temperature
approximations, it should be taken into account that the fuel decay power -
input into THERMOS - is always overestimated to ensure conservative
temperature predictions).

Pickering Unit 1 fuel shipment in February of 1989 involved loose
elements only. The reason for this was that the whole bundle shipment would
require more than one trip. Equally importantly, a number of bundles were
too hot. THERMOS was used to select the optimal number of fuel elements to
be shipped. (Optimal number is defined as the largest number of fuel
elements to be shipped in the shortest possible time such that the fuel
temperature is under 250°C. The relative balance among these aspects is
determined by managerial considerations). In order to demonstrate the
selection process, we present some of the simulations in Figure 9. The
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details of the simulations can be found in [1]. In Figure 9, it should be
noted, that THERMOS assumes symmetry about the mid-vertical plane. The
indicated temperatures inside the tubes not containing fuel pencils denote
the temperatures of the corresponding empty element holder tubes heated by
the surrounding tubes loaded with fuel.

4.2 12-Bundle Defueliing

The bundle model implemented in THERMOS was augmented with a top magazine
tube to magazine housing (Figure 4) heat transfer simulation as well as
transient capability. While the magazine housing was reasonably modelled
simulating the anticipated temperature gradient between the water level and
the top of the housing, the employed model of two concentric tubes
simulating heat transfer from the magazine tube to the housing was rather
primitive. Using the predicted top (ie, maximum) magazine housing
temperature as the only temperature "visible" from the magazine tube is,
unnecessarily, too pessimistic. A more realistic model simulating the
radiation heat transfer from the magazine tube to the temperature varying
magazine housing as well as to the "cold" water below the tube will be
implemented in time for the planned Pickering Unit 4 retubing. The
transient model assumed no temperature variation in any direction within a
fuel element. Given that the total bundle power is under 1000 W, the above
assumption is judged to be a reasonable one.

The 12-bundle defuelling scheme operational temperature limits are shown
in Figure 10. The magazine housing was designed and licensed as a pressure
vessel with the maximum temperature of 149°C. The magazine tube expands at
high temperature. It was estimated that at 218°C the tube would
sufficiently expand to touch the magazine housing wall. Consequently,
beyond this temperature, rotation of the magazine is not possible.
(Apparently, the actual clearance between the tube and the housing is larger
than estimated. Thus, it will be possible to increase the "expansion" limit
of 218°C for Unit 4 retubing). Furthermore, it is estimated, that the bolts
holding the magazine tube to the rotor tube would break at 230°C (the
so-called structural limit). The temperature limits for the defective fuel
and intact fuel are 300°C and 550°C, respectively. The rationale behind
these limits is discussed in Section 3.2.

Results of our simulations in support of the 12-bundle defuelling scheme
for Unit 3 are presented in Figures 11, 12, and 13. Graphs in Figure 11
show transient temperatures under the assumption that the top magazine tube
contains two bundles, each at decay power of 1000 W. It was estimated that
any Unit 3 bundle would decay to under 1000 W after 30 cooling days. It can
be seen that the magazine housing limit is not reached within 1 hour of
draining the water below the snout. The magazine tube structural limit
would be reached after about 50 minutes, while the defective fuel limit
would be attained after about 30 minutes. (Outer elements are more likely
to be defective than inner or central elements.) Thus, none of the
important limits would be exceeded during normal defuelling operations
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(estimated at 10 to 20 minutes in the drained condition). In order to
achieve larger operating margins, it is possible to arrange that only
bundles from channel positions 1, 2, 11 or 12 would be in the top magazine
tube while the magazine housing is drained below the snout.

It was estimated that bundles from these positions would have decay
powers of less than 500 W after 30 cooling days. The transient temperatures
for a 500 W bundle are presented in Figure 12. In this case, none of the
limits would be reached for more than an hour following the draining.
However, the steady state (or equilibrium) magazine tube temperature would
exceed the structural limit. Magazine housing temperature would never reach
its limit, while the fuel temperature never reaches the intact fuel (or
zircaloy oxidation) limit. The defective fuel (or IJO2 oxidation) limit is
not important here because it was assumed that bundles from positions 1, 2,
11 or 12 were not defective. (Unit 3 used 8/10 shift strategy.
Consequently, bundles from positions 11 and 12 were never subjected to the
high flux in the central core region. Unit 4 uses 4/8 shift strategy and,
hence, it will be important to arrange, if possible, that only bundles from
positions 1 and 2 will reside in the top magazine tube during draining.)

The 12-bundle defuel1 ing scheme for Unit 3 was implemented, eventually,
50 days following shutdown. At this time, all bundles from positions 1,
2, 11 or 12 decayed sufficiently so that the magazine rube temperature would
never reach its structural limit. The expansion limit of 218°C would be
reached after about 4 hours - see Figure 13.

Pickering Unit 4 will be shut down in the spring of 1991 for retubing.
The aim is to implement a 12-bundle defuelling scheme right away at the
start of the outage. There are two possible solutions proposed. One is to
install cooling sprays into the T/M magazine housing. This option, however,
is costly and difficult to implement. The second solution of the so-called
selective defuelling which is based on computational models, is preferable
because it is viewed as a no-cost option (relative to the first option).
However, it is yet to be shown, that it is possible to order the reactor
channels in such a way that their rate of power decay is compatible with the
anticipated defuelling rate of 7 to 8 channels per day. A channel decay
power is compatible if it is sufficiently low so that no temperature limits
(Figure 10) would be exceeded during both, the normal defuelling operations
or a postulated failure of the T/M magazine.
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TABLE 1

FUEL TEMPERATURE ESTIMATES FOR PNGS UNIT 1 FUEL
JULY 1989 SHIPMENT TO CRNL

THERMOS
PREDICTIONS

Inside Flask

Outside Flask
MEASUREMENTS
AT HOT CELLS
Outside Flask

Outer Ring

Inner Ring

Central Ring

Outer Ring

Outer Ring

Central Ring

Bundle

266°C

28TC

285°C

250°C after 9 ruin

23O°C after 5 min

23O°C after 17 min

Element
Holder

254°C

274°C
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Figure 1

SEVERE DAMAGE TO A 37-EL BUNDLE LEFT UNCOOLED FOR ABOUT 6 HOURS
(TEMPERATURE ESTIMATED AT ABOUT 900°C)

Htm-

Figure 2

SEVERE SHEATH SPLITTING IN A FUEL ELEMENT AT 400°C
AFTER 24 HOURS EXPOSURE TO AIR
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Figure 3

FUEL TRANSFER MECHANISM ELEVATOR (CROSS-SECTION)
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Figure 4

FUEL TRANSFER MECHANISM MAGAZINE (CROSS-SECTION)
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Figure 5

A 2-BUNDLE SHIPPING FLASK WITH IT'S INTERNAL COMPONENTS
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FUEL SHIPPING FLASK (CROSS-SECTION)
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FUEL ELEMENT TEMPERATURE LIMITS
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ELECTRICALLY HEATED 19-EL. BUNDLE IN A FLASK EXPERIMENT
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2 Months Cooling Simulation 2 Months Cooling Simulation
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(actual shipment)

Figure 9

ESTIMATED TEMPERATURES FOR FEB. 1989 FUEL SHIPMENT
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TRANSFER MECHANISM MAGAZINE TEMPERATURE LIMITS
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Figure 11

ESTIMATED TRANSIENT TEMPERATURES FOR HIGHEST POWER BUNDLE
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Figure 12

ESTIMATED TRANSIENT TEMPERATURES FOR BUNDLES FROM
CHANNEL POSTIONS 1, 2. 11 OR 12
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Figure 13

ESTIMATED AVERAGE MAGAZINE TUBE TEMPERATURE
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THE LARGE SCALE U233,THORIA REACTOR PHYSICS EXPERIMENT AT CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR
LABORATORIES

T. J. CARTER AND R. T. JONES

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd
Chalk. River Nuclear Laboratories

1. ABSTRACT

Part of the advanced Core Concepts program at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
(CRNL) consisted of the fabrication of Zircaloy-clad fuel elements containing
sintered pellets of (Th,U233)02- The elements were designed for assembly into
special bundles for zero energy activation experiments in the ZED-2 reactor.

In the ZED-2 reactor, a mock-up lattice of bundles is arranged around the
special demountable element bundles for low power activation. The foils
contained in the demountable elements are then removed in the laboratory and
counted to determine the neutron reaction rates at various points in the fuel.
This sequence of events is repeated for different coolant temperatures and
moderators.

2. INTRODUCTION

For a number of years, AECL has maintained an active program in advanced
nuclear fuel cycles; advanced reactor cores, and fuelling schemes. The program
is currently known as Advanced Core Concepts. The principal facilities
involved in this program are the Recycle Fuel Fabrication Laboratories (RFFL)
(11, and the ZED-2 zero-energy reactor. Part of the Advanced Core Concepts
program is the large scale laboratory production of (Th,U233)O2 fuel elements
in standard CANDU size for the determination of physics parameters in
realistic lattice mock-ups. This work gives information essential to the
assessment of thorium for CANDU advanced fuel cycles.

3. FUEL FABRICATION

The RFFL was described in a previous paper I*]. Figures 1 to 3 illustrate the
appearance of the three lines of glove-boxes and fume-hoods comprising the
fuel production component of the RFFL. Since first commencing production of
alpha-active fuels 1979, the RFFL has produced seven demonstration batches of
thorium or uranium based oxide fuels with plutonium or uranium fissile
addition. The final scheduled campaign, designed BDL-432, commenced in 1986
and terminated in 1988 with the production of 1350 elements 500 mm long by
13.2 mm diameter, fuelled with (Th,U233)O2, for experimental irradiation in
the ZED-2 reactor. Included in this quantity were 72 elements in the form of
two 36-element Bruce-type bundles for eventual irradiation in the NRU U2 loop.

3.1 Ceramic Pellet Production.

The production of ceramic pellets followed a conventional flowsheet (Figure
4). High purity thoria was obtained from Rhone-Poulenc, and ground under
contract at Battelle North West Laboratories to a final particle size range
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averaging around one micron. The uranium 233 was purchased from the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) and Oak Ridge National Laboratories
(ORNL). ORNL contracted to chemically refine the U233 to remove gamma-active
U232 daughters. The U233 in the form of l^Og was likewise ground to about 1
micron mean particle size, with the requirement that the agglomerates pass a
325 mesh (less than 44 micron). Two issues have to be addressed in working
with U233:

- Gamma fields result from the decay of U232 daughters.

- Because of high specific alpha activity, it is difficult to demonstrate
compliance with ICRP/AECB health physics requirements.

3.1.1 Gamma Activity. Since the glove-box line is not shielded, it is vital
that the gamma activity on the fuel materials being handled is kept as low as
possible. Since it is practically impossible to remove U232 from U233 once it
is formed, it is obviously important to obtain low U232 material if possible.
One batch of material with a U232 content about 2 micrograms/g of heavy
elements was purchased from the UKAEA, the remaining material from ORNL had
around 6 micrograms/g of U232. The strategy used was to have ORNL do the
chemical separations on all of the material in four separate batches to be
delivered as required by the processing to minimise the time interval between
separation and processing. This minimised the time for decay and formation of
gamma-active species.

One further precaution was to fabricate several pieces of moveable shielding
designed to suit specific glove-boxes (Figure 5). These pieces of shielding
were used only very occasionally at the beginning of the campaign to attain
familiarity and practice, and to a small extent around the final press in a
later stage of the campaign.

3.1.2 Health Physics. One of the difficulties recognised during the approval
process for the BDL-432 campaign was the limitation of the current health
physics in-vivo monitoring methods to demonstrate that intakes of U233 were
below currently accepted ICRP/AECB requirements. A protocol [2] was devised
using personal air samplers (PAS) which was capable of meeting the
requirements. (A PAS is shown in use in Figure 6). Under this protocol,
workers are required to wear a PAS at all times while in the RFFL. The
filters of each PAS are changed and counted on a daily basis. Technicians
working on the line also used thermo-luminescent dosimeters (TLDs) on the
fingers along with the regular film badges required by all workers. Specific
in-vivo monitoring and whole body counting was also required.

3.1.3 Element Fabrication. Zircaloy-4 cladding of the correct dimensions was
purchased from a commercial fabricator. For the two Bruce bundles, the
cladding had appendages already attached. Pellets were loaded and the final
closure made as descr bed in Reference 1. The low U232 batch of oxide was used
to fabricate six demountable elements which contain the removable activation
foils used in the physics tests.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE

A quality assurance program to CSA Z299.3 was instituted for the BDL-432
campaign. Route sheets were assigned to each batch of fuel going through the
process. Samples for analysis were taken from each batch of fuel. A final
fabrication report documented the data for the whole campaign.
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Sound ceramic pellets with a density of around 9.7 Mg/m^ were achieved
throughout the campaign. The targeted fissile content of 1.4 weight^ U233 in
total heavy elements was also acceptably achieved with an average for the
total campaign of about 1.42 weight %. About 80 batches each of approximately
10 kg were produced with only about three being significantly out of
specification on fissile content.

5. THE ZED-2 REACTOR

The ZED-2 reactor (Figure 7) is a zero-energy heavy water moderated tank-type
critical facility in which CANDU reactor core lattices can be simulated. A
typical critical core of natural uranium fuel (Figure 8) consists of 55 fuel
rods each containing five 28-element CANDU fuel bundles. The reactor is
controlled by varying the height of the moderator, and reactivity changes are
measured in terms of the critical height of moderator. The reactor tank is
accessible through rolling shields on the top so that the core geometry can
easily be changed and neutron detecting foils readily inserted and removed.

6. THE PHYSICS PROGRAM

The (U-233,Th)C>2 fuel was assembled onto 35 36-element bundles which were in
turn assembled into seven fuel rods, each containing five bundles, in the ZED-
2 hot sites. These are special sites in which the coolant and fuel can be
heated electrically to 300°C so that the effect on reactivity can be measured.

Seven rods are insufficient to make a critical core, so that the method of
successive substitution must be used to allow the materials buckling of the
(U233,Th)02 fuel to be derived. In this method the change in critical height
of a core of natural uranium rods is measured as rods in the central region
are replaced by those of the experimental fuel. Figure 8 shovs the location
of the rods that are substituted. Measurements are made with three different
coolants in the hot sites (heavy water, light water, and air), and at two
lattice pitches (31 cm and 24.5 cm).

In addition, detailed reaction rate measurements are made in and around a
special demountable bundle of the (U233,Th)O2 fuel located in the centre of
the substituted region. These cover the same coolant, pitch and temperature
conditions that were used in the reactivity measurements. The measurements
are made by activating foils containing the nuclides of interest, some of
which are placed between the pellets of the removable elements of the special
bundle. The reactions studied include: fission of U233, Pu239 and U235,
neutron capture in the fertile material Th232, and neutron capture in the flux
and spectrum indicators Cu63, Aul97, Mn55, Inll5, and Lul76.

7. RESULTS TO DATE

The in reactor measurements with heavy water and air "coolants" have been
completed and work is proceeding with light water in the coolant volume.
Analysis of the results is also in progress and comparisons of reaction rate
ratios with those calculated by the lattice code VTMS-AECL [3] have been
reported for heavy water cooled cases l^I. In general the comparisons
indicate that WIMS-AECL, using a library based on ENDF/B-V nuclear data,
successfully calculates the neutron spectrum in the cell. However, the
calculations tend to overestimate the important Th^32 capture to U"3 fission
ratio by up to h% [4].
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FIGURE 1. THE FIRST GLOVEBOX LINE OF THE RFFL

FIGURE 2. PART OF THE SECOND LINE - THE SURFACE GRINDING BOX
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FIGURE 3. THE FINAL LINE, SHOWING FUMEHOODS FOR LEAK AND CONTAMINATION TESTING
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FIGURE 5. GAMMA SHIELDING IN FRONT OF GLOVE-BOXES
(ARROWED)

FIGURE 6. THE PERSONAL AIR SAMPLER
(ARROWED)
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ThOz BASED FUELS FOR PHWRs- FABRICATION, CHARACTERISATION AND TEST IRRADIATION

C. GANGULY

Radiometallurgy Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre , Bombay 400085, India

ABSTRACT

A research and development programme covering fabrication, property
evaluation and irradiation-testing of TI1O2-UO2 and TI1O2-PUO2 fuels for PHWR is
being pursued since the last five years in BARC, Bombay. The conventional
"powder-pellet" route using MgO or Nb20s dopant is found to produce high
density (£96% T.D.) pellets at relatively low sintering temperatures U1773K).
Thermal conductivity and hot hardness data have been generated for these
pellets. A 6-pin cluster containing 5 pins of zircaloy 2 clad ThO2-4%PuO2 fuel
has been successfully irradiated to ̂ 8 MWd/kg in CIRUS reactor. "Pellet-
impregnation" technique has been explored for preparation of TI1O2-UO2 (S2% U)
pellets. Sol-gel tnicrosphere pelletisation (SGMP) process, adapting the
external gelation of thorium (EGT) route of KFA, FRG for preparation of gel
microspheres from heavy metal nitrate solutions, has been developed for
production of high density TI1O2-UO2 and ThO2-CeO2 (Ce for simulation of Tu)
pellets with improved microstructure.

1. INTRODUCTION

In India, a three stage nuclear power programme, linking the fuel cycles of
PHWR and LMFBR, is being pursued for effective utilisation of modest uranium
(~52,000 tons), but vast thorium (~-360,000 tons) resources. In stage I, the
operating and forthcoming natural UO2 fuelled PHWRs would deliver 'Pu' and
depleted 'U' for LMFBRs in stage II, which would breed UZ33 in Th232 blanket.
The Th23Z-U233 cycle would then feed self-sustaining PHWRs in stage III. Since
the LMFBR programme has been delayed, it is proposed to recycle a part of
stockpiled 'Pu' in combination with Th in a few channels of operating PHWRs,
without any engineering modification to the reactor system. The U233 thus
formed could gradually replace 'Pu' in subsequent cycles. The thorium fuels
under consideration for PHWRs are TI1O2-PUO2 (£4% Pu) and Th02-U2330z U2%
U 2 3 3 ) .

ThO2, UO2 and PuO2 are isostructural (FCC, CaF2 type), completely solid
soluble and have similar thermodynamic and thermophysical properties. TI1O2 is
one of the most stable oxides and has excellent compatibility with zircaloy
cladding. Further, it has higher melting point and better thermal conductivity
compared to UO2 and PUO2. Hence, the in-pile performance of TI1O2-PUO2 (£4% Pu)
and Th02-U

2330z (£2% U233) fuels is expected to be better than that of UO2.
The limited irradiation data available on TI1O2 based fuels confirm that both
fission gas release and irradiation induced swelling are lower in these fuels
compared to that for UO2.
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A special feature of the Th232-U233 cycle is the problem arising from the
penetrating gamma radiation of certain daughter products of u232, which is
always associated with U23:!. Hence, similar to Pu, handling of U233 bearing
materials requires remotised and automated operations in shielded glove boxes
or hot cells.

The major fabrication campaigns reported so far for TI1O2 based water-cooled
reactor fuels are based on conventional "powder-pellet" route (involving cold-
pelletisation of fine powder, followed by sintering). The alternative vibro-
sol, or sphere-pac, process has also been used to a limited extent. The
"powder-pellet" route is suitable for fabrication of high density fuel pellets
but has the disadvantage of "radiotoxic dust hazard" as it involves handling
of fine fuel particles. Further, fine powders have poor flowability which
makes automation and remote fabrication somewhat difficult. The vibro-sol
route utilises dust-free and free-flowing sol-gel derived microspheres and is
highly suitable for automation and remotisation. However, it has the
limitation of the maximum achievable smear density of only 90% T.D., which
makes it unsuitable for production of PHWR fuels. Further, in the event of an
accidental breach of the cladding tube, there is the possibility of more fuel
particles being washed out to the coolant circuit leading to gross
contamination problems in case of "vi-pac" pins as compared to "pellet-pins".

The sol-gel microsphere pelletisation (SGMP) process combines the
advantages of "vibro-sol" and "powder-pellet" routes and uses sol-gel derived
dust-free and free-flowing microspheres, rather than fine powder derived
granules, for pellet making and sintering. The SGMP concept though attractive
did not prove to be successful, particularly for TI1O2 based fuels, since the
oxide microspheres prepared by conventional internal/external ammonia gelation
processes were found to be hard and difficult to pelletise and sinter. Till
the early 1980s, the maximum sintered pellet density reported was only 85%
T.D. [1,2]. The microspheres retained their individual identity even after
high pressure ("840 MPa) pelletisation and high temperature sintering (2023 K)
and led to low density pellets U85% T.D.) with "open pores" and "blackberry"
structure.

The present paper summarises the following achievements in BARC during the
last five years in the R&D project on thoria based fuels for PHWRs,
highlighting the author's experience in fabrication of TI1O2-UO2 and ThO2-PuO2
fuels:

- Th02-U02 and ThOz-PuCh pellet preparation by powder-pellet route,
evaluation of their thermal conductivity and hot hardness and irradiation-
testing of ThO2-PuO2 fuel in CIRUS reactor

- TI1O2-UO2 pellet preparation by "pellet-impregnation" technique

- ThO2-UO2 and ThC^-CeCh (Ce for simulation of Pu) pellet fabrication by SGMP
process in collaboration with KFA, Juelich, FRG

2. POWDER-PELLET ROUTE

The conventional powder-pellet route involves simultaneous mixing-grinding
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of ThOz and UO2 or FUO2 powders, granulation, cold-pelletisation of granules
at ^350 MPa and high temperature (^1973K), sintering of pellets in Ar+8%H2
atmosphere. TI1O2 and PUO2 powders are produced by air-calcination of thorium
and plutonium oxalates. These powders are extremely fine (£1 urn) and have poor
flowability. Likewise, the UO2 powder obtained via the ammonium diuranate
(ADU) route is also fine and not free-flowing. The platelet morphology of
oxalate derived ThO2 powder also causes problems in achieving homogeneity
while mixing with UO2 or TI1O2 powders.

The following modifications [3] were made in the conventional "powder-
pellet" route in order to prepare Th02-U02 and TI1O2-PUO2 pellets of high
density and good microhomogeneity:

- doping thorium nitrate feed solution with ~ 1 w/o magnesium sulphate or
nitrate before precipitation of thorium oxalate in order to get ~0.4 w/o
MgO as "sintering aid" in the calcined TI1O2 powder

- pre-milling oxala'ee derived TI1O2 powder in order to break the platelet
morphology before co-milling with UO2 or PUO2 for proper homogenisation of
oxide powder mixture

- admixing »>*0.25 w/o NbzOs powder for improving sinterability of TI1O2-UO2
and ThO2-PuO2 powders.

With MgO doped TI1O2 powder, it was possible to achieve high pellet density in
case of ThOz-UO2 and ThO2-4%Pu(>2 pellets at relatively low sintering
temperature U1773K). The Tht4 is partially replaced by Mg+Z ions causing the
formation of oxygen or anion vacancies which is expected to enhance the volume
diffusion of thorium ions leading to rapid densification of Th02-U02 or ThO2-
PUO2 at relatively low sintering temperature. The microstructures of MgO doped
TI1O2-UO2 and ThO2-PuO2 pellets are shown in figure l(a) and (b). Nb2Os was
found to have a more pronounced effect on densification of these TI1O2 based
mixed oxides. The higher valent Nb+S substitutes Th+4 and creates oxygen
interstitials in TI1O2, which could be the driving force for achieving nearly
98% T.D. at low sintering temperature of 1473K. Microstructure of Nb.203
containing ThO2-2%UO2 p« llets is shown in figure l(c).

2.1 Thermophysical Properties

Hot hardness and thermal conductivity data were generated for ThO2-4%PuO2
and Th02-2%U02 sintered pellets [4]. The former throws light on the
temperature at which the pellets become plastic and the latter is related to
the permissible linear heat rating of these fuels.

Hot hardness measurements were carried out on sintered pellet samples of
diameter 4mm and height 7mm with a Nikon high temperature hardness tester
{Model QM). Both the sample and the indentor were heated separately to the
measurement temperatures (upto 1573K) under a vacuum of 0.1 Pa. A load of 1 kg
was applied for 5 seconds at each temperature. The image of the indentation
was magnified and transferred to a video screen where the diagonal of the
indentation was measured by a semi-automatic telecomparator system. The
Vickers hardness number (VHN) was obtained from the conversion chart. Figure
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2(a) gives the hardness versus temperature plots of the mixed oxide sintered
pellets. The changes in slopes of the plots above HOOK and 1200K respectively
for the plutonium and uranium bearing mixed oxides are attributed to the
change in the deformation mechanism governed by diffusion-controlled processes
like dislocation climb and grain boundary sliding.

The thermal conductivity (KT) at a particular temperature (T) was
calculated from the measured thermal diffusivity data using the following
equation:

KT = (a x d x C ) T

where a, d and C are respectively the thermal diffusivity, density and
specific heat of the material at that temperature. The speific heat data of
UO2, TI1O2 and PUO2 available in standard handbook was used for calculation of
thermal conductivity. The thermal diffusivity was measured by the transient
heat flow method using a pulsed laser as the heat source on one surface of a
pellet of 10mm diameter and 1.5mm thickness. The rise in temperature on the
other surface was measured by an infra-red (IR) detector. The thermal
diffusivity was computed from the relationship

a = 1.387 L2/7T2-t

where L is a sample thickness and t is half the time required for the rear
surface to reach the maximum temperature. The thermal conductivity value was
subjected to porosity correction. Figure 2(b) shows the thermal conductivity
of the mixed oxide sintered pellets as a function of temperature. The decrease
in thermal condutivity with temperature is attributed to anharmonic phonon-
phonon or phonon-defect interaction in the lattice.

2.2 Irradiation Testing of ThO2-4%PuO2 Fuel

A 6-pin cluster containing 5 fuel pins of zircaloy clad Th02-4%PuO2 fuel
and a dummy pin was fabricated and subjected to irradiation testing in the
pressurised water loop (PWL) of CIRUS. The diameter, length to diameter ratio
and density of the sintered pellets were 12.2±0.01 mm, 0.95 and 92±1% T.D.
respectively. The zircaloy fuel tubes were 561±0.5 mm in length and ontained
the fuel stack of 434.5±0.5 mm . The chemical analysis of the sintered pellets
is illustrated in Table 1. The zircaloy fuel tubes were encapsulated by TIG
welding of the end plugs. Routine inspection including visual examination,
metrology, radiography and helium leak testing were carried out and documented
for all the pins.

The irradiation testing conditions in PWL, CIRUS were as follows:

(i) Coolant water pressure : 105 kg/cm2, 513K
temperature, flow & pH 16800 kg/h & 9.5-10.5

(ii) Temperature of clad outer surface, : 509.6K, 735.IK &
fuel surface & fuel centre 2253K

(iii) Heat flux and Linear power : 71 W/cm2 and 280 W/cm
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The fuel pin cluster was successfully irradiated without any failure to
burnup of 18.4 MWd/kg and is presently awaiting post irradiation examination
in the hot cells of BARC.

3. PELLET IMPREGNATION TECHNIQUE

The "pellet-impregnation" concept (figure 3) for fabrication of Th02-U02
pellets involves preparation of the relatively less radioactive ThCh pellets
of low density by conventional "powder-pellet" route in an unshielded area,
impregnating these pellets in uranyl nitrate solution (U233) in a shielded
facility, followed by high temperature (£1973K) sintering (for densification
and TI1O2-UO2 solid solution formation). Thus, fine U 2 3 3 bearing powders are
avoided, handling of U 2 3 3 is restricted only in certain parts of the fuel
fabrication plant and process steps like calcination of uranyl nitrate and
mixing-grinding of TI1O2-UO2 powders are eliminated.

The objectives of the pellet-impregnation experiments [5] in BARC were to
determine: (i) the maximum quantity of uranium which could be impregnated in
TI1O2 pellet, and (ii) the homogeneity of the uranium distribution in the mixed
oxide pellets after sintering. Natural uranium was used for these experiments
and the essential steps were as follows:

- preparation of partially sintered, low density (70-80% T.D.) ThO2 pellets
by cold-pelletisation of oxalate derived ThO2 powder followed by sintering
at low temperature (1273-1473K)

- impregnation of these pellets in 2.8 molar uranyl nitrate solution for
15-30 minutes under a vacuum of ^lOO Pa

rinsing and vacuum drying at 383K for 24 hours

- sintering at 1973K for 4 hours in Ar+8%H2 atmosphere

- cutting transverse and longitudinal sections from sintered pellets for
X-ray diffractometry (XRD), X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) and
electron probe microanalysis (EPMA).

Th02-U02 pellets of high density (£96% T.D.) and homogeneous uranium
distribution could be reproducibly fabricated. The EPMA of cut sections showed
uniform distribution of uranium in sintered pellet and the lattice parameter
of the TI1O2 phase before (5.5990 A°) and after (5.5970 A°) sintering confirmed
TI1O2-UO2 solid solution formation during sintering. The microhomogeneity was
comparable to ThO2-UO2 pellets prepared by the conventional "powder-pellet"
route. However, the amount of open porosity in partially sintered TI1O2 pellets
and the solubility of uranium in HNO3 was found to limit the concentration of
uranium that can be introduced in ThO2 to less than 2.5 w/o. This does not,
however, restrict the application of this technique for fabrication of PHWR
fuels, where the U 2 3 3 enrichment envisaged is below 2 w/o.
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4. SOL GEL MICROSPHERE PELLETISATION PROCESS

The SGMP process for fabrication of high density ThO2-2%UO2 and ThO2-4%CeO2
pellets was developed in collaboration with the Institute of Chemical
Technology (ICT), KFA, Juelich, FRG [6,7,8]. The standard external gelation of
thorium (EGT) process of KFA, for preparation of spherical fuel particles for
high temperature gas cooled reactor was significantly modified to tailor-make
gel microspheres of thorium uranium oxide and thorium-cerium oxide, which
after controlled calcination were found suitable for direct pelletisation and
sintering to high density. The process flowsheet developed (figure 4)
incorporated the following three modifications in the EGT route:

- use of heavy metal nitrate feed solution of lower molarity (£1.2)

- addition of 1 w/o calcium nitrate in feed solution in order to have 0.4%
CaO as "sintering aid" in calcined microspheres

- addition of carbon black "pore former" to the sol prior to gelation in
order to produce "porous microspheres" on air-calcination.

The characteristics of different categories of Th02-2%U02 and ThO2-4%CeO2
microspheres are listed in Table 2. The gel microspheres prepared from sols
without any carbon black pore former, led to hard and "non-porous"
microspheres on calcination. Using these non-porous microspheres, the maximum
achievable sintered pellet density was only w 8 3 % T.D. The "porous"
microspheres (prepared from gel-microspheres containing carbon black) were
soft, crushed easily and lost their individul identity during pelletisation,
and sintered to high density pellets. The optimum sintering temperatures for
pellets prepared from "porous" microspheres with and without CaO "sintering
aid" were found to be 1723K and 1973K respectively. Typical green and sintered
pellet densities and the "open" and "closed" porosities in ThO2-CeO2 sintered
pellets prepared from "porous" microspheres are summarised in Table 2.

The comparative as-polished microstructures of sintered pellets prepared
from "porous" and "non-porous" microspheres are shown in figure 5. The "non-
porous" microspheres led to sintered pellets with "blackberry structure"
because the microspheres retained their individual identity as a result of
which densification took place only within the microspheres and not between
the microsphere boundaries. Microsphere boundaries were found to be totally
absent in case of sintered pellets prepared from "porous" microspheres. The
etched microstructure of sintered pellets prepared from porous microspheres
shows equiaxed grains in the size range of 15-20 um. The Ca and U mappings of
this sample show uniform distribution of these elements in the pellet (figure
5d and 5e). The quantitative pore analysis indicated that more than 85% of the
pores in the pellets were in the optimum diameter range of 2-5 um as shown in
figure 6.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions on the work carried out in BARC so far on fabrication,
physical property evaluation and irradiation testing of TI1O2-based fuels for
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PHWRs are as follows:

(i) "Porous" oxide microspheres are better feed material for pelletisation
and sintering compared to oxide powders. These microspheres are dust-free and
free-flowing and are suitable for remote and automated operations. Further,
these microspheres were found to produce high density sintered pellets without
any "blackberry" structure and led to uniformly distributed "closed" spherical
pores in the diameter range of 2-5 um, suitable for high burnup fuels.

(ii) NbzOs is found to be a better "sintering aid" for TI1O2 based mixed oxide
fuels for PHWRs compared to CaO or MgO.

(iii) "Pellet-impregnation" route is found to be feasible for fabrication of
Th02-U23302 fuel containing a maximum of 2 w/o U 2 3 3.

(iv) the thermal conductivity and hot hardness values of ThO2-PuO2 and TI1O2-
UO2 were found to reduce with temperature as in the case of UO2-PUO2.

(v) ThO2-4%PuO2 pins could be successfully irradiated to 18 MWD/kg in ?WL,
CIRUS.
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Table 1 : CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF Th02-Pu02 FUEL PELLETS
IRRADIATED IN PWL, CIRUS

Major

Th :

Pu :

0 :

Elements
(w/o)

84.05

3.49

Balance

Critical Impurities
(ppm)

C :

U :

F :

N :

Total equiva-
lent Hydrogen :

170

12

2.5

50

1.5

Pu isotopic Analysis
(w/o)

Pu239 : 93.3

Pu240 : 6.3

Pu241 : 0.4

Table 2 : CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF
ThO2-2%UOz AND Th02-4%Ce02 MICROSPHERES

Material

ThO2-2%UO2

Th02-4%Ce02

History of Sol

Mola-
rity

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

CaO
(w/o)

Nil

0.42

0.40

Nil

0.43

Nil

Carbon
black
g/mole)

Nil

Nil

30

30

30

30

Cal.Temp.
of micro-
spheres

(K)

As-dried
673
873
973

As-dried
973

973

973

973

973

Properties of calcined microspheres

Dia-
meter
(um)

410
410
400
400

420
400

400

400

410

400

Crushing
strength
(N/micro-
sphere)

20
25
25
28

18
20

2.5

3.0

2.0

2.5

Sp. Sur.
area
(m2/g)

170
135
75
45

180
50

45

50

42

49

App.
density
(g/cm3)

2.72
2.75
2.80
2.82

2.68
2.78

2.65

2.30

2.80

2.66
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Table 3 : DENSITY AND POROSITY OF ThOz-4%CeO2 SINTERED PELLETS
PREPARED BY SGMP ROUTE USING POROUS MICROSPHERES

Microsphere
history

ThO2-4%CeO2
1.2 molar,
with CaO

ThO2-4%CeO2
1.2 molar,
without CaO

Green Pellet

Compa-
tion
(MPa)

350

560

350

560

350

560

350

560

Density
(%T.D.)

48.6

52.1

48.6

52.1

50.0

52.0

50.0

52.2

Temp.
(K)

1773

1973

1773

1973

Sintered Pellet

Geom.
density
(%T.D.)

92.4

92.6

93.8

94.6

82.4

85.0

92.6

93.1

Bulk
density
(%T.D.)

94.4

96.2

95.3

97.2

Open
porosity
(%)

2.20

0.24

1.51

0.11

Closed
porosity
(%)

3.15

3.49

2.36

2.82

Not measured

93.2

95.8

2.67

0.86

4.21

3.20



(a) (Th,U)O , MgO doped (Th,Pu)O MgO doped (c) (Th,U)0 doped

o

~"lf * "» ""'* A

Figure 1 : MICROSTRUCTURES OF HIGH DENSITY (Th,U)Oa AND (Th,Pu)02 SINTERED PELLETS
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(a) Hardness vs. Temperature
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Figure 2 : (a) HARDNESS, AND (b) THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF:
• Th02-2%U02 o Th02-4%Pu02 SINTERED PELLETS
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
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Figure 3 : PELLET-IMPREGNATION CONCEPT FOR FABRICATION OF
Th02-U2330z (52% U) PELLETS
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Figure 4 : SGMP OF ThOz-BASED HIGH DENSITY FUEL PELLETS FOR PHWR, USING
THE EGT PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF GEL-MICROSPHERES
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(a) non-porous microsphere sintered pelle1-

(c) porous microsphere (d) sintered pellet

(e) fU' mapping (f) 'Ca1 mapping

Figure 5 : TYPICAL MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF ThO2-2%UO2 PELLETS
PREPARED BY SGMP ROUTE
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(a) SEM photograph showing spherical pores

(t>) Quantitative image analysis for pore distribution

o
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Figure 6 : PORE SIZE AND DISTRIBUTION IN HIGH DENSITY ThO2-2%UO2
PELLETS PREPARED BY SGMP ROUTE USING POROUS MICROSPHERES
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SUMMARY

The performance of CANDU fuel has been excellent to date. Planned evolutions of the CANDU
reactor include the CANDU 3 design and the high-burnup version of the CANDU 6 design. These
are expected to place increased demands on the 37-element CANDU fuel, such as a combination
of: peak element rating of 60 kW/m; element burnups of 700-800 MWh/kgU; power-ramps at
high burnup; and in-reactoi residence time of 800-900 hot-coolant days. Corrosion is expected
to remain very low in CANDU fuel sheaths under these conditions. Readily-available engineered
solutions like plenums and bigger chamfers keep the gas pressure below the coolant pressure. The
stresses and the strains in the fuel sheath at circumferential ridges can be reduced significantly by
improving the internal design of the fuel element. The following are some illustrative examples of
fuel design features that achieve this: lower initial density of UO2,* smaller pellets; bigger lands;
shallower dishes; central holes; and graphite discs. The CANFLEX design, which subdivides the
fuel bundle into 43 elements compared to the 37 elements used in the current design, can reduce the
gas pressure and the stresses/strains even further.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over 600,000 fuel bundles have been irradiated in the current generation of CANDU reactors,
and fuel bundle integrity is over 99.8% [1-3]. CANDU fuel uses natural uranium and generally
achieves core-average discharge bumups of 7-9 GWd/t(U) [1-3]. The burnup is currently limited
by considerations of reactivity in the reactor. Previous studies have demonstrated that there are
significant economic incentives to increase the burnups of CANDU reactors [4-5]. This requires
using advanced fuel cycles, including slightly enriched uranium (SEU) [5].

SEU fuel increases the reactivity, and the resulting increase in discharge burnup exceeds the
increase in the requirement for feed uranium [4-5]. The volume of spent fuel also decreases,
reducing the cost of storage and of disposal of waste fuel. Further, due to the extra fuel handling
capability created by less frequent refuelling, SEU fuel permits more flexible management of fuel
in the reactor. This results in more uniform radial and axial distributions of bundle powers within
and among the fuel channels. This can be used in two ways: Either, for a given peak power of the
bundle, the maximum channel power can be increased, lowering the capital cost of the plant per
installed kW. Or, for a given maximum power of the channel, the peak bundle power can be lowered,
so that the fuel is less intensely driven.

All these advantages combine to reduce the unit energy cost, and to increase the net utilization
of uranium resources [4-5]. For the CANDU reactors, the optimum enrichment has been identified
as 1.2 wt % U-235 in U [5]. Studies are currently underway to assess the practical feasibility of such
cycles.

One aspect being examined is the integrity of CANDU fuel under normal operating conditions
to core-average discharge burnups of ~21 GWd/t(U). This places the following demands on the
37-element CANDU fuel: peak element rating of 60 kW/m; element burnups of
700-800 MWh/kgU; power-ramps at high burnups; and in-reactor residence times of 800-900
hot-coolant days. This paper reports on the current status of that work.

This paper discusses fuel integrity during normal operation at extended burnups.
Load-following effects at extended burnups and fuel integrity during postulated accidents are still
under study and will be reported when complete.

There are four main tasks in assessing/improving the integrity of fuel during normal operation
at extended burnups: (a) Minimizing the thinning of the sheath due to corrosion; (b) Minimizing
the strains/stresses in the sheath; (c) Increasing the strength of the sheath; and (d) Improving the
protection of the sheath against corrosive products of fission. This paper examines the first two
aspects; the latter two are covered elsewhere [1,6,7,8].

The paper first reviews the existing data on fuel performance from commercial and from
research reactors. From this, and from the available literature on Light Water Reactors, potential
life-limiting mechanisms are identified. A detailed review is then presented for each of the
identified mechanism as it applies to the target bumups. Figure 1 illustrates the terms used in this
paper.
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2. REVIEW OP DATA

The outer elements of a fuel bundle usually operate at the highest power, and accumulate the
highest burnup. They are at most risk of failure; so in this study we have focussed on their integrity.
The maximum burnup of the outer element depends not only on the core-average bundle burnup
but also on the fuel-management schemes, which have been improved for the Advanced CANDU 6
MK3 reactor [5]. The presently proposed fuelling schemes for the CANDU 6/EBC* reactor will
require outer element burnups up to 700-800 MWh/kgU; some reductions are possible with further
refinements to fuel-management. In comparison, the current CANDU reactors achieve the
reactivity-limited maximum element burnup of about 300 MWh/kgU routinely, and about
700 MWh/kgU under isolated unusual circumstances related to very rare difficulties with refuelling
[9].

About 200 power reactor bundles have achieved bumups above 400 MW.h/kgU [6]. As
discussed in more detail later in this paper, these bundles continue to show low rates of corrosion
of the sheath [9]. There were, however, a few fuel failures [9] related to fission gas release and to
environmentally-assisted cracking. Steps are underway to address these, and are also discussed
later in the appropriate sections of this paper.

These bundles experienced less severe combinations of burnups/ramped powers/power
increases than are expected in the CANDU 6/EBC reactor. For this reason, this data does not provide
direct and sufficient statistical information with regard to defect rates in the CANDU 6/EBC reactor.
The experimental irradiations in research reactors associated with the initial development of
CANDU fuel all involved enriched uranium. Some 66 bundles have been irradiated to high burnup
at high power in experimental reactors, supplemented by data from the irradiations of 173 single
elements [10].

Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuels have operated successfully to burnups of 33-35 GWd/t, which
is beyond the target for the CANDU 6/EBC reactor. They use the same materials as CANDU fuel
does, and although the sheaths are free-standing, pellet-to-sheath contact does occur eventually due
to pellet expansion and due to sheath creep. Currently, the LWR fuel designers are seeking to extend
the core-average discharge burnup to 40-50 GWd/tU [11,12]. The extended-burnup target for
CANDU fuel is modest in comparison. This suggests that despite the differences in design and in
operating conditions of the two reactors, there is reasonable potential to safely operate enriched
CANDU fuel at significantly higher burnups.

* EBC: ExtendeoBumupCore
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3. CORROSION

Corrosion of the sheath can potentially reduce the ability of the sheath to withstand in-service
loads. Corrosion at high burnups has attracted significant attention in the LWR fuel
community [12]. However, the CANDU fuel operates under a different environment of system
chemistry. Corrosion has not failed any CANDU fuel bundle to date manufactured under current
specifications for Zircaloy and operated under normal temperature and chemistry of the coolant.

For the target burnups in the CANDU 6/EBC reactor, the in-reactor residence time would be
about 820 hot-coolant days. Based on existing data [9,13,14], and assuming current specifications
of Zircaloy and of coolant chemistry, we estimate that in 820 hot-coolant days, the oxide thickness
will be about 22 pun at the outer and inner surfaces combined. Since the volume of Z1O2 is about
50% larger than that of Zr consumed in the reaction, the above thickness represents local metal loss
of about 15 nm compared to the sheath wall thickness of about 400 |im.

These estimates are based on sheath temperatures typical of current power reactors. The sheath
temperatures in CANDU 6/EBC reactor are predicted to be 8-12°C higher. Using the correlations
given by Cox and by Urbanic [13,14], this translates into 30-80% higher corrosion rates. Even if
the corrosions at the inside and at the outside surfaces were to coincide at the same axial and
circumferential locations of the sheath, the combined loss of metal represents only 6-10% of the
sheath thickness. Corrosion thinning gives higher stresses in the sheath. Although we do not have
large-scale irradiation experience at high burnups with this level of corrosion, we note that the
projected metal-loss makes the bundle similar to the "thinner-wall" CANDU fuel [7], which has
been successfully tested for endurance, fuel handling, and irradiation; further tests are continuing.
Safety assessments for high-temperature transients also reveal acceptable performance of the
thinner-wall fuel during Loss of Coolant Accidents [15]. Even though these estimates are
preliminary and contain uncertainties, there remains sufficient thickness of metal to suggest that
sheath perforation will not occur and that the bundle retains adequate strength to withstand loads
imposed during fuel handling.

4. GAS PRESSURE

During irradiation, several stable isotopes of the gases krypton and xenon are steadily produced,
at rates that vary with operating power. While most of the fission products stay within the UO2
matrix, some fraction does migrate to the open space between the pellets and the sheath, giving rise
to gas pressure in the element. Calculations using the ELESTRES code [16] indicate that the most
highly-rated fuel element in the CANDU-6/EBC reactor can potentially reach a gas pressure
exceeding 13 MPa with the standard internal design of the 37-element fuel bundle.

Gas pressure above the coolant pressure (~10 MPa) gives primary tensile stresses in the sheath,
causing redistribution of zirconium hydrides. Further, the higher gas release at extended burnups
also increases the concentration of fission products at the sheath surface. The combined effect can
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reduce sheath integrity. In CANDU reactor operation to date, gas overpressure due to high burnup
may have contributed to the observed failure of about three fuel bundles out of the 600,000
irradiated. In experimental reactors, two bundles have failed due to gas overpressure, out of the ~70
bundles tested to high burnups. Both the failed bundles contained thoria pellets. A conservative
approach would be to keep the gas pressure below the coolant pressure.

The gas pressure can be reduced in many ways. Among the more practical are the
following-further subdivision of the fuel bundle (CANFLEX), plenums, and bigger chamfers.

In the 43-element CANFLEX bundle, the outer elements have a smaller diameter than in the
37-element bundle [6]. This means that for a given bundle power, the CANFLEX elements operate
at lower powers, reducing the gas release and the gas pressure. This design is under active
development at AECL [6].

Plenums provide another way of reducing the gas pressure - by providing empty space within
the fuel element to store the fission gas. Figure 2 shows the predictions of ELESTRES code [17]
for gas pressure in the most highly-rated fuel element in the CANDU 6/EBC reactor, assuming an
8 mm plenum. The maximum gas pressure is below the coolant pressure.

Another option to reduce gas pressure is to use bigger chamfers and tapers. Chamfers/tapers
provide a relatively cool and stable space for storage of fission gas, reducing the gas pressure. But
experiments show that chamfers/tapers also reduce the total length over which the pellet contacts
the sheath. This increases the temperatures in the pellet, and causes further gas release, partially
compensating for the increased storage space.

To select the chamfer/taper size which reduces the gas pressure to below the coolant's, the
two-dimensional temperature distribution in the pellet was first calculated using the FEAT
code [18]. From this, the influence of the chamfer/taper on volume-average temperature in the
pellet was quantified. Figure 3 shows typical results. This information was input to the ELESTRES
code to calculate gas release and pressure. Figure 4 shows typical results for the gas pressure before
and after the pellet temperatures were modified per the above procedure. These calculations used
the following dimensions of the chamfers/tapers, based on the results of parametric studies: 45°
chamfers/tapers at both ends of each pellet with the axial length of each chamfer/taper being 9% of
the pellet length. Short pellets were assumed based on considerations of sheath strains, as explained
in the next section. The figure shows that chamfered/tapered pellets can keep the gas pressure below
the coolant pressure in the most highly-rated fuel element in the CANDU 6/EBC reactor.

In summary, the gas pressure can be easily kept below the coolant pressure by engineered
features like plenums and chamfers/tapers in the 37-element bundle. The CANFLEX bundle can
reduce the gas pressure even further.

5. ENVIRONMENTALLY ASSISTED CRACKING (EAC)

The most important factor affecting fuel integrity at high and at moderate burnups, is
environmentally-assisted cracking (EAC) of the sheath. This occurs when the
irradiation-embrittled sheath experiences high tensile stresses, generally due to pellet expansion,
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in the presence of a corrosive internal environment provided by fission products. It may be
aggravated by hydrides in the sheath, which can provide sites for crack initiation. As noted earlier,
integrity of CANDU fuel has been excellent to date. In the few failures that have occurred, EAC
has been the most dominant failure mechanism related to fuel design, accounting for a few hundred
defects in over 600,000 bundles irradiated [1]. Other significant causes of fuel defects are fretting
and manufacturing flaws [1].

EAC is especially pertinent to two of the planned evolutions of the CANDU reactors: (a) the
CANDU 3 model, and (b) the CANDU 6/EBC model. The CANDU 3 reactor will have
single-ended fuelling. Therefore, some fuel bundles with high burnups can potentially experience
power ramps during discharge, increasing the risk of environmentally-assisted cracking (EAC) of
the sheath. In the extended-burnup version of the CANDU 6 reactors, powerramps at high burnups
will come from normal refuelling. These situations require that adequate protection be provided in
the fuel elements to counteract EAC.

Of the -200 high-burnup irradiations noted earlier, we have to date evaluated the detailed power
histories of 41 irradiations using the existing empirical correlations for fuel defects via EAC [19,
20]. The data-bases of the correlations are dense for burnups in the range 0-220 MWh/kgU and
sparse beyond that range. For this reason, the correlations are considered reliable to ~ 220
MWh/kgU.

The high-burnup irradiations noted above contained burnups in the range 260 to 840 MWh/kgU.
Hence the application of the existing correlations to the above data involved extrapolations of the
correlations. It was nevertheless attempted, to provide a first indication of the extrapolability of the
correlations. The correlation of Reference 19 required further modifications to account for the
effect of the layer of graphite at the inner surface of the sheath; such layers are standard in the current
37~element fuel bundle [7].

The existing correlations predict 2-4 defects in the 41 irradiations. In reality there were 7-11
defects [9,10]. This suggests that the above correlations do not extrapolate well to high burnups.
Programs are underway to address this limitation [6, 10]. In the meantime, we report here on
analytical studies aimed at reducing the stresses and the strains in the sheath, reducing the likelihood
of EAC.

Due to stress concentrations, the sheath is at the most risk of EAC at the following two locations:
circumferential ridges and sheath/endcap welds. Figure 1 illustrates the two locations.

Environmentally-assisted cracking can be alleviated by a variety of modifications to the design
of the fuel elements, either individually or in combination. Internal modifications include: improved
coatings, barrier-clad fuel, shorter pellets, bigger chamfers, bigger lands, lower density of UO2,
graphite discs, larger clearances, improved end-pellets, flux suppressors, improved geometry of
sheath/endcap welds, and improved microstructure of UO2. Increased number of elements
combined with element size grading is another alternative. Both these approaches are being
pursued. The latter is a major AECL program to develop the CANFLEX fuel bundle. It has been
described elsewhere [6] and is not discussed here in much detail.
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In parallel, feeneric programs are underway to eliminate the possibility of EAC near
sheath/endcap welds. These programs are also reported separately [8] and not discussed here either.
In the following paragraphs, we focus on specific examples of how the stresses and the strains in
the sheath can be reduced at the circumferential ridges. The calculations reported here used the
ELESTRES code.

Figure S shows the influence of pellet length on ridge strains, when the dish voidage is kept
constant. The power-history involved a quick ramp to 70 kW/m at the beginning of life, with a hold
to 10 MWh/kgU. In the short pellets, the midplane of the pellet is closer to the «nds and hence exerts
a larger restraint on the latter. This reduces the ridge strains in the short pellets. Chamfers/tapers
reduce the strains even further. Similar trends were noted in the experiments of Carter [21] and of
Rolstad et. al [22], and in the analyses of Veeder [23].

The power-history shown in Figure 6 [1] is used here to demonstrate the influence of the internal
design under conditions of multiple ramps in power. The focus is on the stresses arising from two
power ramps. The first ramp is from 10 to 42 kW/m at -200 MWh/kgU, and the second is from 40
to 50 kW/m at -220 MWh/kgU. The calculations used the ELESTRES code.

Figure 7 shows that during the first ramp, lower initial density of UO2 results in substantially
lower stresses. This occurs because the pellets of lower starting density undergo a higher amount
of densiflcation during the ramp, resulting in lower expansion of the pellet. This observation is
consistent with in-reactor measurements [24]. By the second ramp, however, initial differences in
UO2 density are sintered out by the operation at the high power. Hence the initial UO2 density does
not have a major impact on sheath stresses during the second ramp. Nevertheless, since the lower
density gives lower stresses during the first ramp, the cumulative damage during both the ramps
combined is likely much lower for the lower-density pellets.

Figure 8 illustrates the influence of land width. When the land width increases, the area near
the chamfer/taper becomes stronger which results in lower expansion of the pellet. This is consistent
with Carter's post-irradiation measurements of strains [21]. Beyond a critical size, however,
further increases in land width result in larger axial interaction among neighbouring pellets, which
increases the radial expansion of the pellet.

Figure 9 demonstrates the impact of central holes. The holes lower the volume-average
temperature of the pellet by reducing the mean distance of the UO2 from the coolant. Further, the
holes accommodate some of the pellet expansion so the sheath is strained less. The figure clearly
shows the benefits of central holes in reducing sheath stresses. Perhaps for this reason annular pellets
are mentioned frequently in LWR literature on high-burnup fuel designs [11,12].

Figure 10 shows the influence of dish size on sheath stresses. Dishes have two opposing effects.
Firstly, deeper dishes provide space for axial expansion of the pellet, lowering the axial stresses.
This also lowers the diametral expansion via the effects of Poisson's ratio. Secondly, deeper dishes
weaken the pellets, causing higher diametral expansion. Figure 10 shows that the second effect
dominates during the first ramp so the shallower dishes give lower stresses. Then, prolonged
operation at the high power 'fills' the dishes via creep of UO2. This removes much of the initial
difference in the dish size, and the second ramp shows no significant influence of dish size on sheath
stresses. Nevertheless, for both the ramps combined, the cumulative damage is lower for the shallow
dishes.
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The thermal conductivity of graphite is an order-of-magnitude higher than that of UO2. For this
reason, W.B. Lewis proposed inserting thin discs of graphite between adjacent pellets. This reduces
pellet temperatures by providing a more efficient path for removal of heat from the centre of the
pellet. MacDonald and Hastings have tested this concept via irradiations [25], and were encouraged
by the results. We used the FEAT code to calculate the two-dimensional temperature distributions
in annular graphite-disc fuel. Figure 11 shows the results. Note that the figure shows element
ratings, not pellet ratings. That is, the calculations assumed that for a given element rating, the
pellets in the graphite-disc fuel operate at a higher volumetric-heat-generation rate to compensate
for the heat not produced in the graphite. The graphite-disc fuel at 60 kW/m has the same
volume-average temperature as the normal fuel at 53.4 kW/m, giving an 'advantage' of 6.6 kW/m
in favour of graphite-disc fuel. For the peak temperature in the pellet at the endplane, which
influences the ridge strain, the corresponding advantage is -17 kW/m. These results are
encouraging, and point to the significant benefits of graphite-disc fuel in the areas of gas release and
of ridge strains.

Figure 12 shows the cumulative advantages of combining a number of features discussed
previously: smaller annular chamfered pellets of large land and low density, combined with graphite
discs. The simulated power history [1] involved irradiation at 10-20 kW/m to ~200 MWh/kgU,
followed by a ramp to about 50 kW/m. The power then oscillated between 40 and 50 kW/m and
involved several ramps, until discharge at 320 MWh/kgU. The figure shows that the high-burnup
design gives substantially lower ridge stresses than the current design.

The above discussion focussed on stresses and strains at the ridges. As noted earlier, other
aspects of element design also influence sheath integrity, such as the microstructures of Zircaloy and
of UO2, improved coatings, cracking near sheath/endcap welds, and the CANFLEX bundle. As
noted earlier, these programs are being pursued in parallel and are discussed elsewhere [6, 8].

In summary, the features discussed in this paper further enhance the integrity of CANDU fuel
elements against environmentally-assisted cracking in the CANDU 3 reactor as well as in the
extended-burnup version of the CANDU 6 reactor.

6. VALIDATION

Many of the concepts discussed above have been tested and reported previously, individually
and in combination with other parameters [1,7, 8,10,21,22,24,25]. Some of the conditions of
the previous tests differed in detail from those being specified now for the CANDU 6/EBC reactor.
Nevertheless the trends observed in the experiments are still applicable qualitatively and, as noted
earlier, support the trends predicted by the analytical calculations. Major experimental programs
are underway [1,6, 8,10] to further confirm the separate and the combined influences of many of
the design features discussed in this paper, and to extend the test conditions to those expected in the
CANDU 6/EBC reactor. The results will be reported when available.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of CANDU fuel has been excellent to date. Corrosion is expected to remain
very low in CANDU fuel to outer element burnups of 700 - 800 MWh/kgU. Readily available
engineered solutions like plenums and bigger chamfers/tapers keep the gas pressure below the
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coolant pressure. The CANFLEX design reduces the gas pressure even further. Features such as
low initial density of UO2, smaller pellets, bigger lands, shallower dishes, central holes, graphite
discs, and CANFLEX fuel can significantly reduce the strains and the stresses in the sheath at
circumferential ridges. This reduces the likelihood of sheath failure via environmentally-assisted
cracking. These proven features give confidence in proceeding to the next step: synthesis of a
specific configuration of these features in a CANDU fuel element and bundle designed and
engineered to meet specific targets of performance at high burnups. Thus we look forward to the
finalization of the higher-burnup designs in the future.
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Abstract

The use of slightly enriched uranium (SEU) in CANDU* requires a different fuel-
management strategy than that usually employed with natural uranium fuel. Axial shuffling is
a fuel-management strategy in which some or all of the fuel bundles are removed from the
channel, rearranged, and reinserted into the same channel, along with fresh fuel. An axial
shuffling scheme has been devised for 1.2% SEU which results in excellent power profiles,
from the perspectives of both good axial flattening and power histories. With the CANFLEX
(CANDU Flexible Fuelling) advanced fuel bundle, fuel ratings can be reduced to below 40
kW/m, with consequent safety benefits.

INTRODUCTION

The use of slightly enriched uranium (SEU) fuel in CANDU reactors offers many benefits,
such as a reduction in fuel cycle costs, an improvement in uranium utilization, and a
reduction in spent fuel volumes(1). In new reactors, enrichment offers greater flexibility in
design(2).

With the optimum SEU enrichment of 1.2%, a bi-directional, regular 2-bundle shift
fuelling scheme results in an excellent axial power distribution in the absence of the adjuster
rods. However, in the adjuster rod region, the adjuster rods depress the flux and power in
the center of the channel. Modified fuelling strategies have been devised to accommodate the
adjuster rods in current reactors, such as the checkerboard fuel-management scheme, global
differential enrichment, and multi-pass fuelling(3). Each of these options has its advantages,
as well as disadvantages. In future reactors, there are compelling incentives to relocate the
reactivity devices, enabling the optimization of the power distributions for natural uranium
and enriched fuels using a simple push-through, bi-directional fuelling schemed).

* CANDU: CANada JJeuterium Uranium. Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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The fuel-management option which provides the greatest flexibility in shaping the axial
power distribution is axial shuffling. In axial shuffling, some or all of the fuel bundles are
removed from the channel, rearranged, and reinserted into the same channel, along with fresh
fuel. Preliminary assessments indicate that axial shuffling is technically feasible in all
CANDU reactors, with some changes to the fuel-handling equipment.

This paper focuses on the time-average axial power and flux distributions for several axial
shuffling schemes. Another paper considers in more detail (including a time-dependent
fuelling simulation) the best axial fuel-management option identified here, and compares it to
two other fuel-management options^5).

In this study, the fuelling mode is assumed to be bi-directional, i.e., adjacent channels are
refuelled in opposite directions. In a reactor in which fuelling is uni-directional, such as the
CANDU 3, a bi-directional fuelling scheme can be mimicked with axial shuffling. Note that
completely different axial power distributions would result from modelling uni-directional
fuelling. Note also that the axial power distributions resulting from a particular axial
shuffling scheme depend on the fuel enrichment, as well as the adjuster rod configuration
(i.e., the location and absorption grading of the adjuster rods).

In this study, use of the CANFLEX advanced fuel bundle was assumedO). The peak element
ratings in the CANFLEX bundle are about 20% lower than in the 37-element bundle. The
lower ratings, as well as optimization of the pellet design, provide greater confidence in
achieving extended bumup with SEU fuel. Global reactor characteristics, such as fluxes and
bundle and channel powers, are relatively insensitive to details of the bundle design.

METHODOLOGY

Reactor Model

The CANDU 6 Mark 1 reactor, having 380 fuel channels, was modelled. Flux and power
distributions were calculated in three dimensions using a fine-mesh, time-average model
embodied in the fuel-management code, FMDP(6). Lattice properties for the CANFLEX bundle
were averaged over the dwell-time of the fuel at every position in the core as a function of
burnup using the lattice code WIMS-AECL(^).

Axial shuffling was employed for the central channels in the vicinity of the adjuster rods,
while a regular 2-bundle shift fuelling scheme was used in the peripheral channels (Figure
1). The core was divided into three main irradiation regions, in order to flatten the radial
channel power distribution. Several axial shuffling schemes were considered, and the same
irradiation regions were used in each case. For the best scheme, some fine-tuning was done on
the irradiation values and on the size of the axial shuffling region.

Reactivity devices were represented by incremental cross sections, which were derived
from earlier studies using either natural uranium or 1.2% MOX fuel (mixed
uranium-plutonium). The incremental cross sections are not strongly dependent on fuel type.
Figure 2 is a top view of the reactor showing the locations of the reactivity devices.
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Axial Shuffling Schemes

A total of six unique axial shuffling schemes were considered in this study. All were
bi-directional with a 2-bundle shift, meaning that two fresh bundles were added and two spent
bundles were removed at each visit of the fuelling machine to a channel, and adjacent channels
were refuelled in the opposite direction. The six schemes are represented schematically in
Figure 3, which shows the movement of fuel along the channel with each visit of the fuelling
machine. In the identification scheme, the bundle locations are numbered from the refuelling
end of the channel. For instance, in S1, a pair of fresh bundles is first loaded into axial bundle
positions 5 and 6. During the next visit of the fuelling machine to that channel, the fuel in
positions 5 and 6, which has been in the reactor for one-sixth of its dwell time, is moved to
positions 7 and 8. During the next visit of the fuelling machine, that pair of bundles is shifted
to positions 1 and 2 in the channel, and so on until the pair of bundles is discharged from the
reactor. With the bi-directional fuelling scheme which was modelled, bundle position 1 is at
opposite ends of the reactor in adjacent channels. Fuel bundles were moved in pairs in this
study, and the relative position of each bundle in the pair was unchanged.

Criteria for Assessing Axial Shuffling Schemes

Several factors must be considered in assessing fuel-management strategies. From the
objective of minimizing peak bundle powers (or linear element ratings), it is desirable to
have an axial power distribution which is as flat as possible, i.e., a high axial form factor
(ratio of average to peak bundle power for a particular channel).

From the viewpoint of margin to dryout during normal operating conditions, a power
profile which peaks at the inlet end of the channel and decreases along the length of the channel
is desirable, since it has a higher critical channel power than one which is axially symmetric,
be that either flat or cosine-shaped. On the other hand, an axially symmetric power
distribution has the advantage that critical channel power is not affected by the direction of
coolant flow.

The bundle power history is an important consideration from the viewpoint of fuel
performance during normal operating conditions. It is desirable that the fuel see a declining
power history during its lifetime, or that only relatively fresh fuel be subject to power
boosts. This is especially true for the extended burnup SEU fuel. As well as the steady-state
power history, the transient power history which the fuel experiences during the actual
fuelling operation must also result in acceptable fuel performance.

Control devices such as shutoff rods, zone controllers, and adjuster rods, must meet their
design requirements, including adequate reactivity worths.

RESULTS

Axial Power Distributions

Figure 3 shows the axial power profiles for a central channel (K-11) in the vicinity of the
adjuster rods for each of the axial shuffling schemes considered. In order to facilitate
comparison of the axial power distributions, the bundle powers in this figure are normalized
to a nominal channel power of 6500 kW.
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In the axial shuffling scheme S1, the fresh fuel was loaded near the center of the channel in
positions 5 and 6, in order to compensate for the central location of the adjuster rods.
However, this over-compensated for the absorption in the adjuster rods, and the axial power
profile peaked strongly in the center of the channel. In order to reduce this power peaking in
the center of the channel, in scheme S2 fresh fuel was first loaded at the end of the channel and
moved to the central locations during subsequent refuellings. While this increased the power
at the channel ends, and significantly reduced the power peaking in the center of the channel,
the peak bundle power was still too high.

Scheme S5 is a regular 2-bundle shift, except for the last two fuel movements, which are
reversed. This scheme displays a double-humped axial power distribution similar to that
characteristic of a regular 2-bundle shift in the presence of adjuster rods. Even so, the
flattening is still much improved over the previous cases.

Schemes S3 and S4 are the same, except for the final two fuel movements. The axial power
distributions for these schemes are very similar, and show powei peaking near the center of
the channel. The axial form factors are similar to that for Case S5.

What is quite remarkable is the significant flattening of the axial power distribution
achieved in Case S6, which differs from S3 in only two bundle movements. This is the best
axial shuffling scheme that was found, and will be discussed further in a later section. The
axial power distribution with SEU is apparently very sensitive t" the axial shuffling scheme.

Axial Flux Distribution^

The axial thermal flux distributions (energy < 0.625 eV) are plotted in Figure 4. In Cases
S1 to S4 the flux, like the power, peaks at the center of the channel. In Case S5 there is a
large flux depression in the center of the channel, corresponding to the location of the
adjusters. In Case S6, the flux is very flat over the central 8-bundle positions.

The flat axial flux distribution in Case 6 will be inherently less stable to reactivity
perturbations than that for natural uranium fuel using a regular bundle shift scheme. The
adequacy of the spatial control system in preventing flux oscillations would need to be
confirmed through reactivity perturbation simulations. The degree of spatial stability could
be quantified by modal analysis.

Worths of Reactivity Device?

Table 1 shows the reactivity worths of the adjuster rods, zone controllers, and shut-off
rods for each of the axial shuffling schemes. Generally, the reactivity worth of a particular
device increases as the relative thermal flux at that location increases. Hence, the reactivity
worths of the various devices can be correlated to the axial thermal flux profiles in Figure 4.

In Case S6, the static worths of all the reactivity devices are adequate. The adjuster worth
required for 30 minutes' xenon override time with 1.2% SEU is about 9 mk(6). By
extrapolation, in Case S6, the xenon override time is about 37 minutes. While the static
reactivity worth of all the shut-off rods is judged to be acceptable, safety analyses usually
assume the failure of the most effective one or two rods. The worth of the shutoff rods with
the most effective one or two rods missing was not calculated.
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DISCUSSION

Optimum Axial Shuffling Scheme

The S6 axial shuffling scheme is excellent in most respects. The axial power distribution
is very flat, with an axial form factor of 0.77 (compared to 0.72 for the same channel with an
8-bundle shift fuelling scheme with natural uranium fuel). Table 2 lists the important
time-average core characteristics.

There is some asymmetry in the axial power distribution, with the power peaking at one
end of the channel, and a trend to decreasing powers along the length of the channel. Hence,
there would be an advantage in bi-directional coolant flow, with fuelling in the direction of
coolant flow, so the peak power occurs at the inlet end of the channel. This would provide
improved margins to dryout under normal operating conditions. However, the axial
asymmetry in the power distribution is not large, so the impact of the direction of coolant
flow on the margins to dryout should not be large.

The time-average bundle power distribution (Figure 3) can be combined with the
time-average bundle bumups to arrive at an estimate of the power history (variation of
bundle power with burnup) shown in Figure 5. The bundle which is initially loaded into
position 2 experiences no power boosting as a result of refuelling, while the bundle initially
loaded into position 1 undergoes power boosting only when being shifted from position 1 to
position 5, at a low burnup of around 3 MWd/kg, when the fuel is resistent to power boosting.
In reality, the fuel may undergo small power boosts at higher burnups as a result of the
refuelling ripple, which is not accounted for in this time-average model. In Reference 9, a
time-dependent refuelling simulation confirms the expected good power histories for this
axial shuffling scheme. That study showed that with CANFLEX fuel and axial shuffling scheme
S6, fuel ratings for the entire core were below 40 kW/m. These low ratings, and the
consequent lower peak fuel and cladding temperatures, would be expected to result in
significant safety benefits.

One area which requires further study is the power transients during refuelling, as the
fuel string is removed from the core. The details of these transients depend on the reactor
being considered. With axial shuffling scheme S6, old fuel alternates with relatively fresh
fuel at the end of adjacent channels. When the fresh fuel moves down the channel during
refuelling, there will be power boosts in bundles in neighbouring bundles as the fresh fuel
passes by; in particular, when this fresh fuel is adjacent to fresh fuel in neighbouring
channels at the downstream end of the channel, power boosts will occur in both the relatively
fresh fuel being removed from the core, and in the fresh bundles in the neighbouring channels.
Another consideration: in a reactor with uni-directional coolant flow, such as the CANDU 3,
the old fuel wilt be at the upstream end of the channel in alternate channels. Hence, the old
fuel at the farthest upstream location will undergo sizable power boosting as it passes through
the core, before being discharged. This challenge to clad integrity will be eased by several
factors: CANFLEX significantly reduces element ratings; peak bundle powers are relatively
low; and the dwell time at ramped power is short. With bi-directional coolant flow, old fuel
will always be at the downstream end of the channel, and this concern will not apply. Another
consideration which must be addressed is the effect of the movement of the fuel string on the
flux detector readings, and the possible impact on the operating margins.

Finally, some development is required to ensure the technical feasibility of axial shuffling
from the fuel-handling perspective.
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SUMMARY

An axial shuffling scheme was devised which is excellent from the perspective of reactor
physics, resulting in a good axial form factor and power history. The reactivity worths of the
control devices are ample. There is some asymmetry in the axial power profile, and so it is
expected that margins to dryout would be increased with bi-directional coolant flow, with
fresh fuel at the inlet end of the channel. The axial power distributions resulting from the
axial shuffling of enriched fuel are sensitive to minor changes in the shuffling scheme.

Further work is needed to confirm the acceptability of axial shuffling fuel-management
from several perspectives: reactor stability to spatial oscillations in light of the very flat
axial thermal flux distribution; technical feasibility of the fuel handling aspects of axial
shuffling; the implications of transient powers during refuelling; reactivity worth of the
shut-off rods with the best one or two rods missing.

This study has modelled bi-directional fuelling, which can be mimicked in a reactor
employing uni-directional fuelling. Different axial power distributions will result if
uni-directional fuelling is modelled, or if the adjusters have different locations or gradings.
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TABLE 1: WORTHS OF REACTIVITY DEVICES

Case

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

Adjuster Rods

22.3

19

15.7

14.8

7.2

11.1

Zone Controllers

3.8

4.5

6.1

6

7.3

7.5

Shut-off Rods

97.6

74.1

80.8

75.1

70.5

79

TABLE 2: TIME-AVERACE RESULTS FOR S6

keff

Maximum Bundle Power (kW)

Maximum Channel Power (kW)

Average Bumup (MWd/kg)

Feed Rate (Bundles/day)

(Channels/day)

Xenon Over-ride Time (min)

0.99968

732

6144

20.1

5.7

2.85

37
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Abstract

The transition from natural uranium to 1.2% slightly enriched uranium (SEU) has been modelled in an
1100-day time-dependent fuel-management simulation for a CANDU 6* in which the reactivity devices
have been relocated. The fuelling strategy was simply to replace natural uranium by SEU, two bundles at a
time. Two main challenges were encountered during the transition: 1) maintaining criticality when the
transition first began, when the SEU was added to the low-worth locations at the channel ends, and 2)
keeping maximum bundle powers to within acceptable limits when there were two or four SEU bundles in
the channel. The ability to relocate the adjuster rods was found to have little impact on the ability to shape
the axial power distribution during the transition. Alternate strategies are suggested for facilitating the
transition.

INTRODUCTION

Several fuel-management options have been devised to enable enriched fuels to be used in current
CANDU reactors^1'2'3). Each has its advantages, as well as drawbacks. In future reactors, a different
configuration of reactivity devices can be used to facilitate the use of both natural uranium and enriched
fuels. An earlier study described one such configuration, in which a simple push-through fuelling scheme

resulted in good axial power profiles for both natural uranium and enriched fuels^4). That configuration is
the basis for this study.

The above-noted configuration of reactivity devices has four rows of adjuster-rod sites, with the outer
rows moved closer to the channel ends than in the current design (Figure 1). The number, location and
absorption strength of adjusters would depend on the fuel type. With natural uranium, only the central
two rows of adjusters are used, with 7 distinct adjuster-rod types, and axial grading of absorption
properties in some rods. With 1.2% SEU, 16 adjusters arranged in four rows are used, with only a single
rod type. The other reactivity devices are also rearranged to accommodate the adjuster-rod sites.

This paper presents the results of an 1100-day time-dependent fuel-management simulation of the
transition from natural uranium to 1.2% SEU in a core in which the reactivity devices have been relocated.

*CANDU: £AJbladaDeuterium Uranium. Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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METHODOLOGY

Reactor Model

The reactor modelled in this study was a CANDU 6 Mk-I, with two modifications. The different
configuration of reactivity devices has already been mentioned. In the current CANDU 6, the radius of the
calandria near the channel ends is reduced. This axial notch reduces the reflector thickness (thereby
reducing the volume of heavy water) in a region of the core in which the neutron importance is low. The
axial notch also serves a mechanical function. The configuration of reactivity devices considered in this
study has devices located closer to the ends of the channel, and in order to accommodate these reactivity
devices, the size of the axial notch must be reduced. For simplicity, in this model the axial notch was
eliminated altogether, and the calandria radius reduced by 13 cm to preserve the moderator volume. As a
result of the smaller reflector thickness, there was a 4% reduction in the natural uranium bumup. This
aspect of the design has not been optimized.

The simulation was performed using the fuel-management code FMDP^). The choice of geometric
model was carefully considered, and involves a trade-off between accuracy and cost. The model selected
for this study is a quarter-core, with augmented channels on the symmetry boundary, and bi-directional
reflectional symmetry on the right and bottom boundaries (Figure 2). The model consists of 95 channels,
and 23 augmented channels (a total of 118 channels). During the refuelling simulation, the augmented
channels on the symmetry boundary were allowed to age, and were periodically refuelled, but were not
included in the results. Zone-controller action was not simulated. The model was validated by doing a
short 75-day refuelling simulation for both the quarter-core model and a full-core model, for natural
uranium fuel. The results of this and other modelling studies are given in Appendix A.

Fuel tables for FMDP were derived from WIMS-AECL^6) calculations for 37-element fuel, for both
natural uranium and SEU. The use of WIMS (with the Winfrith cross section library) resulted in natural
uranium jurnups which are about 5% lower than those calculated using the POWDERPUFS cell code.
While the calculations were based on the 37-element bundle, it was also of interest to see what effect the

use of the CANFLEX^.8) (CANDU flexible fuelling) advanced bundle would have on element ratings.
Since global core characteristics such as channel and bundle powers and fluxes are insensitive to the
bundle geometry, element ratings appropriate for the CANFLEX bundle could be derived from the 37-
element results.

Incremental Cross Sections

Modelling studies for the adjuster rods are described in Appendix A. It was ascertained that adjuster
rods of the tube-in-shel! design could be designed having the desired reactivity worths. Also, for the
accuracy required in this conceptual study, it was not necessary to account for the environment of the
adjuster rods (fuel type, fuel burnup).

Modelling the Transition

The time-dependent refuelling simulation was performed using 10-day refuelling intervals; i.e., the flux
was recalculated every 10 days. The channels selected for refuelling were spaced evenly over each 10-
day interval. The augmented channels on the symmetry boundary were also refuelled to ensure realistic
boundary conditions.

The starting point was an instantaneous calculation of the equilibrium core with natural uranium fuel,
employing a realistic distribution of burnups in the core. The simulation was divided into three parts. The
pre-transition period extended from 0 to 75 full-power days, during which time the reactor was fuelled only
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with natural uranium using a regular 8-bundle shift. The natural uranium configuration of adjuster rods was
used during this part of the simulation; i.e., only the central two rows were used.

During the transition period, refuelling took place only with 1.2% SEU, using a regular 2-bundle shift.
Hence, natural uranium was replaced by SEU, two bundles at a time. During this phase of the simulation,
different configurations of adjuster rods were employed, as shown in Figure 3, ending with the
configuration appropriate for SEU fuel. The transition stage lasted from 75 days to 965 days, at which
point all of the natural uranium in the core had been replaced by 1.2% SEU. Hence, it took 890 days to
complete the transition from an all-natural uranium core, to an all-SEU core. An alternate fuelling strategy
was also explored for the interval from 75 to 335 full-power days in the transition period: namely, refuelling
some channels with natural uranium, others with SEU.

In the post-transition phase, refuelling continued with SEU until 1095 days, to arrive at estimates of the
equilibrium core characteristics with 1.2% SEU.

RESULTS

Figure 4 shows time-average channel and bundle power profiles for the equilibrium natural uranium
and SEU cores (in the quarter-core model). There is greater flattening of the channel power distribution
with 1.2% SEU, and, as a result, a lower peak channel power (6310 kW with SEU compared to 6590 kW
with natural uranium). The axial bundle power profile with a regular 2-bundle shift fuelling scheme with
1.2% SEU peaks near the inlet end of the channel and decreases along the length of the channel, a
profile which increases the margin to dryout.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the axial bundle power distribution with time during the transition, for a
typical channel (J-10) in the central part of the core, for the reference fuelling strategy. The bundle
powers are plotted at the end of each time-step during which the channel was refuelled. At 50 days, the
channel had just been refuelled with natural uranium using an 8-bundle shift, and the flattening due to the
adjuster rods is apparent. The first two SEU bundles added to the channel caused a pronounced
increase in bundle power, and asymmetry in the axial power distribution. With four SEU bundles in the
channel, the axial power distribution had an asymmetrical double-hump shape. Once the channel had six
bundles of SEU, the axial power shape evolved smoothly into the shape characteristic of equilibrium
fuelling with 1.2% SEU.

The axial power distribution of peripheral channels, outside of the region of the adjuster rods, evolved
in a manner similar to that for central channels near the adjuster rods. This is illustrated in Figure 6, which
shows the evolution of the axial power profile for channel J-2, well outside of the adjuster-rod region.
While the asymmetries in the axial power distribution are not quite as pronounced as for channel J-10,
there is still a double-hump in the axial power distribution with four SEU bundles in the channel.

Figure 7 snows the variation with time of some of the key core characteristics. It is apparent that one
difficulty encountered with the reference fuelling strategy was trying to maintain the target kef{ during the

initial part of the transition. There were two reasons for this. First, although the fresh SEU fuel has a lot of
reactivity, it was being added to low-worth locations at the channel ends, in a flux distribution initially
characteristic of a natural uranium core. Second, adding two SEU bundles moved relatively old, low-
reactivity natural uranium bundles into the high-worth, high-flux location in the center of the core. To
increase the core reactivity, six adjuster rods were withdrawn at 116 days. However, this only added a
couple of mk.Only after a number of channels contained four bundles of SEU did the core reactivity start
to increase, at 225 days. The refuelling rate was held more or less constant during the simulation-no real
attempt was made to maintain keff during the first 100 or so days of the transition by increasing the fuelling

rate.
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The alternate fuelling strategy-introducing the SEU more slowly by continuing to refuel some
channels with natural uranium-allowed a faster recovery of keff, and also reduced peak bundle powers
somewhat. A>i 'icreased fuelling rate with the alternate fuelling strategy would have enabled criticality to
be maintained.

A more elegant fuelling strategy has since been devised to maintain criticality during the early part of
the transition. At the start of the transition, instead of adding two bundles of SEU during refuelling, two or
four bundles of natural uranium would first be inserted, followed by the two SEU bundles. The fresh
natural uranium bundles would be located in the higher-worth positions in the channel, and hence would
add the required reactivity during fuelling. Upon subsequent visits to a channel, only SEU would be
added. This strategy may also help to flatten the axial power distribution. Using a regular 4-bundle shift
scheme for natural uranium prior to the transition may also help. These options have not yet been
investigated.

The increase in peak bundle powers during the period between about 150 and 350 days in the
reference fuelling strategy was due to the skewed axial power distributions for channels having two or four
bundles of SEU. While the peak bundle power of about 1030 kW is greater than the current licensed limit
for the 37-element bundle in the CANDU 6, with CANFLEX fuel the peak linear element rating is much
lower than in the 37-element bundle, and so this bundle power could easily be accommodated.
Moreover, 1030 kW is close to the licensed bundle power limit in Bruce A.

At 146 days, the equilibrium SEU configuration of adjuster rods was tried. However, peak bundle
powers were increasing because of the distortion in the axial power distribution. Therefore, at 166 days,
only the outer adjuster rods were used, to try to bring down the powers at the channel ends. However,
this did not have much effect on the axial power distribution. It had been hoped that the ability to relocate
the adjuster rods during the transition would help shape the axial power distribution, since it was so
advantageous in shaping the equilibrium power distributions with natural uranium and enriched fuels.
However, the ability to relocate the adjusters was found not to be of significant benefit during the
transition. It is recognized that the adjuiiter-rod deployment could be further optimized for the transition.
For example, the use of more heavily absorbing rods may help to flatten the power distribution with four
bundles of SEU in the channel.

Peak channel powers are below 7100 kW during the transition period, and below 6850 kW once all the
natural uranium has been discharged from the core. Maximum channel over-powers, while greater than for
natural uranium during the pre-transition period, are not excessive. (The channel over-power is the ratio of
the channel power at that point in time, to the reference time-average power for that channel. Only
channels with a power greater than 0.9 of the instantaneous maximum channel power at that time,
including the augmented channels, were included when calculating the peak over-powers shown in
Figure 7.) At 765 days in the simulation, the reference channel power distribution for the calculation of
over-powers was changed from the natural uranium equilibrium reference, to the flatter SEU equilibrium
reference. Even this change to a flatter channel power distribution was accomplished without
encountering large over-powers.

The channel over-powers are used in calibrating the flux detectors used in the neutron over-power
protection (NOP) system. It should be emphasized that the objective of the NOP system is to keep the
channel and bundle powers to within acceptable limits. If the channel over-powers with 1.2% SEU fuel are
too large for the current method of calibrating the NOP system detectors, another method could be used
to provide protection against high powers--for example, an on-line power calculation.

Figure 8 shows power nd power-boost envelopes for selected times and time-intervals, for the 37-
element bundle with natural uranium fuel, and for the CANFLEX bundle with 1.2% SEU. The envelope
shows the maximum element power as a function of element burnup for the entire core. The power
envelope for ring 4 of the 37-element natural uranium bundle at 75 days is representative of equilibrium
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fuelling with natural uranium in the core with repositioned reactivity devices. The peak rating is quite low
(51 kW/m). At 875 days in the simulation there were only a few natural uranium bundles remaining in the
core, having a relatively high burnup (peak element burnup greater than 17 MWd/kg), and relatively low
rat ngj; '< ~s ''.. n 16 kW/m) The power envelope is also shown for ring 4 of the CANFLEX bundle with
1.2% SEU at 275 days in the simulation-a time when maximum bundle and channel powers were large
(1016 kW and 6889 kW, respectively). Even with these relatively high bundle powers, the peak ratings
with CANFLEX were below 55 kW/m. Once the change to SEU had been accomplished, the peak ratings
for most of the CANFLEX SEU fuel were below 40 kW/m (indicated by the envelope at 1085 days).

Figure 8 also shows two power-boost envelopes for the transition period between 85 and 965 days:
ring 4 of the 37-element natural uranium bundle, and ring 4 of the CANFLEX SEU bundle. Both
envelopes exhibit large power-boosts at relatively low burnup (25-30 kW/m at about 3 MWd/kg), with a
rapid decline in the power-boosts with increasing burnup. The 37-element and CANFLEX bundles must
be able to tolerate these power and power-boost envelopes if the transition from natural uranium to SEU is
to be achieved without fuel failures. There is good confidence in the fuel performance capability of the
CANFLEX fuel bundle. If there were uncertainty in the ability of the 37-element natural uranium bundle to
accommodate these power and power-boost envelopes, the core could be fuelled with natural uranium
CANFLEX fuel prior to the transition.

SUMMARY

The transition from natural uranium to 1.2% SEU has been successfully modelled in a CANDU 6 core in
which the reactivity devices have been repositioned. While the ability to relocate adjuster rods is of great
advantage in shaping the axial power distributions with natural uranium or enriched fuels in the equilibrium
core, it was found to be of little benefit during the transition for the strategy employed here. Simpiy
replacing natural uranium by 1.2% SEU two bundles at a time was not a viable option in the early part of the
transition, because the high-reactivity SEU was added to low-worth flux locations at the channel ends, and
it was difficult to maintain reactivity. A better option during the early part of the transition would be either to
introduce the SEU more slowly, by alternating SEU fuelling with natural uranium, or to add two or four
bundles of natural uranium, followed by two bundles of SEU.
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APPENDIX A: MODELLING STUDIES

Modelling studies were undertaken to determine the accuracy of the quarter-core model, and to
determine the sensitivity of the adjuster-rod model to the surrounding fuel type.

Accuracy of Quarter-Core Model

The quarter-core model was validated by repeating the first 75 days of the natural uranium simulation
using a full-core model. Table A1 compares the quarter-core and full-core results, for the three types of
calculations done: time-average, the instantaneous starting point of the simulation, and the time-
dependent refuelling simulation. Agreement is excellent for all quantities except the zone-control worth,
which is 10% higher in the quarter-core model than in the full-core model. The reason for this discrepancy
is that the zone-controller fill in the top half of the core is not symmetrical with that in the bottom half of the
core. This discrepancy is of no consequence for the purpose of the simulation. Hence, the quarter-core
model is an excellent representation of the full core.

Modelling Studies for Adjuster Rods

Adjuster-rod design- Reactivity devices are normally represented in the reactor code FMDP through the
use of incremental cross sections (thermal absorption, A l a 2 , fission yield, AvSf2, and so on), which are

added to the cell-averaged cross sections at the locations of the devices. The incremental cross sections
are usually calculated for each reactivity device using a three-dimensional integral transport calculation, in
which part of the device and part of the fuelled lattice cell are present in a supercell. The incremental cross
sections are simply the difference between the supercell average cross sections, with and without the
device present.

In the time-dependent refuelling simulation reported on in this paper, and in the earlier time-average
calculations, real adjuster rods were not modelled. Rather, fictitious adjusters were represented by values
of A£ a 2 , chosen to give the desired effect on the axial power distribution, and the required total reactivity

worth. Table A2 shows the values of A£ a 2 used for the various adjuster-rod segments, while Figure A1

shows the adjuster-rod designations. The adjuster rods for the natural uranium core were divided into
three segments axially, with the top and bottom segments having the same size and properties. There
were a total of seven different adjuster-rod types with natural uranium. For the adjusters employed in the
SEU core, a single adjuster-rod type was used, which was uniform axiaily.

It was therefore necessary to ascertain that adjuster rods could be designed having the desired range
of values of AXa2 , for both fuels. A stainless-steel rod-in-tube design was chosen for the adjuster rods,

and the radius of the inner rod, and the thickness of the outer tube, were varied until the required value of
A l a 2 was achieved. The calculations were done using the three-dimensional integral-transport code,

SHETAN(9). Three representative adjuster rods were looked at: the adjuster-rod type used with SEU
fuel, and two adjuster rods used with natural uranium fuel: the middle section of rod 10 (having the highest
value of A l a 2 ) , and rod 11. The results are shown in Table A3. Note that the radius of the inner rod for

adjuster-rod type 10 is quite large: 1.9 cm. The values of A£ a 2 are close to the corresponding values in

Table A2, and show that adjuster rods can be designed having the required value of A£ a 2 .
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Inaccuracies in representing adjusters using only AT^o. A related question was considered', what error is

introduced in representing the adjusters only by a value for AXa 2 , rather than with the whole set of

incremental cross sections? To answer this, a comparison was made of the reactivity worth of the adjuster
rods (for the single adjuster-rod type used in the SEU core), and the power distributions for the SEU core
for three cases:

1) using the whole set of incremental cross sections,
2) usingjust A£ a 2 , or

3) using AS a 2 along with AvZj2 .

Using the whole set of incremental cross sections results in a reactivity worth for the adjuster rods 18%
lower than that resulting from using just A l a 2 (due mainly to the presence of Av£f2). Using both AE a 2

and AvZf2 gives excellent agreement with the total set of incremental cross sections. The presence of

the adjusters increases the effective cell-average fission-yield cross section (vSf2) by increasing the fuel

flux relative to the average cell flux. A positive value of AvZf2 reduces the worth of the adjusters. Scaling

up ASa2 and AvZj 2 by 1.23 gives the same adjuster reactivity worth as using just A£ a 2 , and results in

good agreement in the power distributions.

Thus, while representing the adjuster rods by only A E a 2 is perfectly satisfactory, in designing real

adjusters to give the same effect as the fictitious adjusters represented only by AE a 2 , the value of A£ a 2

(and AvZf2) should be scaled up by about 23%.

Importance of adjuster-rod environment. During the transition, a reactivity device can be adjacent to
natural uranium fuel, SEU fuel, or both. Hence, modelling the actual changing environment of the
reactivity devices would be a tedious task. Therefore, a sensitivity study was performed to determine the
effect of fuel type (natural or SEU) as well as SEU burnup, on the adjuster-rod worth, and on the resultant
power distributions. SHETAN calculations of incremental cross sections were done for the real adjuster
rod in the SEU core, using macroscopic cross sections appropriate for either natural uranium or SEU to
represent the fuel in SHETAN. Then, FMDP calculations were done using both sets of incremental cross
sections for the adjusters, for the equilibrium SEU core. Table A4 shows both the incremental cross
sections, and the resulting FMDP core characteristics. The major differences in incremental cross
sections are in Av£f2, and in the H- and F-factors. These discrepancies in incremental cross sections

have little effect on the core calculation: the reactivity worth of the adjusters agrees to within 0.3 mk, peak
bundle powers agree to within 1.2%, and the largest difference in bundle power between the two
calculations is 3.4%.

Similarly, the impact of fuel burnup on the incremental cross sections wa. avestigated for SEU fuel by
averaging the fuel cross sections in the SHETAN calculation over two d'fiert-rv. burnup ranges: 0 to 5
MWd/kg; and from 5 to 15 MWd/kg. The resultant variations in adjuster-rod wonh in FMDP were less than
0.2 mk.

To summarize, the modelling studies on the calculation of incremental cross sections for the adjuster
rods have shown that while an explicit calculation of incremental cross sections for specific adjuster rods
will be necessary for detailed engineering calculations, for the conceptual studies in this paper the use of
AXa 2 alone to represent the adjuster rods is adequate.

For the other reactivity devices (such as zone controllers), incremental cross sections derived in earlier
studies for either natural uranium fuel or plutonium/uranium (MOX) fuel were used. Again, this is not
expected to impact on the results of this study.
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TABLE A1: COMPARISON OF NATURAL URANIUM QUARTER-CORE AND FULL-CORE

TIME-AVERAGE

keff

Maximum channel power (kW)

Maximum bundle power (kW)

Reactivity worths: Adjusters (mk)

Zone controllers, nominal fill (mk)

Burnup (MWd/kg)

INSTANTANEOUS

keff

Maximum channel power (kW)

Maximum bundle power (kW)

Quarter-core

1.00032

6615

787

18.0

5.06

5.67

1.00088

6780

792

Rjll-core

1.00061

6590

790

18.3

4.58

5.70

1.00094

6760

792

% difference

0

0.4

0

-2

10

-1

0

0.3

0

TIME-DEPENDENT REFUELLING SIMULATION (Average Results)

keff

Maximum channel power (kW)

Maximum bundle power (kW)

Maximum overpower (%)

Refuelling rate: channels / day

bundles / day

Reactivity worths: Adjusters (mk)

1.00027

6729

785

3.7

2.61

20.9

18.0

1.00062

6790

803

5.0

2.55

20.4

18.0

0

-1

-1

-1

2

2

0
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TABLE A2: VALUES OF A£a2 USED FOR THE ADJUSTER RODS

Fuel type

Natural uranium

SEU

Adjuster rod

8,14,15,21

9, 13,16,20

10, 12, 17, 19

11, 18

ali

Segment

top, bottom

middle

top, bottom

middle

top, bottom

middle

all

all

0.00010

0.000672

0.00047

0.001248

0.00117

0.001404

0.00071

0.0005775
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TABLE A3: ADJUSTER ROD DESIGN

SEU Natural Uranium

10 11
middle

Dimensions

Rod radius (cm)

Tube thickness (cm)

0.75

0.10

1.89

0.20

0.81

0.13

Incremental Cross Sections

(x10"3 cm'1)

cm"1)

Alg (x10"5 cm"1)

A l a i (x10"4 cm"1)

(x10"3 cm"1)

(x10"3 cm"1)

F (x10"3)

H (x10"14 kW/cm'2s"1)

Fast transport

Thermal Transport

Effective down-scattering

Fast absorption

Thermal absorption

Effective fission yield

Avg fuel flux/avg cell flux, thermal

Bundle power/avg cell flux, thermal

1.07

1.69

4.36

0.44

0.578

1.25

5.55

3.07

3.84

3.90

-0.62

1.40

1.35

2.80

16.3

6.93

1.33

2.03

3.98

0.53

0.691

1.34

7.58

3.22
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TABLE A4: EFFECT OF FUEL TYPE ON INCREMENTAL CROSS SECTIONS

SEU Natural

Uranium

% difference

(x10'3 cm"1)

SHETAN INCREMENTAL CROSS SECTIONS

1.07

<x10"3 cm"1) 1 - 6 9

A l s (x10"5 cm'1) 4.36

AZa 1 (x1(T4 cm"1) 0.44

ALa2 (x10"3 cm"1) 0.578

AvXf2 (x10"3 cm"1) 0.125

F (x10'3) 5.55

H <xicr14 kW/cm-2s"1) 3.07

1.07

1.67

4.33

0.43

0.57

0.110

6.18

2.63

0

-1

-1

-2

-1

-14

11

-17

FMDP RESULTS

keff

Maximum bundle power (kW)

Maximum channel power (kW)

Largest difference in channel power (%)

Largest difference in bundle power (%)

1.00349

726

6321

1.00323

735

6384

1.2

0.1

2.3

3.4
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Channel Column Designation
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FIGURE A1: ADJUSTER ROD DESIGNATIONS


